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Ideal Burndept
components for
filament control

T

HE Burndept Components for filament
control deserve the attention of every
constructor who wishes to equip the
instruments he builds in the best possible way.

Fixed Resistors.
No.
721
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725
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m

728
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Ohms.
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'·d.
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1
1
1
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6
9
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'25
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26
'25
2 0
736
'25
40
2 0
731
'2j
43
2 0
732
55
'25
2 0
No. 718. Screw Holder, on Ebonite
Base, with instructions 1/6
No. m Br.m Shorting Plugs, to
fit Screw Holdcra. three
in carton
1/6
730

It is most convenient to have your set fitted with
Burndept Fixed Resistors, which each consist of a
definite amount of resistance wire wound on a fibre
rod and are made in fourteen values from ·3 to 55
ohms. They may be used in series with, or in place
of a rheostat . When it is desired to use a new or
different type of valve, one ha• only to insert the
correct Resistor in the Screw Holder, no other alteration being necessary. Further particulars of Burndept
Fixed Resistors will be sent on request .
A very useful component is the Burndept Dual
Rheostat, which can be used to con trol either a bright
or a dull-emitter valve. The firs t half of the element
is wound to a resistance of 25 ohms, and the second
half to a resistance of S ohms
The whole 30 ohms
resistance is used to control a dull-emitter valve, and
the S ohms resi ;tance a bright valve. Contact is
perfect and the movement of the brush practically
noise~ess owing to the special construction of the
former on which the wire i ~ wound.

The Bumdept range inc.:ludes everything /or radio
reception, from components to complel~t insta 'lations.

BURNDE.P T
,

The Dual Rheostat.
~..

,1

222. Du.! Rheottat, 5-3) ohlll$,
for mounting on any pmel,
from i •to t• in thidrness,
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£2,500 Vacancy Filled
T is with great pleasure
that we are able to announce
that a decision has been
made in regard to the position
of Chief Engineer and Di·rector
of Research to the Radio
Press, Limited, the proprietors
of this journal and of Modern
TVireless and The TVireless
Constructor.
It will be recalled that, in an endeavoUJr to
obtain the most highly qualified
engineer and scientist for this
post, a mm1mum salary of
£2,500 per annum was offered,
which, together with further
remuneration, apart from this
basic fixed salary, will render
the post the most hig·hly paid
staff appointment In this
country.

I

Tilehnicians and ·Publishers

The salary was so much
above the average that considerable interest was aroused,
:as it seemed an extraordinary
step that a publishing firm
should launch out on ·a very
ambitious research scheme involving very ·heavy financial
outlay in staff, instruments,
land and
buildings.
The

reason is that we are not in the
ordinary sense publishers at all.
We regard ourselves as technicians, entirely independent of
any commercial radio organisation, whose whole work is in
studying, investigating, designing and inventing,;md placing the fullest information
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which will ensure the further
popularity of our publications,
an increase in the prestige of
the Radio Press, and the stability and development in this
country of the radio industry,
which depends so largely on a·
sane and pre>g'ressive technical
Press.
We are now, we believe, the
only .publishers in this country
who are devoting their energies
exclusively to radio technique,
and this fact is in itself significant. It is true that we publish for a variety of classes ;
some of our publications are
intended to appeal to the
youngest convert, but our aim
has always been to give sound
and authoritative information,
however simple.

~0

before. the rwireless public.
The fact that great oommercial
success has attended the production of periodicals and technical books, etc., has enabled
us to augment our editorial
staff and also to establish a
great experimental, s'ervice and
research department at Elstree

3i9

Elstree

Our new laboratories and the
results of work done there,
which will be published in our
periodicals, will be a great step
towards extending this ideal.
The whole scheme is a farseeing one, as the period of the
staff agreements and building
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operations indicate, and the very
logical progress of the c·ompany
in a very specialised field justifies
a confidence \Vhich has just been
strikingly confirmed in regard to
our new trade monthly journal,
The TVireless Dealer, which
backed by the full organisation
of . the Radio Press, Ltd., has :
been promistxl such support from
manufacturers and the trade
generally that its success IS
already secured.
The reiteration of the policy
of this company appears to be
necessary, because there arc apparently some \Yho, failing to see
the carrying out of an ideal step
by step, imagine there is some
absurd idea of the company
entering the manufacturing field
at some future period !

the very latest developments (not
only those.. of the Air Force, but
o.f the An:ny and Navy) fits him
peculiarly for the work to be
carried out by us at Elstree.
A

Distin~uished

Inventor

Dr. Robinson has not •Jnly
achieved academic distinction (he
has declined professorships at
two leading Universities}; he has
not only great personality and
administrative abilities; his qualifications do not end with the [;,;:;t

Final Choice

The announcement of the
vacancy for the new post created
by the inauguration of the
laboratories has resulted in applications from technical heads of
Government Departments and of
commercial concerns.
There
were exceedingly few engineers in
this country eligible, but the
majority filed applications, and
to these
the most careful. con.
si deration. ,\-as given. The final
choice rested on Major James
Robinson,
D.Sc.,·
Ph.D.,
F.Inst:P., who is in charge of the
radi~ research and design laboratories of the Royal Air Force.
As the technical head of one of
the Fighting Services, Dr. Robinson has had unique opportunities
of exercising his brilliant scientific
attainments and his administra/ tive ability.
As the ohief of a
large Government experimental
establishment, his experience of

Major James Robinson, D.Sc.,
Ph.D., F.Inst.P.

that he has reached one 0.f the
highest posts in the Go-vernnwnt
Service; he is an inventor himself-ski-lled in that branch of research v.;hich often results m the
immediate improvement in dpparatus and methods. After the
war, Dr. Robinson was gra.1:ed
a very large sum by the Royal
Commission for his valuable radio
inventions. His name to many
is associated with Direction Fin<;ing, system for which bears l1is
name and is very widely used;

a

this, however, is only one small
branch of his activities in which
he specialised some seven years
ago.
Practical Design Work

His work since then has been
connected broadly with radio research and design, and he. has
devoted a great deal of time to
improvements in wireless reception methods. . Such work has
involved no-t merely the development of new and better methods,
but their actual incorporation into
reliable apparatus. In short, his
work has been concerned with
practical designs as well as inventions.
For obvious reasons,
being in Government employ, Dr.
Robinson's name is not as
familiar, perhaps, as those of engineers in the commercial wodd,
but his long association with one
of the Services will enable him
to bring an entirely impartial
mind to bear on problems which
affect the wireless trade.
In resigning from his high
position, Dr. Robinson is abandoning a career in which he
achieved the1 greatest success.
It was a coincidence that at the
time of his application he was
offered promotion to a very high
administrative post at the Air
l\Iinistry.
Director of Research
Y\r e, and our readers, are for-

tunate that his free choice will
result in his joining the company
at an early date in .the capacity
o.f Director of Research and
Chief Engineer on the exact and
con1plete terms, of course, of the
original vacancy announcement,
his whoJe-time services being retained by the company for man11
years to come.
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MY . IMPRESSIONS OF BRITIS·H RADIO
British and American Experimental Methods Compared
By JAMES S. MORRIS. Radio U410 (President Atlanta Radio
Club-Winner of the Reid Cup for the best station in the
Southern States--representing the Southern States at the
I.A.R.U., in Paris, A.R.R.L. Manager Tor State of Georgia).
Mr. Morris has been staying in this country since the conference
in Paris, and in view ·Of the number of British amateur transml'tting stations ·he has visited during his stay, his comparison
of British and American amateur methods makes interesting
reading.

Mr. JAMES S. MORRIS

e

VERYWHERE one
goes
the
same
0:
question is asked,
· f~
" How are Ameri~
can conditions, as
~
compared
w it h
these you have seen m England? "
Let us consider for a moment
the proposition of the situation
of the broadcast listener in the
States.
If he has a crystal
detector he must under normal
conditions, be co~tent to listen
to the station or stations within
a few miles of him.
If, however, he boasts Olf a
single-va)ve reaction receiver, he
may have the choice of programmes of, let us say, fifty
stations, if a powerful local station is· not on the air at the
moment.
Interference

However, with several hundred stations on the air with
only a few metres difference in
their waves, there is often very
had interference.
One of the
worst forms of this is the clash
of the side bands of two stations working on nearly the
same wave.
The possibility of hearing perhaps thirty to fifty stations in a
single evening has created what
is called among the amateurs the
" DX craze."
Thus it is not uncommon for

the listener-in to impatiently
wait till the station's call-letters
are announced and then hurriedly turn the dials in search of
another .station, regardless of
how good the concert or lecture
may be.
This " DX craze " gradually
begins to wear off, and then
the listener is content to go from
one station to another and
" park himself " on a station
whose programme suits his perhaps rather fickle fancy.

frequency
(high
frequency)
amplifiers, using for the most
part a regenerative detector
with one or two steps of audiofrequency amplification.
The average set is perhaps
more selective than the British
receivers.
A receiver is considered to be no good at all if
the
powerful
local
statrons
cannot be tuned out and others
at least a thousand miles away
brought in clearly.

Potential Experimenters

With the growing popularity
of the super -heterodyne and the
neutrodyne, it is now quite a
simple matter to tune out the
locals and bring in the stations
on the other side of the country,

And so, after the first novelty
wears off, he does one of several
possible things. He either gets
tired of radio, and he only listens
casually every other night or so,
until finally the receiver becomes
covered with dust ; he has gone
back ;to his golf or bridge, and
so he makes his exit. The man
next door has in all likelihood
also become tired of this steady
listening, so he begins to build
a new set of his · uwn, to try
different circuits ; he comes to
want to find out what really
happens behind the panel and at
laSit to wonder what the people
in the books ·and magazines (he
buys them all) mean 1when they
talk
about
oscillations
and
r,egeneration, and all the ·funny
words he'd never even heard of
before.
This man eventuaJiy
becomes either an experimenter
or else he begins to wonder at
the meaning of all the queer dots
and dashes.
As soon as he
does this he ceases to be a simple
" BCL "-he is now a potential
amateur.
This is undoubtedly the same
in both England and Americait is true. the world over.
H.F. Amplification

The Americans nave never
gone in very strongly for radio-
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Selectivity

The transmitter used by Mr. Morris.

twenty-five hundred to three
thousand miles away.
Low-loss coils and condensers
have found their way into the
broadcast tuners and, as would
be expected, have increased the
selectivity and sensitivity to a
marvellous extent.
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Gone are the old varnishsoaked fine-wire coils .wound on
· poor ebonite tubes, and gone is
the old condenser with miserable
" moulded ebonite " endplates
and doubtful contacts.
He has learned that it is wise
to take down his big aerial
(there are no restrictions on size
of aerials in the States), and
erect in its place a shorter and
lo\\·er one. By doing this he, of
course, sacrifices a little volume
but gains in selectivity.
Comparison

And now actually how does
the American broadcast receiver
compare with the British, and
how do conditions compare?
The American receiver is, on
the whole, probably the better of
the two.
In the first place, with so
many different stations transmitting in a narrow band, selec-

the tuner is increased
remarkable extent.

to

a

Apparatus

If the disciple of the fine-wire
coil who believes that all this
" low-loss " talk is just " talk "
\vill giv·e it a trial, he cannot help
but notice the very marked
improvement both in close tuning and volume.
On the whole, it seems that
the broadcast listener in America
has the best of it all round.
I think really good apparatus
and parts are much more easily
accessible and perhaps a trifle
cheaper in cost.
There is no licence fee to be
paid, and no restrictions on sets
or limitations on size or type vf
aerial system.
There are over five hundred
different broadcasting stations,
so a much greater choice is
possible in type of programmes.

market incorporating the new
and more efficient circuits and
assembled of newly designed,
improved parts.

This type of circuit is very popular
in America for short-wave reception.

It is very difficult to receive
European broadcasting in the
States on account of the fiveand six-hour differences in the
time. When darkness begins to
set in in America the European
stations are just closing down,
so it is only possible to hear
European stations on tests early
in the morning.
Among the real amateurs
there is not such a marked ··
degree of difference.
The main differences are very
similar to those of the broadcast
listener.
Aerials

A general view of Mr. Morris's station. Many of the QSL cards
will be easily recognised,

tivity has become a very impor~
tant factor.
As a result the
single circuit has long ago been
cast aside as absolutely useless,
and in its place has come the
three-circuit regenerator with a
decent coupling between the
aerial and the secondary circuits.
Also it has been realised that
by putting in real low-loss coils
and condensers the efficiency of

The manufactured receivers are
also, in my opinion, better than
the average British~made set. Perhaps the t"·o reasons for this are,
first, having so. many sta.tions
transmitting simultaneously it is.
necessary for i.he set to be very
selec.tive"--therwise none would
be sold. The second. reason is,
the American manufacturer has
been quick to put sets on the
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As to licences, although the
examination for an operator's
licence in the States seems more
difficult there is no delay once
the examination has been passed,
and then, too, there are no fees
of any sort to be paid .
. Not .. so much attention has
been paid over he~e to ·aerial
systems as in Am~rica ..
I have seen only .. one aerial
,:vhich boasts a height of . over
sixty feet, and it has also been
noticed that guy wires have not
been broken up with insulators
as well as they might be, and
there has been a marked lack of
those invaluable strings of insulators at the ground end of the
gu.y. In the aerial and counterpoise tliemselves the " long,
skinny "
porcelain
insulators
which improved our radiating
systems so much· are missing,
and in their place remains the
fat, ball type or the egg.
There is also a great difference in valves. Our valves are
of very low impedance compared

\ 1t
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:with the popular types of British
transmitting valves, and this
may perhaps account for the
non-success of some of the popular American circuits such as the
three- or four-coil Meissner.
Valves
The American valves work on
a much lower-rated plate voltage
and draw a much higher plate
current, and are more often
overloaded than is customary
with the British " bottles."
The transmitting circuits are
very similar.
The
familiar
loose-coupled
Hartley is perhaps the most universally used circuit of all and is
the most popular in America, as
irt: works very well on the short
waves and is easily controlled and
adjusted.
The most popular places for
keying are in the primary of the
plate transformer (nearly every
station in America uses rectified
A.C.) or else in the centre tap,
the key being shunted with a I
or 2 uF condenser to absorb the
key c'licks.
The vital importance of good
insulation has been realised in
both America and England, and
everywhere
one
finds
all
apparatus either mounted on
glass or in air, or (largely over
here) on porcelain.
Receivers
Really good wavemeters for
the very short waves are not
nearly as much rn evidence as

••

.

~ +
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they shoukl be either in America
or here, though the American
amateurs have had the great
advantage in getting accurate
calibtations, thanks to the kindness of our Government and
research
stations who have
transmitted standard frequency
signals on the very short .waves.
In the receivers there is not
very
much difference.
The
Americans here again have the
advantage of being able to obtain
good low-loss condensers. The
current American practice of
removing valve bases and thus
eliminating the capacity of the
base as \Yell as doing away with
indifi"erent contacts encountered
in a socket does not appear to be
very popular on this side, but
exper~ence has shown us that it
is a big jump forward in the
matter of reducing losses in the
circuit. The circuits themselves
are rather similar; the old loose
coupler and reaction arrangement has come into its own and
is here to stay.
We know the
simpler the better, so the superheterodyne is not popula1· in
America as it only complicates
matters and is not needed, as
nearly all foreign amateurs come
in well enough on a detector alone
and with one stage of audiofr·equency amplification, so no
more is needed.
Another rather widely used
scheme in the States and ,,·hich
has not been observed here is
that of using a separate receiving aerial.
It is not only unnecessary to
use a high transmitting aerial
for receiving, but it brings in a
greater static-interference ratio
to desired signal than is the case
where a very low, short single
wire is used.
It sharpens up tuning· to a
great extent also. The two big·
advantages for separate receiv-

Mile. Su:canne Lenglen broadcasting from the London station on
the 22nd June.

ing aerials are-first, it eliminates
the great loss of a change-over
s:witch, and, second, it perm~U; aJ
good break-in system to be used,
as the operator is enabled to
listen to the station to whom he
is transmitting. Of cours~, it is
necessary to put an extension on
the back of the key and add
another set of contacts which
breaks the receiving circuit ; thus
the receiving aerial is cut off
when the key is pressed only,
and is connected at all other
times.
Neon Tube

The one piece of British
apparatus which has made the
most favourable impression on
the writer is-the neon tube !
This tube is far superior to
any seen in America and is a
decided improvement on ours, as
it is much larger and much more
sensitive.
And now as to impressions of
the men themselves.
Never has the writer been
more royally received than by
the radio men here. They have
done everything possible to make
things pleasant for a visiting
amateur, and it has tmly been
appreciated.
The writer has visited practically every prominent station in
the Southern part of this country,
and has been much impressed by
the efficiency and good v;orkmanship which predominates, and by
the sound
radio
knowledge
manifested in the operators and
shown in their stations.
And so the writer leaves England \Vith the. most pleasant of
recollections of his stay in this
country and of her sons of radio.
and linked to England lly strong
bonds of friendship which can
never be broken.
May we meet again !
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LOW-LOSS ERA
By W. K. ALFORD (2DX).

=
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of the methods employed. For
instance, everybody agrees that
soldered joints should be the rule
without exception throughout a
wireless receiver, yet nearly
everybody is content to push a
valve into a socket without any
thought of contact efficiencyand the grid circuit handles
micro-amperes !
A new type of condenser which is designed upon
low-loss lines.

*illlllllllllllllllllllllllllll:lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllliiiiiUIIIIIIIIIIII*
OW that the science of
radio communication is becoming middle-aged it is
interesting to look back and
notice how callous the wireless
designer of early days was in
view of the present prominence
of " lmv-loss " construction.
It is true, however, that he
was not confronted by the
problems entailed by the use of
waves of ultra-high frequency.
A condenser was simply a device
that
'' condensed ''-a
coil
merely a means of obtaining a
certain number of microhenries,
and an ebonite panel, an inch
perhaps in thickness, made an
excellent and substantial mounting for the whole.

N

Short Waves

As time went on and the evolution of radio progressed, the use
of long .waves (low frequencies)
for long-distance communication
was the rule. This was followed
by a steady and continuous development of shorter and shorter
wavelengths (i.e., higher and
higher frequencies), until at the
present time 25 metres is being
used for commercial communication.
It may be truthfully said that
both the term " low-loss " and
the general application of its
ideas were originally put forward
by the enthusiastic " amateurs "
of America, who, under stress of
circums:tances forced on them

by the authorities, were compelled to investigate the lower
wavelengths, firstly, the 1 Sometre, then the 100, and latterly
75, 45, 20 and 5 metre regions.
Low-loss Methods

It was soon discovered that
:the conditions controlling efficient reception (and transmission) were largely wrapped up in
" low-loss " methods.
These
were most clearly demonstrated
in nearly all the components comprising a receiver. The list of
" defaulting " instruments and
parts is a formidable one, and
comprises : ( 1) Coils and coil mountings.
(2) Condensers
(fixed
and
variable).
(3) Valve sockets.
(4) Valves.
(s) Ebonite panels.
Since the popularising of the
" low-loss " characteristic the
whole radio market has been
deluged with various forms of its
application, just as though the
idea
was
an
undiscovered
novelty.
Valve Holders

This is all to the good when
carried out sensibly, but it is
reaching the proverbial stage of
" thrashing the dead donkey."
The whole of '' radio const,ruc.
tion " is somewhat of a paradox,
especially when it comes to the
point of efficiency as a function

384

Condenser Design

The greatest service to rauio
that the "low-loss'' hunt has
provided is usually considered to
exist in the modification to variable condenser design.
In earlier days one was quite
content to judge a condenser
solely by its mechanical construction and its " movement," and it
is sad to see the beautiful specimens which rest on our shelves

The low-loss principle has now been
applied to valve holders, as this
photograph shows.

as relics, being perfectly useless
for present-clay short-wave work.
VIe see a famous make oCeandenser using quaclrantal plates
interleaved
with
ebonite-a
triumph of ingenuity in fitting
an enormous capacity in a small
space-a beautiful air dielectric
model with enormously thjck
brass plates and a single bearing
at least two inches in diameter,
the whole surrounded by a glass
receptacle which could be filled
with oil to give an increased
dielectric constant, yet all are

Wireless Weekly
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Mr. Alford, whose call sign
will have been heard by many
readers, has quite a long experience of short-wave work,
and in this contribution he
expresses his views upon the
subject of" low-loss!'
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o-c

as useless as the spark sets they
tuned m.
H.F. Resistance

At the present time there
are
very
ri1any
beautiful
examples of high
efficiency
variable
condenser-s
extant.
Their efficiency can best be
gathered from the fact that the -older types of condensers had a
A very effective method of winding a low-lo.s coil. The· white
high-frequency
resistance
as
portion is a string binding which serves to space the turns of
large as 7 ohms at 3 million
enamel-covered wire.
cycles, whereas the best models
to-day are as low as .5 ohm and .¥1111llliiiiiiiiiiiiiiii1HIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlii(IJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIillll*
less. These differences on the
wavelengths of 20 metres and
An important point to rememsplitting crashes and grinding
less mean roughly that a signal
ber in connection with solenoid
noises.
may be inaudible if tuned with
coils is that very serious loss of
Moving Plates
the one and quite readable if
efficiency is 'bmught about by
The method chiefly involved in
tuned with the other.
bringing
the lead from the rereducing the electrical losses
On these short wavelengths one
mote end back through the coil
seems to lie in the complete and
and near to .the turns. The self
etiective isolation of the fixed
capacity may be much increased,
plates from the moving element.
and capacity is the deadly
This is done in a variety of ways,
enemy of oscillating currents at
and frequently the metal plates
high frequencies when inductforming the end plates are
ance is desired.
arranged to be in electrical con·
tact with the moving element,
Valves
thus forming a very useful elecThe question of " low loss "
trostatic screen to the fixed
in valves lies mainly in the
elements, which should always
matter of inter-electrode and
be arranged to be at the higher
inter-lead capacities actually in
potential.
the valve and socket and from
Coils
general inference does not pia y
The question of inductance
so great a part in the conflict for
coils of high efficiency is being
efficiency as one would at first
particularly
studied
at
the
expect. Although the use of an
present time, and a very close
anti-capacity valve, such as the
approximation to the ideal seems
V 24 type is naturally the best
to lie in the air-spaced, self- practice, those whose pockets are
The V24 and other similar valves are
particularly suitable for 'use upon
supporting solenoid type of coil.
thinly lined, and whose 'fingers
short wavelengths.
The question of the size of
arc nimble, may prefer to reis not only interested in the elec- wire to use is a very vexed ques- move the cap from a more stantrical performance of variable tion, and although not altogether
dard type of valve.
backed by technical research,
condensers, but also in certain
If a four-pin valve is really
one seems to gain something by decided on for conveoience, the
points of their mechanical design.
the use of heavy gatges.
Their movements must be light
desig"n of the valve holder may
It is almost needless to say
and free from '' sticking,'' as
well be looked to, as in many
that the use of coil plugs and
adjustment is extremely critical
types the capacity of this beand frictional contacts as distinct
sockets is to be avoided, in spite
tween the anode and
grid
from direct electrical connections
of their convenience, unless they
sockets may frequently be as
are to be deprecated in the exare of the type where the pins
much as three times the intertreme. The effect of frictional
are well spaced and not sur- electrode capacity of the valve,
contacts is soon demonstrated,
rounded by a heavy mantle of to say nothing of actual electriespecially in a receiver oscillating
moulded material of doubtful
cal leakage through the material
on 20 metres, in the form of earcomposition.
of which some holders are made.
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The best solution in this case
undoubtedly lies in the use of
small valve sockets with a very
small diameter threaded portion. Full clearance holes should
be provided for these, and a
large hole in the centre of the
four when mounted.
Ebonite

The further points o.f importance with regard to " low-loss "
construction, apart from wiring,

July
lie in the use of good quality
ebonite or other insulating material used in the mounting
of the components. Polished
ebonite is a snare and a delusion,
as in many cases it possesses a
surface coating of conductive
material, although the varieties
now available, which have been
matted first and then polished,
using the correct mediums, have
better properties of excluding
moisture.
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Interference Between Broadcasting
Stations.

.

.
.
... ·························································································
broadcasting, will be discus,sed by
ISTENERS to broadcast
telephony programmes in all the experts during their stay at
European countries will fol- Geneva.
Jn order that the recomrnendalow with interest a Conference
convened by the Office International de Radiophonie, to take
place at Geneva on July 6 and 7·
Invitations have been sent from '
Geneva to the leading technical
experts of every broadcasting
organisation in Europe, whether
that organisation :is actually engaged in broadcasting or making
plans for commencing operations
next autumn.

L

D

tions of this Conference may be
put into practice without delay it
has been t;med to precede the
July Council meetings of the
Union Intc.rnationale de Radiophonie, also to be held at Geneva,
on July 8 and g. The recommendations of the Engineers'
Conference \\'ill be the first nonroutine item on the Council's
agenda.

Interference

The aerial lead-in at the Hillmorton Station, Rugby.
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Finally, no definite standard of
efl1ciency can possibly be set, and
the whole idea of making everything " low-loss " is to get the
very utmost out of a given receiver, and at the present time
the extended use of short wavelengths has focussed everybody's
attention on the matter, possibly
because the points of increase in
efficiency are so strikingly demonstrated.

THE RUGBY STATION.

The pr~me object of this Conference IS to 'secure mutual
agreement upon a system whereby the existing European stations,
and the several projected or
actually in course of erection, can
operate at their hie-hest possible
efficiency without any risk of
mutual interference and consequenf disappointment to listeners.
This will not be possible if the
present policy is pursued any
farther.
A memorandum on the subject,
together with a proposal for
fttture \vorking, has recently been
forwarded to the Office International at Geneva by Capt.
Eckersley, chief engineer of the
British Broadcasting Co. This
J1as been circulated throughout
Europe, and will be a basis for
discussion.
Other points of a technical yet
highly interesting character, also
intimately associated with the
international
development
of

I,
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Some Experiences with the Hartley
Transmitting Circuit
By C. P. ALLINSON (6YF).
An article which transmitting
readers will find of practical value
while those readers who anticipate taking out transmitting
licences will find in this contribution many valuable hints
which otherwise only experience
would teach them.

An eflicient transmitting inductance that
is easy to construct.

HE Hartley transmitting circuit first
gained popularity
in
the
United
States, and for a
quite considerable
penod very little else "'as used.
And though it did not catch 0111
in England for some while to
nearly the same extent as in !'he·
United States, it is now largely
used. One of the reasons for this
slow popularity is that it sometimes will not work too well with
an ordinary earth, but rather requkes a counterpoise earth if the
best Jesuits are to be obtained.
The question· of valve impedance
is ~Jso important.
Preliminary Trials

This was borne out by the first
few experiments carried out with
this circuit by the rwriter. Using
a simple fo\l"m od' the directcoupled circuit shown in Fig. 2,
the transmitter could be made to
oscillate easily enough so long as
the aerial was disconnected. As
soon as the aerial was connected
to the set, however, it promptly
went out of osci11aticin, and no
adjustment of the anode, grid

and filament taps could coax it
into oscillation again. It must be
borne in mind, however, that the
earth was probably one having
an extremely high resistance,
for the lead was about thirty feet
long, going along the floor and a
landing to the rising water.main
in the cistern loft. · This was the

was tried.
With this it was
found possible to keep the transmitter oscillating- when the aerial
circuit was in tune, provided the
. coupling
was
fairly
loose.
Tightening- the coupling to aqy
appreciable extent at once put
the set out of oscillation. It was
then decided to put up a counterpoise without delav. This consisted of four wir;s spread fanwise about six feet above the
ground, a long- insulated lead
g-oing up the side of the house to
the transmitter. The aerial used
was a six-wire cage on I 4-in.
hoops about so ft. long. Stranded
enamelled copper wire was used,
and it was well insulated at each
end.
On switching on the transmitter a much larger aerial current was at once pbtained, and
seeing that things were
going satisfactorily it was

Lj
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Fig. I.-The lirst circuit used with success was the one here shown.
Loose coupling was found to be necessary.

nearest earth connection available, the operating room being
at the top of the hou£e.
The next step prior to putting
up a counterpoise earth was
therefore to try loose coupling,
and the circuit shown in Fig. 1
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cided to do everything to improve
the set's efficiency.
The Inductance

The first step was to construct
a good low-loss inductance, and
the one that is now in use is
shown in the photograph.
It

-; I

~

,. ;
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consists of 22 turns of No. 1 o
bare copper wire wound into a
Relix about 6 in. in diameter,
threaded through four pieces of
ebonite, which act as spacers and
supports. The turns are spaced

cake coil. The latter allows a
fairly close coupling to be obtained, although it is best to
work with as loose a coupling
as possible, as this is more likely
to conduce to a steady wave

)-....-.() ffi

H.T.
r--=~--o

'--.JJ'----.0

e

w
l..T.

~------~~----oe

HFCHOKE

Fig. 2.-The transmitter now in use employs the above circuit.
L3 needs to be only 50-60 turns,

?J in. apart, and the completed
coil is a little over 10 in. long.
Two of the ebonite spacers carry
t\vo lengths of scre,ved brass rod,
one at each end. By means of
these the coil is fixed to a light
baseboard, which is held in position in the transmitter bv means
of a couple of clips. By' making
up various coils in this manner
they can easily be substituted one
for the other, and this enables
the highest efficiency to be ·obtained by compMing· results
obtained with different coils.
This coil, in conjunction with a
tuning capa~ity of approximately
.ooos p.F, gave a maximum

,.

This photograph shows the choke
used in the H.T. positive lead.

\vavelength
metres, and
work on this
four more
requit·ed.

just short of 200
if it is desired to
wavelength three or
turns would be

Shunt Feed

Connections are made to the
inductance by means of sp·ring
clips, and for loose coupling a
similar coil may be used in the
aerial circuit or else a flat pan-

without s\vinging or" quacking."
This last word refers to that
curious .effect obtained when the
key is depressed, resulting in a
slight change- of wavelength after
it has been pressed for a moment.
This results in the beat note at
the receiver changing its pitch
after the beginning of each
signal, be it a dot or a dash.
The word " quacking '' describes
this symptom very well, and once
it has been heard the description
strikes one as being very apt.
As shunt feed \vas used it was
necessary to have a realiy good
choke in the positive high-tension
lead, and that shown in the
photograph is one-half of the
static leak that is connected
across the aerial and earth terminals of the old Marconi multiple .tuners. A suitable choke can
be made by winding 250 or 300
turns of 36~gauge d.s.c. copper
wire on a 2-in. former.
Two
pieces of flex are soldered to the
ends of the windings and tied
round tightly, so as to prevent
any chance of their breaking.
Provision was made for a grid
condenser and leak to be m:ed.
As the power used, ho\vever, was
generally well below ro \Yatts,
no advantage was found in using
these, except when an old Cossor
receiving valve was used for
transmission.
The grid condenser and leak were then found
to give a very slight improvement.
After one or two improvements
had been made to the layout of
388
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the transmitter and positive connection made to the moving
spindle of the shunt variable condenser (shown at Cr in both
Figs. 1 and 2), the set was again
connected up ,~nd tried out. The
procedure followed in adjusting~
the loose-coupled set may be
of interest.
The aerial coil
L~ was moved as far as possible from the closed transmitting inductance L2 with all
the turns included. The grid and
anode clips were connected to
opposite ends of L2 and the
filament tap to the centre of the
inductance. The valve was then
turned on and the key depressed.
The tuning inductance was then
touched with the finger and the
plate milliameter watched.
A
rise in plate current showed that
the set was oscillating.
Note
that this test is only suitable
\vhen low powers with shunt
feed are being used. An alternative test is with the valve turned
out to depress the key and then
slowly turn on the valve. vVatch
the milliammeter, and the current
will be seen gradually to increase
up to a certain point and t·hen

Fig. 3. - This shows series feed.
C4 should be a condenser of at
least 1 p.F capacity.

suddenly
drop
back.
This
occurs when the transmitter goes
into oscillation.
Cr was then
adjusted till the largest reading
was obtained on the aerial ammeter.
The coupling between
Lr and L2 was then tightened,
and the process repeated till
a point \vas found where two
readings
on
the
condenser
Cr gave a large rise in aerial
current.
This
showed
that
the coupling was too tight, with
the result that a single sharply_-
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tuned wave was not being
emitted.
The coupling -was
therefore loosened again till a
single resonance point on1y was
obtained. The filament tap was
next moved a turn at a time, retuning, after each adjustment, on
Cr till the point was found where
the largest aerial current was
registered.
Spring Clip Connections

The use of clips for making
connections to the inductances
made it very easy to change circuits, and a test was therefore
carried out one night, comparing
loose against tight coupling, for
it was now found possible to employ tight coupling without the
set going out of oscillation. The
report was greatly in favour of
tight coupling and the circuit
finally used is that shown in
Fig. 2. Lr is the 22-turn inductance, Cr a variable condenser of
about .ooos 11F capacity. A series
condenser in the counterpoise
lead of .ooos 11F was used, and
was found to be fairlv critical in
adjustment, needing ~ vernier to
get maximum aerial current. C3,
the stopping- condenser in the
anode tap, is a .ooz I'F fixed
condenser. A condenser of the
same caoacitv was connected
;:~cross th~ key as sho\\-n at C']-,
and it should be noted here that
the keying method shown is less
likely to give rise to key clicks,
and produces less sparking at the
contacts than the more usual
method of putting the key direct
in one of the H.T. leads. The
grid condenser and leak were not
ah\-ays used, but when employed
the values used were .001 ,uF and
ro,ooo ohms respectively.
Different valves require different grid-leaks, and the value
also depends on the power being
used.

with the transmitter, a drop in
aerial current resulted.
With
the aerial tap at the anode end
of the coil this drop could be obtained when the wavemeter was a
foot from the transmitter inductance; when, however, the aerial
tap was at the grid end of the
coil the wavemeter had to be
coupled tightly to the coil before
any drop was registered.
Some variations of the HartIcy circuit are shown in Figs. 3,
4, and S· Fig. 3 shows the use
of series feed instead of shunt,
and in this case it is advisable
" to use a grid condenser with a
leak going to L. T. negative.*
In the Fig. 4 circuit only
that pnrtion of the inductance between the grid and
filament taps is tuned, and this
Fig. 4.-A variation of the Hartley
method is particularly advisable
circuit, suitable for short waves.
for
wavelengths
below
100
metres.
With this, little diffiThe Aerial Tap
culty \vas experienced in getting
One point to be noticed is that
the set to oscillate with only five
in the diagram the aerial tap is
turns of inductance in circuit.
shown between the filament and
For Short Wave Work
anode taps, but for the shorter
\Vavelengths it is better to place
Yet another system is s.hown in
it between the filament and grid
Fig. S·~· This is a loose-coupled
circuit with the series condenser
taps. A curious effect noticed in
in the aerial lead instead of the
counterpoise.
The chief difference, however, ·is the fourth tap
connected to the filament tap by
a variable condenser, which
usually has a value of about
.0005 J1F. This and the variation of it shown 111 Fig. SB,
are popular circuits in
the
States.
For short waves all
shunt
tuning capacities are
omitted, tuning being done by
varying the number of turns in
A
circuit. The series aerial condenser is, of course, retained.
mg the two condensers CI and
C2, as once the best position for
the aerial tap is found it can be
left set ·over a fairly wide wavelength range.

Conclusion

Results Obtained

With this set an aerial current
of .25 amps. was obtained, with
an input of 15 to 20 milliamps.
at 240 volts ; it would therefore
seem to be fairly efficient.
The Fig. 2 circuit required a
fair amount of time to adjust, as
there are three interdependent
variables and alsoone adjustment
that affects aerial current and
reaots on .the other adjustments at
the same time. A little patience,
however, soon shows the best
settings for various wavelengths.
Tuning is carried out by va-ry-

B
Fig. 5 .-Further rmriations which
are well worth trying out,

conjunction with this was in connection with a wavemeter. This
consisted of a coil tuned by a
condenser coupled to the transmitting inductance. When the
wavemeter circuit \vas m tune
38~

In general the Hartley circuit
is a favourite with beg-inners in
transmitting, as it is one of the
simplest circuits to get going,
while excellent results are to be
obtained.
As with all transmitters, the best is only got out
of it with a great deal of experimental work, and though increased aerial current is not
necessarily an indication of increased radiation, it is pleasing
to see the needle of the aerial
ammeter creep upwards as the
result of little alterations here
and small improvements there.
• It should he remembered that with this
circuit the indtlctance I,r is at high potential.
Care must be exercised not to touch it when
the key is down or a severe shock may result.
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o~t.ings
~---by the
Base Aspersions

\V AS very much intrigued by a paragraph that I came
across in one of the
daily papers.
It
· r a n I i k e this :
'' ' The advent of ,,·ireless has
greatly increased petty pilfering
by the public from the railways,'
said a prominent railway official
yesterday.
' The public seems
always to have looked on railways as fair game, but now the
quantity of small screws daily
removed from fixtures in the interior of our carriages is astonishing. The smaller the screw

Though they make excellent razor
strops they serve no useful wireless
purpose.

the more attractive it seems.
The natural conclusion is that
the makers of home-made \vireless sets are responsible.' ''
vVhat I like about the paragraph
is this last sentence : the natural
conclusion, mark you! It j).lst
sho\YS what a terrible set of
fellows we wireless people are
when we really start in. I for
one most indignantly deny that
I am responsible for removing
even the .smallest of screws from
the carriages on the railway
which connects Little Puddleton
"·ith the ~letropolis. Railways
are, of course, notoriously behind the times, and that which I
patronise uses screws 'which are
not of the B.A. standard sizes.

In v1ew o.f the paragraph in
question I have written immediately to the chairman and the
general manager and lots of
other prominent officials to request that all their :f;i.xtures shall
in future be secured with
4 B.A.s.
Badly Catered for

Of course, if the railways
really had the interests of the
great public at heart they would
make many improvements in
their carriage fittings. What I
mean is that there is really very
little at present in the railway
carriage that you can use.
Breadsnapp did, I believe, remove the hot water radiator from
beneath the seat and uses it as an
earth plate, \Yhilst Gubbs\Yorthy
constructed in his \Yireless den
from a couple of carriag·c seats,
a rest lounge for use on nights
when he was sitting· up for
America.
But on the whole
there is very lihle useful loot to
be obtained from the average
compartment.
How
much
brighter and better life \VOt!ld be
for all of us if a little sympathetic
attention were paid by the
authorities to this matter of
fittings. As it is, to turn on the
heating business you have a
horrid little knob affair, rather
like a bed key, which is no
manner of use. \Vhy should not
a condenser dial carefully graduated be substituted for this eyesore? vVindows are pulled up
and let down bv hideous leather
straps which, though they may
make excellent razor strops, can
serve no purely \Yireless purpose.
How much better it would be if
they were replaced with neatly
plaited sets of flexible leads garnished at their lower ends \vith
various coloured wander plugs
instead of tassels or fringes.
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Suggestions

Again, "·hat is the use of a
communication cord?
I have
always longed to pull one,
though five pounds seemed rather
too much to pay for the pleasure
of doing· so.
However, whilst
travelling in Germany after the
"ar, I observed that the penalty
of one hundred marks still stood,
and as marks were cheap, I confess that I did have two penn'orth at the then rate of exchange. If you do pull a communication cord they have to
stop the train before they can
find out what you want, and
then, if you merely ask for the
right time or for a match, they

If you ask the time or for a match
they are quite rude about it.

arc quite rude about it. Would
it not be a great deal better
from the point· of view of both
the wireless enthusiast and the
general traveller to fit up little
telephones in compartments, so
that one could communicate at
will with the guard? I am sure
that a guard's life must be a very
dull one with never a soul to
speak to, and' I know that the
microphones and receivers would
come in very handy for constructional purposes. Railway companies are always complainiing
that they do not get sufficient
passengers.
I
am
showing
them, I think, a way of very
greatly increasing their sales of
tickets, and though I make no
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charge for suggestions, I should
esteem it a graceful compliment
if my own company were to send
me a free pass for life over its
lines as a small mark of its
appreciation and its gratitude.
Those Posters

If and when my suggestions
· are adopted, we shall no longer
see the absurd sort of posters
i that now decorate railway sta\ tions.
You know the kind of
'thing I mean, or, if you do not,
you can· easily find it at your
own station to-morrow morning
whilst you are waiting for the
8. so, having missed the 8. 2 by
a· razor cut, a lost collar stud
and two and two-fifths seconds.
The sun is shining brilliantly
upon a picture which is both
landscape and seascape.
The
sea is such a dark blue that you
feel that if you bathed in it you
would emerge like an ancient
Briton wearing his spring suit·
ing of woad. Though there is
not a breath of wind, as you can
see by the state of things ashore,
dozens of sailing boats are
speeding madly over the surface
of the water in all directions.
Half the populace is engaged in
running rapidly upon the sands
in bathing costumes with its
arms raised high and the
toothiest of smiles upon its collective faces.
The other half is
engaged upon one and the same
small piece of ground in playing
cricket,
golf,
polo,
tennis,
croquet, and hop-scotch. Though
the sun is not visible, you can
see that it is shining by the brilliance of the colours.
At the
fortunate place depicted one
gathers from the way in which
the shadows fall that it shines
from all directions at one and
tlie· same time. All that kind of
thing . will be banished from the
railway stations once the companies wake up to the great idea
of attracting the wireless public.
The Poster of the Future

I think that a simple poster
worded something
like
this
would work wonders : "NORTH, SOUTH, EAST
AND WEST RAILWAY.
"TRAVEL BY N.s:E.w.
" The most comfortable and
convenient rolling stock in the
world.
Why are our lights

so steady? The voltmeter and
ammeter fitted in each . compartment will show you. You
can adjust the strength of the
light to suit your own .eyes by
means of the 2o-stud selector
switch.
Every compartment
fitted with loud-speaker for
the reception of broadcast programmes.
Our commuaica-

Having missed the 8.2 by a razor
cut, you may read the posters.

tion cords do not break ; they
are made of the best 7(22
phosphor bronze cable. There
is no fear of electric shocks in
our carriages, since all seats
are insulated ·by panels of halfinch ebonite.
Carriage windows are fireproof,
being
made of the best ruby mica.
4 B.A. screws used throughout.
A screwdriver will be
found in each compartment.
"TRAVEL BY THE N.S.E.W.
"THE WIRELESS WAY."
Not Yet

I am afraid it will be some
time before the first railway sees
fit to put into practice the sug-

Travel " The Wireless Way" on
the N.S.E.W. Railway.

g-estions that I have made, but
believe me it' is merely a matter
of time. · These things are
bound to happen before so very
much water has flowed beneath
our bridg-es.
And then, of
course, there is the question of
useful notices in compartments.
This is a matter which must receive serious attention from the
railway companies.
Poddleby
tells me that he has been able to
use one notice by making a slight
·alteration with the help of a paint
brush. He has a stand affair for
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his inductance coils which fLOW
bears the leg-end, " This rack
must be used for eig-ht articles
only.''
The
conversion
of
" light "
into
" eight "
is
simple, though it shows praiseworthy ing-enuity on Poddleby's
part to have adapted his little
trophy so skilfully.
Gubbs·
worthy, too, exhibits in his wire.
less :room a notice that it is
dangerous to leap out of the
window; not many of us have
wireless dens on the fifth floor as
he has. One notice that I have
found of use myself is that dealing with the - heat reg-ulator,
which says " max." at one point
and " min." at another.
This
does very well for rheostats, and
it will be better still when the
railways have seen fit to reduce
it con~iderably in size. At present it makes rather a clumsy
addition to one's set. Electric
railways might usefully hang up
the notice, " Danger s,ooo,ooo
volts.'' The only electrical sig·n
that I have found at all useful,
so far, is the cross part of Chari:ng + and King's +; most of
the hyphens used are far too
skimpy to act as decent minuses.
But there is one reform that
I do -..vant to see brought in right
speedily. Thoug-h there are still
a few g·as-lit compartments
knocking about (I use the "·ord
advisedly), electric lighting is
rapidly becoming universal on
our railway systems.
Now,
since bright emitter valves give a
brilliant lig-ht, why use lamps?
Valves will do the work just as
·well, and there is not the
slightest reason why these should
not be employed; in fact, so far
as I can see, there is every
reason why they should. If my
railway company would only substitute dull emitters for its present bulbs I would undertake to
forgo the reading of my evening paper as I journeyed homewards and not to send a single
line of complaint on that score
to headquarters.
WIRELESS WAYFARER,
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Reaction Refinements for Broadcast
Reception
By STANLEY G. RATTEE, M.I.R.E., Sta11 Editor.
Readers will already be fa~
miliar with the difficulties
experienced in tuning-in dis~
tant stations on small valve
sets. Several methods of ob~
taining the necessary fine
control over magnetic reaction
are here described, so that
simple additions to an existing
receiver will enable it to be
operated in its most sensitive
condition with finer control
and without such tedious
adjustments.
Fig.
Fig. 1.-The condenser C2 gives fine
control of reaction •

B,:
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Showing the "splitsecondary·~ system.
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HOSE readers who
have attempted the
reception of longdistance telephony,
as, for instance,
the more distant of
the B.B.C. stations, will agree
with me that unless a multi-stage
hig;h-frequency arrangement is inchided in the receiver, the clement
of success is dependent largely
upon the fine adjustment of reaction.
In the case of many
receivers this adjustment is only
possible by weakening coupling
after the circuit has been made to
oscillate, wherea'- the correct
procedure should be to bring the
receiver up to' the desired point
without causing the set to oscillate either by accident
o-r
intention.
r--------,

Reaction Difficulties

In considering these remarks
it must be understood that the
. form of reaction discussed is the
magnetic type, in that the
capacity method, apart from .the
.Reinartz methocl, is little used in
this countrv.
' For the ~uccessful reception of
long-distance
station~
some
arrangement is needed whereby
the receiver may be adjusted
easily to its most sensitive condition, meaning that the reaction
effect may be increased up to
the oscillating condition without
quite reaching it, and it is proposed in this article to describe
some of the methods whereby
this fine control is made possible.
rThe difliculties met with in ob-

taining· fine control arc mainly
concerned \Yith alterations of
aerial tuning, for most readers
\vill have noticed the fa.ct that
any variation bet\\·een the coup-

Fig. 3.-A method similar to that of
Fig. 1, resistance being substituted
for capacity.

ling
of
the
reaction
and
aerial
coils, or aerial
r.ncl
secondary coils in the case of
loose-coupled circuits, necessi-

tates a further adjustment upon
the tuning condenser.
Similarly, in those receivers employing tuned anode reaction, variation of the reaction coupling
atiects the anode tunino· condense~
b
There arc upon the market
many types of plug-in coilholders which permit both a
rough and fine movement of the
>.winging coil, and though these
would at first appear to solve the
difliculty, the disadvantage resulting from the variation of coupling· and the consequent necessity
of retuning is still present, and
for that reason coil ho.Jders of
this or any other type will
not form a subject for discussion
in the present article, which is
intended as a consideration of
purely electrical
methwls
nf
control.
The operator of a small valve
receiver feels the need of a reaction control similar to that given
by the \Yell-known Rein:Jt·tz circuit, and particularly does this
n:ed make itself felt when longdistance reception is attempted;
consequently the arrangements
whereby such a condition may be
arrived at should prove of
interest.
An Easy Method

Fig. 4.-A variable condenser across
the telephones gives excellent reaction control.

One of the simplest methods
for giving a fine reaction control
is to shunt the reaction coil with
a variable condenser in the
manner shown in Fig. I. With
this arrangement the coil LI is
the normal size used; for the par-
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ticular
wavelength
required,
whilst the reaction coil L2 will
usually be one size smaller than
that normally employed.
The
variable condenser C2 is one of
the usual types, a capacity of
.oooi flF being suitable.
To
operate this circuit, set C2 to its

"Split-Secondary " Tuning

Another circuit which singlevalve enthusiasts will find attractive is that g-iven in Fig·. 2,
known as the " split-secondary "
arrangement.
It will be seen
that semi-aperiodic aerial coupling is employed, while the

Fig. 5.-Suitable adjustment of R4 (potentiometer) applies the correct
grid potential to the first valve to provide stable os_cillation control.

zero reading, after which the
performance is precisely the same
as that obtaining with a similar
arrangement but without the
condenser C2. When the reaction coupling is set to a safe
maximum without oscillating, the
final adjustment may be made by
slowly turning the condenser C2
towards i~s maximum value,
which will then allow the set to
be brought up to its most sensitive condition more easily than
would be the case by varying the
reaction coupling, and, further,
the adjustment of the aerial tuning condenser CI- will not be
up-set very much.
The Fig. 3 circuit is similar
to that just referred to, with the
difference that instead of using
the C2 condense•r to obtain the
fine control required, we now
have a variable resistance across
the reaction co·il. The operation
of an arrangement such as this is
precisely the same as with the
Fig. I circuit, excepting that the
final reaction adjustments are
made by varying the resistance
R3. With this circuit the coil
LI is again as used normally,
while the reaction coil L2 will
also be of normal stze.
The
resistance R3 may quite conveniently be one of the variable
anode resistances now on the
market, working at a resistance
value of anything between 7_o,ooo
and Ioo,ooo ohms.
·

secondary circuit is split into two
halves, one being used for coupling to the aerial coil and the
other for coupling with the reaction coil. In this method the adjustments for aerial coupling and
reaction are practically independent and permit an exceedingly
fine degree of selectivity to be
obtained in addition to a good

the
variable
condenser
Cr
( .ooos ,uF).
If IW signals are
heard, vary the coupling bet\Yeen
LI and L2 and tune with the
condenser Cr
simultaneously.
With signals received and the
optimum coupling adjusted, the
coupling· bet\\TCn L3 and L4
should be tig-htened until the most
sensitive
condition
of
the
receiver is arrived
at; then
retune upon the condenser Cr.
The most practical manner 111
which split - secondary tuningmay be used is by means of two
ordinary t\\·o-way coil-holders,
using- one for Lr and L2 and the
other for L3 and L4; whilst the
cnils for this arrangement are as
follows:For wavelengths between 250soo metres : the aerial coil LI is
best found by experiment, as its
size will depend upon local aerial
conditions and should be either a
No. 25, 30 or 3S· For L2 coils
No. 35 or so, while for L3 No.
3S or 25 should be tried.
For
the reaction coil L4 a No. 35. or
so will be found quite suitable.
For the longer-wave stations,
such as Chelmsford and Radio
Paris, Lr should be a No. rso,
L2 a No. 2oo, L3 a No. so, and
L4 a No. 200.
Very Fine Control

Perhaps the finest possible
adjustment of reaction is ob-

Fig. 6.-A circuit similar to that of Fig. 5. Here the potentiometer
gives a variation of the anode potential.
•

control of reaction, the only difficulty being the choice of coils for
the secondary circuit, a choice
which is not altogether easy with
some makes.
Tuning with this arrangement
is best accomplished by first
placing Lr fairly closely coupled
to L2, with L3 and L4 widely
separated, and then tuning with
393

tained in the manner shown in
Fig. .4, in which a variable condenser C4 is connected across
the telephones in parallel v,·ith
another condenser C3, this latter
being fixed.
This arrangement
of condensers permits the variable condenser to be of smaller
value than would be the case
were the C3 condenser pmitted•.

'\
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Actually the value of C3 may be
.ooos JlF, while C4 . rhay quite
conveniently
be
.ooo3
or
. 0005 JlF.
This arrangement is
probably the nearest approach to
that control
given
by the
Reinartz -ci-rcuit that the writer
has heard of, and is to be
strongly recommended to the
long-distance enthusiast.
The
operation of the circuit, together
\vith coil values, are exactly the
same as if the C4 condenser were
of the fixed type, and when the
reaction coupling has been set
to an optimum value with the C4
condenser set at go deg., variation of this latter reading will
cause the circuit to creep l.!p to or
away from the oscillation point,
according to which way the condenser is turned, without disturbing the aeri~tl tuning adjustments.

July
involved, but in this instance the
slider, ;nstcacl of being connected to the grid of the first
valve, is connected to the H.T .
negative.
The operation of the circuit,
coil values, and so on are again
the same as normal, and after
the set has been adjusted to give
the best results, with the potentiometer. slider moved to its mid
point, that
fine
control of
reaction which it is desired to get
is given by moving the slider of
the potentiometer one way or the
other.
The manner in which this fine
control is brought about is in the
variation of anode voltage· given
by the position of the potentiameter slid er; for instance, with

1,
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I he slider al the neg·ativc end the
value of anode voltage ·is the
value o.f the H.T. battery,
\Yhereas with the slidcr of the
potentiomcter at the positive
end, then the anode voltage is
that of the H. T. battery plus
that of the L.T. battery, and it
is this small variation in total
voltage \vhich makes possible '
the fine control given by this
arrangement. The value of C5
may be .OOI or .002 ,uF.

Conclusion

In conclusion it should be
understood that in the circuits
illustrated the values of aerial
tuning condensers, grid condensers, leaks, etc., are taken to
be of normal value, and for that
reason are not mentioned.

Two-Valve Circuits

In considering circuits in
which the detector valve is pre.:.
ceded by a high-frequency ampli~
fier, the most suitable means of
controlling reaction
is
that
employing a potentiometer, and
_in Fig. 5, which shows a very
common two-valve circuit of this
type, the potentiometer R.j. will
give the desired effect.
Coil sizes with this arrangement are such as would be
normally used with this circuit, and the potentiomcter · is
set to a position where the
receiver
"·ill
not
oscillate
when the aerial and anode circuits are brought into tune with
each other, the reaction coil
being widely separated from the
aerial coil. In this condition the
ordinary operation of tuning and
reaction setting is proceeded with
until the desired signals are
received, when a slight variation
or the potentiometer adjustment,
·either one way or the other
according to results, will just
bring about that fine and delicate
adjustment which it is impossible
to obtain with the reaction coil
alone without affecting the aerial
tuning. The value of C4 may be
.OOI or .002 ,uF.
An Alternative Method'

A
further
method
which
should
recommend
itself to
readers is that given in Fig. 6,
which again shows a two-valve
circuit with the first valve acting
as a high-frequency amplifier.
Here thP. potentiometer is again

The masts at KGO, Oakland, California, are illuminated at night and
present a striking contrast against the night darkness.
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Freak Reception and Neighbowing Aerials
By D. J. S. HARTT, B.Sc.
Some conclusions resulting from
exper1'ments on the effect on
reception of various aerials in
close proximity,
•

carrying out a few tests with the
object of seeing the effect of
neighbouring pick-up systems
upon reception on a particular
aerial.
Aerials Used

0

NE often hears of instances of reception, sometimes of fairly distant stations, under conditions which
normally ,would render such reception difficult if not impossible. Only recently, for instance, the author heard of a
case where most of the B.B.C.
stations had, on occasions, been
received quite well on a very
poor indoor aerial and not too
good an earth connection, ·using
quite a modest one-valve set.
Quite apart from the variations
of . signal strength and the
change in general reception conditions from rtime to time, there
are other factors which have a
bearing on the question of
" freak " reception, particularly
'vhen such reception is carried
out at a spot where there may
be several aerials erected in close
proximity to one another.

shown by the results of a few
observations carried out on
sevenil
neighbouring
aerial
systems and described below.
Mutual Interference

When several receiving sets
are operated on aerials erected
,quite close to one another some
peculiar effects may also be
observed; in particular, the
mutual effect of two regenera-
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" Casual'' Aerials
Again~ eliminating the possibilities of radiation from a
neighbouring aerial, which it
would seem is responsible for a
great deal of freak reception,
there i~ yet to be considered the
question of the casual " pick·
ups ':.,~afforded by neighbouring
system's.
On the short waves
down to about so metres this
effect is most marked, and is
amply demonstrated· by the fact
that. it is . possible to receive
KDKA on 68 metres
without
any aerial connected to ·the ·set
at a strength nof much less than
that obtained w.ith an. aerial con·
nection. ·That the. effect is present oh the· broadcast wave·
lengths, though to a smaller but
quite appreciable extent; · is

The
arrangements of the
various aerials which were used
is shown diagrammatically in
Fig. z, while Fig. I gives an
indication of their respective
heig·hts. The indoor aerial consisted merely of a 25-ft. length
of No.
22 D.C.C. passing
through one room, out of the
window, under the roof of a
shelter, and finally through a
ventilating shutter in the wall of
the receiving room, with .an
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1
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Fig. 1 gives an indication of the respective heights of the various
aerials used. For simplicity Aerial No, 2 is not shown here, but its
position and average height are given in Fig. 2.

tive receivers operated on near·by aerials leads to curious and
·often annoying results, as any
reader '\\'ho has had occasion to
explore the ether while his neigh, hour is doing the same thing
·may possibly have observed !
·However,: the author was not
concerned with · radiation or
.reaction effects, but simply with
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ebonite ring as insulator at each
end.
The down-lead
the
outdoor aerial marked No. I was
taken to a lead-in device passing through the roof, whilst the
down leads from the aerials
marked Nos. 2 and 3 could be
brought through a window in
front of the working bench.
For a preliminary test a

w
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Hm.vever, connecting
2LO the decrease was from 6 sig-nals.
to 5· 5, which indicates an ab- . a parallel tuned circuit to aerial
sorption effect, even with a No. I and a separate earth,
small indoor aerial far removed and tuning this circuit to the
from the aerial No. I. During wavelength of 2LO, brought sigthese tests the coils in the two nals up to quite good strength.
aerial circuits were over 5 .ft.
Signal Strength Measurements
apart, and this abso>rption effect
These results were confirmed
appeared to be due to the mutual
action o.f the t\yo circuits as a by actual measurements with the
l\Ioullin voltmeter across a
parallel tuned circuit connected
to the indoor aerial and an earth
connection. vVhen the circuit
formed by aerial No. I, a coil
and condenser in parallel, and a
separate earth connection, was
tuned to 2LO, a signal strength
reading of 3 could be obtained,
but on detuning this latter circuit by about 5 degrees on its
.ooo,:; uF condenser, no reading
could be recorded, nor was it
possible to obtain any reading
\\·ith aerial No~ I lead-in disconnected from the tuned circuit and
The arrangement of the aerial marked No. 1 in the accompanying
left free. During these tests the
diagrams. Aerial No. 3 was secured to the same mast at the free
end, but aerial No. 2 was an entirely independent system supported
coils in the two circuits were at
by separate masts.
right angles and 4 ft. apart;
there seemed to be no '' pick
been
described
in
IVireless whole, and could not be observed up " between >the coils, since
when either of the smaller aerials with the indoor aerial connection
Weekly by Mr. G. P. Kendall,
B.Sc., and used in many fruit- "·as removed.
removed from the Moullin voltful
investigations
by
him}.
Crystal Reception
meter circuit and the aerial No.
Using the carrier wave from
Tests were then carried out in I circuit tuned to the wavelength
2LO, a figure of 1.5 was actual crystal reception on the of 2 LO no indication of signal
obtained as a measure of the indoor aerial; with a good strength could be obtained.
signal strength with aerial No. I
earthed to a separate earth conA INDOOR AERIAl. Ave. Hr. 7'
PVTIJPORA£R/AJ.fr./A,tllr..38'
nection. vVith No. I aerial open
- - - - - 2 s ' - - - ---f.-i~s·f.F==-that is, the lead-in just disconINCJ.VDIN& .SHDRTL£AD·IN
J
nected from the earth terminal
and left free-a figure of 2.0 was
,,,,
NDJ All·ll!:.-~'4~
obtained. With the No. I aerial
louro'!_A£!!.~- :... -.:-..:::-- --T"
let down there was only a very
l ,
-~6o'--slight decrease in signal strength,
I
less than o. I. These figures
show what would be expected in
..--- Z~'
30'
17'
the case of two aerials so close,
ATEN/I
namely, the shielding action of
I
the larger aerial connected to
I
earth and a very slight increase
in signal strength due to the
proximity of the larger aerial left
B
I
/f.Z AI/.
free.
The l\Ioullin voltmeter .was
~'!~i::--~
then used to obtain a measure of
the signal strength when conFig, 2 .-A diagrammatic plan view showing the lateral distances
nected across a parallel tuned
between the four aerials used,
circuit connected to aerial No. I
and earthed as before~ a figure crystal set connected ;to this and
Aerials at Ri~ht Angles
of 6 was obtained. The effect of to a good earth, signals from
operating a crystal receiver 2LO were practically inaudible
With
the
indoor
aerial
tuned to 2LO on aerial No. 3 was :when the aerial No. I was arranged exactly at right angles
then observed, and was found earthed, but speech was just in- to aerial No. I, precisely the
to give a reduction of from 6 to telligible if the aerial No; I was same effects, though slightlyj
2. 5 ; with the crystal set operating left open; Bringing the lead-in less in magnitude, were observed,
on the indoor aerial in position of aerial No. I near to the indoor ~oth aurallY. and by measureA (see Fig. 2) and tuned to aerial made little difference to ment"

parallel tuned circuit, consisting of the equivalent of a No.
35 turn coil with a .ooo5 p.F
condenser across it, was connected to aerial No. 3 and to
an earth connection, forming an
ordinary parallel tuned aerial
circuit. Across this was connected
a l\foullin voltmeter
(ap~ication~
of
,,·hich have

i
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However, when energy was
being drawn from the aerial
No. I system (e.g., crystal reception) when tuned to 2LO, the
signal strength observed on the
indoor aerial was reduced by
about so per cent. both in the
case when the indoor aerial was
parallel to aerial No. r and at
right angles to it.
Effect of More Distant Large
Aerial

Further tests were carried out
on aerial No. 2, which was quite
removed from the indoor aerial,
and during these tests aerial
No. I was earthed.
\Vith a
crystal set connected to the
indoor aerial (in position A), and
wi,th the lead-in from No. 2
aerial left free, it was just possible to hear 2LO with straining; but when No. 2 aerial was
tuned to the wavelength of 2LO
as before, quite good crystal
reception was possible.
The
coils in the two circuits .were
here 6 ft. apart, but the same
effect was observed, though
slightly less pronounced, when
the lead-in of No. 2 aerial and
the coil in that circuit were
moved 20 ft. away from the
crystal set and the indoor aerial.
Absorption Effect

In contrast to these results
was that observed in crystal
reception on aerial No. I. Here
the tuning of the drcuit of aerial
No. 2 to the wavelength of 2LO
produced a marked decrease in
signals on the crystal set.
Thus the aerial circuit No. 2,
when tuned to 2LO, produced
an absorption effect with respect
to an aerial of similar characteristics, i.e., No. r, but provided,
so to speak, an additional '' pickup '' or " booster " with respect
to the much smaller indoor aerial,
in the case of crystal reception
on both these latter aerials.

nected to it is left tuned to a par_
ticuiar station and switched off.
Valve Reception

Valve reception on the indoor
aerial confirmed the fact of the
extra '' pick-up '' provided by a
neighbouring
larger
aerial
merely tuned to the wavelength
of the station it was desired to
receive.
On a detector. valve
alone on the indoor aerial, it
was, for instance, possible to
pick up the carrier of RadioBeige (Brussels) but not to
resolve it; with No. I aerial
tuned to the wavelength of
SBR quite good reception was
possible. The same was true of
another
CoQtinental
station,
Radio-Toulouse.
Some
effect
such as this may have been a
contributory factor in the case of
" freak " reception instanced in
the beginning of this ·article.

:··············
...... ······· ... •.··········::
:
The Madrid Station

:..........................................:
The Union Radio broadcasting
station, which was opened at
Madrid on June I 7, has changed
its call-sign from EAJ 20 to EAJ
7, and its wavelength will henceforth be 430 metres. A mixed
programme will be broadcast
every day from 3.30 to 4.30 p.m.,
and a musical programme on odd
days of the month be_tween 7 and

9 p.m. and on even days between
r r p.m. and I a. m. G.M.T.
The station has been erected
on the roof of a large general
store and consists of a Marconi
6kw. broadcasting transmitter of
standard pattern similar to those
used in manv of the stations of
the British -Broadcasting Company and at Brussels, Rome,
Cape Town, and elsewhere.
The studio has been equipped
with a Sykes microphone. Reports received from listeners during test transmissions indicate
that the station functions with
complete success and that reception is clear and strong.

...................................................
:
Opera at Manchester
:
.:
.:
············································
The Manchester station, whioh
has already fifteen operas to its
credit, will give a performance
of Leoncavallo's " I Pagliacci "
on Wednesday, July IS. Among
the principals will be Miss Eda
Bennie, Mr. Parry Jones, and
Mr. Lee Thistlethwaite, who has
played the baritone role in every
opera produced at this station.
A booklet containing notes and
the words of the opera "·ill be
issued on similar lines to those
issued for " La Traviata " and
" Faust," several thousands of
which were distributed free to
listeners and found very helpful.

Increase in Signal Strength

, ,:.'The crystal reception on such
a poor indoor aerial ''"as in the
nature of " freak " reception,
since with
all other
aerial
systems earthed it was only possible to hear 2LO very feebly,
but merely tuning either No. I
or No. 2 aerial to the >vavelength of 2LO enabled one to
obtain quite
good reception.
lfhis latter condition is, of
course, one in which a larger
neighbouring aerial may quite
conceivably be when a set con-

Members of the Eastern Metropolitan Radio Society with their mobile
wireleas station on the occasion of their field-day at CuRley.
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Practical details of a c
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By PERCY W.
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A view of the back of the receiver; the " volume control, switch
is visible between the variable condensers.

AM very glad to be
able to give readers
of Wireless ~Veekly
,
particulars
of
a
very
interesting
short - wave
receiver which is just being placed
on the market here by the wellknown firm of A. H. Grebe &
Co., whose broadcasting station
vVAHG, from which I had
the
privilege
of
speaking
recently, is often received in
England. As full details of the
circuit are given, and photographs from several angles, the
short-wave experimenter should
be able to gather from the
article enough practical information to build a very useful sbortwave set.
Valves
It is particularly noteworthy
that tJ?e set works perfectly with
the ordinary American valves of
the UV 20IA type, which correspond with our B.4, D.E.s,
D.F.A., etc., valves. It is not
even necessary to remove the
bases, as is so often recommended on
very
short-wave
receivers.
Notice the special
low-loss
condensers .working
with edge-wise dial adjustment
and vernier knob beneath the
main dial.
The " volume con-

1Hj 1Q#

trol " is really a resistance
shunt across the primary of the
L. F. transformer, shO\Yn as R3.
Suitable voltages are given on
the curves which accompany this
article, anrl can be taken 1o
apply to our o\\·n B.4 or D. E. 5
type of valve.
Circuit

The " CR-I 7 " employs a
coupled n'generative circuit of
familiar ·form with certain modifications in the anode circuit.
In dealing with frequencies u·f
the order of thirty million cycle~,
corresponding to a wavelength
of 10 metres, the usual regenerative circuits fail to function, and
while circuits have been designed
to operate at these high frequencies, generally the frequency
band has been too small to be of
any practical use. The trouble
with most circuits is that below
a wavelength of 20 metres difficulty is experienced in making
the circuit regenerate or oscillate, a requirement necessary f,'r
the
reception of continuuus
waves. Circuits which do .oscillate at these high frequencies,
however, offer other difficulti('s.
The adjustable reaction coil
circuit is useless at very .;hort
wavelengths, because a change in
the reaction adjustment produces
SA&&ee&

Another back-of-panel photogr
of the wiring. The American t
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A photograph from above, showing the method of presenting the
condenser dials edgewise to the operator.
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tg a new and interest-
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lished since he arrived
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,h, showing clearly the simplicity
'e val~e-holders will be recognised
>f the baseboard.

so great a chang·e in waveleng-th
that the transmitting station
cannot be received \Yith any
degree of certainty.
On the
other hand, the capacity coup- ·
ling method sometimes used in
reception at high frequencies is
such that the body capacity
effect is so great that tuning- is
destroyed
and
the
receiver
becomes impractical to operate.

mounted on the left of the
tuning condenser, and a gridleak of 3 to 5 megohms is recommended.
The filament rheostat
RI is mounted to the left of the
front panel. The small control
knob in the centre of the panel
operates a volume control resistance R3, which is useful in receiving during heavy atmospherics.
Wavelength Charts

Body-Capacity Eliminated

A circuit diagrani of the
" CR-17" is sh0\\"11 in this
article, and it will be noticed
that the rotor plates of both the
wavelength condenser Cz and
the reaction condenser C3 arc at
earth potential.
This circuit
arrangement has made possible a
receiver which will operate below
ro metres \Yithout regeneration
affecting \\·avelcngth and with
body-capacity effects entirely eliminated. The secondarv inductance Lz and the fixed ' reaction
coil L3 arc, in reality, a single
wii1ding·, split in the centre, and
the receiver is supplied with six
coils to cover the wavelength
range of ro to zoo metres. The
aerial coupling coil L4 is adjustable, and the receiver is supplied
with three coupling coils, to be
used in accordance with the
wavelength charts shown in this
article. T\VO grid-leak clips are

There are six wavelength
charts
furnished
with
this
receiver, the purpose of which is
to show the wavelength range
of each coil, the particular wavelength corresponding to the
dial
settings
the
correct
dial setting ~n the reaction
condenser for a given wavelength, the proper aerial coil to
be used, and the correct detector
and amplifier anode voltage. It
''"ill be noticed that, apart from
the lov.;est \\"avelength range, as
the wavelength is increased it is
necessary to move the regeneration dial to a higher figure, but
in general this dial will only have
to be moved over a small part of
the scale.
When the aerial coupling coil
is connected and the coupling
distance adjusted correctly, the
receiver should regenerate very
smoothly
and
upon
further

~:::::::::::::::::::::::::zsa~~1[t9~l&~~~-:=:::::::::::::::::::::::::~~~90b&~''E~BC:
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adjustment of the regeneration
dial gradually go into oscillation. In some cases the receiver
may fail to oscillate on a particular wavelength, and this is
generally due to the fact that the
natural period of the aerial and
coupling coil is the same as the
· wavelength of the receiver.
This condition can be avoided by
either loosening the coupling or
inserting either a condenser or a
loading coil in series with the
aerial so as to avoid this resonance condition.
\Vhen using the single-turn
coupling coil, a single wire or
aerial 8 ft. long should be connected to the terminal marked

July

Some of the r"nterchangeable low-loss coils. used for covering the
range from 10 to .200 metres.

aerial suitable for use with the
five-turn aerial coil is a single
wire preferably 40 ft. long and
vertical. This aerial should be
used with an earth connected to
the positive L. T. battery ter-

:··················· ·····························..·····································:
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The Wireless Telegraphy
(Explanation) Bill

..........................................................................................
The text was issued recently of
the vVireless Tdeg·raphy (Explanation) Bill, the object of
which is to expl·ain the expressions "· transmission " and " rent
o•r royalty " in the \Vireless Telegraphy. Act, I904. The operative
Clause .declares : (I) The expression " transmission," ,where used in sub-section
'l of section I and section 2 of
that Act in relation to messages,
includes, and shall be deemed
always to have included, the reception as well as the sending· of
messages.
(2) The expression " rent or
royalty," where used in section 2
of that Act in relation to licences,
does not include, and shall be

1925

The circuit of the Grebe" CR-17" Receiver. The moving plates ol
both tuning condensers are earthed as indicated.

L---------------------~------------------------~

aerial, .and a similar rod connected . to the terminal marked
" Gnd." to serve as a counterpoise. When using a singleturn coupling coil no earth shoulcl
be connected to the receiver. An

I,

deemed never to have included,
fees (whether periodical or of any
other kind) charged in respect of
the grant or renewal of licences.

*

*

*

According to the Press, Mr.
\Vilbur, Secretary of the U. S.
Navy, has peremptorily inst,ructed
Lieut.-Commander
Byrd,
in
charge 9.£ the three Navy aeroplanes with the Macmillan Arctic
Expedition, to substitute longwave Navy wireless equipment
for commercial short-wave .apparatus, which Mr. Macmillan
had selected.
Mr. \Vilbur has ordered Lieut.Commander Byrd to land the
aeroplanes and per'Sonnel at
Sydney, Nova Scotia, if Mr. Mac-

400

mina!. For use with the Io-turn
coupling coil, a single wire so or
75 ft. long may be used in conjunction with an earth.
It is
not necessary, however, to erect
separate aerials for each individual coupling coil, but it is
advisable to use the special aerial
recommended when using the
single-turn coil on wavelengths
between 10 and 19.5 metres. On
wavelengths above 20 metres
any form of aerial may be used,
and exceptional results will be
obtained by using a large aerial
and tuning it to some multiple of
the received wavelength by means
of a variable condenser in series
with the aerial.
0

0

0

millan refuses to change the wireless equipment.
Mr. La Gorce, acting president
of the Geographic Society, under
whose auspices the Macmillan expedition is being arrangecl, declared that Mr. Macmillim would
accept Navy equipment and proceed without delay.
The expedition left Wiscasset
Maine, for the far north p~
Saturday.

*

*

*

The famous Marconi Wi,reless
Station at Clifdon, in Ireland,< is
to be dismantled, and has il:jeerl
sold for that purpose. This Marconi station has played a leading
part in the development of wireless transmission, and pre-·war
.wireless enthusiasts will remember it as the first wireless station
to have regular communication
with America, on a wavelength
of 7,6oo metres.
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With the Grebe " CR-17 " Receiver a complete set of wavelength charts is
provided for use in conjunction with the six interchangeable coils .
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Coil No. 4.-37.5 to 77 metres.

Coil No. 1.-10 to 19.5 metres.
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Coil No. 5.-68 to 143 metres.

Coil No. 2.-16 to .30.5 metres •
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Coil No. 3.-27.5 to 57 metres.

·-

.

Coil No. 6.--103-220 metres.

The correct dial setting for wavelength and the corresponding adjustment of the condenser controlling
regeneration can be read off from these charts. A generous amount of overlap in the wavelength
bands covered is allowed between the successive sizes of coils.
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Wireless Circuits
Meters tn
By A. JOHNSON-RANDALL, Staff Editor.
Practical applications of the measuring instruments, whose principles were outlined by Mr.
Johnson-Rcmdall in our last issue, are here
given in detail.
'.·

•

..

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
.

A complete multi-range instrument, with the resistance pots and
shunt employed in making measurements at its extreme ranges of
volts and amperes.

AST week I described briefly
the principle of the moving
coil voltmeter and ammeter,
and I now propose to indicate
some of the many applications of
these instruments.
From the
point of view of economy I think
that probably one of the most
useful types an amateur can provide himself with is that which
goes under various names according to make, but which I will call
the universal multi-range type. It
is, in other words, several different instruments in one. The
instrument I possess will measure
by the simple movement of a
drum switch o-ro, o-so. o-soo milliamperes, o-s, o-so volts, o-Ioo
rnilli-volts, and by the use of external res.istance pots and shunts
practically any range of values may
be obtained. These instruments
have only one drawback : they
will not measure voltage and current simultaneously, and for that
reason, if the cost can be borne,
it is perhaps better to have a
separate voltmeter and ammeter
with at least two ranges each.

L

Instruments Recommended

For the amateur who cannot
afford a number of in.strumen.ts I
would recommend the purchase of
a really good milliammeter read-

ing from o-2o mja and .a highresistance voltmeter to read from
o-I so volts. These two instruments I consider to be essential,
but, of cuurs.e, their applications
a.re somewhat limited in comparison with the multi-range type. It
is, however, still possible to purchase good secondhand, guaranteed, ex-W.D. instruments at a
reasonable price.
One of the most valuable uses

af a voltmeter is the determination of H.T. battery voltage or of
the voltage applied to the anode of
a valve. In Fig. I I have shown
an 01rdinary conventional threevalve circuit of rhe I-v-r type,
employing separate H. T. tappings to each valve. To measure
the voltage
applied to the
anode of any of the valves
1s
a
very
simple
matter.
Two flexible leads should be
connected to the voltmeter terminals, and one of them (that
joined to the voltmeter terminal
marked -) should be attached to
the negative plug or terminal of
the battery. 'Dhe + lead from the
instrument should be joined to
either of the points B, C or D,
according as to whether it is
desired to measure the vol.tage
between AB, AC or AD. If the
battery is not new it is as well to
1:ake the voltage when the set JS
just switched on and again just
before it is switched off after a
few hours' continuous use.
In
some cases it wi.!l be found that
the voltage has dropped very
considerably.
This alone may

.
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Fig. 1.-A type of circuit in common use, in which the correct points
for applying voltmeters to measure L.T., H.T., and vicl-6ias
values are sh~n.
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account for severe distortion in
the case of receivers used for loudspeaker work. For instance, take
the case of a battery which is
'.' feeding " a small-power valve
of the DEs type, and which, when
t'he set is first switched on, gives
a measured voltage of 100.
According to the curve shown in
Fig. 2, a suitable negative grid
bias would be 4! volts. This will
permit a safe grid swing of 9
volts.
If, after two or three
· hours the applied voltage has
· <lropped to So, the same grid
swing will, as will be seen from
the 8o volt curve, take our 'vorking point right down to the curved
portion at x, and so may cause
distortion. This is not an extreme
case, as I have known in practice
of a drop of 30 volts occurring
afte1· three or four hours' continuous \Yorking.
11

on the contam1ng· case of the
battery.
Dry
batteries
are
subject to greater variations
than accumulators, and no really
definite values can be given,

A popular type of multi-range voltmeter and ammeter.

Valve Filaments
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Fig. 2.-/llustrating why distortion
occurs owing to a drop in the H.T.
battery voltages.

To those who possess a tworange instrument the measurement of the smaller voltages in
addition presents no difficulty.
The L. T. battery voltage should
be taken bet\veen the points I and
F in Fig. 1, that is, the 1:\\"0 flexible leads should be joined direct
to the battery terminals or to the
two main bus-bars from it.
,_
Filament Batteries

An " open-circuit " reading has
.no value whatsoev€r, and the
only reliable indication of the
battery'IS condition is t)lat taken
on." load," i.e., when the battery
is supplying current. In the case
of an accumulator, the minimum
reading should be 1.8 volts per
cell, although in some cases this
may vary slightly. Most makers
mark the minimum safe voltage

Grid Potential

The voltage of the grid battery
B3 should be measured in the
same way as has a1ready been
described for the determination of
L. T. battery voltage.
This,
however, will not be an indication of the total grid potential,
as it does not include the voltage
drop across the filament rheostat
R3. The correct reading for the
actual grid bias will be given by
connecting the instrument across
the points G and K.
Anode Current

but the battery needs careful
observation after the voltage per
cell has dropped to r.2-1.3.

(J

efficien.t working, with a certain
applied anode potential, then B3
must be adjusted to 3 volts.

The fi.!ament working voltage
may be obtained by connecting
the voltmeter between the points
G and H in Fig. I, and should be
adjusted by means of the filament
rheostat in accordance witJh the
valve maker's instructions. When,
the filament rheostat is connected
in the negative L. T. lead the drop
in volts across the resistance,
in the case of low-frequency
amplifiers, must be allowed for in
adjusting the grid bias. For example, if the voltage at the ter-
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Fig. 3.-Showing how to measure
the anode current taken by the
different valves.

minals of the L. T. battery is 6,
and t-hat between the points G and
H 4, then the drop across R3 will
be 2 volts. Hence, if V 3 requires
a negative ,grid bias of 5 volts for
403

Passing next to tihe · milLiammeter, one of its chief uses is in
the measurement of anode current,
and it forms a most useful chook
on the condi-tion of the valves
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Fig. 4.-/f a large condenser is permanently connected as shown, the
condenser Cl of Fig. 3 will be
unnecessary.

themselves, in addition to ~ndi
cating the load on the H.T. battery. It should be connected in
each + H. T. lead SCipamtely, as
shown in Fig. 3, the total anode
current being t'he sum of t11e
readings for each valve. This, of.
course, will be the total load on
the H. T. battery, and it is as wdl
to point out that the heavliesrt load
on the bat1tery is between its
negative terminal and the tapping
of the valve V 2, for not only is it
supplying current for the valve
V 2, but it is also supplying that
for V I and V 3• hence the voltage
of the cells across this portuon of
the battery will be the first to
drop. The normal load on the
popular type of H. T. battery with
small cells ought never to exceed_
5 m fa, and if a small power-valve_
is used for loud-speaker work it
is an economy to purchase one of
the larg-er sizes specifically designed for this work.
Small
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power-valves such as those commonly used for loud-speaker work
in the home take about 5 m/a,
while the ordinary general purpose valve requires in the neighbourhood of 2 m/a.
The total
load in the case of a 4-valve sd
may therefore easilv be. 10-1 r
m I a. If the H. T. batte:v is used
without the usual shunting condenser between each tapping a.nd
the common negati·ve, it may be
necessary •to connect a condenser·
(shown as C1 in Fig. 3) across
the two terminal:S of the m.i·Jl.iammeter, the windings of \vhich,
it mu!'>t be remembered, are
directlv in series with the anode of
the valve whose plate curren<t we
arc measuring·; the value of Cr
may conveniently be .01 ,uF. If,
on the other hand, as should be
thP case, a 2 uF condenser is
shunted across tl~e battery, the instrument should be connected as
in Fig 4· An interesting point
occurs here. In the family s·et for
some con~iderable time I hav•e
made a practice of employing a
separate H. T. battery for the last
valve, which is a power valve, and
until recPnrtl_v this battery had an
ex-\V.D. 2p.F condenser permanently shunted across the positive and negative termina•ls. One
n.ight, upon switching· off the
valves, I noticed quite by accident
that the needle of the milliammeter, which happened to be
conneoted in circuit at the time,
did not fall to zero, but rema.ined
at a position \\nhich gave a reading of rr m/a. Upon investigation the condenser proved to be·
defective, but the fact rema,in.s
that possibly for a long period this
fault had placed a small cons.tant
load upon the battery day and
nig-ht. I pass this on as one of
the many valuable uses of a milliammeter. FinalLy, I would refer
readers to that exceedingly interesting method of signal stren1gth
comparison, described bv Mr.
G. P. Kendall, B.Sc., ,in Wireless
Weekly, Vol. s, No. r2, Vol. 5,
No. r3,. Vol. s, No. 14.
M~.
Kenclall described in a very simple
manner how it was possible
with the aid of a fine reading
milliammeter to determine the
relative efficiency of various
timing arrangements, basing his
measurements on the fact that
when a circuit is brought into
resonance with a 'strong carrier
wave a drop in anode current
occurs.
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Filament Current

The measurement of .the filament current of individual valves
in a wireless circuit is simply
effected by inserting- an ammeter in any one of the filament leads from the L. T. battery busbar-'i. Disconnecting one
of the the leads from the battery
itself and joining- the instrument
in series between that lead and
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reading, and the sudden movement against the stop to the left
of zero may damage the instrument.
Moving-Iron Meters

The moving·-iron type of in~trument is not used very largely
m the class of work just described, but the principle is frequently utilised in the cheaper
forms of pocket-testing ammeters
and voltmeters.
One of the
chief dra\Ybacks is the difficulty
in obtaining· an evenly-divided
scale, the general tendency being
for
the
divisions
to
close
up on the lower readings.
A
point in their favour, however,
particular! y in the case of larger
instruments of this type, is that,
owing to their simplicity, a good
mechanical job results .
Hot- Wire Instruments

For the measurement of alterI
nating current, in addition to
--'continuous cur·rent, the principle
of the expansion of a fine wire
x··i
due to a current flowing along
it is utilised very extensively.
The principle is, briefly, as
Fig. 5.- Ammeter connections to
ascertain total filament current or follows : Referring to Fig. 6, a
that of one valve.
fine wire, usually of an alloy of
the terminal on the batt~ry platinum and silver, is secured bewill give a reading representmg tween the two supports, A and B,
the total consumption of the a tension-adjusting device being·
provided. Attached to a point near
valves in circuit at the time. The
the centre of the wire is another
correct method in both• cases is
wire C of phosphor-bronze, this
shown in Fig. 5 at F and X
wire being fixed to a terminal at
respectively.
It is probably
D.
A fibre marked E in the
better to place the ammeter in
sketch is attached to the wire C,
the positive lead, taking this
passed round a small pulley F,
lead to that marked with a +
and finally secured to a spring
the instrument, which
G. A current flowing along the
wire behveen A and B raises its
temperature, and hence causes it
to expand. The resulting sag is
taken up by the phosphor-bronze
wire and transmitted to the
pointer P, which is fixed to the
small pulley.
The spring G
serves to keep both the wires and
fibre in tension. A small aluminium disc H is attached to and
moves with the pointer P beFig. 6.-Detaila of the construction · tween the poles of a permanent
of a meter of the hot-wire type.
magnet M, its movement causing
may be one with a convenient
eddy currents to be generated in
range of o-s amperes, although
the disc, thus damping any tenin these days of .o6 valves one dency for the pointer to oscillate,
with a range of o--1.5 amperes
and rendering the instrument
is very u:;;eful.
When using a
'' dead beat.''
moving-coil instrument with the
In. the ~ase of a voltmeter, a
ordinary " zero left " scale it is non-mductrve resistance of a
essential that it should be cor~ectly
metal having a negligible temconnected in circuit otherwise perature co-efficient is used in
the needle will not indicate the
(Continued on page 408.)
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ENVELOPE No. 10
SIR,-I am enclosing photographs
of the "Tv,;in-Valve " Receiver described by Mr. John Scott-Taggart
in Envelope No. ro, which perhaps
you may consider would be of
interest to your readers.
The results obtained have been
beyond my expectations.
I hm·e
been able to tune in the following
stations : - London, Birmingham,
Bournemouth, Cardiff, Glasgow,
Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle,
Nottingham,
Berlin
(Voxhaus),
Brussels, Hamburg, Petit Parisien,
and others unidentified.
Most of the above are free from
~nterference from London, but in
one or two cases this station can
be heard in the background.
In my case, best results are obtained from London, using parallel
tuning with a No. so coil for aerial
and No. iS for reaction. For all
other
stations, best results are
obtained using constant aerial tun·ing \Vith ;;! No. 3S coil for reaction
with suitable ·coil in aerial to cover
\Vavelength required.
I might mention that Brussels
sometimes comes in almost as loud

T!le" Twin- Valve" Receiver made
by C. A. G. T.

as London on the loud-speaker..Yours faithfully,
C. A. G. T.
:fottenham, N.I7.
SIMPLEX RADIO CHART No. 3
SIR,-Enclosed you
wi)l find
photographs* of a four-valve set en·
flosed in a sloping . cabinet ~on.• It is regretted that the ' photographs
received were not suitable for reproduction.

......llD.

structed. to instructions in vour
." No. 3 Simplex Radio Chart.;, I
am very pleased with results.
I
have added a series-parallel switch,
a .ooos,uF vernier variable condenser
in the flace of the .OOI, a .0003 and
vernier anode condenser, H.T. and
L.T. switches, C.A.T. .ooor fixed
condenser, and Clix plugs to reaction coils. It does all you claim,
and more besides. Another item is
a " Meccano " worm and wheel for
operating the reaction coil·holder.
~he set makes a highly interesting
p1ece of apparatus.
l\fy aerial is 30 ft. high, 34 ft.
long, composed of parallel wires,
each \vire composed of 4g strands of
gauge 26 phosphor-bronze. Earth,
7 ft. of 7/16 copper cable soldered to
copper tube, buried 2 ft. below S).lrface of ground.-Yours faithfully,
AKDRE\V TIBBLE.

\:Valthamstow, E.I7.
STIOO WITH H.F. VALVE
SIR,-Having made the ST1oo
with extra H.F. vah·e (as described
in Jlodern T!'ireless by :\fr. J. Scott·
Taggart, F.Inst.P., June, 1g24), I am
now writing to tell vou what splen·
did L.S. results I "get from many
English and foreign stations as wi11
be seen by the list I give. I could
not properly control the three-valves
(one Edison .o6, B.T.H. B.s, and
B.T.H. B.6) together, so ~ade a
serarate complete amplifier. I have
to cut out the extra H.F. for siT,
five miles away, as signals almost
paralvse a large /\mplion.
I have heard a few local loudspeaker sets, including demonstra·
twns by dealers, but I would ''back"
my STroo (two 01· three .valves) to
beat them all for distance, volume
and clari tv.
The set is in use everv dav for
at least four hours a day mi the
average.
My next set will be the Omni set,
Envelope No. s.
I am a regular reader of Wireless
Weekly, Modem Wireless and The
Wireless Constructor.
List of stations receh·ed on L.S. :
-Aberdeen, Birmingham, Glasgow,
Newcastle, Bournemouth, Manches·
ter, London, Cardiff, Petit Parisien
(Paris), Nottingham, Stoke, Liverpool, sXX, Radiola (Paris) Madrid,
Radio Iberica, Postes and Tele·

4°5

Weekly

graphs (Paris), Morse, Aircraft,
Brussels, Frankfurt, and Rome.Yours faithfully,

.J.

J. DAvms, Jmm.

West Bromwich, Staffs.
.

,---

LECLANCHE CELLS FOR H.T.
SIR,-I am a regular reader of all
your excellent publications from the
moment they could be got in our
country. As I see that the problem of high-tension supply for
receiving circuits .is still in discussion, I feel obliged to communicate
the excellent results I am having
with my Leclanche battery.
It is now just I~ years since
I
assembled a batterv of go
Leclanche cells, each cell nearly
4 in. high and 2~ in. diameter. I
am. very satisfied with this battery,
and up till now the voltage has
only dropped from 1.5 volts per cell
to 1.4-1.45 volts. During these I!
years the cells were only twice filled
with pure water to compensate for.
the loss by evaporation.
~·hen
refilling, the zincs were inspected
and found in the best condition,
nearly as clean as at the beginning
and not corroded. No crystallisation has taken place, imd the
glass jars as well as the terminals

The apparatus used by Mr. Davies
is the ST100 with extra H.F. valve.

were perfectly clean. The go cells
are divided into three batches of 30
cells each and stored in three portable wooden cases, which are
situated undrr the experimenting
table. I can now, based on this
I~ years' trial, strongly recommend
the use of such cells, and a con·
siderable number of radio enthusiasts of mv citv who ha,·e hitherto
used dry bat:erles or H.T. accumulators are now bPginning to instal
wet cells bec:ll!se thev cost less than
accumulators and require little or
no attention.

~t·...;r•.,).·

..,-:~,
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I beg you to accept my heartiest
congratulations on all \·our excellent
papers, which are doubtless the best
in the \\·orld.
American instruc·
tions are quite useless for us, because they are so superficial that
even with Ameriran components
sati.sfying .results are difficult to
obtain.-Yours faithfully,
ING.

MICHEL.

Wien, Denmark.
THREE-VALVE DUAL
SIR,-You and manv of vour
readers will no doubt ~ intere'sted
to recein• a report on the three·

The "Three-Valve Dual" Receiver
as made by Mr. Allbrook, which he
uses with an indoor aerial.
valve dual circuit (Modern Wireless,
April, 1924), by Mr. J. Scott-Taggart, F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E., from
the point of view of an indoor aerial
man, since there must be quite a
large number of amateurs who, Iil{e
myself, find the erection of an outdoor aerial impossible for some
reason or. another.
The adjustment of the anode re·
sistance and grid bias brings 2LO in
so perfectly on the loud-speake~
that
no
desire
is
felt
to

tune in other B. B.C. stations.
However, while 2LO is not \\·orking
11 ha\·e tuned in most of them, and
se,·eral Continental stations, though
not with suftlcient volume to work
the L.S. satisfactorily. sXX, of
course, comes in at about the same
strength as London, and I .am hoping by dint of experiment to obtain
the others as well. l\h aerial is
simply a length of wire running
round the loft t\\·ice, roughly in the
form of a spiral, and the earth is
made to the main ,,·ater pipe. Both
leads m me through the ceiling to
the set.
The cabinet I made
with the object of having e\·erything
enclosed, but with all the variable
factors to hand. The H .T. batterv
is placed in a recess under the panel
and the grid bias on the right, two
separalp switch arms, connecting to
studs giving roughly r~, J, 4~ and 6
volts nl'gative.
For the sake of
convenience I .use dull emitters, and
a small 4-volt accumubtor (which
lasts for weeks) is housed in a
separate compartment under the
grid batteries, thereby eliminating the
possibility of acid fumes affecting
the wiring. The panel itself falls
forward on hinges, so that any defe-ct may be easily remedied.
I should verv much like to hear
the results obt~ined bv any of vour
readers u-sing this circuit· with an
indoor aerial, as such comparisons
are very helpful. Thanking you for
the circuit.-Yours faithfullv,

J. s.

ALLBROOK.

Muswell Hill, N.ro.
AMATEUR CO-OPERATION
WANTED
Sm,-I would much appreciate
publication of the following test
times of my transmissions, as I am
desirous of getting into touch with
British amateur radio. I have been
heard all over S. Africa.
Power,
so watts; wavelength, Ss to go
metres.
My call : CQ de AfL

(repeated),
Oxcnhe~m,
Chemist,
Capcto\\·n, K, ami a code word for
veril1cation.
Times of transmission: 9 p.m. G.l\f.T. nightly, until
July ro, and at 11 r.m. (~.'\l.T. on
Sunday, July S·
All QSL cards
acknowledged.

Mr. Allbrook's receiver is totally
enclosed and has a " drop" panel
for inspection purposes.
Best wishes to U'ireless U'eekly.
In anticipation,-Yours faithfully,

R.

The receiving and transmitting app41ratus used by Mr. Oxenham,
country.

OxENHAM.

Cape Town.
[It is regretted that this letter
was receiYed too late for insertion
in our last issue.-Eo.]
RADIO A4L
SIR,-Enclosed pleJlse find photograph of my station, A{L, Cape
Town; if you can make any use of
it kindly do so.
'In reference to my request for
you to publish test times of my
transmissions on Ss metres, it may
be of some interest to British amateurs to see a photograph of the
station they are endeavouring to
hear. After my transmissions I shall
listen in for replies between 65 and
105 metres, also between 40 and
50 metres ..,-Yours faithfully,
Cape Town.

of Cape Town, who is seeking the assistance of amateurs in this

I, H)25

R.

OxENHAM.

A CHOKE-COUPLED THREE.
VALVE RECEIVER
SIR,-1 have constructed the
" Choke-Coupled Three-Valve Receiver ,
described by, John wl
Barber in Wireless Weekly fQf!
May 27 (Vol. 6. No. 3), and bav~
found it excellent as a means. ~~
m11sical !eprodl:t~ion.:

July 1, 1925
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I haYe constructed many Radio
Press sets and haYe not yet found
one where its possibilities have been
oyer-rated. I am very keen on the
Puriflex, and have constructed one,
using a choke-coupling for the last
stage, ana this has improved the
volume without any detriment to
the musical reproduction.-Yours
faithfully,

also for the lead to €arth, the btter
being an old bucket and some wirenetting buried about 2,i ft. deep.
Liverpool comes in very loudly on
the phones, quite equal to a friend's
2-valve set (Liverpool is about 18
miles by air); I\Ianchester (46 miles),
Belfast (140 miles), Bournemouth
(zoo), and London (195) all at comfortable phone strength.
Glasgow
not so loud, but speech quite distinct. Excepting Liverpool, the only
Q"elay. stations so far are Edinburgh
and Leeds-Bradford (both verified by
hearing the name of the station
given), rather faint but clear.
Several amateurs come in well, 5PX
(B'ham) being one of the best.
Of half a dozen foreign stations,
one announcing in Spanish, three
French, and one G€rman, Petit
Parisien is the only one identified
so far, this station coming in at fair
strength.
As I have not yet obtained coils
suitable for the longer wavelengths
I have not tried for Chelmsford or
Radiola, 'but have no doubt that I
shall be able to add them to· the list
in due course.
Again thanking you.-Yours faithfully,
(l\hss) E. S. RosERTs.
Prestatyn, Flints,

ARTHUR VICKERS.

Blackheath, S.E.3.
A LADY READER AND THE
"TRI-CELL" RECEIVER
Sm,-1 thought perhaps you might
be interested to know the results
obtained by a lady reader who has
just completed the construction of
the " Tri-cell " reflex set described
in the September issue of },fodern
Wireless by ~fr. Percy W. Harris.
I am quite a novice, but, having
obtained f;1ir reception with a crystal
set, made according to instructions
given in " Twelve Tested \Vireless
Sets " (R.P. series 1\'o. q, by Mr.
Percy W. Harris), I thought I
woultl try to make the '' Tri-ce!!."
I wou Id 'like to thank you for the
clear tliagrams, etc., \vhich have
enabled me to build a thoroughly
efficient receh·er.
:\Iy aerial is rather screened by
trees, but is about 35 ft. high, and
of single 7/22 wire. I have used
" Electron " wire as lead in, and

ENVELOPE No. 8
Sm,-With reference to the Radio

Press Em:elope No. 8 (" A SingleValve Reflex Recei\·er," by Herbert
K. Simpson) I received from you a
short time ago, I have made the
same up and am writing to let you
know the result.
.'\s I am Yery close to sNO, I
made it up to work a small loudspeaker, which it does splendidly,
the Sayoy Bands being heard all
oyer the house on an inside aerial.
I put the aerial outside, being a
trifle curious as to range, and when
s~O was not working I> have tuned
in Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen,
Manchester, Birmingham, Bourne·
mouth. Of the other B.B.C. stations, the only one I have not succeeded in getting is Cardiff. The
Cape Town Orchestra transmitted
recently from Bournemouth and
Chelmsford came through splendidly. I also get a French or Belgian station pretty regularly, but
have not been able to catch the call
sign so far.
The crystal was the only trouble
I had, having to try one or two
makes to get the best results.
I now intend to build up the
" Twin-Vafve" loud-speaker set
by John Scott-Taggart, F.Inst.P.,
A.:\1. I.E. E., described in Envelope·
No. ro, and if you sec fit to publish the results I have obtained, I
should like to be put in touch with
one who has built the " Tv,;inValve."

THE
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The BITTER SPIRAL AERIAL!
u;y

~"o

RETAIL PRTCES :

uli' I

INDOOR SIZE

Can be erected or
removed in a few
seconds!

6/-

After use can be car•
ried in the pocket !

0UTDOOR SIZE

9/6

Ideal for every type
of receiving set man•
ufactured, including
ultra short wave sets.

Packed in Boxes

6"

X

3"

X

100% reception when
using this Aerial.

3"

WHOLESALE
ONLY.
TeTTTI$.

with particulars.

SOLE AGENTS:

E. H. SHARMAN & CO.
20/21, Queenhithe, Upper Thames St.,
LONDON, E.C.4.
'Phone:

Central 4112,

PANEL-with its sleek pol·
A. RADION
ished surface-is a )oy to behold. But the
wireless enthusiast knows that its advantages
are more than •.• skin deep." Its superior
insulatio~ qualities are even more important
than its handsome appearance. In every way
it proves itself the "panel de luxe."

(jJ

Rad.on is available in u different sites ift
black and mahoganite. Radian can also b•
supplied in any special site. Black Id. p.w
square inch, mahoganite I id. PM square i"'1u

RADION

American Hard Rubber Company (Britain) Ltd.
HeaJ Office: 13a'Fore Street,
London, E.C. 2

Depots: uo Wellington Street, Glasgow,
n6 Snow Hill, Birmingham.
Irish Agents: 8, Corporation Street, Belfast,
Gilbert Ad. 3II1
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-Wishing your publications the
success theY- deserve.-Yours faithfullY,
R. G. H.\RRISON.
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

.,

ENVELOPE No. 9
SJR,-I think that after several
mor.ths' use I should be able to
give you a really accl.trate and fair
descrirtion of the results with the
" Sin'gle V a\ ve Receiver," constructed according to Envelope
No. g.
I am seldom addicted to gushing,
but I really must express my
delight at ha\·ing made such a
splendid little set.
On three vards of ordinarY bell
wire, with an inferior earth, i have
received during the past winter
London, Cardiff, Manchester, Newcastle, Glasgow ,and many Continental stations, while the local relay
station was received with strength
sufficient to enable a junior loudspeaker to be quite audible anywhere in ~ small room.
During the rerent warm weather,
usually considered unsuitable for
long-distance rereptior, I have
n'ceived several B.B.C. stations at
surprising strength.
I ha\·e rome to the conclusion that
it is an " All Season Set," and one
which does not n<-ed Ll\'ourable conditions !-Yours faithfully,
Hull.
EDWARD S. -BRAMLEY.

PROTECT YOUR VALVES AND
TELEPHONES
SJR,-The following is a hint
which many of your reaclers might
find useful : As the proportion of valve-set
users who at some time or other
burn out a valve bv accidental!\- connecting the high-tension battery
across the filament must be very
high, and there must be also a fair
number who ha.ve ruined, or at any
rate, damaged telephones by putting
the high-tension current through
them, tht>y might like to try the following method for protection of
phones and valves.
A simple and inexpensive method
of reducing the risk of both sorts
of accident, particularly on the ordinary set where the low-tension, hightension and telephone terminals are
all on one edge of the panel, is to
use different tvpes of terminal for
the different purposes.
The method recommended is to
use ordinary pillar-type terminals
for the 10\v-tension, telephone terminnls for the telephones, and
" Newey " clips, " Clix," or some
such terminal for the high-tension.
If, in addition, the ends of the leads
from the accumulator are fitted with
spade ends, the ends of the leads
from the high-tension batten' are
fitted with " Newey " clips, ;:uid the
telephone leads ot- extension leads are
fitted with pin ends, the risk of a

iAualitu
~RADIO_~

COMPONENTS
ARE
CONSTRUCTED

mis-connection is almost negligible.
-Yours faithfully,
R_ G. MARSH.
\Voodford Green, Essex.

·······························-·····-··············
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METERS IN' WIRELESS
CIRCUITS

:
(continued
404)
:
........................................................
.
from p.

series with the instrument, but
in the case of ammeters a shunt
is, of course, employed.
The
chief disadvantage of hot wire
instruments, from the point of
view of the transmitting amateur,
is their large consumption of
power, and in some cases their
sluggish action.
The accuracy
of any but first-class instruments
is also open to doubt.

:· ............................................. ';
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BACK OF PANEL
VERNIER COIL HOLDER

MODERATELY
PRICED.

with detachable coloured terminals
for reversing reaction. Price 10/6.
Post 3d.
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to the constructor, eJrperl·
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GOSWELL ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,.
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HAWK

COILS

MAXIMUM

MINIMUM

Efficiencu

Capacltu
Damping Effects
Resistance

Strength
Pricu belOtiJ

Coli
13
25

so

35
40

BOX SPANNERS FOR B.A. NUTS

~

:

JU~:

OF THE

BEST QUALITY
MATERIAL
AND ARE
MOST

:
~

50
75
100
160
200
260
800
400

WATERPROOF
Wave Length using "001 Variable Con·
denser In Parallel
JrUNIMUM
MAXIMUM

-

895
435
615
680
885
1260
1820
2300
8100
8750
4500
4960

-190

240
360
870
485
600
816
960
1870
2200
2300
2500

PRICE.
1/1/4
1/4
1/8
1/8
3/3/4
3/tD
4/8
&/4
1/8

.,.,,_

Sold by all Wireless Dealen

Sou Manufacturers 1

The Hawk Coli CO., ~~~~~::~·ssu::~:
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Apparatus
we have teSl:ed
Conducted by A. D. COWPER, M.Sc., Staff Editor.
Fellows "Volutone" LoudSpeaker
A sample of their "Volutonc "
loud-speaker, a medium-sized instrument but one of considerable rower,
has been submitted for an extensiYe
practical trial by Messrs. FeliO\vs
Magneto Co., Ltd. This is of the
usual Yertical type, about 20 ins.
high, and is finished in dull black;
the resistance of the windings was
approximately 2,ooo ohms. A control handle projects from the side
of the base. On practical trial, in
conjunction with reliable equipment,
this instrument showed a good degree of sensitiveness, combined with
an ability to handle a large volume
of sound, but without rattling or
other signs of distress. The tone
was somewhat " low-pitched," i.e.,

"'illlllil!!lllll!!lr!lmrillilllii

the lower tones appeared to receive
some preferential amplification, but
the effect was not unpleasant, the
performance marking a considerable
imprO\·emcnt 0\'er some familim·
types of large instrument. A suitable value of fixed condenser of
moderate size, about .oors .uF in
this case, shunted across the windings, appeared to be called for, to
obtain the best results. Whilst not
a low-priced instrument, the power.
and good tone of this type should
certainly render it popular amongst
<1 large public.
"Alembic" Safety Aerial-Earth
Switch
From Messrs. J. Millet comes a
type of safety aerial switch in which
elaborate double precautions are

(i)ANGEN{f) 1'1"m'...,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,
~MEt(T·

Talk with one who uses
"Ta~gent" Fitments.

taken against possible damage to a
set by lightning discharges .. There
is permanently available a short
spark-gap between carbon poles,
between the aerial and the earth-connections; this will discharge m·dinary " statics " and prevent the
accumulation of anv considerable
charge on the aerial. ·An alternative
path is provided for normal use,
via a replaceable fuse (a fine wire
in a removeable glass tube) rated at
4 amperes, and a two-way singlerole switch.
In one position this
connects direct to the terminal t,)
whi.ch the set is to be wired; in the
second " safety " position it is connected direct to earth. Thus during
thunderstorms, the set is whollv
i~olated, and the aerial earthed ·both
via the spark-gar and via the fuse

(t "T~~~~~E"
RADIO COMPONENTS
(MARTIN- COPE LAND

He doesn't have to apologise for his set.
friends are charmed as well as entertained.

PRODUCTS}

HIGHEST CLASS ONLY

The Fitments include-

" TANGENT"
Tuning Coils.
Prices from 4/3 to 10/·, according

_

to wavelength,

"TANGENT"
Loud Speakers.

Prices from £2 21. to £5 01.
Made in three sizes.

"Tangent"
LF. Tr8Dsformen.
Price 12/8 each.

With "Tan·

gent " Terminals 2/~ extra.

"TANGENT"
"Discol" H.F. Transformers.
Pric;e 5/6 ea., all sizes (illustrated).

Catalogue 74 Wand name of nearest dealer sent on application.

GENT &

eo., eo.

"Faraday Works," LEICESTER.
Lcmdoa: 25, V'actoria Street, s.w.t.
N-tle...,.,•T)'De: "

T~U~Pnt House,"

Est. 1872.

Blackett Street,

11

TELWAVE" LOW LOSS CONI)ENSERS
SECOND TO NONE.

OUR NEW CATALOGUE IS NOW
READY. WRITE FOR YOUR COPY.
THE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT &
CARBON CO., Ltd.,
109/111, New Oxford St., London, W.C.t
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and switch, whilst in normal use
the set is protected against casual
discharges by the fuse, the sparkgap being continuously available in
addition.
The device is substantiallY made,
being mounted on the standard type
of heavy porcelain base; the switch
has a strong, insulated handle. The
general appearance is businesslike, and not unduly obtrusive when
in position ,in the window, etc.
Rather larger terminal screws might
have been provided with advantage;
it is a matter of experience that as
a result of swinging in the wind and
so on it is not easv to make a per-·
manent secure ~onnection with
7/n's aerial-wire under a small
cheese-head screw on the ordinarv
pattern of switch.
·
A Compact Mica Variable
Condenser
From Messrs. General Radio
comes an ·interesting type of compact mica-and-air dielectric variable
condenser, the '' Express," wLich is
hardly 1\[rger than a bevel tuningscale, and is fixed actually on the
outside . of the panel by one bolt,
two '{ermiqal screws also passing
through the panel, leaving the back
of the panel almost completely"
clear.
The outside diameter is

July
about 3~ in., and it stands some
1:l in. above the panel surface. A
bevel scale round the periphery is
The
divided into 100 divisions.
nominal range is given as from
.oooo1 ,uF to .001 ,uF. The internal
construction is very simple; a
dished plate of thin springy copper
is rressed progressively into contact with a sheet of mica dielectric
overlying a br.ass plate, as the bevel
scale is screwed down home on a
coarse-thread screw, tl.us giving a
variation of capacity between the
plates.
As usual with two-plate
tnica-and-air variable condensers,
the rate of variation of capacity was
found to varv considerab.Jv at
different points- of the scale, ·being
extremely rapid for the last fraction
of ·a turn. On calibration of the
sample, the m1mmum capacity
(when three whole turns out) was
found to be about r8 ,u,uF, after
eliminating capacities of leads; tLe
maximum when screwed right
home (i.e., just below roo divisions)
was .00037 ,uF .
When one turn
out, at the beginning of the scale,
the capacitv was .000043 ,uF. The
curve showed a very steep variation
of capacity ·in the last ro divisions
of the scale, so tl.at the really useful
portion was in effect 'limited to
about two-thirds of the scale. In
conjunction with an ordinary No.

1,

1925

6o plug-in coil of moderate distributed capacity, a useful range of

from just below 300 metres to above
400 metres \Vas obtained, or with a
No. 75 from below 400 to above
500 metres, covering thus the
B. B.C. range.
The tuning scale
was fairly flat under these conditions, and also in a secondary circuit.
There
was
no sensible
difference in ease of oscillation when
using tLis condenser, in comparison
with a standard air-dielectric one.
As a reaction condenser in a
Rcinartz or Hartley type of circuit
the condenser was found to operate
admirably, gh·ing smooth control
and providing a convenient range of
caracities,
whilst
hand-capacity
effects were less prominent than
usual, as the hand did not come
near any conducting portion.
ln
this capacitv the instrument lends
itself to an exceedingly neat and
compact arrangement, particularly
suitable for portable sets; it can be
strongly recommended for this purpose.
A No. 35 or 50 reaction
closely coupled to a No. 6o grid
secondarv was found suitable for
tl.e B.B.C. range in this connection.
It would appear that the specimen
submitted must have been of some
other capacity than that mentioned
hy the makers.

~

60 Volt High Tension
ACCUMULATOR
If you want perfect reception you must replace

your dry battery with the C.A.V.• H.T.3
Accumulator. It eliminates crackling, increases volume and improves clarity.
Fully charged, ready fOr use
••

63/•

C.A.V. RADIO CRYSTAL
1j6

Perfect at even pohlt. Fifty per cent.
better volume and sensitive all over.
In blue tin box with silver catswhisker
Enqwire at

:Y"'"

loc~>l

Dealer, or send P.O. I/6
to "' for s~>mPI•.
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•
BQ tterleS

f
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Use yo~. 'b~ctri'
Lightini/Mainsl-+

The "DYNIC " D.C.
REGULATOR.
Does away with the necessity for H.T. Batte~
with their attendant troubles. Simply plug into
I!Convenientlampholder,anda perfectlysmootli.
H.T. supply is obtained. Variable outputs used
with ordinary wander plugs{ like H.T. Batteries.
No breakable part,a. Entire yinsulated. Can be
supplied wound for special requirements-e.g.,
larger output. Impossible to burn out valve Ill a·
ments even if they are inadvertently connected
to the H.T. Infinitesimal running costs. For
D.C. MAINS ONLY of any voltage above 50.
Slmd for Ducriptive folder.
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SUPPLIED BY RADIO PRESS SERVICE DEPT., LTD.

E. W. F. (SALISBURY) states
that he is using a moving coil
Voltmeter of 0 to 120 volts by a
good maker for testing hightension batteries. He has been
told, however, that to obtain a
correct reading he should place a
resistance in shunt with the meter
and asks whether this is so and
what resistance should be used.

will be taken from the H.T. battery
which is an object to avoid.
Consulting the makers of the
instrument mentioned, we lk·we
obtained from them the fact that
the resistance of their instruments
of the type mentioned is from 6o to
70 ohms per volt per scale division.
Taking the lower of these two numbet·s, for safety, for a 12o-volt
instrument the t·esistance will be
7,200 ohms. This used on a lOOvolt high-tension battery would take
a current of approximately 14 milliamperes from the battery. This is
a fairly high value of H.T. current
to take from the ordinary type of
high-tension battery, but providing
the voltmeter is switched out of circuit directly the reading is taken,
little harm will be done. If, however, it is desired to cut down the

In reply to our correspondent's
_ query a resistance in shunt \Vith a
meter should never be used for reading the voltages of a high-tension
battery, as a parallel resistance with
an instrument results in the total
~esistance
of the instrument and
the shunt being less than the
smaller of the two.
Hence if a
resistance is used in parallel with a
meter, more instead of less current

current taken, a series resistance
should be used, and if this is made
equal to the resistance of the
instrument, the scale reading of the
latter will have to be doubled to
give the correct voltage being
measured. If the series resistance
is made twice that of the voltmeter,
the voltmeter reading must be multiplied by three.

L. C. (PORT TALBOT) states that
he is building a Neutrodyne receiver
and wishes to incorporate an H.F.
transformer of a certain make
which is tapped to cover a wavelength range of 150 to 600 metres.
He inquires whether this transformer is likely to give satisfactory
results.
The whole principle of the ~eutro-

This vernier
Condenser

Quite as Good as New at about Half Cost
THINK WHAT WE SAVE YOU!!!
Send your Burnt Out or
Damaged Valves to us
and we will Restore
theDl to Function with
Original Characteristics

was designed
by a practical

EFFICIENCY MAINTAINED,
RESULTS GUARANTEED !
B.E. 416, D.E. 2V. ·3 7/6,

Wireless
Engineer

D.E. -06 9/6.

Price list for Power Valves
on application.
We retom the actual Valve you send us,

po.tt

free, within 7 days.

£VERYONE knows

THE NORm LONDON VALVE CO., LTD.,
22!, CAZENOVE ROAD, STOKE NEWINGTON, N.16.
Liberal dilcou!lt to Wireless Agents.

EFFICIENCY combined With ELEGANCE.
You have only to see and hear the ., Scientific" Non•.
MetaHic Homa to appreciate why they have ouperseded
all other types of Horns. The fidelity of their mellow•
toned reproduction is positively startling. Finish-an
attractive dull bronzE".

Adaptable to any speaker base.

(When ordering 11lease state 8iZJJ.of ferrul~ requirld).
A PlJTOxtmate

Rt..

Flare.

SMAlLSWAN-NECK ..
.. 16"
s•
SWAN-NECK. with Petal Flare .. W
10"
SMAlL WF.STERN pattern
19"
10"
MEDIUM WF.STERN pattern • • 21"
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• • 24"
14"
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•
for Amphon Jumors
••
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15"
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Posti ~king and crate-1 /9 enra.

SCIENT l'IC

SUPPLY

Price

Specification:
Maximum capacity .0005 mlds. Solid ebonite
turned plates. All ·metal parts plated and
polished. Three inch engraved dial with separafe
knob to control vernier movement. Adjustable
rubber friction drive. Permanent coiled spring
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7/8
8/9
9/9
11/9

eo~ tact to ce!'tre spindle.
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12/9
14/8
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PETO-SCOTT Co. Ltd.

STORES,

'PAlm.: Hop 4177.
80, IIEWiliGTOII- CAUSEWAY, LOIIDOR, S.E.l.
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Cbozlllc 0ro111 11.4., W.l; 11111, 114puo 11.4., W.2; 81, ChiUCh Jl.d., Upper Rorwood, S.E.23,

fixing for mamshaft.

One-hole

Absolutely no
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backMiash in movement.
Price
il1f Send 3d. /or copy of our Pilot Chart showinl
~ •'1/mtration:t o/ more than 30 Sets /or !tome con-

struction.

Catalogue of Componmts, 3d. post free,

Head Oi/ice, Mail Order and Showrooms :
77, Oty Road • - LONDO"". F..C.l

Br&nchea :---LONUON~ High Holbom,
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PL'iMOUTH-4, Bank of England Place.
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the

dis-

advantage of the usual single
plate vernier condenser. How impossible it is to record the £xact
dial reading. owing to the difficulty
of knowing exactly where the ver...
nier plate is situated. Evrrycme
knows too how difficult it is to bring
a distant station when contact to
the moving spindle i:; made by
rubbing instead of by a p.rrmanent
spring. This new Peto-Scott de

luxe S<!uare-law Con de mer has been
designed by a practical wire!ess en ..
lrineer. It is the ideal condenserbui!t bv a man who knowJ bow
imperative it is to use a slow motion
for all the f)lates and not to use a
seJ1arate vernier p!ate. Its slow
movement is obtained hy tneans. of
a smooth 8 to 1 rubber friction
gearing. Only solid el:onjte is used
-no cheap substitu'es. All tnetal
parts are well p'ated and the whole
Condenser is an ex('ellent £Xt'mPie of
the instrument maker's art. Scrap
your old-fashioned Conden~er--in ...
vest in the Peto-Scott and get new
delights from long distance reception
P.S. 3108
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dyne receiver is based upon the use
of l'Crtain special transformers,
which are ahsolutelv essential to
enable the proper neutralising of the
circuit to be performed. With the
type of transformers our correspondent refers to, we are afraid
that
satisfactorilv
neutralisation
on this extended ·wavelength band
will be impossible, and he is advised
to adhere more strictly to the design
as given.

D. B. (Hastings) has a 4-volt 30
actual ampere accumulator and uses
this to light the filaments of three
D.E.3 valves and one B.T.H. B.6
valve. He wishes to know how loug
the accumnlator should last used on
the average for three hours a day.
A very simple calculation will
soon give the time the battery should
last. D.E.3-type valves take a filament current of .o6 milliamperes, so
that for three valves the total current will be . 18 amperes. The B.6
valve takes a filament current of
.12 amperes, and therefore the total
current con·;umption of the four
valves is ·3 amperes.
Used for
three hours a night, the ampere
hours taket1 from the battery will
be 3 multiplied by .3, namely ·9·
This figure divided into the actual
capacity of the accumulator will give
the number of days' service to be
expected. It wiJI thus be seen that
the battery should last approximately 33 days, !hut in practice we
would advise our correspondent to
have it charged sotne\vhat more frequently if he wishes to get the
maximum life out of the battery.

R. F. (BRADFORD) is constructing the Two-valve Amplifier de Luxe
described in Radio Press Envelope
Number 7, but wishes to dispense
with the stud switch in order to save
space. He asks for the necessary
alterations.
The alteration our correspondent
requires is quite a simple one, and
an examination of the blue print
giv-en in the envelope will show that
it will merely be necessary to take
the lead from the potentiometer
slider which goes to the arm of the
switch S.3 out to a terminal on the
panel which will become grid bias
positive. The lead which goes to
No. 1 stud of the switch should
be taken out to a further terminal
which will become grid bias negative. The grid-bias battery is now
connected between these two terminals, and a suitable size of battery
would be one of 6 or 9 volts tapped
in x1-volt steps.

D. R. (BUCKINGHAM) wishes
to know what is a Noden rectifier.
The N oden rectifier is one of
chemical type often
used for
charging accumulators from A.C.
mains.
It consists of two metal
electrodes, usually aluminium and

lead, immersed in a solution of
either ammonium phosphate or
sodium bicarbonate, and under certain conditions \Vill allow a current
to pass in one direction only,
namelv, from the lead to the
aluminium plate.
In practice it
makes a good rectifier capable of
carrying considerable current.

S. G. (BOSCOMBE) has constructed the 3-valve Neutrodyne
receiver described by Mr. Harris in
"The Wireless Constructor." He
states that the set works excellently except for one small fault
--namely, that he cannot get down
to the wavelength of the Cardiff
Station. An ordinary barrel-type
H.F. transformer is used for the
Neutrodyne and anode coils, and
this is marked for a wavelength
range of 300 to 600 metres, when
the primary is tuned by a .0003
p.F. variable condenser.
The trouble our correspondent is
experiencing is by no means an un·
usual one, since when H.F. transformers are used for Neutrodvne
units, the transformer functions
best when the secondarv is made
the anode coil, and in th"is case tihe
minimum wavelength of 300 metres
is not obtainable. The substitution
of either a Neutrodvne unit or a
one size smaller H. F. transformer
will cure the trouble.
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Sure itS
J/tmospherics?
When your Set suddenly develops violent
symptoms of internal disorder, emitting noises
which are not at all in keeping with good reception,
you are apt to dismiss this inconvenience with
one word, "atmospherics," and then look out
of the window for a sultry sky.
But as the days wear on and the " atmospherics "
appear to have made your Set a permanent
residence, you begin to suspect other things.
Finally you take down the Set and thoroughly
scrutinize the interior for visible faul ts. Of
course, there is nothing to be seen ; everything
is wired up O.K.
It is probably one of those faults which make
themselves more exasperating by their habit of
leaving no clues. Don't despair, get a copr of
" Wireless Faults and how to firid them,' by
R. W. Hallows, M.A. , Staff Editor.

This useful book will show you just how to track
obscure faults down. No expensive apparatus
is needed, and the application of numerous
simple tests is thoroughly described.

Price 1 / 6
You can obtam · W1relen Faul~ and how to find them ..
from a.ll Book$talls. Newsagents and W1rdeas Dealers or post
lree. 1/li from Dept. S
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''ThisBurndept Wavemeteris thebestl'veseen~
- when you told me about your station wh1ch you have picked up accinew Wavemeter, I instantly thought dentally, you hold the Wavemeter near
of a cumbersome instrument with your set, switch on the buzzer and turn
numerous coils and complicated the dial till the buzz is at its loudest
charts. But this is very different." in the 'phones. The wave-length is
"Yes, this Burndept Ethophone indicated on thtt, dial, and then you
Wavemetcr is complete in itself anJ can easily locate the station."
can be reaci at a glance- as you saw
" Well, that is simple. 1 must get
just now when we cut out Glasgow and one of these instruments-it will
tuned-in Bournemouth. All you have make long-distance reception much
easier."
to cio to pick out a distant
The Burndept Ethophone
station is simply this I Place
the Wavemeter near your
\V avemeter is very " sharp "
tuning apparatus and set the
and gives readings correct
dial to the station's wavewithin 2 % to 3%. There are
length. Switch. the buzzer
two rangcs-200-500 and
on, then tune your set till
8oo-2,ooo metres. This instrument is fully guaranteeci.
the buzz is at its loudest in
the 'phones. After switching
Write for further particulars.
off the Wavemeter and
making slight vernier adNo. 1541.
justments, you will hear the
Ethophone Wavemeter,
station as loud as your set
in mahogany cabinet,
will allow. T o identify a
£6 6s. Od.
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New Wavelen_gths for Broadcasting
DEVELOPMENT
which will be
watched
w it h
much interest in
this countrv is
foreshadowed bv
discussions in the American technical Press concerning the allocation of a possible new waveband
for broadcasting, and it may not
be generally realised that this development is one which may have
considerable in'fluence on wireless
progress as a whole. The system
of competitive broadcasting in
vogue in the United States, which.
results in the opening of more
and more stations, has already
produced a somewhat crowded
condition uron the band whirh
roughly corresponds to our own
300 to soo metre one, and it is
expected that some additional
outlet for further stMions will be
sought.
The American authorities have
adopted as a general guiding
principle that the stations should
be separated as regards thei1·
\\·an·len~ths by a frequency difference of ro kilocycles. Exceptions to this rule are being made
o·nh· in rases where there arc
moclif\'ing geographkal consider:ltions.' :-~nd hence the possible ·
number of stations upon the present band is sti-ictlr limited, and
the effect is alrcadv felt in the
fact that numere{,s would-be
broadcasters are finding diffim!ty
in securing the allotment of. a
\\'a\'!·length for their purpose.

An outlet upon the wavelengths
above 6oo metres appears to be
oud: of the question for the accommodation of anv considerable
number of new stations, and attention is therefore being turned
in the direction of the waves below 200 metres. The suggestion
is being made that the band from
rso metres to 200 metres should
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be allotted for broadcasting purroses, and the proposal in its
present form is that this ba11d
should bl' used for the allocation of wawlengths to new sta·
tions rather than for anv re-distribution among existing one,-:.
The experiences of the amateur
transmitters sePm to suggest
that· it will be found possible in
broadcasting upon these wm·elengths to cO\·er considerably
g1·eater distances with the present

am'lunts _pf power, although, no
doubt, the American broadcast
listener will gain a new insight
into the meaning of the word
" fading " by the adoption of
such waves.
The expected improvement in
the ranges of broadcasting stations working upon waves between l50 and 200 metres opens
up an interesting vista of possibilities to those British experimenters who are keen upon feats
of Transatlantic reception, which
should give a considerable fillip
to the. development of the superheterodvne receiver on these
moderatelv short wavelengths in
the hands of the awrage experimenteL
In
rreliminary
discussions
which mav lead to a definitP
recommend[ttion being made to
the Conference which \~·ill be held
in \Vashington next September,
mam· authorities of the' American
broadcasting world ha \'e exrressed the opmwn that the
changes in tlw apparatus \Vhieh
will be needed will not present
undue difficulties to the designer
and manufacturer, notwithstanding the American practice of allenclosed sets with fixed H.F.
inter-Yah·e couplings, and it will
be interesting to note the progress which may be made in the
at.tempts which will, no doubt,
follow to secure effecti\'e highfrequency
amplification
upon
these moderatelv short wa\'elengths.
·
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Getting the Most from a Super=
Heterodyne
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By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc., Staff Editor.
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An experimenter's supersonic receiver described by the author in the April, 1925, issue of" Modern
Wireless," which is arranged to give a form of the Tropadyne circuit.
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build a superheterodyne receiver
with care and conscientious accuracy
from a dependable
design, and to obtain good results
at once from the finished set
are by no means one and
the same thing, for the one
does not inevitably and naturally
follow upon the other. This, of
course, is true to some extent of
all multi-valve sets, but it is a
fact which must be faced in connection with the super-hetcro~
dyne that it demands considerably more ·practice, care and
patience in manipulation to
obtain the fuU results of which
the set is capable than almost
any other type, possible exceptions being made in favour of
such circuits
as the superreger\erative.
Operation

Given the necessary condition
of a painstaking copy of a good
and dependable design, good results will no doubt ultimately be
forthcoming, but the inevitable
period occupied in getting the
hang of the new set is naturally
considerably longer in the case
of a super-heterodyne, and it is
in the hope of giving some assistance to those who are passing

through this painful period that
these notes are being written.
It is not intended to go very far
into the technique of the operation of the super-heterodyne receiver, but rather to deal with the
more obvious points which must
be attended to before anything
approaching satisfactory results
will be obtained.
The Frame Aerial

It is proposed to include in
these notes some general hints
on obtaining the best results of
which a super-heterodyne is capable, and in this connection it
must not be forgotten that the
frame aerial, as regards its design and details, has an important influence upon those result~..
In dealing with the frame aerial
it must be emphasised at the out-'
set that the quali-ty of this accessory may make a really surprising difference to signals, and, as
an example, I would cite the iact
that I recently compared t\\·o
frames, of which one was 26 in.
in diameter and the other 48 in.,
rthe larger frame being of tlccidedly inefficient consrtruction,
wound with a fine gauge of wire
and rather poorly insulated. Of
the two, the smaller one ~:;aYe
pronouncedly
better
signals,
although, to judge from thtir
sizes, the advantage should have
been all the other way.
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This test was carried out with
a super-heterodyne receiver employing seven valves, the first
valve being the first detector,
followed by three intermediate
amplifiers, the s-econd detector,
and one low frequency stag-e, and
a separate oscillator was used.
It is to be observed that in this
set no high frequency amplification upon the short wave was
used, and no reaction effects were
obtainable into ,the frame aerial
circuit, so that any losses present
here exerted their full influence
in reducing- signal strength.
From this it should be concluded
that althoug-h the frame aerial
is of great impo·rtance with any
super-heterodyne receiver, yet
it should receive most special
att-ention when there is no means
of reducing its damping by means
of the reaction effect produced by
a stage of high frequency amplification upon the short wavelength.
Reducing Frame Losses.

When a stage of tuned high
frequency amplification is used
upon the short wavelengths, of
course very considerable reaction
-effects will be applied to the
frame aerial, and it is usual to
provide either a potentiometer or
some other device to stabilise this
first high frequency stage and

Wireless
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prevent actual self-oscillation.
By adjusting this stage to the
usual point a little below the
oscillating condition, a good deal
can be done to minimise losses in
the frame aerial, but the reader
must be careful not to conclude
that such losses can be entirely
wiped out in. this way.
Construction of the Frame

In criticising a frame aerial,
here are some of the points which
should be given attention : In the
first place, the usual rule as ,to
gauge of wire must be borne in
mind, and a frame which is
wound with a thin single strand
should be rejected. The actual
line of demarcation between fine
and coarse being· somewhat of a
matter of opinion, probably if the
experimenter adopts No. 18 as
his minimum gauge he "·ill be on
the safe side.
The insulation of a frame
aerial should, of course, be given
the closest possible attention, just
as is done in the case of an out-

side aerial, and due cat·e should
be devoted to the insulation of
the turns themselves at the points
at which they are supported, and
t<,> the mounting of the terminals
on the frame. \Vhen the winding consists of rubber-covered
wire
or
cotton-covered
and
paraffin waxed bell wire, as ts
often the case, no special attention is usually needed at the
supporti.ng points, but pains must
still be taken to see that the ends
of the winding mce really well
insulated.
Number of Turns

Remember that the energy-collecting power of a frame aerial
bears a very direct rehttionship
to the actual number of turns
used upon any given diameter,
and in order to be able to use
the maximum number of turns
the capacity of the winding must
be kept down to the smallest t:'easonab\,e figure.
Therefore, the
turns mllst be well spaced apart
from one another, and something
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I ike half an inch is a desirable figure. For similar reasons,
when using a frame aerial which
is provided with tappings, as are
some of the commercial specimens, endeavour to include as
many turns in circuit as possible,
and work as low upon the condenser scale as is convenient,
bearing in mind that a reduction
helow a scale reading of about
20 deg. may or may not Iead to
any further improvement in signals, depending upon the design
of the condenser employed. This,
of course, is a point familiar
to those who hav,e studied the
articles of Mr. Sylvan Harris
upon the high frequency resistance of variable condensers, and
a certain amount of experiment is
needed to determine whether reductions below this critical scale
t·eading do or do not lead to an
improvement in signal streng1th
when the inductance in the circuit
is represented by a frame aerial,
which also functions as a collector
of energ-y.

This nine-valve super-heterodyne receiver, described by Mr. John Scott-Taggart in the May, 19ZS,
The transformers used for inter-valve coupling in
the long-w11ve amplifier are of the st11ndard plug-in type.

issue of u Modern Wireless," is extremely popular.
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Dimensions

The size of a frame aerial,
assuming that its efficiency has
been considered in all its other
· details, is one of the principal
· factors governing the amount of
energy which it will pick up. In
general, the larger the better,
provided that it is still possible
to tune down to the desired wave. lengths, and the actual 5tze
adopted is generally a matter of
· compromise between this consideration and those of compactness and general convenience.
Probably a diameter of 2 ft.
should be taken as a minimum for
general purposes, if long distance reception is the aim of the
owner, and a 3-ft. or 4-ft. frame
should be used when possible. lt
is, however, found in practice
that with very large frames, say
4 ft. or 5 ft. in diameter, that
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a considerable increase in the
capacity of the frame, and also
losses in any dielectric material
which may be brought into the
electrostatic field · thereby produced. If the reader possesses a
frame having these undesirable
features, as a rule a very little
simple constructional work will
rectify matters. This is a point
to which attention may well be
directed when comparing ditierent
frames with a view to purchase.
Outside Aerials

Various schemes have been
devisNl in America with the
object of increasing the amount
of available energy supplied l:.y
the frame aerial, most of these
devices depending upon the coatbination of outside aerial and
frame, and some of them undoubtedly serve a useful purp1";e
where the frmpe is being used

crease in signal strength· is often
obtained.
An Alternative Method

The only other method which I
have found of much use is to
connect the filament circuit side
of the frame aerial to earth and
bring a lead from the aerial on to
a tapping on the frame winding,
which is one turn removed from
the earth end.
Here, again,
dir-ectional etiects are usually
eliminated, but s.ignal strength
generally benefits greatly;
On
the whole, it seems better to depend upon the amount of energy
which can'be picked up by a good
frame aerial, so long as it can
be used in anything like a good
locality, since such energy should
be quite adequate to normal
needs, if the super-heterodyne receiver itself is doing its duty properly.
H.T.Eil.o.

L.
~~~-4~~~~~~--f-~~~--~~~~-J~b-~--~-?-+--a-~~~~-?--'Eil

L.le

CB. Ell

e
Fig. I.-A simplified circuit diagram of the nine-valve super-heterodyne illustrat~d on the previous
page. The loading coil L2 is only needed in exceptional cases where frame aerials having very few
turns are used.

the problem of interference by a
really very nearby main station
is somewhat intensified, and it
may be that a better ratio of desired to undesired signals may Le
obtained with a rather smaller
frame.
Tappings

A final point regarding 1he
practical details of a ·frame
aerial : The use of tappings is
generally condemned upon theoretical grounds, allegations of
very serious dead-end losses
being usually made, but there are
a number of popular types of
frames in existence where tappings are provided and the use
of such aerials sho~ld perhaps be
considered. Where tappings are
provided care should be taken to
r.ee that they have not been made
in such a way that there is a considerable bunch of wiring going
to the closely-arranged studs d
a switch, since one may have her.e

in a badly shielded position. In
general, of course, attempts to
use an outside aerial with a
super-heterodyne merely result in
the picking up of a large amo~nt
of noise and general interfereace,
so that the desired signal may be
no more audible than before. It
is possible, however, by arra'lging that the outside aerial !',hall
be only very lightly coupled to the
frame circuit, and in this way
some small benefit may t!3ualiy
be derived.
One such scheme is to connect
a standard No. so plug-in coil in
series between aerial and earth
(no tuning condenser being p1 ovided) and to place this coil at
the centre of the frame aerial,
and in the same plane with it.
As a rule directional effects are
very largely wiped out by this
method, and the interference
problem may be somewhat intensified, but a very considerable in-

4IQ

The Oscillator

A detail of .the receiver itself
which may profitably receive consideration before dealing with the
actual operation of the set is the
oscillator and its adjustments,
and, of courst, here it is rather
difficult to generalise, since so
many different arrangements are
current. Taking first the more
commonly used separate oscillator system, it is propos·ed to confine our considerations to the type
of oscillator circuit shown in
the accompanying complete circuit diagram of a super-heterodyne receiver (Fig. 1). Here a
simple reaction coil type of selfoscillating circuit is used, and it
is probable that for the various
coils involved in this circuit the
reader will use one of the commercially- produced " oscillator
couplers.''
Adjustments

In many of these couplers all
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the magnetic couplings between
the windings are permanently
!fixed at some value ,which the
manufacturer has found to be
suitable under the majority of
conditions, and the only adjustments necessary are those of the
'filament current and anode voltage of the oscillator valve and,
possibly, also rthe choke of a
suitable valve to produce satis-factory self-oseillation over the
complete range of the tuning- condenser associated with the oscillator.

the potentiomet·er -is revolved
from the positive end rtowards the
negative end. At some p@int it
is probable that a " plop " will
be heard, followed by the steady
slight hiss and crackle !heard in
an oscillating receiver, whereupon the potentiometer should be
turned back slightly towards the
positive end so that self-oscillation ceases. (If the receiver possesses a similar control for the
short-wave side this potentiameter should be set upon the
posrtive end.)

Test for Oscillation

A Simple Test

In the majority of the oscillator
couplers now upon the market
suitable windings have been
chosen by the manufacturers, so
that practically any type of
general-purpose valve may be
used as the oscillator, and a very
little adjustment of .plate voltage
will seo:;ure effective working. The
procedure adopted should therefore be-first of all to assure onese!{ that the oscillator is actually
oscillating sufficiently strongly
over the whole range of its condenser, and then to proceed to
tune in some station whose signal
strength can be used as a· method
of estimating the correct functioning of . the oscillator for the
final aclju"tments of H.T. and
L.T.
The actual procedure to be
adopted
must inevitably be
slightly cli.fferent in the cases of
different sets, but the following
outline should serve as a general
guide.
First, see that all the
valves of the receiver except the
oscillator are alight, and that all
the necessary connections to batteri·es, etc., have been made.
"Insert in the os-cillator valve
-socket a bright-emitter valve for
preference, and turn this up to
the full brilliance used in normal
working. It is usual in superllet-erodyne receivers to find there
js a separate terminal for the
high-tension supply to the oscillator valve, and, for a start, a
value of perhaps 45 volts should
be applied to this terminal.

Now set rthe condenser of the
oscillator circuit to, perhaps, 20
or 30 cleg. upon its scale, and
touch the grid of the oscillator
valve.
A
distinct
" plop "
should be heard in the 'phones,
provided that this valve is oscillating, and the difference between
·the sound produced when the
oscillator is actually functioning
and when it is not oscillating can
be estimated by turning clown the
filament of this valve and again
touching its grid. Quite a faint
dick wi!l usually be heard under
these circumstances, a very
slightly louder one when the
valve is fully alight and not oscillating. and a much louder one
when it is oscillating properly.
If no sign of self-osoillation can
be obtained from this test, confirmation should be obtained bv
turning the po-tentiometer of th~
long-wave amplifier round towat-ds the negative side until self:
oscillation starts in this part of
the set. Now revolve the dial
of the o~cillator _condenser and
note whether any whistles which
sound like carrier waves are
heard. If no such whistles are
heard at any point upon the dial
it is probable that ,the oscillator
valve is not oscillating, and attention should be devoted to determining the cause of the trouble.

Potentiometer Setting

Adjust the potentiometer of the
intermediate .frequency amplifier
so that this part of the set is not
actually oscillating, but is somewhere .near the verg-e of selfosciUation, which can be done
quite easily by listening to the
indications in the telephones as

Coupler Connections

l\Iost of the commercial oscillator couplers are sent out with
diagrams which 5-how the correct
connections to their various terminals, and if these are followed
self-oscillation wi.ll g-enerally be
produced satisfactorily so lorig as
the component is in proper ordct'.
Lacking self-oscillation, howeYer,
the experiment should be tried of
reversing the connections to the
grid winding of the coupler, or to
the plate winding.

il-17

It ·will probably be found that
one set of connections to the
coupler produces the s.ign~ of self
oscillation which we have been
considering, and it should then
be noted whether these signs are
obtained at any reading of the
oscillator condenser dial ; in other
words, whether the valve oscillates freely all round the dial of
this condenser. This is largely
a matter of adjustment of the
H. T. voltage, and, in general, it
may be ass.umed that, if the oscillator functions over the lower
range of the condenser dial but
fails to oscillate over the higher
range, more H.T. should be applied, and possibly the filament
should be brightened a little in
the case of most valves.
\Vhere the oscillator circuits
include a
variable coupling
between the plate and grid windings-that is to say, an adjustment of the magnetic react-ion-a
slightly different procedure may
be adopted, consisting in the
choice of"some arbitrary value of
high-tension voltage, say 6o
volts, or possibly a little more,
and then the adjustment of the
reaction coupling to produce selfoscillation over the whole range
of the .oscillator condenser.
I have specified that a brightemitter valve should be used for
the preliminary tests on !the oscillator, but if the design of the set
i~ such that it is only possible to
use a dull-emitter, a very similar
procedure may be adopted, with
the exception that in most cases
it is better to start with the hightension voltage arranged at a
rather lower
figure-say
30
volts-and that the increases
should be in small steps, if it is
found that this voltage is inadequate. Little difficulty will, as a
rult>, be experienced with a dul.lemitter valve in rthis position,
provided that the necessary
separate high-tension terminal is
Where this terminal
provided.
is not provided, of course, it is
usually a fairly simple matter to
apply to the whole set such a
voltage as will represent a good
average value for all the valves
being employed, and then choose
such a type of valve for the oscillator .as will give the desired
results.
Upon this .point, of
course, I cannot give very much
assistance, since the pt'ocedure
wili vary very much with the
ditierent types of instruments.
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~elective Reception on the Broadcast Band
Some Notes Discussing an Interesting Circuit.
By A. D. COWPER, M.Sc.,
Staff Editor.
In this contribution Mr.
Cowper disCloses some further
conclusions he has arrived at,
resulting from experiments in
selective' reception.

If.

E circuit described
here was developed
as the result of a
considerable amount
of e x p e rimental
work, to provide a
solution to a definite problem:
that of a.pplyin'R the principle of
low-loss, lightly-dampe. d circuits
Fig. 2.-The circuit resulting from these experiments is as given
in the above drawing.
with sharp resonance peaks to a
f.
practicable receiver, so as to D<t><t>«>-<J><~ct><ct><t><t><l><lt><l><t><t><t><to><~'-<P-<to-4>-<t>-<t>«>-<J><~ct><'l><t><~· D
provide both a selective aerialHartley cirouit, but the condenser
stations, and are willing to take
coupling and a further stage of
C2 (Fig. 1) is omitted.
An
a little trouble in operating- and
\\<lYe-filter.
A ,-ery pressing
aperiodic aerial coil is coupled
tuning their sets; for such, this
radio problem of the day is that
with the first inductance, symhighly selective and at the same
of the mutual interference bemetrically;
thu§. the
casual
time stable arrangement is sugtween the crowded bro.adcast.ing
capacity
couplings
between
gested. But for enjoyable recepstations of Europe. With new,
these inductances arc largely
tion-in so far as such distant
powerful stations opening up
balanced out, giving a selective,
reception can be enjoyable under
almost daily, in a narrow availalmost purely, magnetic coupling
ordinary
ci.rcumst.anccs - the
able band, \Ye ap·pear to be
writer is in complete agreement to avoid shock excitation and
rapidly approaching the chronic
with the Chief Engineer of the interference by powerful local
condition of congestion that they
stations. Some loss is introduced
B. B. C. on this one point, that a
ha ,-e experienced in the States
really enjoyable performance is by the resulting halving of the
for some time past ; extreme
oscillating P.D. on the grid of
actually only an exceptional
c2
occurrence and that the chief the valve, but this is almost compensated for by the light dampinterest is in the feat of reception
- a sufficiently selective coupling- ing and diminished stray-capacity
must be interpos.ed, and the effects. Actually a small ne~-.ative
grid bias is successfully intronecessary reaction-effect must be
duced to reduce grid-current
sufficiently periodic in its action.
damping.
The Circuit

The circuit to be discussed is
evolved from two Hartley (transmitter - type) circuits lightly
Fig. ].-A typica! oscillator circuit of coupled . through the medium of
the Hartley type, drawn in simplified the lirst valve. The typical Hart~
form.
ley osci!lator-circ:uit is shown in
selectivity is then an absolute
Fig. I ; by reducing the value of
necessity in any receiver which the condenser C2 the circuit can
claims to reach out to more than
be stabilised sufficiently for use
the local, loud station ; and still as a receivin<g" circuit, as in some
more extreme selectivity if, as versions described recently by the
is often the case, the receiver is writer. In Fig. 2 the essential
5ituated very close to the local H. F. circuits of the actual receiver are shown in a simplified
station.
In e\rery broadcasting- centre form ;' both tuning inductances
there are many enthusiasts who are arranged symmetrically about
wotild like to listen to the distant the filament lead, as in the
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lntervalve Coupling

The intervalve coupling closely
resembles the " series-tunedanode "
coupling
introduced
by the writer (Wireless Weekly,
Vol. 2, No. 19, November 21;
1923),
but
has
the
H. T.
connection made to the middle
(neutral) point in the inductance,
avoiding- thereby the use of a
radio-choke for this purpose, and
giving the symmetrical aHangement desired. This coupling, by
itself, gives in general a stable
arrangen1ent without any neutral~
ising expedients. Here, for extra
security and selectivity, the
coupling is made lighter· still by
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connecting- the anode-lead to .a
point about mid\\·a.y :beh\·een the
middle and 'lower end of the inductance. .Full reaetie111 efl'ects
are then introduced by a rea.ction
.coil in the plate circuit of the
folh~wing detector valve, in the
.form of a swinging· rotor
arranged in the end of the inductance.
Experiment shmved
that the circuit was most easv to
handle when the coupling ;vas
made completely stable in this
manner (in spite of some loss),
-and a f.airly large reaction coil
made available, though kept
some distance away and generally
only ligihtly coupled. Self-oscillation. on another frequency than
that to which the grids were
tuned {presumably controlled by
the .inductance of this rotor-coil
and its associated c.asual capacities) resulted when a smaller
reaction
coil,
more
closelv
coupled, was tried. The general
arrangement of the inductances
and their rotors, etc., must be
provisionally adhered to fairly
closely until experience has been
gained with the circuit, for there
are many pitfalls in connection
with such lightly-damped, interconnected circui-ts.

Aerial Coupling

The aerial coupling is made
'lariabl>e by a Yario-coupler of
the American type, with a
primary of about 20-25 turns of
No. 18
d.c.c: \\·ire
wound
upon a 3-in. former or as a
" hank co.:.I," on a spindle
arranged at about 45 degrees to
the axis of the stator . .Both main
.inductHnces should be wound a.s
uitra-lo\\··loss coils \\-ith No. I8
d.c.c. or enamel-covered ,vire
spaced about 14 to the inch, on
squirrel-cage formers of the sixside·d variety, now becomin-g
familiar, in this case 5 in.
diameter. Sixty turns with this
spacin.g will cover from about 250
to 500 m. with a .oooz p.F variable tuning-condenser, or to
6oo m. with a .0003 p.F. The hvo
coils only differ in their rotors,
and. in the tapping at No. I 5 turn
on the second.
The reactionrotor can be the ordinary spherical onf' of well-dried wood about
2! in. diameter, with about 6o
turns of No. 26 d.c.c. wire on it,
i.e., ''"-ound full; or a short cylindrical former about 3 in. diameter
with a similar number of turnsthis is not oritical. The spindle
of this roto: is at right-angles to

,the axis of the inductance at the
grid end and just clear of the
windings.
Neutralising Couplings

\\'hen fitting up the actual
.receiwr it is essential to eliminate
the um\·anted direct magnetic
coupling between the inductances
by inclining them at the proper
" neutralising-angle " of around
6o degrce.s and quite I 5 in. apart.
A practical method of mounting
is on small brackets of .bent br.ass
sheet on a base-board; obviously,
the spindles of the vario-coupler
and reaction-couP'ler, though not
quite parallel from necessity, can
be arranged to project through a
vertical front panel on which the
tuning
condensers, etc., are
m0unted ; or a simple gearing
could be provided for distant
control. Since the two tuning
inductances are identical except
for the aerial lead and reactioncoupli!1g respectively, they could
conveniently be tuned by . a
double, coupled condenser, with
e.g., a small two-plate fine-adjustment condenser in p.arallel
with the second for final bahncing.
As hand-capacity effec;ts
are a! ways very troublesome with

L.QW-LO.SS

N.ets.o.ac.OR

:ffJ.
RoTOR·
3'/J/AM.
20-25
71/RNS
NP!BA

S'IIMM. HI!'
liD

Fig. 3.-A practical circuit diagram embodying the method of
coupling discussed by Mr. Cowper.
All nec~uary valu~s CR .to
condensers, siz:e.s of coils, and so on, .are given so that experi•
mental readers may have sufficient .information to permit their
building a complete receiver on the (ine. recommended.
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and within IO metres. Several
foreign stations were listened to
on tche louq-speaker at all-overthe-house strength late at night,
and on an efficient suburban
aerial, with quite unprecedented
clearness and quality, and without excessively fine tuning. With
low zero-capacity condensers it
was possible to receive local
amateur telephony on 200 m. at
good loud-speaker strength. The
results in general on the B.B.C.
main and relay stations, and the
usual round of the Continentals,
showed . no great gain over a
selective 0 -V - I , and less
volume than a 0 -V -2 receiver, but increased steadiness
and greater ease in obtaining
worth-while reproduction of distant telephony on the L.S.
Another stage of efficient lowfrequency amplification would be
vt.ry desirable for the moredista!lt stations or in daylight.

this type of circuit, and fine tuning is essential, a fine-geared
tuning condenser is called for at
each point.
A geared double
tuning condenser of standard
type, with rotors insulated from
one another and with a grounded
shield, about .ooo2 JLF capacity
each side, would be very desirable in this connection; perha~
some day such instruments will
become available on the English
market.
Then with a uniform
safe
reaction setting
most
stations that a1re going- to be
'':orth listening to on the L.S.
will come in each with a single
adjustment: that of the double
condenser.
Operation and Results

The inductances \vere adjusted
in position so that a strong signal
(e.g., GNF or local broadcast)
was not handed on when the fi,rst
grid-connection was broken and
stability obtained at alJ points.
Casual Couplings
Then first the filter-stage was
tuned by means of a wavemeter,
If o.tability is not obtained in
as
usual;
then the aerial- a· fir5t trial of the circuit, casual
secondary with aerial coupling couplings between the inductabout one-half maximum. With ances should first receive attenreaction just below self-oscillation
tion; finally, the tapping point
the wanted station came in for the anode connection on the
faintly by slight searching on the
<>econd tuning- inductance can be
secondary ; then, by cautiously lowered towards the " H.T."
decreasing the primary coupling . centre connection, so as to inand retuning-, the transmission Clude less turns in the anode
was obtained at good strength circuit.
and withotlt excessive interference. Heavy atmospherics and
mors·e on the same wave, with : DO NOT FORGET TO ORDER :
local oscillators, remained, of :
THE WIRELESS
:
course. On a large, high aerial,
:
CONSTRUCTOR.
close to the local station, the
latter was practically eliminated
OUT NEXT WEDNESDAY.
without the use of waYe-traps
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In answer to many requests
the programme at Manchester
on Saturday, July 25, has been
arranged for the special benefit
of those who wish to dance to
" loud-speakers."
The dances,
which will be played by the
Scarlet Syncopators Band, will
last for seven minutes, and in
between there will be three.;
minute intervals filled m with
song and humour.
During a
ten-minute interlude there will
be a song Pecital by Miss Miriam
Licctte, the well-known B. N. 0. C.
soprano.
The weekly Chamber Music
Concert at Manchester is being
provided by Miss Dorothy Silk,
soprano, Mr. William Anderson,
bass, and the
2ZY
String
Quartet. The latter are including in their prog-ramme two
movements from Quartet No. I
in A Flat by Eric Fogg, a young
composer who is the official
accompanist at the Manchester
Station.
Listeners
must
not
feel
alarmed by Manchester's " High
Speed " prog-ramme for July 22.
The speed wil! not be a matter o.f
morse.
The idea is simply to
give eig-hteen artists, none of
whom has yet had the opportunity of broadcasting, a few
minutes each in which to display
their qualities as singers, enter·
tainers and instrumentalists.

Fig. 4.-Constructional d~tails and disposition of the coils used in the tuner, together with similar details
of the anode and reaction coils. The aperiodic ceria/ coil is sf.own separately on the left.
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By W. K. ALFORD (2DX)

On June 7, 2DX called SMLV
when using a power of 100
watts and an indoor aerial
only 10 feet long, but failed to
hear any reply.· Recently, however, a report has been received from the Punjab stating
. that he was heard there at
good strength. On June 28
Mr. Alford was successful in
establishing
communication
with Brazilian lAB on 42
metres, using 60 watts.

wavelength, and there is hardly
room for the safe operation of
any more high-power or " transworJd " stations; and it was this
condition, combined with the collaboration of certain amateur
experimenters, which broug·ht
about the investigation of shorter
and shorter wavelengths.
The Pioneer Work

The masts and aerial now used at 2DX for short wave work.

ADIO telegraphy,
ever
s•inoe its inception, has been
essentially a science of
" surprises," and, as time wen,t
on, these " surprises " have become more and more startling.
The development of short
wavelengths for long-distance
transmission has brought to light
some extraordinary phenomena,
which are at the moment adding·
to the complication of the theories
put forward by Clark l\Iaxwell
and Oliv-er Heaviside. It would,
however, appear that any theoretical deliberations are more
safely founded on the hypotheses
of these two great men than in
newly-formulated theories.

R

Wavelength Changes

It is curious to look back over
·the comparatively few useful
years which radio has lived, and
note the change which has taken
place in various peoples' ideas on
the wavelength which is most
suitable for long-distance communication, as distinct from ·the
aotual type of apparatus used.
In the very early days a wavelength of 2,000 metres was con-

sidered amply long, and many
eady long-distance experiments
were carried out in the region of
this wavelength; then, when the
commercial value of radio communication was firmly established, a sudden jump was made
to five or . six times this wavelength, and matters rested here
for a time.
Long Wave Congestion

The great march of radio went
on, and its commercial scope'
met with another ev·er-increasing
menace in the form of congestion
of the wavelength space, which
was then thought to be the most
useful. This condition brought
about a further development of
the use of longer and longer
\vavelengths, till the culmination
was reached at the •end of the
Great \Var, by the use of a
24,ooo-metre \vave, by the great
French station at Croix d'Hins,
Bordeaux.
The possible congestion just
mentioned has
very
nearly
reached serious dimensions at the
pr-esent time between the limits
of Io,ooo and 20,000 metres
421

It is a fact bevond all doubt
that the amateur ·has proved his
worth in these pioneer investiga. tions.
His investigations were
mor-e or less forced upon him,
since he had to be accommodated
in such wavt>length bands as
would cause lt>ast interference to
any other radio service.
It
must be stated, however, tha.t
the extraordinary long-distance
communications which have been
performed by amateurs on short
wavelengths are only repres-entative of pioneering work in thi~
direction, as the propagation of
shott waves and their application
to communication between one
point and another was very ably
demonstrated bv the Marconi
Company and C. S. Franklin
many years ago in their experiments between London and Birmingham, and it is interesting to
note, •too, that these experiments
employed tel-ephony transmission.
A Misapprehension

This point has been mentioned,
as there seems to be a considerable misapprehension at the pr·esent time on the part of a large
number of amateurs investigating
short wavelengtns that they are
the only people who have eye1·
done anythi1ig in that branch of
the science.
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Sudden Developments

Up to about a year or so ago
the process of investigation of
shorter and shorter wavelengths
was extremely slow, and when a
certain apparent dowmvard limit
was reached things remained
stationary for quite a time, till
during the last eight or ,ten
months a tremendous dmvnward
rush has taken place.
In actual figures the process of
fuli investigation of 200 metres
\vavelength down to I oo metres
took nearly two years, whereas
in the last few months the region
from IOO metres to 5 metres, and
even less, has been investigated;
not fully, however, but sufficiently
to bring about some of the extraordinary " surprises " to which
one is becoming- accustomed in
short-wave radio.
It may be well to analyse
simply the characteristics of what
may be termed '' the vari01.1s
stopping places · · in the downward rush of wavelength, and for
simplicity we may as well take
the \Vavelengths which have been

A station which uses a relatively short wave: the " Wireless Beacon,,
at lnchkeith.

allotted for amateur experimental
work in this country.
1. I ,ooo Metres.-In the early

A typical high-power long wave station is that at Carnarvon, the long
aerial system necessitating the use of many lofty masts.
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days this wavelength gave quite
satisfactory results, until the increase in the number of spark
stations when working on a
6oo-metres wavelength, and harmonics from high-powered, socalled " continuous wave " stations employing the Poulsen Arc,
gave rise to· a continuous and
hopeless interference.
2. 440 Metres.-This "camping place '' gave quite good
results, but interference was
again prominent, and the advent
of broadcasting eventually made
this region untenable, and it
should be noted that in both
" I " and " 2 " mentioned above,
no long-distance work-i.e., over
400-500 miles-was attempted.
3· 200 jVfetres.-We now reach
the region when things began to
happen with considerable suddenness, and it was in the winter of
rg2 r that a certain amateur
experimenter
from
America,
named Paul Godley, came to
England, for the purpose, it is
alleged, of showing Englishmen
that low-power amateur signals
from America could be definitely
received at this side of the
Atlantic on this wavelength. He '
succeeded, and it was probably
this discovery, which was soon
amply corroborated by many
British amateurs, which led to the
first actual two~way communication across the Atlant.ic, performed in the first place by a
Frenchman, Leon Deloy (8AB),
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and secondly by an Englishman,
Mr. J. A. Partridge (2KF), the
American being F. A. Sclmell
(I MO) in each case.
4· 100 Metres.-Although the
wonderful things which were
being done on the 2oo-metrcs
band were still being added to,
a
number of experimenters
dropped to 100 metres, and the
accomplishments m e n t i one d
above resulted. Sinoe that date
" trans-Atlantic " and, one may
say, " trans-world " communication has gradually grown to
almost a commonplace.
5· 7 5-8o Metres.- This wavelength was, and is still, med
largely by American amateur
transmitters, and has roughly the
same characteristics as the lOOmetre region, although a certain
power input to a transmitter
seems to travel further on the
shorter wave, probably owing to
the lesser risk of interference due

to more •· kilocycles "
available per station.

being

Effects of Daylight

All the transmissions previously referred to were very
definitely affected by daylight and
darkness, and even on the 75metre band it \\·as practically impossible to hear any low-powered
station across the Atlantic in daylight, whereas the same station
would give loud signals -after
dark.
The phenomenon of fading is
slightly less prominent on this
wavelength than on the higher
ones pr·eviously mentioned, . and
a somewhat new phenomenon
was brought to light during the
broadcast transmissions from
East Pittsburg, U.S.A., on a
68-metrcs wavelength, in the
form of a tremendous distortion
of speech and music, kn0\n1 as
" night-effect," and it is suggested that this is due to the

formation of " diffraction bands "
round the receiving station.
6. 40-50 Metres.-We
n$\'1
come Into the region where
extremely complex and conflicting characteristics exist rega,rding rthe effective range of signals
in daylight ati.d darkness, and we
seem to be very near the waveJ.ength which
should
travel
eqwilly ''"ell in daylight or darkness.
Twenty-Metre Characteristics

As will be explained later, 20metre signals definitely · travel
better in daylight, and we know
that 70-i5 metres travel better in
darkness ; therefore it is reasonable to look for the above-mentioned .conditions.
Much longdistance communication has been
effected on this wavelength, and
it seems at the moment that if
effective communication during
both daylight and darkness can
be obtained on this wavelength,
that it will be a much more useful
region than 20 metres or less
where the difliculties governing
the steady and consistent working
of the transmitting apparatus are
very difficult.
Atmosphet·ics are
decidedly less troublesome at this
:wavelength than any of those
previously mentioned, and this is
a very great consideration.
7· 20 Metres or Less.--Signals
on this wavelength definitely
travel better by day than by
night, and what is more extraordinary still, it does not seem to
be possible lt:o receive a station
of, say, 200 watts input power
in the region lying between 20
and 400 miles of the transmitting
station.
Five l\.fetres

Up to the present, 5-metre
transmissions have not been successfully used for long-distance
transmissions, although, doubtless, something· will very shortly
be done in this direction.
Here, again, as in the 20-metre
transmission, the physical conditions governing the ·operation of
the transmitti.ng gear are very
delicate, which can be realised to
the full when one considers that
the frequency is, roughly, sixty
million per second,
(To be continued)
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Tb.e short wave transmitter at 2DX. The filament transformer
may be seen on the &or.
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Pigeons

··i~i.

HAVE
ing for abeen
longmeantime,
though somehow I
have always forgotten to do so, ,to
introduce the enthralling subject of pigeons. My
attention as a wireless man was
first cal1ed to these attractive
fowl by a letter which I read,
with astonishment and admiration mingled, in a daily paper
some time ago. The writer, a
lady, stated that she had often
seen carrier pigeons drop dead
when crossing the track of wire-

Turnip lanterns, top hats, old boots,
and all kinds ofpicturesque oddments.

less waves.
Though I personally have never witnessed this
phenomenon, possibly because I
do not know that I could il:ell a
carrier pigeon from a lesser
spotted jubjub when on ,the wing,
·I can quite understand how the
immolation of these gallant birds
upon the altar of duty takes
place. It is simply a case of the
carrier wave heterodyning rthe
carrier pigeon, which must obviously lead to unpleasant consequences for the latter.
I have
seen sparrows, starlings and even
tomtits wilt on coming within
range of Poddleby's loud-speaker
when it is giving its well-known
signal-streng-th-with-purity performance; but when Poddleby's
most powerful set really gets
going strong men like myself and
Snaggsby have been known to
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turn pale and to complain of a
feeling of giddiness. The signal
strength is certainly there, but
the purity, despite a multitude of
shunts, exists mainly in Poddleby's vivid imagination.
A Grave Danger

But apart from the perils ,which
they suffer through ,these awful
wireless· waves, which, as, of
course, you know, are responsible
for rainy summers, droughts,
baldness, rough channel crossings, high rates and divers other
calamities, it appears that carrier
pigeons are addicted to the reprehensible practice of committing
suicide by hurling themselves
violently against aerial wires. I
know this to be a fact, because
it was stated by someone who is
an M. P., or else he is not, I forget which. He also remarked in
a communication to the Press
that it was . desirable that we
should fix corks to our aerials,
and that, having been in touch
with the B.B.C., he had found
that they had no objection to our
adorning them in this way. I
had thought some time ago of
corking my aerial, but I hesitated
to do so until I knew that rthe
practice was officially sanctioned.
Now that I know where I stand
I have treated the dangerous
wires in the proper way.
The Perfect Aerial

In the first place, I have
mounted upon my mast a little
rest-house for tired pigeons, complete with bath and every modem
convenience.
A printed notice
invites all travellers through the
air to step in and take an easy
for a few minutes. The wire itself is decorated with turnip lanterns (W!hich are illuminated at
night-time for the benefit of
night birds), ancient top hats,
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old boots and all kinds of picturesque oddments. I am proud to
say that so far no pigeon has met
an· untimely death by colliding
with my aerial, and that several
other birds are rearing healthy
families in the top hats, old
boots and whatnot. I cannot say
that I appreciate their presence,
for as the youngsters grow their
increasing weight causes my wire
to sag and recfuces my otherwise
excellent " DX " range.
Further, when they start screaming
for food, I am never quite sure
whether it is I or they or the man
next door that is oscillating.

J~
Observed walking one day from the
station carrying a lethal weapon.

Archibald

Poddleby, I regret to say, has
none of the fine feelings that have
urged me thus to make my aerial
perfectly safe for
feathered
friends. Though I told him that
there was nQw no objection to
their use, he refused to suspend
even a few paltry corks.
His
aerial is perfectly bare, and forms
a constant menace to the birdies.
For a long time he used to point
a finger of scorn at my safetyfirst arrangement, laughing at me
for being no longer able to tune
in the more distant stations. And
then one day Nemesis bit him, so
to speak, in the neck. It all
came about through Archibald,
the tame pigeon which is the
pride of General Blood Thunderby's life. Archibald has a per..
feet passion for perching on

•
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Wires. He used to come and sit
?n my aerial before I garnished
It, and drove me nearly frantic
with his never-ertding ,·, cnrooo,
curooo." Now that I have hung
out the danger signals he no
longer patronises my wire, and
he has gone to Poddleby's instead, and Poddleby, I am sorry
to say, is not at all glad to see
him.

flutter ttm·ards the ground as if
mortally \\·oundcd, and then with
a defiant " curooo " fly up\Yards
again and perch hin1self once
more on the aerial.

Retribution

/Cl
('>
~---j;:

Archibald, I think, recog·nisas
that Poddleby is no friend to
birds. \Vhen he first began to
pay his visits he would select a
time when my fat friend was engaged in ultra-short wave transmis,_ion.
He would then seat
himself upon the wire, and after
combing: each feather carefully
·with his beak, would start to
swing.
Poor Poddleby, who,
after strenuous endeavours, had
just picked up something on an
incredibly small
number of
metres, found his tuning going
aii over the place as Archibald
got properly into his stride.
\Vhen he told Professor Goop
and myself his difficulty we
offered at once to make· a little
mechanism
which
clockwork
would move the aerial tuning
condenser up and down, keeping
time with Archibald. Poddieby
was quite rude about this suggestion, and stated that he had
found the only possible cure all
bv himself. When he was observed walking up one day from
the station carrying a lethal
weapon we gathered that he was
thinking of taking pot shots· at
Archibald.
Rifle Practice

This was actually the case,
. and had Poddleby been the kind
of shot that you see at the
movies; Archibald would have
been in a pie before. this.
Luckily for Archibald, Poddleby's
. marksmanship is at no time of
a high order, and when he
received a visitation from the
pigeon he trembled so with
wrath that his · bullets went
simply anywhere.
His bag up
to to-day is two aerial insulators,
one aerial wire (his. own), and
one earth lead (mine).
Archibald simply loved the game.
\Vhen Poddleby issued forth
armed to the teeth and vowing
vewg;aJlce- he jast . went on
· ~;winging.
As each shot was
fiored ~ would leap into the air,

The General

I need hardly say that

(~eneral

Blood Thunderby did not take
this assault on his pet lying
down. As soon as he heard that
Poddleby had armed himself and
contemplated violence he raced

With a defiant •• carooo " he would

Ry upwards again ami perch himself
once more on the aerial.

d?wn to pay the secretary of the
Ltttle Puddleton Club a visit.
Exactly what happened no one
will ever know, though I gather
that Poddleby explained that his
rook rifle was really a worn-out
second-hand one that he had
purchased at the cost of a few
pence in order to use it as an
earth plate.
Anyhow, it was
solemnly interred on the following morning in his back garden,
and has not since bf'en brought
into use as a death-dealing, or
would-be death-dealing, weapon.
Poddleby told me afterwards
that when the General turned up
Archrbald fluttered down and sat
upon his shoulder.
He longed
to ,Jay the bird out with the poker,

Archibald Scores

Archibald has now developed
a scheme which really floors
Poddleby.
He comes floating
along from the General's dovecot, and remarking " curooot
curooo,'' paddles for some time
in my bird bath. Then when his
feet are thoroughly wet he flits
gracefully away from my garden
an~
settles upon Poddleby's
aenal. He so arranges himself
~hat he stands astride the single
msulator at the lead-in end.
Owing to his small ohmic resistance, especially when his feet are
wet, he is thus able to cut down
Poddleby's signal strength and
range to a remarkable extent.
Poddleby has tried all wrts of
expedi·ents, but Archibald has
him every time.
If Poddleby
suddenly lowers his aerial, Archibald soars lightly off it and
remains fluttering until it is
raised again, when he once more
perches himself astride the
insul~tor.
Poddleby only yesterday mserted a second insulator
in series with .the first, thinking
that he would thus thwart Archibald's machinations.
All that
Archibald did was to bring along
Belinda, who bestrode the second
insulator-;-after duly wetting her
feet-'Whilst he dealt with the
first.
I rather think that Pod"
dleby is beaten.. Anyhow, he
asked me the other day if I had
any old hats or boots that I had
no further use for.
WIRELESS WAYFARER.
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Archibald introduced- Belinda, who
bestrode the second insulator, after
duly· wetting her feet.

but hardly cared to do so for fear
o~ missing his drive and cutting a
dwot out of the respected president of the Little Puddleton
Wireless Club.
That is Poddleby's account.
I. cannot give
you the General's, for if you
broach the subject to him he
grows purple in the face and
appears to speak in Hindustani
or some other language that is
quite beyond the comprehension
of any of our members.
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WIRELESS MEASUREMENTS
By A. JOHNSON-RANDALL,
Staff Editor.
An article of value to those readers who
wish to acquaint themselves with simple
wireless measurements.
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N the previous article
·
I described t h e
uses of voltmeters
and ammeters in
ordinary
wireless
receiving circuits,
ancl .also gave a brief description
of the principle of the thermalexpansion
hot-wire type of
· instrument, which, as I pointed
out,. suffers from the disadvan. tage of consuming rather a lar&"e
· amount of energy, and that 111
the cheaper forms the accuracy
· is somewhat doubtful.
Another type especially suitable. for use in alternating cur. rent circuits, and one that is

A milliammeter is one of the most useful of wireless
measuring instruments.
iill·lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll·llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll'llllllllllllrii'

·Pig. I.-Illustrating the principle of
·
· a thermo-couple.

utilised by amateur transmitters
for the mea·surement of aerial
current, is the thermo-couple
instrument.

the case of a suitably-designed
instrument will be a measure of
the current flowing in that circuit.
This may be seen in Fig. 2.
The current to be measured is
passed through a resistance ·wire
A AI, which forms the heater.
A thennO:.couple has one junc-

The Thermo-Couple

It is fairly common knowledge
that if the junction between two
dissimilar metals be heated, an
electromotive force will be produced, and that, provided the
circuit is complete, a current will
flow. Amongst the many metals
possessing this property may be
mentioned bismuth and antimony, and platinum and silver.
The principle is illustrated in an
elementary manner in Fig. I,
two dissimilar metals such as
bismuth and antimony being
joined at one end to form a
thermo junction.
\Vhen the
junction is heated by some means
an E. M. F. will be produced, and
.the galvanometer G will be
deflected. It is therefore obvious
that if we produce the heating by
a current flowing in an external
circuit, the deflection produced in

so that the deflection is an indication of the current through A

Ar.
There are many modifications
of this principle, on-e well-known
meter enclosing both the thermo
junction and . heater in a glass
bulb, which is exhausted to a
high degree of vacuum. These
instruments are particularly suitable for high-frequency work,
since they are quite independent
of frequency.
Electrostatic ·Voltmeters

~ T_HERI'IO-COI/PL£

Fig. 2.-/llustrating the explanation
of the thermo-couple instrument
given in the text.

tion attached to this wire, the
other two ends being joined to
a sensitive measuring instrument
G. Upon the wire A AI being
heated by the current flowing
through it, an E.M.F. is produced acro-ss the two ends of the
couple, and G may be calibrated
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For the measurement of highvoltages an instrument called the
el-ectrostatic voltmeter is used.
Although of little or no value to
the average amateur, it is nevertheless of interest to transmitters, and I will therefore very
br~efly describe one type. Electra..
static voltmeters depend for their
action upon the force exerted between two sets of vanes at a
considerable <;iifference of potential, and one of the most popular
forms is that known as the multi.
cellular type .
Uses

Referring to Fig. 3, th~ mov·
ing vanes which carry the pointer
are suspended by a fine wire W,.
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which is secured at ithe other end
to a spring.
A zero adjusting
device is provided just above the
spring. A damping device, consisting of a perforated plate
moving in a vessel filled with oil,
is attached to the ·lower end of
the spindle. Upon being switched
into circuit, the moving vanes are
attracted into the space between
the fixed ones, and the resulting
deflection of the pointer indicates
the voltage.
The electrostatic
instrument is very convenient for
measuring voltages in the neighbourhood of 1 ,ooo, and in some
forms may be used for voltages
of less than 100.
Frequency

The measurement of frequency
may be divided into two parts,
-AOJUSTJNC
OEYICE

Fig. 3.-The multi-cellular type of
electrostatic voltmeter.

of poles, and N = number of
revolutions per minute.
PxN
f
6o
Hence, provided the number of
revolutions per minl1te can be
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Fig. 4.-The principle of resonance
applied to the measurement of an
alternating current.

determined, it is quite an easy
matter to find f:
The other method employs the
principle of resonance, and is
illustrated in Fig. 4·
A steel
tongue, if placed before an
electro-magnet, as shown, will
vibrate when its natural period
corresponds with the frequency
of
the
alternating
current.
Hence, if a number of tongues of
different lengths ij.re used, they
'will ·each vibrate at one particular
frequency corresponding with
that of the alternating current
supply at the moment, and we
thus have a simple means of
measurement.
In some wellknown types of instrument a

BUZZER

c.

__ _.,,,,,,,,,,,,1/lllr·-

~
viz., the determination of waveSWITCH 8
S
length, which is of interest both
to the transmitting and receiving Fig. $.-Illustrating the circuit of a
simple buzzer wavemeter.
amateur alike, and the measurement of the periodicity of an number of ltongues or l'eeds a;e
alternating current such as the . mounted in a row and placed in
output frequency of an alternator ithe magnetic field of a coil conused for supplying current to a
nected in the supply circuit. As
step-up transformer.
This, of the frequency changes the reed
course, does not concern the corresponding to that frequency
experimenter who is ,interested ;wilL vibrate, the frequency to
only in reception, but those transwhich the reed is tuned being
mitters who possess their own marked against it on thel face of
generators naturally wish to have
the instrument.
some means of measur~ng the
Measurement of Wavelength
frequency.
They may do this
either by direct reading or by a
One of the most valuable of all
simple calculation, provided they measurements is that of wavehave access to a " rev-counter."
length, sinoe by knowing the
The formula for the frequency of wavelength of a certain station
an alternating current generator the listener may, if he is fortuis, where f = frequency in cycles nate enoug·h .to possess a waveper second, P = number of pairs meter, adjust his receiver cor-
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rectly for the reception of the
desired station instead of having
to work in the dark, so to speak,
by constantly searching with his
receiver in a state of oscillatioo
in a vain endeavour 1to locate a
carrier wave.
This method is,
for real long-distance work, hope.
lessly inefficient, and, in addition,
it interferes badly with the reception of other listeners, not only
causing loud howls to be emitted
in neighbouring receivers wheni
heterodyning a carrier-wave, but
very often producing violent distortion as \vell.
Crystal Users

The owner of a crystal set will
also find a buzzer wavemeter of

c.
Fig. 6.-The circuit of a
dyne wavemeter-

hetero-

great value in adjusting his crystal detector to the most sensitive
point. Furthermore, · it will be
found most useful for ascertaining the ,wavelength range of a
given coil and condenser, or to
test whether the receiver is functioning properly./ To the transmitting amateur a wavemeter is
essential, since without one it is
most difficult for him to adjust
his apparatus to the desired
·wavelength.
Types of Wavemeters

\Vavemeters in general are of
two types, viz., those ~v'hich use
a small buzzer as an exciter, and
those which make use of an
oscillating valve and which are
caHed heterodyne wavemeters.
The most popular form from the
point of view of the receiving
amateur is the type which utilises
a buzzer, and such a circuit is
shown in Fig. 5· An inductance
coi.l Lr, which may be a plug-in
coil, has joined in parallel with it
a variable condenser Cr. Across
this lf:uned circuit is connected a
small high..onote buzzer in series
with a dry cell. A non-inductive
shunt wound with resistance wire
is usually placed across the twCJ
magnet windings, and tends tot
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reduce sparking at the contacts
of the buzzer '' make and break.''
Operation

The wavemeter is calibrated
against a standard, and if it is
desired to adjust the receiver to
a given wavelength the switch is
closed and the instrument is
placed near to the set. The condenser dial is then rotated to a
reading representing the required
wavelength (this is obtained by
referring
to the calibration
chart), imd the receiver is then
adju~ted to the point where the
continuous mus.ical note from the

c.

0

Fig. 7.-A simple transmitting waverneter, using the telephones as a
choke.

wavemeter is loudest.
If the
wavemeter note should be heard
over a wide range the instrument
should be placed in a position
where it can be heard only with
a certain definite adjustment of
the receiver. The set will then
be tuned to the required wavelength.
The heterodyne wavemeter is
nf somewhat more complicated
construction, and requires a
'valve with itsattendant batteries.
Fig. 6 shO\YS the circuit of an
instrument of this type, the coil
Lr, as before, being tuned by the
variable condenser Cr. Another
coil Lz is closely coupled to L4,
and the number of turns, together with the value of the battery Bz, should be adjusted so as
to permit smooth oscillation over
the whole range of Cr.
The instrument, as in the case
of the buzzer type, should be
calibrated against a standard,
after which it is ready for use.
To adjust a receiver to a given
wavelength, set the wavemeter
condenser Cr to a value representing the wavelength required,
and tune ,the receiver in an osciL
Jating condition until a not~ is
heard in the telephones or loudspeaker. Then finally adjust it
.to the " silent point." The
receiv.er is then tuned to the
desired wavelength.
Heterodyne w<wemeters require
very careful handling, since if the

valve is broken the instrument
wi11 ne·cd rc-c:dibrating.
Any
variation in I-I. T. or L. T. values
Tlf£Rif0- COUPt.ED
INSTRUifENT

------...~---"'

\

Fig. 8.-The use of a thermo-coupled
instrument as a re3onance indicator
in a transmitting wavemeter.

will also tend to upset the calibration.
\Vhile being more
accurate than buzzer wavemeters,
the beginner \viU be well advised
to use the latter type in preference to the former on account of
the much greater ease of handling.
Buzzer wavemeters are
usually ~uftlciently accurate for
most purposes, and, apart from
the occasional rcne\val of the dry
cell and a slight adjustment of
the buzzer itself, require no
attention. One of the chief difficulties in the design of an efficient
wavemeter is that of constancy.

The inductance coils must be
rigid in constf'l:lction and immune
to atmospheric changes, and the
variable condenser must be a
first-class mechanical job, proof
against end-plate warping and
shake, or, in fact, anything
which would cause changes in
capacity during use. Unless absolute constancy is assured, it is
useless to go to the expense entailed by accurate calibration,
since after a short period has
elapsed the calibration may no
longer be correct. For the transmitting amateur a simple wavemeter \Yas described by Mr. Percy
· W. Harris in f!Vireless lVeekly,
Vol. 5, No. 2, in which he made
use of the circuit shown in Fig. 7,
the telephones acting as a choke.
Readers will obtain full details of
the construction and method of
calibration of this instrument by
referring to the article mentioned.
A standard \Veston g-alvanometer was used as a means of
indicating resonance.
An alternative scheme would be to utilise
a sensitive thermo-coupled instru. ment (since these arc independent
of frequency), as shown in Fig. 8.

The apparatus used by the B.B.C. on the Scotch Express for the
transmission in connection with the Railway Centenary.
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Some interesting facts concerning
tests made with the old and new
stations, which seem to indicate
that the new station is the better
of the two for long distance work.
These facts were obtained direct
from the station engineers and are
a result of Mr. Harris's visit to
the Company operating KDKA.

l

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' ................

with the transferring of the station from the original situation
on top of a nine-story buildingat the East Pittsburgh plant of
the ~r estinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company to the
ne\\. building· on a high !;ill nearby.
A definite difference in favour
of the new position was established by the test, although not
all the difference was due to the
change in location, as the losses
of energy were considerably less
in the new building.
Listeners' Co-operation
ThE tra,sformer ar.c! control panel at the new station

HE new home of
station KDKA. a
mile from the East
Pittsburgh '~'orks
of the ''-'esting·house Electric and
Manufacturing Company, which
operates the station. has housed
the company's short-wave equipment for several months, and
recently the long-wave· set was
moved fmm the old position in a
building· at the East Pittsburgh
\Vorks.
To ensure the great power
necessary for the operation of
this station, the company supplying the electrical power has
established a regular sub-station
in the basement of the building.
The sub-station is supplied by
two feedet- lines from two different pmv·er circuits fed by two
different generating
stations,
thus g·uarding against the possibility of interruptions to the service
during
a
broadcasting
period.
The Aerial

The aerial for the 3og-metres
or long wavelength set covers
quite a large. area.
It is supported on 95-ft. wooden poles,
placed so as to form a diamondshape figure.
A cage aerial

leads from the one nearest the
building to each of the other
three, which in turn are tied rt:ogether. This, with a some\vhat
similar counterpoise about 10 ft.
above the ground, constitutes the
aerial and earth system.
A
copper tube running up the main
pole connects the top and
counterpoise through an inductance coil. This copper tube is
very rigid, and, together with the
use of the wooden poles, helps to
maintain a constant wavelength.
A further reduction of losses is
secured through the method of
coupling the aerial and transmitt·er, which does away with the
necessity of carrying the main
aerial circuit into the transmitter
room, and increases the radiating
efficiency.
Tests

The main KDKA studio remains in its position in a building at the East Pittsburgh
Works.
\Vire circuits link up
the station with other studios
situated at convenient places
about the city.
That a low aet·ial on a hill
is better for radio transmission than a hig-h aerial in a valley
was indicated by tests conduc-ted
by the station staff in connection
42 9

In one test. alternate numbers
of a musical prog-ramme were
broadcast from each statio<1,
using the same power and acljustments at each. By prearrangement, listeners in every
large city in the country listened
to the programme, and made
detailed compai-ative reports on
the reception of the alternate
numpers. The listeners did not
know from which of the two
stations any of the numbers \\·as
broadcast. When the new long ,\·avelength .transmitter was built and
installed in the new building, it
was tested, and used for broadcasting
an
occasional
programme.
Comparisons

After n111ning· the two stations
alternately for snme time, it was
decided to make a definite test
under like conditions. The older
position on the building at the
East Pittsburgh \Vorks had the
higher aerial, but the losses also
were consiclerabl y greater. The
aerial was stretched among tall
chimneys, and
other
conditions tended to make the losses·
greater.
The new station, on
the contrary, had a less effective
aerial height, but the losses were
greatly reduced, through the
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practically non-metallic construction of the building in which the
transmitting set was housed, the
freedom from interference 0y
neighbouring objects, and the
suspension of the aerial on
wooden poles · instead of steel
towers. The on)y guy wires on
the poles at the new building are
back stays, and these are split
up by insulators. The aerial
system in use was adopted with
the purpose of keeping the losses
at the minimum.
Observations

During the night of the te~t,
which was national in scope, the
w estinghouse observers were
mainly in the larger cities, and
in practically every state in the
union.
These
observers
or
checkers forwarded to the station
written reports indicating the
signal strength, the comparison
between
selections, and the
quality of sig·nals, paying particular attention to high and low
frequencies, and the amount of
fading noted.
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Each selection was numbered,
the odd numbered selections
being sent from one station and
'the even numbered ones from the
other station. The observers,
however, did not know from
which station any of the numbers
was being transmitted.
The
amount of the power put into
each transmitter and the modulation of the two stations were
identical ; the difference in signals
would therefore indicate the
degree of efficiency of the transmitting set, installation, or the
location.
Transmission

The two transmitters, more
than a mile apart, had to be synchronised, or put in tune with
each other, so that the observers
would not be misled by one of
the sets being out of tune. The
two sets were perfectly synchronised by both being operated
at the same time for a few
seconds at the beginning of the
test, and one set adjusted until a

zero beat note showed that the
two were in tune.
The general public, of course,
was not informed of the test-, and
if listeners-in noticed any difference in the numbers they did not
report their observations >to the
station.
The reports from the checkers
in the various cities, however,
came in promptly by mail after
the night of the test; and as they
were very complete enabled the
staff to check the results accur.
ately.
Summary

A brief summary of the reports
showed that within a radius of
400 to soo miles the energy from
the station was great enough to
~ake it unnecessary for the
listeners to make very critical
adjustments of their sets or make
them extremely sensitive.
In
spite of this, however
the
majority of the reports inclicated
that the reception of the new
station was the better of the two
Outside. this radius , however.,
and at distances of a thousand
miles or more, the results were
very marked, the reception in
every. c~se showing a decided
supenon.ty for the new station.
In the cities farther from Pittsburgh, especially, the difference
was so great that listeners were
unanir:nous in saying that the
reception of the numbers from the
new station was clear and strong
while that of ,the ones from th~
old station was weak.
Distances over 500 Miles

The aerial which was fitted to the Scotch express on the occasion of
the transmission from the footplate of the engine.
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The reports indicated to the
station staff that where. it was
necessary for the listener to make
adjustments of extreme sensitiveness in order to get programmes
over long distances, the difference in signals received was more
pronounced.
This was· true in
every report made from a distance of more than soo miles
from Pittsburgh.
Such reports
came . from Los Angeles, San
Franc1sco,
Salt Lake City
Denver, Minneapolis, New Or:
leans, and other cities in the part
of the United States most remote
from Pittsburgh, indicating that
with reasonably good radio conditions, KDKA can be heard all
over the country.
The observations in the Pacific
Coast cities \vere during daylight
reception, as it was daylight on
the coast until within a few
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minutes of the close of the concert. This constitutes a remarkable transmission record.
The observations. were made
on whatever set the particular
observer happened to O\\·n, including practically every wellknO\vn type of receiver.
Fading

The reports on the comparative fading in the numbers broad-'
cast from the two stations was
of especial interest to the V/estinghouse engineers.
The new
station operating on the higher
ground showed less fading than.
the old one.
These results
seemed to support a theory long
held by the engineers as to a
cause Of fading.
This theory
holds that some of the radio
\Yaves are radiated upward into
air strata and are reflected back
to earth ; changes in the upper
strata cause changes in the reflection of the waves, with the result that the signals vary in
reception.
As the old station
was down in a valley surrounded
on all sides by ·hills, it is believed
that the hills absorbed most
of the direct radiation. and that
only the reflected energy reached

phone strength, the only trouble
the recenrmg sets.
In other
bein14 X 's, which appear to be with
\\·ords, the waves leaving the staus always!
tion horizontally were absorbed,
The second set completed was the
and only those. rising vertically
short-wave one-valve receiver by
reached the receiving sets of the
l\Ir. Stanley G. Rattee, in the March
listeners.
issue of 1\f odem Irireless. This is
In the ne\\' station .the waves truly a delightfully simple and
radiated horizontally are able to efficient set. El;:;ewhere in one of
the issues it was referred to as the
reach the sets, with the result
" Transatlantic I," a most approthat less fading was pre~ent.
l" sing an outdoor
More extended tests to see priate name !
aerial, 50 ft. long and 40 ft. high,
whether this theory is correct are
KDKA is picked up without fail
being planned by the managefrom after midnight, results improvment and staff of the station. All
ing until closing time, when this
the · pt;ogrammes from KDKA station is at its best (5-6 a.m). One
are now broadcast from the new
morning after picking him up the
aerial was disconnected from the set
station.
-signal strength \Vas very slightly
A READER'S SUCCESS
reduced, but did not cause any diffiSJR,-Having completed several culty in following the programme.
· sets from yqur various publications . Amateurs are frequently picked up
I thought it might be of interest to
and their morse followed without
'you to know what results have .been
much effort.
obtained. The first was "TheTransThe third set was a single valve
atlantic V " (June, 1924, Modern
with reaction (Modern Wireless,
Wireless, · bv Mr.
Percv W.
October, 1924, also by Mr. Stanley
Harris),
using
all
the· com- G.
Rattee).
This, like the above
ponents specified by Mr. Har- sets, proved a great success.
ris (and Cossor Dull Emitters
I would like to add that .I find
throughout). Music, etc., from the
Modern Wireless, Wireless Weekly
three stations, Johannesburg 5,.1;0
and The Wireless
Constructor
miles, Durban sqo, and Cape
invaluable, and they are regularly
Town 4oo-miles, leave nothing to be
followed.-Yours faithfullv,
desired as far as both purity and
N MACII'>TYRE.
volume are concerned ; Bournemouth
Port Elizabeth.
and WGY have also been received
S. Africa.
on several occasions at fair tele0

THE AIR PAGEANT

'~

~ 14..;-tiu. dt.e.:~ ...I,~ crt ~ ort. t4e «:euien of the Royt~~l

ntJa.

Air Force Pageant on June
The •poken command 11iven by the Kin11 and •imultaneou•l;v broadca•t was heard throughout the country.
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A Long Wave Circuit on the Omni Receiver
---=
--Bz =
------ =

=
=

The connections given in this
description result in a circuit
particularly suitable for the
reception of long waves and
will enable Chelmsford, Radio·
Paris and similar stations to
be received over very considerable distances.

~illlll\iilllil:llll:illll:'illil!iillliliiii!I[IIIIII!IIIJI;JJillJII:rr.Jii!~

f(

....... = Chelmsford upon I ,6oo metres,
other long-wav-e stations may be
tuned in successfully when suitable coils are employed.

c.

Aerial Coil

The aerial coil must be plugged
into the centre fixed socket ofthe
three-coil holder on the left-hand
Fig. 1.-The theoretical circ.uit, which may be connected up on the
side of the cabinet, while' the
Omni receiver in the manner described in the text.
socket of the reaction coil is -the
~lllllllllllliiliil•i!'iillililillllliiiiliillllliillllllllllllllllliillllllllllllllllllllllllillllllliillllllllllliiiillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilii':
front moving member of the same
holcfer. As indicated by the
N vie,,· of the general interest which in this case is variable,
theoretical diagram, the anode
taken in the reception of the being provided.
coil L2 is not coupled to either of
· British Broadcasting ComThe anode circuit of the second
the other coils, the fixed socket
pany's high-powered station at valve is tuned bv the coil L2 and
in the top left-hand corner of the
variable condenser C2 of o.ooos
Chelmsford, it is .thought that a
panel being wired to receive this
description of a circuit suitable p.F capacity, the potentials across coil.
for the reception of this station L2 C2 being communicated to the
Chelmsford mav be received
at considerable distances will grid of the last valve which acts ,,-i th a No. 1so cO:il in the aeria I
The connec- socket, No. 250 for the anode,
prove of interest to those readers as the detector.
tions of the variable resistanc~ and, say, No. 200 for reaction.
who possess Om11i receivers.
In Fig. I is shown a circuit R6 are ·those of an ordinary
Regarding the latter coil, how.in \vhich two stages of high- grid·leak for the valve ·V3• in ever, it may be stated that exfrequency amplification are em- whose a11ode circuit is the coil L3 periment is always advisable, to
ployed, followed by a. valve coupled to L1 in order to obtain
determine which size is the most
detector. The use of resi.l;tance- reaction, and the telephones. T
suitable for the reader's particucapacity coupling for the fit·st shunted by Cs of o.oo2 p.F.
lar conditions.
stage of amplification renders the
Radio-Paris and Eiffel Tower
Connections Required
circuit unsuitable for use upon
Two other. stations which
the Jm,·er broadcast wav·elengths,
To wil'"e up the circuit ori the
but results in simplified tuning Omni receiver, the following con- sh~uld not prove difficult to tune
in are Radio-Paris and Eiffel
.a\lcl grcatet· 'stability on the
nections upon the terminal board
Tower. For the former, the follonger waves, where-good results are required : ··
lo~ving coil sizes will be found
arc obtained.
SI--I7
34--49
suitable :-Aerial, No. ISO or
17--IS
4g--24
The Circuit
200; anode, No. 250;
reaction
25-26
6-I9
coil size is again a matter of
The action of the circuit is as
25--52
27~I6
experiment'.
Eiffel Tower refollows : The aerial is tuned by
'Ij-I2
I6- 5
quires
·a
No.
250
coil in the aerial
the coil LI and variable con4--36
I3-40
socket, and a No. '3 00 for the
denser Cr of o.ooos p.F capacity,
2
44-- 4
8--41
anode, with, say, a No. job for
the incoming signals being ap4-- 2
33-3I
reaction.
·
plied direct to the grid of the
IO-I4
31--39
Operating
the
Set
first valve, which amplifies at
14-35
47--2J
hig-h frequency. The anode cirHaving c~neCted the batteries,
.43-48
2J-24
~uit· of this valve contains the
telephones, aerial and e::\t~h. and
~so
32~4o
re>.istance R4 of variable value,
inserted the ...coils and valves,
so-4 2
48--52
the potentials across ·which are
tuning maybe, carded. out.· The
Coils to Use
transferred to the grid of the
condenser C3 is 'the variable con·second valve 7Jia the con~enser
While the circuit . is intended denser cooaected internally •to
CJ, the usual grid-leak Rs,
primarily for the reception of terminals 2 and 10, and since this

I

..
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is being utilised as a high-frequency coupling condenser, it
may be adjusted to its· maximum
capacity or a little short of this
value according
to
results.
The two coils in the holder
on the side of the cabinet
should be ~ept wel! apart when
first tuning, the latter process consisting of the rotation
of the dials of the variable condensers Cr and C2. When signals are obtained, try varying the
values of the two grid-leaks and
the anode resistance by means of
the knobs on the front of the
panel
until best results are
obtained.

0

I

~.
•

017

~25
0

• 2

0

3

#.,
•

..

0

18

#26
0

1!0
0

..1.. ·0003
T27
-

0

*28
0

0

Reaction
Fig. 2.-The terminal board.

The effect of bringing the reaction coil towards the aerial coil
should now be observed, retuning
at the same time upon the aerial
tuning condenser. If no increase
in signal strength results it is
probable that the connections to
the reaction coil need to be revers~d.
This is :}.ccomplished by
makmg the. following alterations
on the termmal board :~Discon
nect t~e. leads 8-'----4 I and 33-3 I,
and . .J0111 8-'----33 and 4I~31.
Judrcrous use of the reaction coil
with careful tuning on the aerial
condenser should now result in a
definite
increase
in
signal
strength.

Some Experiments

In the theoretical diagram it
will be observed that the condenser c3 has drawn through. it
a dotted arrow, this indicating
that the condenser is of variable
value when desired. An interesting experiment is to try the effect
of varying the capacity of this
condenser until maximum results
are observed.
It will generally
be found that efficiency falls off
considerably below a certain
value.
The Anode Condenser

It may be found that adjustment of the anode tuning con-

THE RUGBY STATION.

The "earth" lead-in at the Hillmorton Station, Rugby, is of very
elaborate construction and very carefully insulated.
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denser C2 is too critical for ease
of tuning, in which case the
desirability of a lo•wer maximum
value is indicated. This may be
secured by connecting .in series
with the present condenser a fixed
condenser of o.oor ,uF capacity,
for,
as
most
readers
will
know, when two condensers are
placed in series, the resultant
capacity is lower than that of
either of the two condensers by
itself. The following alterations
effect the desired change :-Disconnect 42-50 and join 38"-so
and 42-·37.
Separate H.T.

A glance at the circuit diagram
will show that, owing to the
resistance R4 in the anode circuit
of the first valve, this valve
r~ceives a considerably smaller
anode potential . than do the
second and third valves.
This
arrangement is not ideal, and a
useful expet:iment consists in the
application of a separate anode
potential to each valve. For tl~is
purpose it is necessary to discon. nect the two leads 44_:._24 and
49-24. · Terminal 44 will ·now
· feed the first valve, 49 the second
· valve, \vhile terminal 24, or the
. H. T. + terminal on the panel, is
that supplying the last valve. It
is therefore only necessary to
connect the negative of the H.T.
battery to its usual terminal on
the panel and take suitable
. tappings from the battery to
the terminals mentioned. ·The
detector valve. will, in, g·eneral,
require a lower . anode. potential
than that \vhich gives best results
with the H.F. valves.
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By A. V. D. HORT.
Some notes of interest to.ih~'1iome constructorupan.the subject of•cltoosing condensers,
coil holders, resistances and switches for incorpor.ation in his apparatus.

N everything connected w_ith
\Yireless, from the constructiOn
of a simple crystal set to the
er·ection of a high-power commercial station, it is quality which
tells ; only by the employment of
good materials cari the home con-

I

?aralld
11/ignmenloj
.~,.. .~~~~~

?tqf~5

cussed need necessarily be perfect
in every detail mentioned ; in
fact, the main featur.e necessary
is sound and careful workmanship.
Only those components
are dealt ,,·ith which can be
mechanically' and consequently
electrically, defective: such parts
as fixed condensers or resistances cannot be checked mere! y
by inspection .
Variable

Plale.s

Fig. I.-Variable condensers differ
widely in construction, but the main
features to examine are common lo
all makes.

structor or the wireless engineer
feel sure of obtaining the results
at whicli he aims.
But many,
especially those "·ho have only recently decided, or such as have
yet to decide, to construct their
own receiving sets, may well be
dismayed at the imposing array
of advertisements to be seen on
>turning over the pages of any
publication dealing \vith wireless
or at the similar display of
accessories in shop windows. It
is, of course, out of the question
here to recommend an article
made by one manufacturer as
being superior to other makes ;
nor is it possible to assert positively that price is a sound guide
and that the most expensive
components are necessarily the
best; they may be so, but most
people have to rest content with
something cheaper; yet that
something must be reliable.

claim attention, and with them
the bearings of the spindle. T-he
main points to notice here are the
correct parallel alignment of the
plat~s. ~hen in any position, the
posstbtl!ty of adjusting the
spindle to take up wear, and the

Condensers.

For ,whatever type of set it is
required, a variable condenser
should be carefully selected if it Fig. 2.-Be sure that the wire is of
is to give good service. There the right ohmic resistance and curhas been some difference of
rent-carrying capacity.
opinion on the subject of the best
material for the end plates, and method of making contact with
many people think metal plates the moving plates. The spindle
undesirable.
Provided
that should turn freely without stiff
ebonite bushes of generous size points and without '' shake '' in
are provided in such plates it is . the bearings in any direction,
maintained that there is little if while the connection to it should
anything, .to choose .between th.em
be capable of providing an elecand ·ebonite; it is essential that
trically silent contact; in addithe ends be stiff enough to make tion, turning the knob should not
the whole instrument rigid. .The cause the spindle to move up or
fixed and moving plates next down in its bearings.

Mechanical Construction
~he

purpose of the present
article, then, is to indicate what
points should be looked for in
selecting some of the components
for a receiver. It is not suo-,
gestecl that the components dis-

The control room at the Johannesburg broadcasting station.
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Filament Rheostats

The spindle of a filament rheostat or of a potentiometer made
on similar lines should be studied
with the same points in mind.
The wire forming the actual resistance may be mounted in a
variety of ways, and· if, as 1s
'usu~lly the case, bare wire IS
Rigid Bldde

Fig.

3.-Defective switch contacts
sometimes cause noises which are
hard to trace.

. used, the method should be such
that the turns cannot easily be
displaced by the movement of the
contact finger, causing adjacent
turns to touch and so lowering
the total resistance unintentionally.
The contact
finger
·should run smoothly without
missing any turns, and should be
securely fixed to the spindle.
Finally, the actual resistance of
the rheostat or potentiometer
should be ascertained, if possible,
in order to ensure that the correct
type is chosen for the purpose for
which it is .required.

in parts of a circait carrying
H.F. currents, low capacity between the blades or contaCts of
the s\\'itch is the most dcsirabk
feature to look for.
Stud Switches

The points enumerated in discussing the spindle~; of variable
condensers and filament
resistances apply equally to those
of stud switches.
Also the
switch arm should move smoothly
over the ~tucls, \\'ithout tending
to chop between them when
turned in either direction.
lf
parts of such a s\\·itch ;ire plll-chasecl to mount on a panel,
either spring washers should be
provided or the arm made
sufficiently springy to keep it in
good contact with the studs; it
is hardly possible to rely on so
placing a rigid arm on the spindle
that it bears evenly on all the
studs without being unduly stiff
to turn.
Coil-holders for fixed and moving coils are not very likely to
he defective. If light coils only
are to be used, such as the
ordinary standard plug-in honeycomb or duolateral coils used for
the reception of broadcasting, the
moving coil-holder may turn quite

freely
without
disadvantage.
But if heavier coils are to be inserted, trouble may arise from
the moving coil falling By its
weight either away from or
towards 'the fixed coil, according
to its position. Here the position in which the holder is to be
mounted on the set must be taken

Fig. 4.-Badly made switches are
more a hindrance than a help to
tuning.

into consideration; if it can be
mounted with the plugs projecting horizontally from the panel
and the axis of the coils horizontal, it will be obvious that
gravity will not affect the movement of the coils; but if this
method of mounting is for some
reason undesirable, then a coilholder which is not too free in
movement or one which is adjustable in this respect should be

Resistance Wire

In
considering
rheostats
there are two points to which
attention shouid be paid; it is
not sufilcient that the resistance
only should be correct; the wire
must also be capable of carrying
without overheating the required
amount of current for the valve
or valves which it is to control.
Change-over Switches

In switches of any type good
electrical contacts with ample
hearing surface arc essential.
The familiar pattern of " knife "
f-witch is most likely to be faulty
at the pivot; as - indicated in
Fig. 3 the switch blade should
be of heavy enough gaug·c metal
not to bend easilv, and it should
be clamped firmly in its clip at
the centre point of the switch : a
bad contact here is likely to be
obscured if the 5witch is only examined when in ·the " on " position; faults in the outer. clips will
be more obvious. In examining
"key " and " barrel " switches,
especially if they are to be ust>d

The station belonging to Mr. Herbert Hiley, of Rivercrest, Riddlesden,
Keighley, Yorkshire (2/H); who, using 15 watts and an ultra-low
wavelength, has been in communication with an amat.;ur in Rio de
Janeiro.
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chosen.
The question whether
vernier control is needed or not
is one ,which depends ·on the requirements of the. individual ; if,
however, this control is required,
absence of " backlash " in the
movement is important, since
fine adjustments are impossible
unless the geadng or other device employed is accurately fitted.
Ebonite Mouldings

It may not be thought that
valve-holders are likely to he a
source of trouble; but, omitting
questions of capacity between
the legs or other points of the
design, occasionally a holder is
met with in which the sock·ets
are not quite accurately spaced.
This is not a common fault, but
instances have come under the
notice of the writer, so that it is
a good plan to test a holder by
inserting- a valve and seeing that
it can be put in without being
forced ; a fault in this respect is
liable to damage the valve.
The advisability of making
sure that ebonite panels are fme
from surface leakage, either by
the purchase of guaranteed
panels or by well rubbing down
"the surface of other ebonite, has
been constantly reiterated in the
Radio Press publications. Small
parts made of moulded ebonite,
such as coil-mounting plugs,
should be carefully ·inspected,
unless of known and reliaW.e
make.
The writer once purchased such a plug of moulded
" ebonite," and subsequently
discovered that there was no insulation between the pin and
socket at all.
'Vhen this plug
was cut in half, no obvious fault
was visible to the naked eye ; but
the fact remained that ·the supposed insulating material between
the pin and socket 'vas actually
an excellent conductor.
This
no doubt was an extreme case,
but as a general rule it is .wiser
to buy plugs and similar small
components cut from solid block
ebonite, if sound makes in
moulded ebonite are not available.
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tapped eccentrically, so that they
mar the appearance of the completed receiver.
Attention to Detail

To sum up, the chic(desiderata
in components for use in wireless
sets are accuracy and careful
workmanship.
If the
constructor wishes to get good r.esults he should use only good
materials ; quality in electrical instruments is obtainable in a
variety of .ways, but if the constructor.examines his selection of
parts carefully, with due attention to detail along the general
lines indicated, he should not experience much difficulty in finding good material.
j··········································~i

j The Canadian " Arctic " ~
..............................................
The Canadian Government
ship
" Arctic,"
which
left
Quebec about June 27 on her
annual trip ,this summer to the
polar regions, was equipped
with a transmitting set specially
designed to keep the Canadian
Government posted as to her
mov,ements.
The vessel holds the present
record for receiving and transmitting radio messages from tqe
point nearest the North Pole.

Last year the v,essel cqntinuously received messages .from ,the
Canadian Government
transmitted from Station KDKA,
W estinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company station at
Pittsburgh, Pa., on the short
wave,
and
established
the
" farthest
north "
reception
record when a message from
KDKA was received at Cape
Sabine, north of Peary's winter
base at Etah, and within I 1
degrees of the North Pole.
Larger Transmitter

Not all the treply messages
sent from the vessel to the Canadian Government were reocived,
ho,vever, and in order to insure
uninterrupted two-way transmission this year, Commander C. P.
Edwards, director of radio service of the Canadian Department
of Marine and Fisheries, in collaboration with the KDKA
engineers, is having a more
powerful set built for the vessel
this year.
During the 1924 cruis·e the
vessel passed out of range of
other radio~sending stations long
before reaching its northernmost
point, but had no difficulty in
picking up the short-wave messages from KDKA, which were
relayed twice a week at a predetermined oour.

WIRELESS AND LIGHTSHIPS

Inaccurate Construction

A further point to look for m
connection with small components is accuracy of construe~
tion. Few experiences arc more
annoying than to buy, for in_
stance, several control knobs,
and later on to find tha·t one or
two of them have their threads

,

Trinity House is gradually fitting our lightships with wireless telephony
apparatus of the type shown above'; taken on board Light Vessel Ne. 67
at Harwich.

.,i
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'-t.!_A THREE-VALVE RECEIVER
WITH

SERIES-TUNED-ANODE
7:-'tsn~,_:__Knowing that your readers'
results· with
Radio Press sets
.interest you,· I . am writing you· this
after my first test of the " Three~
valve Receiver with Series-TunedAnode," described by Mr. D.l 1. S.
Hartt, B.Sc., in Wireless TT'eekly
(April r, 1925).
I ::un subscribing to Tile H'ireless
Constructor, Modern Wireless, and
Wireless Treekly, and find great
delight in studyii1g all of them.
Regarding the construction of the
above-mentioned set, I have followed the diagrams, but as the ·set
is to be used as a portable one to be
set up in one place or anoth€r
during six weeks' summer holiday,
I had to see to it that it was not
too bulkv.
The test began at 8.30 (British
.Su!nmer Time) in the evening, and
inside of two hours the follO\ving
stations were
identified :-RadioParis,
Chelmsford,
Hilversum,
.Brussels, Toulouse, London, Bourne·mouth, Aberdeen, Oslo (Nonvay),
]\lalmi.i (Sweden), and t'Yo or three
.German stations. All of them \Vere
received at very good 'phone strength
-Chelmsford

uncomfortablv

made the four-valve set 16
months ago in a box with lid.
Carrying it lby the lid in mistake, I
dropped it, which cost me over £2
for valves. The cabinet was the
outcome of that disaster.
We have a lot of visitors, and
thty are all of one mind in stating
they have never seen or heard of a
better set. The cabinet is my own
make and design, and the accumulator and H.T. batteries are kept in
cupboards embodied in the cabinet.
The mirror inside at the back re·
fleets light from valves to condensers, etc. As reg'ards reception,
my aerial is only rs ft. high; the

so.

BJORN ABilEN.

ENVELOPE No. 2
SIR,-The thanks of mvself and
every wireless person are d~e to you
for the· circuits and designs of sets
so simply explained and published
· from time to time.
Myself and family (I am a joiner)
: have· enjoyed ourselves more ~ince
making. the . " Family Four-Valve
' Receiver "· (Envelope No. 2, · by
Percy W. Harris)' than we have •in
the course of our 30 years of
· married life.

1. W.

0FFLEY.

Adlington, Lancashire.

The test was. carried out on an outdoor aerial (single wire, So ft.,·2o·ft.
. above ground) ; as radio-choke coil a
N 0 • .J.oo W::JS. used.
.
The set· is, ::Js I have said,· intended
. to be used with anv sort of tern. porary aerial, and I ·have no doubt
. that it will bring in a wry fair number of· stations, Engl!sh as well as
others, on a verv indifferent indoor
aerial, wh('rever' I shall be able to
try it out.-Yours faithfully,
. Struer, Denmark.

set on Manchester at 20 miles.
With two large ioud-speakers :(one
upstairs) it has to be detuned, as the
volume is' so great.. My deafness
stops me from searching for distant
stations, but I ·am quite satisfied
vvith the stations I get, and if other
amateurs w€re the same there
would be a lot less disturbance and
more pleasure.
Mvself arid friends \vould esteem
it a ·favour if you think these photographs worthy of reproductiQn in
your paper.
Again thanking you for very
happy evenings.-Yours faithfully,

The handsome" Four· Valve Family"
i•eceiver made by Mr. J. W. OfRey.

THE " TWIN-VALVE "
RECEIVER
·SIR,-I converted my two-valve
set, H.F. and Det., into the "TwinValve " set desuibed in the Januarv issue of The Wireless Constructor. I most certainly congratulate
Mr. Scott-Taggart on the design
and seneral layout of this splendid receiver.
I get ·good loud~
speaker results from the Leeds
relay station at 3~ miles on a large
Sterling Audivox, and have also had
Manchester at moderate strength
on L.S._ I, of course, used all the
components possible from my previous set, although the panel
arrangement is as described. lt is
a set to be proud of, and worthy of
the splendid walnut-enclosed cabinet I have placed it in. My .1erial
is .:mly moderate, twin· style, :c~nd
water-tap earth. I have not tried
yet for any Continental statio!ls, but
on 'phones I received several transmissions, including Newcastle, Sheffield, Bournemouth and Cardiff .
Altog:ether, the set is splendid.
\Vishing you every success.-Yours
faithfully,

G. W.
set is in a front room and the lead-in
Leeds.
from the aerial is 35 ft. long. However, we get Paris loud enough on
the loud-speaker to dance to.
Re 20Y
I mav state that this was mv first
SIR,-Since I left England on
attempt at set construction, and I
February 27, 1925, I have rece·ived a
had never soldered before.
large number of reports concerning
The three-vah·e receiver, of which
transmissions by 20Y.
They ali
a photograph is also enclosed, is of
concern dates after I sailed from
Mr. Harris's design from the April
issue of The Wireless Constructor. Southampton, and it is impossible
for me to forward the reports to the
("A Powerful' Three-Vah·e Set "),
and is more powerful than the large. new owner· of 20Y, as I do not
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know Kho he is. I enclose the last
three (which arrived by last mail),
as the new 20Y may care to send
to vou for them.
if you will kindly publish this
letter in your valuable journals it
may be of assistance to zOY and
avoid the delay which occurs in
replying to experimenters.
I should also like to take this
opportunity to thank the numerous
experimenters who gave me valuable assistance when I was operating zOY. When I return to England I hope to renew their acquaintance and once again o-btain their
kind co-operation in my experirrients.-Yours faithfully,
E. J. Hosss, Capt.
(Ex 20Y.)
Secunderabad, India.
[If this should come to the notice
ohOY, if he will communicate with
us, we shall be pleased to hand over
the reports referred to in this letter.
_:_Eo.]
SUMMER INTEREST IN RADIO
S!R,-Radio in some quarters
seems to suffer from a marked
waning- of enthusiasm during the
summer months, and as the solution
of this trouble appears to lie in the
organisation of carefully-planned
field-davs, the writer would like to
give details of a most successful
outing promoted by the Eastern
Metropolitan Group (R.S.G.B.), on
Saturday, June 20 last.
In order to cater for all tastes it
was decided to build two portable
transmitters and two receivers to
operat~
on 130 metres, special
permission being obtained from
the P.M.G. to use this wavelength.
One
of the stations
\Vas to be fixed and the other mobile.
At CufHey, where the fixed station
was to be erected, arrangements
·were made for broadcast reception
by those preferring something of a
less serious nature.

Regarding the transmitters, these
used the Meissner circuit wit·h
anode tap, owing to the ease with
which adjustments can !be· made on
greatly dissimila,r aerials.
Some

OET.I's as oscillators and modulators respectively.
the other difficulty was the provision of portable high-tension sup•
plies.
Here the M.L. Syndicate
kindlv lent two of their anode converters for operating off accumulators.
Tea arrangements were made at
Cuffiey Post Office, and all the
apparatus was first conveyed there.
The mobile apparatus remained
its car and proceeded to \Vel\,·vri~
Transmissions
were
made ~·~&
schedule, and provided tests for fH~
large number who had brought tMlr
own short-wave receivers.
Tel~
phony came through so well that
was found unnecessary to use tH~
key. As a final test, broad6i'sl:
received on one of the other a'erials
was successfullv relaved on the
short wavelength via a ·loud-speaker
and microphone.
.
The whole affair was so success'ful that the writer hopes that many
more will follow suit, and trust!l
that thes.e few details \Vill prove of
use to those contemplating a similar
event.-Yours faithfully,
R. F. G. HoLNEss (2AQQ).
London, N.15.

o·n

a

The "Powerful Three- Value., .
Receiver which Mr. OHley has
also built.
anxiety was felt for the safetv of
the valve filaments owing to s"ome
rough roads \vhich were to be
traversed. Fortunately, the General
Electric Co. came to the rescue with
the loan of Marconi T. IDO 's and

A collection of Radio Preu receivers made by Mr. Whit more, of Rhodesia.
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RADIO PRESS SETS IN SOUTH
AFRICA
SIR, - I enclose a photograph
which may be of interest to you.
The sets in this photograph are
all made by myself, with the valuable aid of Wireless Weekly, Modem
Wireless and The Wireless Constmctor, which papers I find of the
greatest interest and assistance.
The· short wave set is the " LowLoss Tuner for Short \Vaves,"
described by Percy W. Harris in
Wireless Weekly for November 19,
I~J24, and on 1this set I get direct
reception of KDKA with excellent
results and many other short-wave
stations.
The· othet· sets, and many not
-shown, I have also made, with the
help of your papers, and these have
-all proved extremely satisfac;tory .........
Yours faithfully,
F. c. \\'HITMORE.
Bulawayo, Rhodesia.
A POWERFUL 3-VALVE SE'P
SIR,-Having built up the J?,oY«~.i.
ful Three-Valve ·set "as given in ·Tffe
Wireless Constructor (April, .. It:ps,
by Mr. Percy W. Harris), I thought
you might be interested to know the
results.
The following are ·the
stations I have received :-Sheffield,
Hull, Nottingham, Leeds, 1'vlanchester,. 5XX, London, Newcastle, Glasgow, Petit Parisien, all at good
loud-speaker strength, and those in
italics very loud. I have also had
Aberdeen, Birmingham, Bournemouth, Belfast and Madrid, just a:t
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sufficient volume on the loud-speaker
for a smalt room.
But the
greatest surprise came to me one
early morning when I switched on
to see if I could receive anv transmission, when I heard a ma{1 speak~
ing on charity. I waited patiently
for the call-sign, and it came,
WGY, America.
As this set is
designed for loud-speaker work on
the local stations, it speaks well for
the circuit. I have built it on the
same size panel, .but with Eureka
transformers (1st and 2nd)., with a
power-valve in the last stage, using
6 volts grid-bias. For filament control, for any person who requires a
good set for local loud-speaker work,
this one cannot, in my opinion, be
beaten.
·wishing your papers continued
and
increasing
swccess.-Yours
faithfully,
HERBERT

has been in use since October, 1924.
I can tune in all the B.B.C. stations
at good 'phone strength on H.F. and
Detector, and some at loud-speaker
strength on the four valves. I have
also heard eight different Conti-

SKINNER.

Barnsley.
The" Four-ValveFamily"andST100
receivers made by Mr. Patch.
ENVELOPES Nos. 1 AND 2
SJR,-I ljave enclosed a photograph of the " Family Four-Valve
Set" (Envelope No. 2, by Percy W.
Harris, M.I.R.E.) and the STwo
(Envelope No. 1, by John ScottTaggart, F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.),
which I have constructed from your
two envelopes. The four-valve set

nental stations. Last winter I received KDKA on many occasions
after midnight. The STwo needs
no words of praise, for its performance is remarkable.-Yours faithfully,

J.

PATCH.

Leyton.

Both the Igranic " F "
and "S.R" type Variometers have attractive
knobs and dials, and
fixing brackets
are
provided to allow of
mounting in four different positions. The
waveclength range in
each case is approximately 25o-6oometres.

For aerial tuning
---------'F' type
For anode tuning
- - - - ' S.R.__' type
For receivers employing a variometer · in the
aerial tuning circuit the Igranic " F" type is
undoubtedly the instrument to ensure that
extremely sharp and highly selective tuning
for which one alms.
It is a "low-loss" component because the fixE-d
winding is housed in a skeletonised moulding and
the movable winding is entirely self-supporting.

Prices:
"F " Type
"S.R" Type..

THE THREE-VALVE DUAL
RECEIVER
Sw,-A few lines in expression of
my unbounded appreciation of the
simplified " Three-Valve Qual " circuit as given in the ·March, 1924,
issue of Modern Wireless, by Mr.
J. Scott-Taggart.
I have just constructed this receiver with wonderful results. With
the exception of mounting the corn·
ponents on a vertical panel, with
valves behind, and given separate
H.T. to each valve, with separate
grid bias I have otherwise adhered
strictly to your published specifications and lay-out.
Aerial-free end-from 36-ft. pole
in garden to ridge of house; span
and lead-in, 97 ft.; earth, 12 ft.
double aerial-wire soldered· to copper
plate 3 ft. below surface, filled in
with crushed coke and watered at
intervals. We are rather low-lying,
aerial span is in a line with ridge
of roof, and screened on one side by
a church_
I have used a Ferranti transformer in first stage, and a Eureka
Concert Grand in second stage.
I have yet to find an instrument
to equal this one. The volume and
purity of tone leave nothing to be
desired_ I can get it much too loud
for pleasant reception, but toned
down to the requisite degree of
strength it is just rerfect, and cap-

12/6
18/-

For anode tuning it is well to have a wound with a single layer of double cotton
variometer specially designed .for: the covered high conductivity copper wire in
purpose-the Igranic "S.R" type Is Ideal two sections and fi.J#ished with a hard inwhen used in conjunction with the " F" sulating varnish.
type in the aerial circuit.
The stator and rotor are both constructed of The stator is similarly wound internally
a hard moulded material possessing high and is adequately supported and protected
insulating qualities. The rotor is externally by the moulded former.
Ask your dealer about Igranic Variometers and other components.
IGRANIC "S.R" TYPE VARIOMETER.

IGRANIC RADIO DEVICES Include

Honeycomb Duolateral Coils, Fixed Condensers,
Variable Condensers, Filament Rheostats, Inter-

149,
Queen Victoria
Street, London.

Works:
BEDFORD.

valve Transformers, Variable Grid-Leaks, Variameters, V aria-Couplers, Coi!Holders,Battery Potentiometers, Vernier Tuning Devices, Switches, etc.
All carry the I GRAN I C guarantee.

Branches :-BIRMINGHAM

CARDIFF

GLASGOW

LEEDS
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MANCHESTER

NEWCASTLE
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able of running two loud-speakers in
different rooms.
I ha\·e no doubt about it picking
up a11 the B.B.C. static,ms, although
l ha,·e taken little trouble so farthe music has been too splendid to
dart " meddling." However, I have
had Glasgow, Newcastle, BoUI·nemouth, London, Cardiff, Petit Parisien on- a loud-speaker, and one or
two unidentified Continental stations. Bradford, se\·en miles away,
and 1\fanchester, 30 miles, of course
aFe too loud.
I have, S<:J far, had no difficulty in
cuHing out unwanted stations.
ln conclusion, my unbounded
apprrriation is inadequately expressed ·in
" many thanks " for
whnt is, indeed, the '' Super ThreeValve " receiver. With best wishes.
-Yours faithfully,

H.

ATKINSON.

Brighouse, Yorks.
TRANSATLANTIC V.
Sm,-J ust a few lines to tell vou
thnt I haYe fixed up the " Transat!Dntic V.'' (Modern Wireless, June,
1924, by Mr. Percy W. Harris), and
am most pleased with it. I am not
~s yet thoroughly conversant with
the tuning of this set, but I find it
extraordinarilv selective, and the
music I get o'n local broadcasting is
the purest that is produced on any
loud-speaker set in Bombay.

' The power of the Bombay station
is wo watts, and when the L.S. is
on music can be distinctlv heard
and recognised 250 yards a\vay from
the L.S. with all the noises caused
by motors, etc., going on.
I have only plug-in transf01·mers
for 300 to 6oo metres, and I can get
shipring quite easily. I have had
Alexandria working on 6oo metres
on the L.S. sufficiently loud to be
heard and read 15 ft. away, and
that at 6.45 p.m. Colombo comes ·in
on the L.S. a little lo,uder, and I received him at 4·45 p.m., whereas
Bombay, with seven valves, 'l am
given to understand, cannot get him
on the 'phones till after dusk.
. The gratifying part of the set is,
that Bombay-Radio, with a sewnvalve set, has repeatedly told ships
that their signals are too weak to
read, when I have received .the same
ships at good strength on zH.F. and
detector. I will wager there is not
a set in India at present receiving
more than the " Transatlantic V."
I am anxiously looking forward to
receiving
matched
transformers
which will enable me to try for sXX.
The aerial condenser has given me
trouble, as the plates are touching.
This interferes with the working of
the set a lot, but with this handicap
the results I have gi,·en you have
been obtained, and that without a
complete acqua1ntance of the set.
One· more item. The R.M.S.

_1\'arkzmda, when she was just under
6oo miles away from Bombay, came
in on the L.S. loud enough to be
heard about 40 yards away and
htrther. I had to get on to three
vah·es, as I did not want her messages read by anyone passing by
who knew morse.
I have now the set of ID\' desire,
and I look forward wi'th keen
anxiety and interest to receiving the
transformers, which will ena'ble me
to get from· the lowest to the highes~,
wavelengths ~n a few moments.
i•..:
With many thanks and all goodt
wishes.-Yours faithfully,
FRANK H.

HERBERD.

Bombay, India.
PROTECT YOUR VALVES
AND TELEPHONES
SIR,-The method recommended is
to use ordinary pillar-type terminals
for the low-tension, telephone terminals for the telephones, and
" Newe_v " clips, "Clix," or some
such terminal for the high-tension.
If, in addition, the ends of the
leads from the accumulator are
fitted with spade ends, _the ends of
the leads frotn the high-tensiOn bnt•
terv are fitted with '' Newev"
clips, and the telephone leads- m·
extension leads are fitted with pin
ends, the risk of a mis-conncction
is almost negligible.-Yours faith·
fullv,
R. G. MARSH .
.\Voodford Green, Essex.
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"-and my friends Were

Charmed as well as
entertained''
So says a user of

" Tangent " Fitments.
apologise for his set.
RADIO

(!)ANQEN{t)
,..,.,. .t('t.

inclutk:--

ELIMINATE UNWANTED CAPACITY.
tAu~litu

~RADIO_~

Low

~oss

COIL FORMER
Price 3/9 ; postage 3d.
Mounted to plug in to
standard coil holder.

"Tangent " Tull'lng
Prlc:es from 4/3 to 10/•, ac•
cording to wa...,length (Wustrated).

,

"Tangent " Lollll Sjleakers
Prices from £2 2/• to 15.

"Tangent" L.F. Transformers
Price 12/8 each, Tangent•
Terminate, 2/• extra.

" Dlscol" H.F. Tr3!1sfcrmers
Price 5/6 each, all sizes.

LOW LOSS, SUB-PANEL VALVE HOLDER.
Minimum capacity, easily fitted with single
screw, takes bus-bar without bending.

Price 1/3 each ; postage 2d.
If your dealer cannot supply, We send 1>0<1 /ru i/ fiOI1 mention hu name arul addr.a.

GOSWELL

ENGINEE~ING

CO., LTD.,

12a, PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON, N.1.
Liberal Trade Terms.
LIST FREE.
'Phon1: North 3051,
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Apparatus
we have l:eSl:ed
Conducted by A. D. COWPER, M.Sc., StaR' Editor.

An H.T. Battery
Messrs. General Radio have submitted for a prolonged and searching trial two samples of their
" Radiol:lat " 63-volt high-tension
units. These are enclosed in a metal
case, measuring about I ft. by 3! in.
by 2£ in., and are tapped every 4!
volts. The test involved continuous
use on a " family " type of receiver
using power amplification and
operated many hours a day. After
lengthy usage, the voltage was
found to have dropped, in the one
case to 50 volts, from the initial
value of approximately 6o volts, and
but one sub-unit had fallen below
3 volts.
The battery was still
silent in use, Occasionally a very

l

No. 9, 1/6 EACH.

LUX E

HAVING RELIABLE

THE ONLY PERFECf
INSULATED

ASK YOUR DEALER
FOR THEM.

'' Croxsonia '' Radio Panels
From .\lessrs. Croxsonia Co.
comcs a sample of rheir " Croxsonia " r:1dio panels, ~uggested as a
substitute for ebonite at, it is stat£g.
L>ne-half the price. This is a black
fibrous material, with a dull, somewh:Jt rough surface; it is supplied
in a gre:1t variety of stork siz<:s.
The sampk panel provided fo't our
test shmvccl smooth edges with
sharp cLJrners. On prnctical trial in
the usual machining operations of
the home constructor, with snw,
tilP, drill, etc., it worked well, rescmblinf.( more closely heavy millboard, or a rather ,;oft \\"Ood, th.-lll
ebcnite. Some care "·as necessary
in drilling it to avoid making an

THE

YOUR SET.

IMPROVE

I

heavy current had been taken from
it for experiments In power amplification with several stages.
It was noticed that in the case of
one battery an end 4~-volt unit was
already exhausted on arrival, presumablv due to an accidental shortcircuit in transit; it would be preferable if the extreme wander-plug
socket were not rlaced so very close
up C~gainst the metal case, as shortcircuits were obtained at times during experiments clue to this- cause.
It appears that this type of battery
will give unusually good service for
one that is not of the largest size,
even with 2 fairly large set, provided
that proper use is made of gr\clbias in tlle low-frequency stages.

CONTACTS.

I

WRITE FOR LEAFLET
OF OTHER TYPES

I

No. 5, 1/3 EACH.

THE GJBSON TERMINAL COMPANY,
.DENMARK ROAD, EALING, LONDON, W.I3.

'PHONE:EALING 65.

S

UCCESS in Wireless is .,ver dependent upon
trifles. One man will succeed where another

·will faiL No component can exerciSe such influence

for good or i!J as the panel. Start with a Radion
Panel and you will be sure that ,your foundation is
correct. Radion is recognised throughout the '\vireless

industry as the loighest grade ebonite panel it is
possible to make-and its superb surface will add
considerably to ihe appearance of any Receiver.

the
Every radio enthtaiast is troubled by the twisting
and kinking of the flex leads of his headphones.
loudspeaker, or batteries and tbe consequent
damalle resulting in ii terior reception.
But nov there is a remedy_,.

.

fli

THE. RAOrO BEAD

if a simple accessory which clamps on to your flex Jearla
(no dl.sconnectin!! necessary) nnd enahles you in.stantly to
remove kinks and prevent their recurrence.
Light in weight and small in coat, jt prevents that
frequent and often unknown cause oi loss of signal
drength whi~h is so difficult to trace.

R "~"'"''-'"TO"N

A pp;~:fi~F~~ifo":i '~b;:~~T~~g~· ts.

ESSENTIAL TO YOU.

Radion is available iJJ 2 r different sizes. in
black and mahoganite. Radian can. alSo be
supplied in anv spec~al siu.· Black re!. per

GET ONE NOW.

American Hard Rubber Company (Britain) Ltd.

Obtainable from all dealers.
Trade enquitles inv£ted.
WIN PATENTS,Bridseway House,H!UDilleromi:b
London. W.6,
T£>1. : Riverside 2463

ilea,) 0/fice: t3a Fore Street,
London, E. C.

2

Depots: .I2o Wellington Street, Glasgow.
n6 SnOw Hill, Birminjharn.
Irish Agents: 8 Corporation Street, .Belfast

Gilbert Ad. 3146
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11 <tt the· back of the panel
tlw drill dropped thr:nJ~rh.
TI!C' nH•chanieal strength cf tl~{·
material :tppcared adequatf'. \\'hen
Jl'PII' and quite dry, the inst•htin~
properties 1\'He excellent, and quilt•
sufficient fm· am· c•rdin:tn· racJ;o
purposes.

L·

· C. & S. Dull-Emitter Valves
\Ye ha1··r received from l\Icssrs.
Cr:dk & Smith samples of their
"C. & S." D.E. valves for trial.
These are of the 2-volt class, t:tking
approximately o.2 amperes in the
filament at this rating; the m:tkeJ·s'
figures are from 25 to 100 volts plate
potential, and especial efficiency in
detection of feeble signals is rbimed.
On trial, thE' two specinwns. which
>.bowed very similar behaviour, gave
n maximum emission with high
H.T. and ample positive grid bias of
somp 3.8 milliamperes with 2 volts
on the fil:tment, 2.4 milliampt>res
with •1.8 volts, and actually a f:tir
c>mission at 1.5 vc>lts, so that. the
\'aiYes can be operated succ{'ssfully
from n singlf' 2-volt accumulator not
in a frPshly charged condition.
In a practical tPst, optimum conditions for detection of distant signals appt>ared to be (with a high
Yalue grid-leak) a plate-potential
around 25 volts, and certainly not
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cxee{·ding 40
1·olts.
Extremd1·
smooth tTClt'l i· 111 resulted.
:\s ai1
L.F. amplil1er, :1 fair ~unount of
energ_,. n;ukl be handled IYith wo
volts H .T. and :1--t volts grid hi:~s,
though the valve \\·as a little 0\·erloadcd on thP loc'tl tr:msmission as a
L. F
amplifi.er.
The
first-stage
characteristics sho\\'ed a high amplification factor (:1round 12.5), which
explains the excellent results obtained in detection; the valve should
give satisfact(,,.,. results ·in H. F.
amplification with around 6o volts
H.T. A modPr:~tE'iy hig'1 mean A.C.
impedancP of 45.000 ohms was
recordt>d.
At thP m,)dPst price asked for
these D.E. \'::tlvPs, the performance
was distinctly favourable, judging
from the samolcs, and thev should
give every satisfaction for·· general
purposes, and for use in L.F. amplification if usPd with propt>r grid bi:~s
and on moderate signals.
A Lead-in and Earth Tube
An insulated lead-in with which is
combined a safety switching devict>
for eat thing the aerial outside the
house has been sent for our comment bv Messrs. Aurin! Supplies
Co. This appears at first sight to
be an ordinary t1·pe of lead-in tube,
6 in. long, but it carries two ter-

minals at tht> outpr end, and in place
nf the usual single terminal inside
tlwre is a control-knob and a ·teJ·minal fitting. The aerial is to be
connected to lateral tem1inal without, and a direct lead to an extemal.
earth is to hP taken from the adja('{•nt end tem1imil.
The usual
•· aerial '' terminal of the set is connected, as usual, to the point inside
the room, a separate earth-lead,
quite independent of this device,
hc:ing also Jweded. Then, whilst the
set is always left connected up rt>:~dy
for usE', by tuming the control knob
as far as it "·ill go to the right contact is mad(" insidt> .the tube to .. t_he
external safet1· earth connertiqn,
dlertively eartliing the aerial agalryst
static discharges ru1d lightning.· To
use the set, thp knob is turned as far
as it will go to the left, when this
earth connection is broken. The
stt·nv caoaci ty lx>tween aerial lead
and.earth is tninimised bv this form
of S\\·itching device, but Care sfiOtthJ
b" takpn to protPct the projecting
end of the insulator against rain, as
there is less than ~ in. of exposed
insulation surface here separati••l.!
af't·ial and earth terminals. · The insulation when dry, proved adequate
on test, and the switch opentted
correcth. The device should offer a
runsider~1ble measure of spcurity in
summer thunderstorms.

HAWK

COILS

MAXIMUM

MINIMUM

capacttu ·

Efflciencu

Damping Effects

Chewing Gum and String

WATERPROOF

con
13
25
30
85
40
50
75
100
150
200
250
300
400

Reran Price•:

cux

with
Locbut 3d.
CLIX Acillpter
with Lockaut 2cl.
CLIX llbUiaton
(8 coloun)
lcl. eaah.
CLIX Bu.._
(lcolaua)

lci.JIIIir.

Reslstariu

Strength

Of course it falls to little pieces at the lightest breath. And then what
alarums, what excursions, what recriminations!
Radio, properly regarded, is a matter of engineering. No component,
no accessory that falls short of the sound scientific standard in conception or workmanship can be permitted the smallest place, the
lightest function in any radio circuit that pretends to efficiency.
CLIX is supreme for that plain reason-CLIX is a brilliant notion,
brilliantly carried out: a sound engin~ering job.
The. plug of one CLIX smoothly slips into the socket of the next
CLIX or CLIX adaptor, and there is firmly held, with full surface
contact. That's the CLIX secret. Simple! But it's withheld from
every kind of switch, plug or terminal but CLIX.

Wave Length using '001 Variable CQn·
'J>JtiC1t.'' ;
denser In Parallel
MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
895
435
515
680

885
1250
1820
2300
11100
3750
4500
4950

-100

240
360
370
,85
600
815
000
1870

~00

2300
2500

1/-C

2(4
2/4

'

2/t•-i:l
"''''

1/3/4

3/10
4/8
11/4
11/8

,,_
.,.

'

Sold by all Wireless Dealers

The
Electro-Link

with
159 Uses

Sole Manujactu'"' t

Pa
The Haw.k ·COU· ~-.'
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Information Deparl:ment
SUPPLIED BY RADIO PRESS SERVICE DEPT., LTD.

. G. B. (BRISBANE) has obtained
··.excellent results using the "All
'·concert" de luxe Receiver de, scribed by Mr. Percy W. Harris,
in Radio Press. Envelope No. 4,
··but wishes to · use a power valve
in the low-frequency stage and
asks our advice as to the necessary
alterations to use separate high
tension on each valve and grid
bias on the last. He states that
he wishes to use one of the small
power valves, now so popular, in
the last stage and asks whether a
separate high tension battery will
be necessary.
Ti1e addition of separate high-tension tJ each valve in the " All Concert de Luxe " receiver, and also
grid bias for the last valve, is a comparatively simple 'T!atter, and. is

carried out <1s follows. Referring to
the wiring blue print enclosed in
Envelope No. 4, first remove the lead
from the centre right-hand contact
of the " telephone loud-speaker
switch " which runs to the long perpendicular lead from the moving
plates of the .ooo25 I"F condenser to
H.T. plus. The lead which should
be removed is shown as ending close
to the figures .00025 on this condenser. Now bring <1 lead out from the
centre contact of the " tdephone
loud-speaker S\\·itch '' to a further
terminal, which will become H.T.
plus for the bst valvP. ThP next
step is to remove the connection between OP and the long lead previously mentioned, and then to
bring OP out to a further terminal
which will now be the H. T. plus of
vour detector valve. The short con-

nection from the left-hand side of
the .001 pF condenser should· now
be removed from the long lead and
taken to OP.
The original H.T.
plus terminal is now the high.:tension supply to the H.F. valve. It
is to be noted that the long perpendicular lead referred to is to be left
intact.
It will be observed that using this
arrangement, the 2 pF fixed condenser across the high tension is
now connected across the ~upply to
the H.F. valve only.
If desired,
two further 2 I'F condensers may be
used across the other two high-tension tappings. These will have one
side connected to H.T. minus and
the other sides to the two new H.T.
plus terminals respectively.
Provision for grid bias is readily
made by breaking the kad from the

One day you'll forget!

A

GOOD set deserves protection, and
there is no better method of securing
this than by using Radio Press Panel
Transfers. Every packet contains over So
transfers, tor marking every control knob,
valve holder, or terminal, on your panel.
The method of applying them is most
simple.
Accurate markings will ensure accurate
connections. Remember this before you
connect the H.T. leads to the L.T. terminals, resulting in the loss of one or more
expensive valves. Buy a packet of Radio
Press Panel Transfers and protect your set,
at the same time.

6

Easy to Apply
Cut out the required transfer and place it in the desired
position, covering it with a piece of cloth, Heat an
ordinary table knife to a moderate temperature and apply
to the cloth for a few seconds. The cloth and film
can then be pulled away, leaving the panel clearly and
neatly mar ked.
·

D.

Per Packet.
8d. post free.

·

Radio Pre53 Panel Tran4ers are obtainable from all
Bookstalls, Newsagents, your local Wireless Dealer, or
direct /rom Dept. S., Radio Press, Ltd.

Radio Press' Ltd
.. .•!
Bush House,

Strand, London-,W.C.2
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IS of the L.F. transformer to L.T.
negative and bringing IS out to a
further termin~il which becomes grid
bbs negative. Grid bias 'plus is
with
L.T.
minus.
coincident
Having carried out the above alterations, a power valve may readily
be used in the last socket, and the
same high-tension battery may be
used for all valves, provided this is
of a type using large cell_s. We
would suggest that a Ioo or 120 volt
batt-ery be obtained ·and that between 100 and I2o-volts be used on
the last valve. For grid bias a 6 l•r
9-vclt grid bias battery tapped in
r!-voH steps wilt be suitable.

D. G. H. (WANDSWORTH) has

coastrueted a set employing a
detector and two low-frequency
valves for loud-speaker work from
2LO. Excellent loud-speaker results are obtained from the London
Station, provided that the set and
loud-speaker are located in tile
conservatory.
When, however,
·the loud-speaker is taken to aJl)'
part of the house using twin-flex
Iegds, an unpleasant ·hliiDming is
-noticed which completely spoils
It is particularly
reeelltion.
desired to use the loud-speaker
in a room somewhat .distant from
the set. and, unfortnnately, the
disposition of the house and garden
is such that the aerial r nl earth

system must be arranged as at
present. The effect of bringing
the leads to the room in which it
is desired to listen to the programme by various alternative
paths has been tried, but the interference cannot thus be eliminated. The house is wired for
electric light and the supply- is
alternating current. Our correspondent wishes to know whether
there is any way out of the difllculty, since the conservatory is
by no means an ideal place for
listening when the cold weather
approaches.

P. F. (LYNTON) wishes to construct a 4-Valve Receiver, consisting of one stage of high
frequency, a detector and two
stages of resistance capacity lowfrequency ampliftcation, which
must be simple to handle and yet
more selective than the ordinat'J
direct coupled type of set, since
he is troubled with interfert"Jloe
from shipping. He wishes for a ;q
complete design, for which blue fji
prints are obtainable as he is 'f
unable
to read theoretical circuit Ji~l,t,
•

Our correspondent's difficulty is
one of very ;Jronounoed induction
from the alternating current supply
and obviously is picked up .by the
long loud-speaker twin-flex leads.
As alternative paths for taking the
leads through the house have been
tried, a somewhat more drastic
remedy is necessary.
We would
suggest that in place of the present
twin-flex, lead-covered twin c<tble
such as is often used for electriclight wiring, be employed.
This
should be run by a course on which
the minim.um interference is experienced and the lead covering shoulu
be earthed. If bv this means the
interference is not ·eliminated we are
afraid that little can be done. ·

For a design which will admirabtly f.,
il
meet the above requirements we !ij
would refer our correspondent to
Modem Trireless for June, 1925. In
this issue a four-valve " Tri-eoil "
receiver is described. This set uses
the " Tri-coil " system of coupling
which, although quite easv to
handle is more selective tha~ the
ordinary arrangement. In this particular design a system of plugs and
jacks is used which gives either two
or four valves as desired. The set
should give excellent service, and we
do not think our reader will experience the slightest difficulty in constructing it from the diagrams and
photographs given in the previouslv
mentioned artirle.
·

dlagr&mS.
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This Crystal Set will match your aerial
A SPECIAL
feature of the " Adaptable Crystal Set "
by Percy W. Harris, M.I.RE., Editor of "The
Wireless Constructor," is the adaptability to varying
earth and aerial conditions. By means of a specially
tapped efficient inductance placed inside the cabinet it
is possible to make the set match with any aerial in a
few moments.

fiadi;;Press Envelopel
I
No. 11
I
l
"An Adaptable :
I

/6

I

PRICE

In the case of. the auto-coupled circuit used in this
set, this results in better selectivity and the set is
capable of receiving 5XX, with the aid of a loading
coil, within reasonable range, in addition to your local
station, provided your aerial and earth systems are of
average efficiency.

1

II 1
Post

Free 1/9

Crystal

Set''

I

1

--------.....,....'~

I .,·!

!H

Full instructions for the building of this unique receiver are
cont1ined in.Radio Press Envelope No. 11, including the fullest
instructions for building the set. with blue prints of the wiring and
panel layout, reproductions of photographs and working drawings.

You can obtain Radio Press Envelope No. 11
from all Newsagents, Booksellers, your local
Wireless . Dealer, or direct from Dept. S.
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'WEALTH
REASURE indeed, awaits the reader
of Radio Presi Publications. H ere he
wlll find a store of wireless knowledge.
ad vice tn plent)•, and invaluable instructJ()n,
Radio Pre~:> service to the enthus1a.,t is
unparallel<'d throughoat the world. lt caroru•ly guides both beginner and amateur
along the right paths to ultima t e success.

T

(L Tho reason for this s u premacy IS not
difficult to find.
Radio P ress, Ltd., l,
:.taCfCJd by keen radio enthusiasts. There
is no oull<'l fQr apathy. The editorial section contam~ experts or exceptional wire css
talen t. All this !;pecialized knowledge li
at your di~posal, yet m te rms intelligible
to the veriest tyro.
(L Radio will not

allow chances to be
taken. Everything which Radto Press,
J.td., t urns out is correct in eve ry detail.
Build yuur next set to Radio P ress specificalil:lns. o. sure way or obtaining perfect
satisfaction.
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Loud Speaker

The Sterling "Diolcie"
Loud Spealcer is small in
site but big in volumeameli in,Pri.ce ~~~ big in
value.
Dtnlue reprnduces dearly, loudll and
in perled tone, all thu is

broad. ut.

Announcemt11t o/

STERLING TELEPHONE & ELECfRIC CO.. LTD .. MIVII4acturm

210.212, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.l.
l'rwted fur Ule l'ruprtttore. lhoto Puaa Lto . or Buab

Uou~~e.

Strand w.c.z by Tu

AVINCI

of TclttJito~~

Work.:

Paua (L. Upcoll 0111 ! Soo Ltd.l. S6-67 Drun

w.c.z.

Lane W.C.2. and Pubt~hed bt tile l.'ropnttora RADIO l'acaJ Lto .. al Busb JJouae ritrnod
on Wwueaday o>f eaeb week. Adurte.
'"' ij'ubisctl;>ll oaa aod Kdllurla' Cumlllunteatluoe :-Buab BOIW' l!tr aod. London \\-.c. AilverllaemenL Managere r- lh&<L•II Aovunat~o LID., llu.;,
tluulle l:!traoll, London. \~ .C.2
lte~r .. t.ered ae a newspaper and fur tranamusslon by Cacadlan Mutotazlne l'oal.
Sub6t npLtou ratre :--.13/6 .,..
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ADVERTISEMENTS

Get the best from
a good circuit by
..
using Burndept
ComPonents-\

\

T

HE next wireless set you build
will be a first-class job. You bave
made up your mind on that
score ! Perhaps you have seen a very
efficient circuit in one of the wireless
periodicals that holds your interest.
Whatever circuit you may follow, the
finest components are essential if the
set you build is to be a real success.
Durndept Components are designed
and manufactured with meticulous
care and that is why they are thoroughly reliable. Every amateur who
wants the best should buy Burndept
components.
The Durndept Crystal Detector is
invaluable to people who own, or are
making crystal, valve-crystal, or reflex
sets. Thts detector has a special patented feature
-a mlcrometer screw
adjustment of
the gold catwhisker. No
p u 11 i ng or
pushing lS required, and aU
parts of the

crystal
can
be explored.
All
working parts are enclosed with the
synthetic crystal in a glass tube.
No. 215.-As illustrated, with end clips for
panel mounting - - - - 4'No. 216.- Mounted for experimental use 11/6

Burndept Standard Precision Condensers are unequalled for their remarkable efficiency. They are a
remarkable approach to the theoretically perfect, as they absorb less than
0.05 per cent. of the power applied to
them. These variable condensers are
ruggedly constt uctcd between strong
die-cast metal end plates and built up
of strong aluminium plates. Each one
has a solid gun-metal spindle which is
entirely self-aligning, as it has a
conical gun-metal bearing which runs
in a special flexible steel housing. The
lower bearing consists of a steel ball
running between two metal cones,
one of which can be adjusted to give
any desired amount of friction.
To exclude dust and to obviate handcapacity effects the Standard Condensers arc provided with steel snapon dust covers.
No. 416.-Capacity .0005 mfds.
No. 417.-Capacity .ooi mfds. -

Send for a Burndept Component CataloB'ue to·doy I

Htad OjJice .'Aidino House, Bed
ford :;treet, Strand.

LoNDON.
w C.2.
TluP"'"' • C~ 9072.
Tll'''•"":
.. Bunldtp,l,
~ eslrand, J..oodon. •
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A Fruitful Field for Experiment
PON a later page the
reader wi11 find an article upon a subject whose
value as a fascinating field for
experiments is as yet scarcely
realised. Interest in the possibilities of the shorter wavelengths below 20 metres is
growing rapidly, and it is by
no means improbable that the
coming winter will see some
remarkable developments in
this field, especially when it is
remembel'ed that wavelengths
of five metres and others even
shorter still are being made
available for amateur communication in the United States.
It has been somewhat the
fashion until quite recently to
regard the use of these ultrashort wavelengths as being
very much a matter for lt:he
expert, requiring expensive
laboratory apparatus, and presenting very great difiiculties
in practical use. However, it
has now been r·ealised that
although the difficulties are
admittedly considerable, no
expensive or elaborate apparatus is required, and given a
reasonabie amount of patience
no serious experimenter need
hesitate ,to embark upon such
work.
The difficulties are, as we
have said, admittedly considerable, but they are largely
based upon the v·ery different

U

way in which things happen
upon wavelengths of the order
of five or ten· metres, so that
one of the first steps which
should be taken by the -experimenter who wishes to explore
this field is to familiarise himself '"ith those peculiaf'ities
which are not present in any

o~;;;;;~r
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noticeable degree upon the
longer ·wavelengths.
For example, many experimenters have noticed that
even upon the broadcast band
peculiar phenomena of an absorptive nature may result if
a tuned circuit such as that of
a wavemeter is placed closely
adjacent to a reaction receiver.
This is one of the phenomena
which
are
extraordinarily
prominent upon the very short

447

wavelengths, and it is no uncommon thing- to find that
when a circuit is adjusted to,
say, five metres, the presence
anywhere within the same
room of a \\'avemeter circuit
tuned to that wavelength will
stop the receiver from oscillating. Many other peculiar
qbservations will be made by
anyone \\·ho commences experimental work upon these
wavelengths, and therefore
the experiment~r must regard
this process of
acquiring
familiarity with them as a
necessar)' preliminary to any
serious work.
Developments upon these
short wavelengths are confidently expected in many quarters, and therefore it behoves
those of us who wish to assist
in maintammg our pt-esent
position in the field of experimental
communication
to
learn something of this new
sphere.
Much can be done
along the lines of the simple
laboratory experiments described in the article to which
reference has been made, and
until the Post Office grant
licences more
freclv
for
transmission upon the· shorter
waves, 'the activities of ex ..
perimenters must naturally be
confined largely to "·ork of
this nature.
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The Post Office D.F. Service*
By

J. H. RE Y NE R,
A.C.G.I., B.Sc., D.I.C.
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hand.
The CuUercoats station
followed shortly afterwards, and
arrangements are 'in hand for the
provis.ion of stations at Wick
Grimsby, the mout)1 of th~
Thames, and
South Wales.
1lhere is already an Admiralty
s~a!ion at the Lizard, which is
g1v111g a D.F. service in that
region, so that the whole of the
coast line wiJ,] be served by this
chain.
Description of Apparatus
The Marconi type 12a direction finder in use at Niton and
Cullercoats.
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directionThe pros. and cons. were confinding service may
sidered, and it was decided to
be provided in two install D.F. apparatus at one of
ways.
The first the existing coas,t s1tations and to
method ,is to provide give it an extended trial.
The
all ships with direcstation chosen was Niton, in the
tional apparatus and to erect, on Isle of Wigiht, and the trial lasted
the shore, a series of beacon
stations \Vhich send out distinctive s,ignals at periodic intervals.
The second method is to equip
suitable shore stations with D.F.
receivers, and to give the bearing
·of any ship upon request.
Type of Service Adopted

Each system has its advantages and defects. Apparatus on
:shore is capable of giving more
accurate results, partly because
the equipment can be c1esigned
more advantageously, and partly
because the operators can more
readily be trained to become ,proficient since they are giving a
large number of bearings each
day, as against a comparatively
small number on board ship.
\:Vith the appa.ratus on bo-ar? ship,
on the other hand, the ship can
obtain as many bearings as she
pleases, and is, to a great extent,
independent.
• Ab:.;tract of a paper read before the
Students' Section of the Institution of Electrical Engineers.

Fig. I.-Layout of the Bellini- Tosi
loops, showing the cross-over at the
top and the lead-in arrangements

18 months, during which time
bearings were given free to any
ships tha,t asked for them.
At the end of this time it was
decided that the provision of a
D. F. service on such lines would
be satisfactory, and the equipment of other st<ltions w.as put in

The essential appa.ratus required for direction finding is

Aerial A_
Aerial 8
fle!d Coil

Fig. 2.-The arrangement of the
radiogoniometer coils.

simply a frame- aerial, which is
rotated until the signal strength
is zero or a minimum.
As is
well knoW!n, the frame ~is then at
right angles to the direction of
propagation of the wave, i.e., th~
bearing of the station.
The
~apparatus employed at the post
office stations is of the BelliniTosi type, in which the sim,ple
rotating frame is replaced by a
:system of two large frames at
right angles, the rotation- being
effected electrically.
Aerial System

Two triangular loops, 70 ft.
hig'h and having 140ft. bases, are
erected accurately and symmetrically at 6ght angles as indicated
in Fig. 1. The leads from these
!loops are connected to the field

Wireless Weekly
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Some notes ~'" the first
two stations equipped by the
G.P.O. with apparatus for
providing a regular Direction-finding Service, giving
_ an interesting account of the
precautions that are taken to
ensure accuracy.

-
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coils of a ," radio-goniometer "
(radio angle measurer).
Tihis
instrument comprises t\vo field
coils mutually at right angles,
w;ith a rotating sea.rch coil in the :::centre. Fig. 2 illustrates the construction of the inMrument.
Operation of Radiogoniometer

Each of the large loops \vill
pick up signals as a simple
frame; any electric wave passing
the sYstem will thus induce currents- in both the loops, the relative values depending on the
direction from which the signal is
coming. These currents, in turn,

f--

1"--5~·-->j

rc--.Sf/1:--~

j

j

i

i

Fixed Coil

--:

I

I

513"

5'!s'
'
I

'---+--'- _..L
Tight Coupled

Loos~

A view of a radiogoniometer, illustrating the actual
construction.
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in the zero positions depends on
the relative values of the currents
in the fieJ,cl coils, and this has been
seen to depend primarily upon
the direction from which the
signa.! is coming.
~-----..

Coupled

Fig. 3.-Dimensions of radiogoniometer
will pass round the fiel.~ c<;ils of

the goniometer, and wtl_l :nd_uce
currents in the search cot! mstde.

No\\· it wii.l be clear that if the
search coil is rotated, the e~'tent
to whic;'1 it picks up from the field
coils \\'iil varv, the more it is
affected by one' coil the less being
the effect of the other.
Zeros Produced by Electrical
Rotation

There ,,·ill be a position where
the effects of the t\YO field coils
cancel out, and there \\·iii also be
a pos~tion where the effects are
adcliti,·c.
Consequently, as the
:search coil is rotated the sig-nal
streng-th \Yil.l vary from a maximum to zero. Actualh- in a complete rotation there ar~ two zeros
180 deg. apart, and .two maxima
in between the two zeros.
Moreover, it wilrl
obvious
that the position of the -search coil

be

Fig. 4.-The circuit for obtaining a
u

sense " balance

Hence the rotation of the
search coil has the same effect as
<the rotation of one of the large
loops, thus obtaining the signal
strength due to the large loops
without the unwieldiness which
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would accrue if the loop were
mechanically rotated.
Tuning Arrangements

\V:hen this svstem was first
produced by B"ellini and Tos.i
(whence the name) the two loops
\\"Cre each tuned, .and the search
coi.J, which was also tuned, was
on:Jy OOlJip'l•ed very loosely. This
sys.tem has now given place to
the untuned svstem which is both
simpler to adjust and less liable
to errors caused by .mistune, or
the swinging of the loops in the
wind, and such~like causes.
In the un.tw1ed system the loops
themselves are lLntunecl, and the
search coil is tightly coupled to
llhe field coils, being nearly as
large as the field cori.ls themselves.
Fig. 3 gives an idea of tlhe
dimensions of the two types of
.goniometer. The untuned system
requires slig·htly more amplification, but this is not a serious disadvantage.
The search coil eircuit is tuned
and coupled to a " jigger " circuit, which is also tuned, the
voltage on the conc:enser of t~1is
circuit being applied to the input
of the amplifier. 'f.his extra tuned
circuit is inserted to improve the
selecrivity of the set, and is very
necessary at coast stations whe.re

Wireless
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the jamming is heavy
a busy period.

during

Amplifier

The rmprlifier is a s.tandard
Marconi type 55 ampl,ifier having
six stages of untuned high-frequency amp!,ification, only tthree
of which are norma.J:Jy required,
and an anode rectifier.
The
intervalve coupling· is in the form
of a resistance wound transformer : the two wrindings, which
are wound one on top of the
other, are of 1,300 turns of
47 S. Vv. G. Eureka wire, and have
a resistance of 3o,ooo ohms.
The transformer coupling is
augmented
by
a
condenser
coupling from the anode of one

It is thus necessary to determine the " sense " of the bearing
in some convenient manner, and
for this purpose the wdl-known
heart-shaped diagram is employed.
It has been seen that in addition to uhe two minimum positions
there are two maxima midwav
between the zeros. Now it wiil
be obvious ,that although these
maxima are of equal strength, the
direction of the current at any
instant depends upon wlhich side
of the frame the transmitting
station lies.
The current in an open aerial,
on tbe other hand, is independent
of the direc6on of the wave. If,
therefore, the secondary circuit

TuNER

Note that the amplifier is enclosed by an earthed shield.

is coupled both to the frame and
to the aerial, as shown in Fig. 4,
the two effects can be made to
cancel each other out in· one
direction, while for a position
180 deg. away the frame current
wi]J be in the oppos•ite direction

--·

Determination of " Sense "

It ·has been seen that the
s.ignal strength is zero when t'he
frame is at right angles to the
{]irection of propagation of the
wave. Obviously, however, there
are two pQsitions of the frame,
180 deg. apart, in which this condition will be fulfilled.
Consequently, a ship at 45 deg. will
give a bearing of either 45 deg.
m 225 deg., and it may be impossible to say which of these readings is the correct one.

Switching Arrangements
It wiH be seen later that to
avoid errors due to vertical reception the middle points of the
frame? (actually the mid-points of

MPUFIER

Fig. 5.-Circuit diagram of the complete equipment.

valve to tihe grid af the next.
This condenser has a value of
.oo1 flF.
Following this amplifier are two ()optional stages of
note magnification. Fig. 5 g'ives
the complete circuit.
This system of amplification
gives unifo·rm amplification over
a fairly wide band of wavelengths, in this case from 300 to
3,ooo metres. The amplification
per stage is of the order of I. 5 or
2, which is good for an H.F.
systen1.
All tlhe selectivi,ty required is obtained in the preliminary tuning circuits.

pointer is the·refore added at
right angles to tlhe main pointer
in such a direction that when the
balance is obtained this " sense "
pointer indicates the region of the
true bearing.
The circuits are adjusted once
for all to give a rough balance
when the instrument is first
manufactured.
The mm1mum
obtained is not sharp, but is quite
definite enough to discriminate
between the two possible directions 18o deg. apart.

UF£CTIVE ARC.

Fig. 6.-lllustrating effect of coast
line on the effective arc.

and the two currents will combine
to give a maximum.
'' Sense '' Pointer

In this way a definite " sense "
indication is obtained. It will be
observed that thJs minimum is
obtained with the frame in tlhe
maximum position. An auxiliary

the field coils on the goniometer)
are earthed.
1lhe four loops·
lumped togP.ther in this manner
constitute a good aerial, and are
used for obtaining the " sense "
balance.
The instrument is fitted with a
three-position switch, the positions being as follows : (a) Standby.-The aerial is
coupled to the secondary and
swamps the frame effect so that
tlhe set receives equally wdl from
aM directions.
·
(b) D.F.-Here the mid-points
of the loops are connected direct
to earth, and the bearing of the
stat:ion is obtained by means 0£
trhe goniometer.
(c) Sense.-On this pnsition the
aerial is coupled to the s.econdary
a5 with positiQn (a), but a resistance is inserted.
This reduces
the strength on tlhe aerial to the
same order as that on the frames,
and the " sense " balance previously described is obtained.
The complete circuit is given in
Fig. 5, Wlhile a view of the ins,trument itself appears at the head of
this article.
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Direct and Vertical Reception

As \vel! as the true bearing, the
reciprocal bearing· ( 180 deg·.
apart) is observed in the same
way, and r8o deg·. added or subtracted as required.
The t\\·o
bearings constitute a pair, and
should ~-ree to \Yithin 2 deg. A
greater discrepancy indicates the
presence of " vertical," and the
bearing is not considered accurate.

Any direct recept~on of the
signals on the amplifier will caus~
signals to be received irrespective of the position of the goniometer, and this will destroy the
!Sharpness of the minimum in the
zero positions.
To avoid this
effect aU the tuner and amplifier
circuits are mounted in separate
copper-lined compartments, the
screens being earthed.
Vertical recept~on is ,the aerial
effect referred to above, to ayoid
which the mid-points of the field
coils of the goniometer are
earthed. Any currents picked up
by t>he frames acting as aerials
then pass through the two halves
of the goniometer in opposite
direct,ions, and so the effects
cancel out. If any " vertical " is
present the hvo minima obtained
on the gon.iometer are not r8o
deg. apart, and this constitutes a
ready check on the accuracy of a
bearing.

Careful Training Essential

As many complete pairs as po;.;sible are taken in the time available (usually one minute), and the
final hearing is taken as the mean
of the whole. It will be appreciated that the taking of a bearjng re qui res a certain skill, particularly in the presence of
jamming, which is nearly always
stronger on one side of the zero
than on the other. This renders
the gaug·ing· of equal streng·th
very difficult, but a well-trained
operator will obtain remarkablv
consistent re;.;ults even through
heavy interference. The operators are trained for about three
months before the station IS
opened for commercial working.

Method of Taking a Bearing

• To

take a bearing, the set ;s
in to the signal, and the
rad1ogoniometer
is
rotated
rapidly to note the approxJmate
zero points. The '' sense '' of the
b~aring is then obtained, as preVJOusly described, after which the
actual zero points are obtained
accur.ately b_y taking small swings
on either side of t:he minimum
point, noting the readinas at
which the signals are of "'equal
strength. The mean of the two
readings is the actual zero. This
method lhas to be adopted because
the zero itself is indeterminate
over several degrees.
tu.n~d

Calibration

From economical considerations it is desirable that the
direction-finding service shaU be
carried on simultaneouslv with a
ship and shore service. "
The majority of the exi:>ting·
stations, unfortunatelv, are not
ideally situated from ~ clirectionfinditig point of view.
The requirements for a good
D. F. site are flat countrv ~free
from trees and -shrubs -i~ the
immediate vicinity, and the coast

l•ine ln the neighbourhood should
be regular and, if pos,sible, convex, as indicated in Fig. 6, whioh
shows the position of Niton.
Bearings are not reliable if
they make an angle of less than
20 deg.
with the coast line;
hence if the coast line is at aU
concave the effective arc IS very
small.
In other respects Niton is a
poor site, the land being steeply
shelving and generally ihilly,
while there are many trees in the
neighbo,urhood.
Moreover, the
radio station is next to a coastguard station, which has several
flagstaffs, iron bridges, and other
objects which cause interference.
It was decided, therefore, to
make a careful calibration of the
D.F. gear over the whole of the
effective arc. A ship was employed to steam round the arc
and bearings were taken every
few degrees. At each point the
true hearing was obtained by
visual observation with a theodolite, so that the error of the D. F.
gear could be obtained .
Results Reliable

It was found that the error
curve, though somewhat irregular, \Vas 0onstant, and a correction chart oould be drawn up,
showing the true bearing for each
apparent bearing given by the
D.F. set, and the corrected bearing has been found by· exp.erience to be correct to within r deg.
in the majority of cases.
A similar result was obtained at
Cullercoats,
near
N ewcas.tle.
Here, again, the site was not
ideal, but a calibration was effected with the result that the
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station is now giving a reliable
service,
Analysis of Error Curve

The actual correction curve for
the Niton station is shown in
Fig. 7· It will be observed that
within 20 deg. of the coast the
error is large and variable. Over
the effect~vc arc, however, the
difference between any point and
the main curve does not exceed
ri deg.
It is also interesting to note
that the several "humps " on the
curve can all be .:;1(plained with
reference to the local conditions.
There is a comparatively l~rge
main error which varies between
-4 deg. at 145 de g. and + 4 deg.
at 235 deg. This error, being
alternately positive and negative
each go deg. or quadrant, is
termed a " quadrantal " error,
and is due to the main aerial of
the station, which, although discon.nected, still has a slight effect.
In addition to this, there are
several minm deviations, which
are due to objects in the vicinity.
Fig. 8 is the error curve
obtained at Cullercoats. It will
be seen to be o.f the same form as
that of Niton, viz., a main
" quadrantal '' error with minor
deviations due to local interference.

The fact that the curves can
be explained in this manner is
further evidence t,hat the deviations may be considered as
remaining constant.
Practical
experience indicates that this is
true, and the calibration may be
taken as reliable.
In order to
ensure accuracy, however, the
calibration is re-checked every
six months, thereby providing a
sound and reliable D.F. service.
Coast Refraction

In the case of Niton, the reliable sector finishes, on the
eastern side, at about I ro deg.
This leaves a somewhat large
sedo·r, viz., so deg. to r ro deg.,
in which D.F. bearings cannot be
given. This sector, moreover, includes the entrance to the Spithead, an area in which bearings
would be uscf u! in time of fog.
This sector, therefore, was
further examined, and it was
found that the bearings again
became reli:-tble in the region of
Bo deg., so enabling the calibration curve to be extended for
another 30 deg.
This extra portion, from so deg.
to 8o deg. is subject to a more
or less constant error due to
coast refmclion. The waves in
this case have to cross the coast
Iine in order to reach the radio

station, and in so doing
slightly deflected.
An Analogy

The phenomenon is analogous
to the well-known refraction of
light. If a pencil is placed, at an
angle, in a glass of water, the
pencil appears to bend at the point
where it enters the water, due to
the refraction of the light waves.
It shoul·d be observed, however,
that the bear·ings are not reliable
until the waves definitely cross the
coast line. \Vhil.e they run along
the coast at any angle \\'ithin
20 cleg-., the errors are large and
var;ahle.
Conclusions

These results give rise to two
·important conclusions : ( 1) An apparently poor site may
be capable of providing a
reliable D.F. service if suitable precautions are observed.
(2) An apparent·ly good D.F.
site may contain unexpected
sources of error.
These
errors may be, and usually
are, small, but a calibration
over the effective arc is essential if a reliable service is to
be provided.
The author desires to thank the
Post Office aut,horities for permission to publish this information.
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Experimenting with the Ultra-High
Frequencies

By A. D. COWPER, M.Sc.,
Staff Editor.

An article describing the
author's experiments with an
adaptation of the Hartley circuit in a receiver for the ultrashort wavelengths.

UCH
amusement
and
some useful instruction
can he gained by experiments with the very short wave·lengths which, experience show:s,
oan be actually reached with
great ease. All honour must be
~iven to the amateur pioneers
~'\ho first explored this field and
tackled successfully the many unexpected difficuLties met with; '
but actually it is absurdly easy,
given a little patience and ordered

M

~u:
l
I

.

Hadio
Choke

The wavemeter used by Mr. Cowper in conjunction with his experiments
described in the text.

Tap

!!

i..----------------~--1"-------

Fig. 1.-When valve and tuning
capacities are additive, it may be
difficult to maintain a favourable
L/C ratio when small coils are used.
w~th the
us•ual resources of the experimenter's "junk-p'ile" and apparatus cupboard-to make a valve
oscillate on well below I 2 metres
wavelength. Actual power transmission is, of course, a different
s.tory (and requires, in any case,
the regular official licence), and
t!here are not any transmissions of
particular interest to the average
broadcas.t \.istener to be picked up
on these "~ave:lengths.
There
are, however, many laboratory
expe11iments which can be tried
on low power, of an interesting
and often very surprising nature,
and without any regul·ar aerial or
earth co11nection which might
constitute a regular " trans~l.it
ter," and therefore might fall
under the offi6al ban.

The

·w6ter

showed

recently

(Wireless FVeekly, Vol. 6, No. 8)

how a receiver, which could be
made to osciLlate to receive C. W.
signal,s by the autodyne method,
could be readily set PO, available
for well below 20 metres.
A

imagination~together

4 in. diameter; or (for down to
I I or I2 metr·es) a coil of four
turns with middle tap can be used
conveniently. With a D.E.sB (of
high M value), or a small power
valve of the L. S. type, such a
circuit osciii.ated with great ease
if given ample H. T.
Reduction of Casual Valve
Capacities

Fig. 2.-The insertion of the 'tuning
condenser in the middle of the inductance results in greater ease of
oscillation.

Reinartz type of circujt \\·as
used, with (for 20 metres) a sixturn coil, ,,·ith middle earth-tap,
of No. q bare copper wire, about

453

But to get very much lower
than I2 metres it appears des.irable either to reduce the casual
capacities in the valve by remoV1ing t·he cap, or by us~ng
special valves; or alternatively to
reduce the effective tuning capacities by using a series tuning
condenser in place of a parallel
one across the whole or part of
the inductance.
In the normal
Hartley or modifiea Reinartz type
of circuit (Fig. r) valve capaoities are direovly added on to
the other capacity, so that it is
difficult to maintain a favourab!·e
inductance capacity ratio '"·hen
using the small coils of I-4 turns
need-ed on these ultra-short

,
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waves. vV·ith a series condenser
inserted .in the middle of a
Hartley inductance (Fig. 2), conditions are much more favourable, and the circuit will oscillate, with the powerful direct reaction-effect characteristic of the
original Hartley circuit, \vith the
greatest ease and with a very
small tuning inductance.
This.
general type of modified Hartley
(.'ircuit has been used with considerable success by American
experimente.rs in the _:;-metre belt,
and is officially recognised for
amateur transmiss:on in America,
in a sl.ightly mo<lificd form and
un<lPr the name of the " HartleyReinartz" circuit. Various modifications of it have been described
by Reinartz recenlly.
Simple Apparatus

One fascinating feature of extremely short-wave work is the
gl'eat simplicity and economy of
the apparatus that is necessary,
or even expedient, to obtain
results. Thus aJ.l that is necessary to set up the ultra short\Yave circuit (wi'!h dimensions
cotrresponcling roughly to one of

Reinartz's recent s-metre transmitting cjrcuit~, but suitable both
for reception and for such laboratory experiments as those suggested here), shown in Fig. 3, is
a valve-holder, a D. E. :;B or
small power valve, 6o to I 20 vo1lts
H.T., one fixed .ooor ,uF, and
one variable .ooor ,uF condenser
with ebon·ite ends, a low-capacity
double condenser o·r alternatively
a two,-plate condenser with wide
spacing and very low minimum, a
few feet of bare No. I 2 wire, and
some thin wire fnr rad.io-·chokes,
together with a gridleak and a
few odds and ends from the
" junk-pile."

handles. The baseboard type of
•• hook-up '' is called for in such
wo·rk; a cabinet is both unnecessary and harmful. The wavemeter, if used (though without
elaborate work in calibrating this
by the harmonic method from a
short-wave
heterodyne
wavemeter, \vhich becomes increasingily dtiffioult and precarious so
low down; or by the physical
4/Jia.NP/2 S.W.G. Bare.

C:mstruction

No

cl.aborate mounting- is
neces~ary; the bare wire 2-turn
inductances are mounted in close
coupling directly on the condenser
terminals, all connections being
made as short as physi.cally possible. Thus the grid condenser
itself forms a major part of the
grid connection to the lower inductance; the incluct;mces stand
up in the air above the tunincr
cond.ensers, the latter being, ~f
course, provided with extens.ion

Fig. 3.-Giving the details and values
for a receiver, designed to operate in
the region of 5 metres.

laborato-ry
method
of . the
" Ledhcr \Vires," results will be·
0~1ly comparativ~) is simply a
smgle turn of thtck copper wire,
about 4 in. diameter, mounted on
the terminals of a low-minimum
.0003 or .ooos ,uF tuning
condenser.
Short Leads and Radio Chokes

Tlte wavemeter coils are mounted directly on to the terminals of the
condenser. as shown. and are used for wavelength bands below
11 metres.
454

Very short leads are necessary
for battery connections; if these
arc of any length, radio ..chokes
should be inserted in each
and
m
any
case
in
th~
'phone
connections.
These
chokes are merely sma!tl inductances made up with minimum
c1isttributed capacity by winding a
long narrow solenoid of any fine
wire on a convenient former-the
American
experimenters
use
largdy a common lead penoil as
former, with a sco·re or two of
turns of fine wire, single layer.
An ordinary honeycomb type of
large inductance is useless for
this purpose. Generally, a radiochoke as specified in series witn
the gridleak for transmission,
but for such small-scale experiments it does not appear necessary.:

Wireless Weelily
Results of Experiments

A ·rough hook ...up, just as indicated here, gave powerful oscilJation both with a D. E.5B. and a
P.V.5 D.E., on 6o to 120 volts
H. T. Reaction oontrol was as
smooth and easy as in a broadcast
Reinartz receiver; tuning was, of
course, extr·ocnely sharp on the
.series (double) condens.er, and
hand-capacity and hand-absorption effects were prodigious. The
apparatus must be we11l isolated
from casual absorption circuits,
and metal objects in general. It
\\~a" noticeabLe, when listening on
the minimum wavelength, thrat
the powerful <interference experienced on 20 metres and around
12 metres from au•tomobi,le ignition circu<its (in particular from
omnibuses and heavy lorries)
was entirely absent here.

An Illustration

............. ··:.
.:··························
~ The Manchester Station ~
.··············· ............................

Perhaps the most vivid passible
illustration of what is meant by
" wavelength " is afforded b)·
this experiment: \Yith the circuit
just osci.Jlating· at the· minimum
wavelength,
a
metal
tapemeasure is ·held in the hand whilst
standing on a chair close by, and
the tape is slowly pa,id out so as
to hang near the tuning inductance and in the same p·lane, until
the valve suddenly stops oscillating, showing that resonance has
been reached.
A plate milliammeter is desirable for this and
other similar experiments, though
the click in the 'phones serves as
some indication in ~ts absence.

A special Irish programme has
been arrang('d at Nianchester
for l\Ionday, July 27. T\vo Irish
artists, ~Ir. .fl'rome Murphy and
Miss Mollie O'Cal<laghan, \\·ill
contribute a m;sceliany of serious
and humorous Irish s;ngs, and a
background of typical Irish music
will be proYided by the 2ZY
ot-chestra.
A programme of music, that is
both good and popular has been
arranged for vVednesday, July 29.
On the orchestral side, p!eces such
as Liszt's " Hungarian Rhapsody
No. 1," and T.schaikowsky' s
"Chanson Triste," are included.

for pra~tical broadcast recept,ion
by the million.

BROADCASTING IN AUSTRALIA

Further Interesting Tests

The type of eXJperiments which
oan be tried-many otJhers will
suggest themselves to the experimenter-are (with the receiver
osdlat.ing) trying .the effect of
the " w<we-meter " held .in the
hand at different dis.tances and
positions (at 2-3 feet a c.lick
rshould he heard when it is tuned),
the effect of a loose coi<l of a
dozen turns of bare copper w.ire
'held in the hand nea.r the tuning
inductance (when a foot or more
away scratches and dicks should
be ·heard on handling this),
:stretching copper wires of different lengths near, either vertically in the plane of the tuningcoils or horizonta.Jiv above the
!1atter (a .s.ix or eight-foot length
of No. 12 comp1etely stopped
oscillation when brought within
2 ft., when near the minimum),
and if a .second circuit is availa!Yie, either on the same frequency or on a dose harmonic,
the effect of tapping or disturbing the tuning elements of the
latter can be tried, '"'hen at some
feet away.
Further interesting
ex;periments can be tried in s<ti!.l
further cutting dm,·n the inductance value of the tuning coils. A
IS.imple receiver of this type will
afford, in fact, a very great deal
of interest, and the lessons lean1t
as to the effect of casual couplings
and capacities may be of great
value when returning to normal
broadcast wav.es.
The experien~e wili a;lso serve to place in its
right perspective the relative
merits of the ultra-short waves

The masts and aerial equipment at Braybrook used in transmittin~r
the programmes from 3LO, Melbpurne, Australia.
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By A. V. D. HORT., B.A.
Some suggestions for making up simple portable aerials which will be found compact,
light in weight, and extremely easy to erect or dismantle.

ORTABLE broadcast receivers form a popular, and
for many people nowadays
even a necessary, addition to the
day on the river or the motoring·
picnic.
The man who is in
possession of a portable superheterodyne r·eceiver, such as that
described by Mr. G. P. Kendall,
B.Sc., in the July issue of
;U ode m ~Vireless, knows that he
can expect to pick up the broadcast programmes anywhere with

P

verv larg·e volume of sound from
the. loud-speaker; what is required is good reproduction at
pleasant loud speaker streng-th,
or,
pos.sibly,
only
sufficient
strength for comfortable reception with head telephones. Such
results should be easily obtained
with any of the aerials to be
described.
An excellent aerial system,
which is light and compact
enough to be carried anywhere,

Fig. 1.- The use of two camera tripods as masts provides an
easily erected aerial system.

only a small frame aerial. But
this article is intemled to assist
those \vho are less fortunate in
this respect-those who find a
superheterodyne set beyond their
means and who must perforce
content themselves \Yith two or
three valves.
Perhaps many
hesitate over the construction of
any portable set when they come
to consider the diHlculties of
t';·ecting a suitable aerial out in
the country.
Results Obtainable

is made up as indicated in Fig.
I.
Here the " masts " are telescopic camera tripod stands;
these should preferably be made

by means of the bolts on the
turntables. The legs of the
stands should be pushed into the
ground to a depth of an inch or
so to make the structure steady ;
if the ground is too hard to permit this, or if a gusty wind is
blmYing, and this precaution is
not sull1cient, a peg may be
driven into the ground immediately under eacli stand, and a
cord tied tightly from the top of
the stand to the peg.
\Vhen the aerial has been
erected, it is a g·ood plan to place
the set, as shown in Fig. I, between the legs of the tripod, in
order to minimise the risk of
accidental damage.
Trees as Masts

Very often it will be sufllcient
to provide one tripod only, the
far end of the aerial being
attached to a fence-post or a convenient tree. In the former case
fences with iron posts should be

Fig. 2.-/t is often convenient to make use of natural supports

As a matter of fact, a portable
to obtain greater height
aerial which will g-ive excellent
service can be easilv constructed
of wood, though no very great avoided, unless the free end of
by anyone. The cl;ief points to · loss of efliciency is likely to result
the aerial is slung by a cord and
be borne in mind in the design
through the use of metal stands.
insuhitor well away from the
are light weight, compactness
To the top of the " turntable "
fence. When a tree is utilised,
when packed for carrying, and of each staf"1d is bolted a porcea cord '' tail '' should be simithe necessity for easy erection
lain bobbin insulator. The ends of larly provided, in order that the
2.nd dismantling. Obviously, unthe aerial wire are permanently end of the wire may come outside
less a car or a large party of
secured round these insulators,
the branches and leaves, as
willing helpers is available, masts
a few feet of the wire being left shown in Fig. 2. The tree end
more than a few feet long are out
over at one end for the " leadof the aerial should be attached
of the question. But quite low
in."
The wire, whose length
as high up as possible, though
aerials wi]] give g-ood reception
may be the full permissible I oo quite good results may be anticiat a reasonable distance from a
ft., with the bobbins attached,
pated even if it is secured only
main transmitting station. At a
may conveniently be carried
a few feet from the ground. It
picnic or on the 1·iver one does
separately from the stands, and
is advisable, though not essennot usually desire to obtain a
secured in place when required
tial, to take the lead "to the re-
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ceivet" from -the lower end of the
wire, that is to say from the
tripod end, in Oi"der to obtain the
best results.·
Alternative Masts

Another
form
of
aerial
" mast," which provides greater
height than the camera tripod,
while retaining the desirable
feature of portability, is a jointed
fishing-rod. The type of fairly
stout rod used for " spinning "
is most suitable, as such a rod is
not too flexible at ,the tip for the
purpose; it is convenient to use
a rod which has a detachable
blade or spike at the butt, as
this renders easier the erection of
the aerial. Any rod over about
8 ft. in length should be fitted
with light cord stays a few feet
longer than J:he rod ; each of
these may have a small ·wire hook
at one end to attach it to the top
ring, '~hile the other .:nd is to
be tied to a wooden peg in the
ground. To ensure perfect steadiness of the mast ~hree stays
should be provided; OJJe. the
" line-stay," is to be pegg.ed out
in .line with and in the nrpo;;;i~e
direction to the aerial wire, to
take rthe straiil imposed on the
rod by the weight of the wire ;
the other two, the " wind-stays "
as they are called, ~re to be
placed at right angles to the
aerial.
If two such masts are employed, the quickest method of
erection is as foll01ws :-Fit ,to-

pegs into the ground in line with
the aerial, and 8 ft. or 1 o ft.
beyond the end of it, as in Fig.
3·
One person now takes·
hold of each rod. lifts it up, and
places it in such a position that
the wire is fairly taut; the strain
is kept off the· tips of the rods
by pulling on the line stays.
These stavs are now secured to
their pegs; after which the pegs for
the wind-stavs can be driven into
the ground a·nd the stays fastened
to them at leisure. A plan view of

~------.

-------

STRAIGHT LINE

Fig. 4.-A plan view of the completed aerial system. Accurate setting
of the pegs ensures a sound structure.

the completed aerial is given in
Fig. 4·
To pmvide a steady
structure the line-stay pegs, the
rods and the aerial wire should
all be in a straig-ht line; a wellerected aedal oC this type can be
exposed to a heavy wind .without
collapsing.
Greater Height

If the extreme portability and
compactness
of the devices
described is unnecessary, alummmm mast sections, each an
inch or so in diameter and 2 ft.
or 3 ft. long, can be used to
build up excellent masts of any
desired length up to about 25 ft.'

Roo
WINO STAYS

Fig. 3.-lllustrating the method of faying out the rods and aerial
wire ready for erection. The wind days are tied down the rods to
avoid tangles.

Erecting the Aerial

Tie the free ends of the
wind-stays temporarily to the
butts of the rods, so that they
will not become tangled when
the rods are rraised, and prive tW()

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --..,

- Roo

'-8UTTOrROO TO CONE HERE
WHEN ERECTED

gether the rod sections and attach
the three stays to the top r.ing of
each. Then lay the aerial wire
out straight on the ground in the
desired direction, and attach its
two ends to the rod tips by means
of a few inches of cord and suitable insulators, leaving a few
feet loose at one end for the
lead-in. ·

mast.
For reception on the
short\\·aves below the broadcast
band, and even sometimes on the
broadcast wavelengths
when
close to ,the transmitting station,
a single metal mast will suffice,
without any aerial wire. In this
case the base of the mast should
rest on a block of ebonite or even
on a thickness of soft rubber,
insulated stays holding it steady;
the receiver is then connected to
a terminal at the lmver end of the
bottom mast section.

Each section fits into the end of
the next, overlapping it by about
4 in., or, alternatively, the sections are made to sct·ew together,
each section having a thread
turned on one end and a tappeQ
hole in the other. Metal plates,
with eyelet holes in them, placed
in between the sections aC suitable points, provide an anchorage for the stays. Masts of this
type must be ,.,·eli stayed to prevent buckling ; if they are over
about 10ft. long when assembled,
stays should be fitted half-way
up as well as at the top of the
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Aerial Wire

For the aerial .wire of the different aerial systems described,
ordinary 7 J22 stranded phosphor
bronze can be used ; but it is
rather heavy for the light masts,
and is frequently awkward to
erect and pack up, owing to its
propensity for forming loops and
kinks. A more satisfactory wire
is light or medium-weight rubbercovered flexible cable; this wire
has the further advantage that
in emergency the rubber will
form quite an efficient insulat<l'r,
if it is required to tie the wire
direct to a tree or fence. Any
insulators used should be light ;
a suitable type is that known as
the R.A.F. ebonite insulator,
which is obtainable from any
dealer in surplus stores. If preferred, adequate insulation can
be provided in a simple manner
by drilling two holes 2 in. or so
apart in a strip of ebonite, and
securing the aerial wire and its
supporting cord to opposite ends
of the strip.
Earth Connections

A few notes on suitable earth
connections may be helpful. If a
river or pond is dose by, an excellent earth can be ensured by
connecting· a length of bare wire
to the earth terminal of the set
and throwing the free end into
the water. vVhen this is not
possible, even such a small con-·
tact surface as that provided by
a knife blade pushed into the
ground will often pmve satisfactory. If it can be convenientlv
carried, a copper earth mat,
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which consists of a strip of fine
copper wire netting about 2 ft.
wide and I 5 ft. long, gives as
good an earth connection as can
be desired; it will usually be
found that the best position for
the mat is immediately under the
aerial, but experiments should
always be made with regard to
its position relative to the aerial,
as· this may have a considerable
effect on reception. If a copper
mat is not ava ~'able, a length of
fine-mesh galvanised iron netting
may be us·ed; but this has the
disadvantage
of
being
less
flexible and not so easy to roU
up into a small compass for
carrying about.
Choice of Site

In selecting a site for the aerial,
groups of trees and blocks
of houses should be avoided
if possible, especially if they are
close to the aerial and situated
bel\veen the receiver and the
desired
broadcasting
station.
The possibilities of directional
effects, too, should not be overlooked, and the aerial should preferably be arranged so that its
free end points directly away
from the station from which reception is required.

July
tween 300 and soo metres. There
are a number of instances of the
same wav.elengths being now
used by several stations having a
limited radius.

*

*

*

*

*

We understand that the German broadcasting station at
Munich will, as hom July I.'i,
increase its 'transmitting power
from approximately one to ten
kilowatts.
Her·e is the beginning of what
may quickly develop into a difficult problem affecting the whole
of Europe's broadcast services,
unless some proper understanding can be arrived at.
:VIr. E. W. l\-Iathuas, the
i\{arconi engineer in charge of the
construction o.f the new beam
wireless station at Dorchester for
communication w.ith North anri
South America, has stated that
there are at present five masts at
Dorchester in a straight line at

I
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right angles to the direction in
which communication is to be
e&tabJ.ished-namely, New York.
The masts are 277 ft. high, eaoh
having a cross arm at the top
measuring 90 ft. from end to end.
The weight of the masts is approximately 45 tons each, includmg the cross arm, the stays
bei1:g half a ton each, and 180
cubic vards of concrete were used
for e;wh of the masts.
T~e
station would be in direct communication by land line with
Radio House, the telegraphic
office of the Marconi Company in
London, and wouid be operated
from
there.
The
receiving
station would be similarly connected to Radio House, so that
the outgoing and incoming signals
vvould be transmitted from and
received at the same table, giv,ing
true dup,lex working.
An important factor was that only
s1tations situated within tJhe angle
of the beam were enabled to
r-eceive t·he signals.

f·····;~~:;~:~::~;··~:;:::~·····i

• Broadcasting Stations :
...........................................
.
All ,the chief wirele~s stations
were represented at the International Radiophone Conference,
which met at Geneva recently,
under the presidency of Admiral
Carpendale.
A sub-committee was formed to
study the question of the redistribution of \vavelengths and ,the
various forms of telegraphic
interference with broadcasting
·wavelengths.
They are also to
examine the question of secur.
ing uniformity of wavelength
measurements by a systematic
!transmission at definite times of
standard signals from selected
European stations.
The conference decided that
the sub-committee should be
guided in its task of rearranging
wavelengths by the principle that
the stations which have been the
longest in existence should suffer
the minimum disturbance.
At present there are about
!!ixty stations in Europe all working within wavelengths of be-

The lead-in of the aerial and the counterpoise earth at Braybrook,
where the transmitting equipment of the Melbourne Station, 3LO,
is situated.
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Mr. Bugsnipp Again

TOLD
you
some
·time ago, if you
remember, a Jittle
about rthat ancient
man, Mr. Bugsnipp,
who performs the
process known as '' doing "
in my garden. In a word, it is
the hand of Mr. Bugsnipp that
prov1ides my table with peas and
asparagus, and new potatoes,
and other ''veg-es'' of the season ;
it is the hand of Mr. Bugsnipp
that '"mites well and truly the
predatory slug; it is the hand
of Mr. Bugsnipp that itches
to twli.st the neck of every
feathered
songster that
ap. proaches the strawberry bed.

Mr. Bugsnipp straightened his back
and pointed aloft with one stubby
forefinger.

\\then I say that Mr. Bugsnipp
furnishes my table with the Ie,~-u
m,inous delicacies, I am speaking
of the theorv rather than of the
actual facts ;Jof the matter. If the
truth be knmn1, though these
things should come from the garden, most o.f them are reaUy
showered upon me by Mr. Bugsnipp's aunt's first oous.in, who
keeps the greengrocer's shop ju't
down the road, and upon whom I
in my turn must show-er, willynilly, good coin of the realm in
that unfair exchange which app-roximates to robbery. Still, I
think that Mr. Bugsnipp does his
best, though sometimes I remonstrate with him gently, as I did
just the other day for not enact-

ing more copiously-or should I
say more cornucopiously?-th~
part of Flora.
The Pointing Finger

" Bugsnipp," I said, more -in
sorrow than in anger, " tell me:
Ho-w is it that your asparagus is
ever nipped in the bud or has no
bud to nip? How comes it that
your pea vines decline into the
sere and yellow leaf before they
have time to produce their delightful fruit? Wh{should your
potatoes suffer always from some
fell disease that cuts them off in
their prime? "
Mr. Bugsnipp
said
nothing.
He
merely
straightened his back, made a
curious noise in his throat, and
pointed aloft w.ith · one stubby
fo,refinger. My eye travdled up
the fin.g-et- and followed its line.
I continued to raise my gaze
higher and higher until my neok,
which 'is not provided with
mountings like those of an antiaircraft gun, · went on. strike.
Thcn I came to earth once more.
" If," I said, " you a re referring
to the sky, it is, so far as I can
see, the same sky that has always
aoted as a welkin to Little Puddleton.
It is true that Mr.
P:oddleby and Mr. Snagg-sby have
made it ring 'of late with their
howls, but so far ;1s I can see
even they have failed to crack it.
It is a- perfectly good sky."
Eerials
~fr.

Bugsn.ipp shifted his quid
of tobacco from the right cheek
to the left, hoed his throat once
m-ore, and spake. " I'm not ata·lkin' abaht the skov," he .remarked, " I'm a-tali.:in' abaht
t1hat there eerial."
I became
interested at once. I have never
heard a discourse upon wireless
by Mr. Bug-snipp, and it struck
me that a little 'talk from him upon
aerial effioiency might be most in-
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structive.
"Well," I said.
" We11,
what
about
it? "
" Yus," returned JVI,r. Bugsnipp gloomily, " wot abaht
it? "
And Weather

" Ever since that there thing's
been stuck up, this 'ere gardin' s
been ruined. Ruined, that's wot I
say. We shan't 'ave no crops so
long as that there thing's where
it is." " But," I asked, " how
can one slim mast and one thin
wire spoil your gardening operations, Bugsnipp?
Surely the
shade that they cause is of no
account and you can hardlv sav
that th~y suffice to keep 'rair{,
when it does rain, off your asparagus bed, your peas .. or yo~r
potatoes." Mr. Bugsntpp agam

• • Them pigs of mine .
Puffeckly 'ealthy they was •

-,

shoo-k his head; he is fond of
doing this.
\Vith considerahle
ling-ual agility he changed his
quid from the left cheek to the
right. " Wot can you expect,"
he inquired, "with all this 'ere
wireless knockin' abaht: Fair
shrivels things up, it does.
Pizens
the
grahnd.
And
weather; 'ow can you expect to
'ave any vn'ather with all this
'ere wi-reless knockin' abaht?
That's wci-t I say."
And Pigs

." Jes

lo-ok at them pig-s of
mme.
Putlecklv 'ealthv thcv
vvas till that you~1g- limb ~f min.e
Ed\'\"lard goes and rigs up an
eerial. And then they goes and
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dies." " But," I said, " I have
always heard that your pigs ?ied
because they ate the rat po1son
that you
had put down.''
" Ay," answered Mr.
Bugs.n.ipp, " that's so, but they never
t.hot o' eatin' rat poison ti!.l that
there eerial was put up. Fair
bewitched 'em, it did. And then
there's my roomatics.
Hadn't
felt a twing-e for months till that
there e·erial was put up, and then
I were all fair twisted up wi'
twinges.''

Even Green Fly

Unseasonable Weather

" Since all this '·ere broadcastin'
started we 'aven't had no
weather. It rains when we don't
want it to, and when we do it
don't. \Ve 'aven't 'ad a decent
frost this winter, and wot abaht
'ail?"" Ale,'' I said." Well, it's
rat•her weak of course, since the
war, but the'y seem to drink it all

"And then about the weather,"
I went on. -" Last summer '\Ve
had lots of rain, and you said you
wanted fine weather. This year
we have had any amount of fine
weather, and you say you w'ant
rain. Last year, when we had
hail, you told me that that was
w1hy there was no fruit on my
apple tree. Last year, when we
had frosts you said that one could
not expect to have early peas with
that kind of weather. This year,
when there have been no frosts,
you ask me how the ground can
be sweet without them.
Bugsnipp, I fear that you are a fraud.

And Tempers

" Dear, dear," . I said, " you
seem to have been having a bad
tin1e. Now do you know, Bugsnipp, since you mention it. I
bel•ieve there is something in what
you say.
This broadcasting· is
responsible for many things.
Before it came along, for example, there was not an aerial in
the place, and now just look at
them. There's one thing that it
has clone. And then, you kriow,
General Blood Tlmnderby used to
have a beautiful temper, except,
of course, when it was roused
by something· that happened
only aho·ut half a dozen times a
dav. Now his sunny nature is
but a memory of the dim past, and
his temper, I fear, is becoming
daily worse owing· to his s.truggles with his wire•less set. Possibly you have noticed it? '' Mr.
Bugs·nipp, I should say, also does
the General's garden. Shifting
his quid from the rig.ht cheek to
the left, he informed me that he
had noticed it, and that it just
Slhowed you.

• . 'Ail's good for gardens.
Knocks the green fly on
·
the 'ead •

right." "Nab," said \fr. Bugsnipp, " I don't mean hale; I
mean 'ail. \Ve 'aven't 'ad one
decent 'ail storm this summer.
'Ail's goocHor gardins, 'ail is.
Knocks the green fly on the 'ead,
s•o to speaL Jes look at them
ro>:-c·s." I lo:.>ked.· It was obvious
that the g-retn fly had not been
knocked on the head. " But," I
said " I provided vou with a
most efficient squirt "affair, Bugsnipp, and gallons an.d gallons of
a particularly deadly solutio-n.
Have you not squirted?" " Reminds me,'' remarked :\fr. Bugsnipp-it '\Vas in the left cheek

An Expert's Opinion

" But what I really want to
know more about,'' I said, '' is
this question of the weather. I
have s·een heaps of letters in the
papers showing that w1i.reless cannot poss.ibly influence the weather,
and heaps of others proving that
it does. You, BugSinip.p, who see'
more of uhe weather than I do,
can help me to sett,le this question in my own mind once and for
all." Mr. Bugsnipp performed
once more his quid-shifting
trick-tin case you have lost
count the bulge '\Vas now in the
Pight cheek_,dabbed his fork
viciously into the " pizened "
ground, and having once more
got his t•hroat into a perfect condition proceeded to dilate upon
wi•reless and the weather. " It is
like this 'ere," he began,

·.

General Blood Thunderby's
sunny nature is but a
memory of the dim past .

..

The Diehard
" If we had for one season the
most ideal weather for gardens and
beautiful crops you would shake
your head and say, 'Ah, yes, it's
all very wdl now, but it's ruining
the plants for next year.' You
would put it down once more to
all this wireless.'' Mr. Bu.gsnipp
annihdated a snail, and went on
with l1is digging without furt.her
remark. "Oh-er, by the \Yay,"
I said, " you know that when this
new Insurance Act is passed the
General and I will have to deduot
fourpence, or ninepe.nce, or ·something- of the kind from the '\vages
that we pay you in return for the
rare and refreshing fruits with
which you provide us." Mr. Bugsnipp shrugged his shoulders
philosophically. Be changed his
quid from the right cheek to the
left and ilooked me fu11 in the eye.
" It's all along o' this 'ere wireless,'' he said.
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Remind

by now-" that there s'ringe 'as
bmken do-wn all along o' this 'ere
w•ireless.
Won't squirt no-

your friends who are

'o\v.''

just beginning wireless
An Earth Choke

I picked up the syringe and
with a pin removed a chunk of
so•il from its spout. '' It seems to
me," I said, "that the earth
rather than the aerial is responsible for this break-down.'' Mr.
Bug~•1ipp offered no comment.
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that .this is the ideal
magazine for them.
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hints written in an endeavour
to clear up the difficulties
which the operator . of a
super - heterodyne receiver
may experience.

T may be remembered that I
concltHled my notes last week
with a consideration of some
of the g-eneral points to which
attention should be directed to
secure satisfactory functioning
on the part of the separate oscillator valve used with many superheterodvne receivers.
Ther~ is, however, another
g-eneral type of super-heterodyne
circuit in which no separate oscillator valve is used, but when•in
the first detector carries out also
the duties of the oscillator. A
circuit in w·hich such an arrangement is used, and which has
achieved a certain measure of
popularity, is that known as the
Tropadyne, a form of which is
illustrated in Fig·. 1.
Here it
vdll be seen that the first detector
includes in its circuit an-angements for producing self-oscillation, namely, a tuned g-rid circuit
inserted between the grid of the
valve and the usual grid condenser C3, and a reaction coil
coupled to this circuit which pro-

I

An e<ght-valve portable super-heterodyne receiver designed
by Mr. Kenqall and described in the July, 1925, issue of
"Modern Wireless"

duces self - oscillation m ·the
ordinary manner. The exact
arrang-ement of the self-oscillating circuit and its connections to
the frame circuit were devised
with a view to eliminating interferenceeffects between .the tuning·

of the frame and the adjustment
of the oscillator condenser, and
the exact functioning of il:he circuit will no doubt be familiar to
anyone w'ho is in a position to
make a practical use of these
notes.

,------t----~----,------.,---------e·HJ.E9 1
~---<eHT.Eilz

H.T.e

L-~--'--=--+----~----lL------_J__ __ J_
_ J_ _ __.L.T.9
Fig. 1.-A six-valve super-heterodyne circuit in which a form of the Tropadyne oscillator is
incorporated.
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Adjustment of the First Detector
Valve

The conditions which must be
satisfied before good results will
be obtained arc somewhat different in such a circuit, since vve
must so adjust matters that the
first detector shall be able to
generate sufliciently strong local
oscillations to produce the best
results, and yet at the same time
we must not unduly impair its
efliciency as a detector. In most
receivers employing the Tropadyne circuit the magnetic coupling- bct\veen the coils L 1 and L2
which produ0es the necessary reaction is adjustable, and proper
manipulation here goes far to
ensure satisfactory results from
the whole set.
The Best H.T. Voltages

\Vith every type of valve I
have yet tried as the first detector
in a Tropadync circuit, the best
,-esults have been obtained by the
use of a very considerably higher
anode voltage than would be
used if the valve were acting as
a simple detector. \Vith the
smaller types of dull-emitter
valves of the general purpose
variety taking .o6 ampere filament current, ;-o to So volts is an
;:verage fig-ure, while for bright
emitters an improvement may be
noted upon raising the voltage
to go or roo.
\Vith so hig·h an anode voltage
the best adjustment of the reaction coupling is usually that
which only just suHices to maintain steady self-oscillation over
the whole range of the oscillator
condenser C2, and this adjustment should be ascertained by
methods which will ,-eadily be
devised after reading my next
article upon testing- the different
types of oscillatnr for the pre-
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scnce of self-oscillation. Clicks
should be heard upon touching
the grid or the first detector
valve in a Tropadync receiver if
the valve is oscillating, and the
clil·k will be found to be considerably louder than that which is
beard with the separate oscillator
type. Similarly, the chirps beard
upon turning the oscillator condenser when the long wave side
is oscillating may be used as an
indication, but their strength will
<lepencl very considerably upon
the actual la vout of the set. The
adjustment ~;f the filament current of the first detector in this
circuit is not critical with most
valves.
Advantages of" Variable Grid-leak

. The grid-leak of the first
detectoi- in the Tropadyne circuit
is almost ah\·ays a va;iable one,
and a certai'n amount of adjustment is needed to obtain the
greatest convenic1we in working-. as apart from actual best
results.
The variation is not
very critical so far as signal
strength i~ concerneJ, in my
experience, but adjustment of the
leak undoubtedly helps considerably in ~.ecuring what is some( imes described as a " balanee "
about the centre tapping to the
cnil L1. Unle~s this centre or
nodal point is fairly accurately
located, the first detector will
step oscillating when its grid circuit Lr C2 comes into tune with
the frame circuit, and this is a
moist annoying state of affairs in
practice. Once the centre point
of the winding has been located
with sufllcicnt accuracy to ensure
that the set only stops oscillating
over a verv narrmv band on the
oscillator Zlial, say one or two
degrees, the final " balance "
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can usually be achieved by careful adjustment of the grid-leak.
The " Second-Harmonic "
Principle

Another circuit in which the
first detector performs also the
function of an oscillator is that
known as the '' second barn?onic " super-heterodyne, and a
simple version of this is given in
Fig_ 2. The general layout of
this circuit considerably resembles that of the Tropadyne, but
it will be observed that no steps
are taken to ensure that the connection from the frame aerial is
made to a nodal point upon the
coil in the grid lead to the valve.
The necessary independence of
tuning- of the frame circuit and
the circuit Lr C2 being- secured
in another manner. This circuit
is arrang-ed to oscillate at some
wavelength which forms a suitable multiple of the one which it
is desired to receive, and the
valve is adjusted to generate
strong harmonics, one of these
being used to produce the necessary beat.
Usually the second
harmonic is used, and hence the
name bv which this circuit is
commo1;ly known.
Althoug-h the circuit arrangement resembles that of the Tro~
padyne, I have found that in the
particular arrangement of the
circuit which I tried, and which I
think can be regarded as a fairly
general example, the adjustments
of the valve differed considerably
from those of the former type of
circuit. As before, the anode
voltage should be hig-h, but the
adjustment of the reaction coupling between the coils LI and
L2 will usually require to be fairly
tig-ht, and certainly should be
increased to a. point considerably
beyond that at which self-oseilla-

f'AAMI:

AERIAL

Fig. 2.-A circuit embodying the" second harmonic" principle; here, as in the Tropadyne
arrangement, the first detector also functions as the oscillator.
The winding L3 is often
shunted with a fixed or variable condenser.
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tion starts.
Further, the filament current of this valve is
more critical, and best results
may be obtained in some cases
by dulling the filament somewhat, but I do not think it possible to make a general rule
regarding this point.
Experiments conducted upon actual
signals should be the test.
The experiment should also be
tried in this circuit of taking the
return lead from the grid circuit
to first the positive and then the
negative end of the filament,
noting which arrangement gives
the best results.
With some
types of valves I have found this
point to ma!<e a considerable
difference to results, and it appears to be particularly important
in the case of the general purpose
dull emitters of the .o6 type.
The notes ,,·hich I have given
upon the adjustment necessary to
secure proper functioning· on the
part of the oscillator valve in a
super-heterodyne receiver by no
means exhaust the subject, but
I fear that it is not possible to
give further details in a general
article of this nature, which is
intended to prove of assistance in
the case of widely differing receivers.
Turning now to the
other sections of the receiver the
first to claim our attention is the
long wave amplifier.
ln this part of d1e circuit the
procedure to be adopted in
making the necessary adjustments will depend to a large
extent whether dull or bright
emitting valves arc used.
In
considering this part of the receiver I propose to assume that
the long wave amplifying circuits
are of some form employing a
tuned or semi-tuned intervalve
coupling, and that a sufficient
number of stages is employed to
ensure that th~ long wave amplifier wiJI be capable of oscillating
when the stabilising device is
suitably adjusted.

amp. type careful experiment is
usually required; with such dull
emitters good results will usually
be obtained by using about 6o
volts on the anodes of the highfrequency amplifying valves, and
adjusting the filament current
with some care. In such superheterodvne t·cceivers as I have
tried it ·has proved advantageous
to run the filaments of these
valves somewhat abov·e the
normal brightness.
In many super-heterodyne receivers a separate terminal is provided for the application of a
special high-tension voltage to
the anodes of the two detector
valves, and \oVhen dull emitters
are used, careful adjustment here
will often make a. considerable
difference to the results. Using
the general purpose .o6 ampere
type, with 6o volts upon the
anodes of the intermediate frequency amplifiers, a potential as
low as 30 volts will often prove
the best for the two detectors, in
circuits where the separate oscillator system is used. I am afraid,
however, that it is not possible to
give any really helpful definite
guidance upon this point, since
the procedure must vary so much
in different receivers, and I must
content myself with urging the
reader to adjust the high-tension
voltage and filament supply to the
intermediate frequency amplifying valves and the first and
second detectors. with great care
whenever dull emitters are used.
These adjustments can really
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only "be carried out effectively
when actually receiving fairly
weak signals, and a tip which
may be found useful is to cletune
the frame circuit a little when receiving a fairly distant station
and then to try and bring its
signals up in strength once more
by making the adjustments we
have bPen considering.
Some Further Important Points

ln these notes I have endeavoured to devote attention to
tho,.e features of the adjustment
of a super-heterodyne which are
common to the majority of such
sets, and more particularly to
those which cannot be considered
in much detail in a constructional
article. The subject has by no
means be·Pn exhausted by the preceding· notes, since I have not
touched upon many important
points, such as the correct adjustment of the potentiometer of
:the long-\vave amplifier for maximum sig·nals without undue
sacrifice of quality, taking advantage of the directional properties
of the frame in reducing spark
jamming, adjusting grid leak
values, and so on. These points
are mo-re directly concerned with
the actual operation of the receiver, after it has been correctly
adjusted in the ·ways we have
considered, and I hope to deal
with them in a later issue of this
journal in connection with some
of the aspects of the working of
the set, methods of searching for
signals, and so forth.

Stability of Long-Wave Amplifier
~ This assumption is usually

justified, and in super-heterodynes of this type the adjustment
of filament current and high-tension voltage upon the valves constituting the long wave amplifier
is generally of considerable importance. 'iVhen bright emitters
are used the adjustments are not,
as a rule, so critical, but in the
case of dui! emitters of the .o6

The assistant station engineer, Mr. J. N. A. Ray, of the Johannesburg Broadcasting Station, adjusting the transmitter with the aid
gf a wavemeter.
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A Simple Protective Device
By E H. BERRY.
Some form of protective
device is desired by many setowners, in order that the
aerial may be earthed during
a storm. The unit described
will fill the need.

I
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N
these
summer
days, when many of
the minor .so-called
" heat waves " terminate in a thunderstorm,
the
setowner's mind is directed to a
means of protecting his set from
injury due to static discharges
while in use during disturbed
atmospheric electrical conditions,
and also to the pmt·ection (by
earthing the aerial) of his set
during a storm or while not in
use.
Here it may be emphasised
The instrument, which measures o;.ly 5 ins. by 5 ins., will be appreciated
by those who fear any damage to their sets during electrical disturbances.

c
AlHIALI
TO SET

ATD£

Fig. 1.-The connections .used. The
arrows above the point El indicate
the spark gap.

that aerials are not a source of
danger, and, in fact, if efficiently
earthed are more likely to act as
a safeguard.
Uses of Panel

The unit described in this
article has three useful functions,
two of which are of a protective
character. By the simple means
of two Clix terminals, it is possible ( 1) to ·earth the aerial, ( 2) to
include a safety gap, (3) to include a safety gap and constant
aerial tuning.

Components

From .the circuit given in
Fig. I, it will be apparent that
the components required are few.
Those actually used are given in
the following list, and although
the make is indicated, there are
other components, of course,
which may be used with equal
satisfaction.
One box;. 5 in. x 5 in. x 2 in.
deep (Cameo).
One ·ebonite panel, 5 in. x 5 in.
x.i in. (Paragon).
One .ooo1 ,uF fixed condenser
(McMichael).
Four 2 B.A. terminals.
Two Clix and four sockets
(Autoveyors, Ltd.).
One sheet of mica, 2 in. x 2 in.
{.oo2 in. thickness).
Two 'f-in. brass washers,
I -16 in. thick.
Radio Press panel transfers.
Squar.e wire, screws, flex, etc.
Construction of Gap

The construction of the gap is
simple. One of the .washers IS
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mounted on the screw, but prevented from making contact with
it, as shown in the section drawn
in Fig. 3, and this washer forms
one of the eiectrodes of the gap,
and a lug is therefore needed for
soldering a connection to it, as in

Fig. 2.-The drilling is carried out
as shown. Panel transfers may be
used as the lettering indicates.

Fig. 3· In this case the washer
was recessed, and the lug soldered in the recess, but a lug may
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be made and drilled with a hole
the same diameter as the washers
so as to fit over the hush. The
first method of construction is
neater and more satisfactory.
The 2-in. square of mica is cut
into four square pieces of r in ..

LIIC

Fig. 3.-The upper drawing shows
the assembly of the spark gap, wlaile
the lower one indicates details of the
mica and brass washers.

lug now forms the connection to
one electrode, and the screw the
other. The method of assembly
IS shown in section in Fig. 3·
Drilling and Wiring

The drilling diagram (Fig. 2)
gives the drilling centres for the
holes for the necessary components; it also shows the transfers
and their positions.
The wiring is extremely simple
and should be carried out as
clearly shown in the wiring diagram (Fig. 4). It is useful to
" tin " the· various points of connection before actually attaching
the wiring. \i\Then the wiring is
compiete the panel may be
screwed on to the box, and the
unit is then ready for use, or, if
desired, it may be attached to
the wall or put in any other convenient position, .and so made a
permanent fixture.
Connecting Up

side each, and one of the washers
is placed on top, and the mica is
then cut coinc:ident with the
washer.
The mica circJes are
now to be punched.
This was
0

0

0

[

The aerial .lead should be connected to the terminal marked
'' Aeriaf '' and the earth to the
terminal marked E. A lead is
then taken from Aerial r to the
aerial terminal of the set. Another
lead is -taken from Er to the
earth terminal of the set. The
two Clix plugs are connected
together by a short piece of substantial flex, and are then used
for joining any pairs of sockets
as required. On connecting the

hvo top sockets marked C.A.T.

the set is protected by the
ar-rester gap in parallel with the
set, and the .oooi vF condenser is
in series with the aerial, utilising
the well-knmYn constant aerial
tuning· system. On joining- the
two corner sockets, marked
" Gap," diagonally, the aerial is
connected directly to the set \Yithout the constant aerial tuning,
but the set is still protected by
the arrester gap in parallel with

The unit is extremely simple to
eonstruct, as this view of the wirinlf
slaows. Note the spark gap on tire
right.

it.
01'1 connecting the two
sockets marked A to E the aerial
is connected direct to earth, and
there is then no connection to
the set. From the foregoing- it
will be apparent that this small
and compact unit fulfils a definite
need, and \vill well repay the
small amount of time and money
spent in its construction.

£1
0

Fig. 4.-Care should be taken when
soldering the connections to the spark
gap contacts.

done with an ordinary punch, as
used in offices for punching
papers to be filed, but other
means can, of course, be adopt·ed.
The mica separators {all four of
which are cut and punched,
as sho\vn in Fig. 3, ' in one
operation) are then also pushed
on to the. scr'ew on top of the
first washer. The top washer is
nmv put on, and, to make good
contact with this, the s·econd electrode of the gap, a. small \vasher
is put on, and the whole then
tightened up with a nut.
The

Part of the apparatus in use at the Melbourne station. Note the closed
circuit tuning inductance and the main tuning condenser on the right.
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Mr. Afford's ultra-short-wave receiver. Note that the grid and
anode clips have been removed from the V24 socket, the wires
making direct connection with the "pips,, on the valve.

HE peculiarities of
short waves have
been
mentioned
previously. The
outstanding facts
are
that wavelengths of 20 metres or so travel
better by day than by night,_ and
that signals are stronger at a
greater distance from a transmitting station than nearby.
These surprising characteristics bring us down to the necessity for a simple consideration of
the theory of the Heavisicle layer,
and the proposed amendments
which have been put forward to
explain the new and curious
·phenomena mentioned.
The Heaviside Theory

That radio waves are reflected
from the Heaviside layer is, and
has been, generally accepted, but
no necessity has arisen until these
short waves were developed for
any modification of the old ideas.

~]liiiJH

The general basis of the Heaviside theory assumes that the further one gets from the earth's
surface th~ lower the atmospheric
pressure becomes, until a height
or layer is reached where the
atmosphere becomes a good conductor of electrical energy.
Effect of the Sun on
Ionisation

Now a good conductor is
always a g·ood reflector, and in
daylight the sun's rays bring
about ionisation of the air, which
has the net effect of reducing the
height of this reflecting surface,
whereas at night less ionisation
is taking place, which virtually
means that the layer becomes
further from the earth's surface.
These considerations bring one
to the assumption that the Heaviside layer does not surround the
earth in a symmetrical form, but
is '' egg shaped,'' with the
'' big '' end towards the sun.

Coils for medium short wave- length
receiver illustrated

The. whole theory has been
investigated very fully in a practical way by that well-known
American experimenter, John
Reinartz, and he puts forward

I

t

'*
;

A typical receiving circuit for sh01
in the text, a range of 17 f.
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Other types of short-wave coils which have been used by the author
during his experiments.

ts as used in conjunction with the
on the next page.

the very interesting point that
waves of different lengths penetrate the Heaviside layer to varying extents, and that thereby
their reflection takes place in very

rt waves. Using the values given
o 50 metres is obtained.

different ways, and may be such
as will permit of the reflected ray
from, say, a 4o-metre station
being heard at a certain distance
away from
the transmitter,
whereas a 20-metre signal which
penetrates further into the layer,
and .therefore is reflected at a
different angle, may miss the
same receiving station, and yet
be heard after a second reflection
at a very great distance.
The Direct Ray

It is interesting to note that
the direct ray from a short-wave
tra11smitting station, i.e., a ray
which is not reflected from the
Heaviside layer, only travels an
extremely short distance, and outside this region there is what is
known as a '' dead region '' in
which no signals can be heard.
Since no reflected rays strike the
earth, the size of the dead region
is naturally cantrollecl by the
power of the transmitting station
and the effective range of the
direct ray.

::xa<tz :m b151:

Comparative Signal Strengths

As an example of the extraordinary behaviour of these short
wavelengths, it may be stated
that the writer happened to hear
recently a well-known British
amateur transmitter communicating with an equally well-known
Australian experimenter.
The
British transmitter was situated
about 27 miles from the writer's
receiver, and yet his signals were
very roughly the same strength
as those of the Australian at upwards of I I ,ooo miles distant.
In other words, the direct ray
from the British station produced
the same strength of signals as
the reflected ray from the Australian station which had travelled
perhaps 2o,ooo miles or more.
If the amendments to the
theory of Oliver Heaviside are
backed up by further evidence, it
would seem that the most effective way of carrying out longdistance communication by day
and night lies in the use of vary-

:X&tl
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ing- w:weleng-ths for each period,
but a very great deal of work
must be clone before any definite
statements can be made of a
specific nature.
Receiving Equipment

vVe now pass on to the more
interesting and tangible matter,
of the means employed for
receiving the short wavelengths.
Strangely enough, and contrary
to general belief, the usual radio
·circuits arc perfectly .easily adaptable to this purpose, and work
very well indeed.
Simplicity
seems to be the keynote, combined with the very popular
" low-loss " applications.
Every effort must be made to
see that the electrical loo;ses are
kept at a minimum, and the
mechanism
of
comp• ;cnts,·
especially variable condensers,
must be carefully looked into.
By far the mO'St popular form
of receiver for short-wave reception is a straight circuit employing a rectifier valve, followed by
one stage of low-frequency amplification, and it is with a
receiver of this type that most
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of the very ,,·onderful amateur
work has been done during the
present year.
A typical exampl·e of a receiver
on these lines is shown in the
photograph beiO\v, while the circuit is seen on the previous page.
The general . construction is·
clearly shown, and a " close-up "
photograph gives a clear idea of
the construction and mounting of
the inductances whi.ch should be
made as closely as possible to the
specified dimensions.
Range, I i-50 metres.
Lr =Four turns r6 S.vV.G.,
· 3 in. diam. ; spaced
1 diam.
Lz =Ten turns I6 S.,\V.G., 3 in.
diam., tapped from grid
end at 3• 6, and Io
turns.
Cr = Grid condenser, .0002 p.F
(Igranic).
Cz = Tuning condenser, .0003
p.F (Ig-ranic).
C3 = · Regenera"tion
condenser,
.0003 p.F (Igranic).
H.F. choke, IOo turns 30
S.\V.G.,
d.s.c.,
on
rt-in. tube.

Tf,e receiver which is used by the writer for wavelengths between
11 and 50 metres. A separate photograph gives a nearer view of
the coils.

R3 = Grid-leak about z n.
C4 = .oo2 ,uF.
Cs = .oo2. ,uF.
Vr}V24 (MO) or DEQ ana
V2
DEV.
The set is very easy to opera,te,
the control of oscillation by
means of the regeneration condenser being very pleasing.
As stated previously, pr,actically any of the well-known
" straight " circuits will operate
satisfactorily right c!Qiwn to 20
metres or less, but up ,J;o the
present H.F. amplification has
not been found worth ·while,
although the addition of a suitable stage often enables one to
obtain a condition of oscillation
more easily although the extra
amplification one may gain is
practically nil.
Adapting the Super-Heterodyne

The writer has recently investigated the possibilities of adapting the super-heterodyne to these
ultra short wavelengths in order
that the very beautiful control
and selectivity of the instrument
might be used to advantage.
It seems, at the moment, that
the super-heterodyne goes very
" crazy " below about I 5-I8
metres, and loses all its previous
docility.
Above this
wavelength
it
operates perfectly with all its
desirable characteristics, which
are so strikingly apparent on
more ordinary wavelengths.
As regards the tt·ansmission of
the short "·avelengths, there
have nevet· been such great diHicuLties met with before-especiallv as far as the amateur is
conC'erned-which mav be tabulated as below.
•
(i) Valves running· hot.
(ii) Difficulties of producing
" harmonic " excitation of the
aerial.
(iii) Heavy grid currents.
(iv) The impracticability of
making a satisfactory heterodyne
wavemeter.
(v) The extreme difficulty of
producing a pure C. W. npte.
(vi) Insulation difficulti~s in
view of the very high frequencies
used.
These points have been mentioned in order that the " receiving '' experimenter may kn01w of
some of the difficulties 'vvhich his
'' ally '' is burdened with.
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HE problem of the
best
combination
and
number
of
valves to use for
loud-speaking from
the local station i5.
apparently a constant source of
worry to the enthusiast, if one
may judge from the queries received by the Radio Press Information. Dept.
" I am situated A miles from
2LO. How many valves, etc.,
would be required to work a
loud-speaker eftlciently in order
to permit dancing in a small
hall? . . . "
This is a type of query often
received, and while it is essential to treat each one on its
merits, according to the particular circumstances, a few hints on
low-,frequency amplifier circuits
in g-eneral may be of intergst.
In the first place, it should be
borne in mind .that to work a
loud-speaker well means to work
it clearly and distinctly-that is,

to reproduce the transmitted
speech or music with as little
distortion as possible.
Any
departure from this will result
simply in a " noise," and in
many cases a most unpleasant
one.
The general tendency
seems to be a desire to ec,onomise
in the number· of valv·cs used-a
perfectly natural desii·e; but my
advice is, don't overdo it, or you
will inevitably get distortion.
Sinc·c this article is dealing only
with circuits suitable for loudspeaking in what may be termed
the " crystal radius," high-frequency amplification has not been
considered, except in one special
case.
The most diili.cult problem is
that of the listener who is
situated within a radius of ro-rs

miles from his local main station,
and who wishes to operate a
loud-speaker o.r a number of
loud-speakers to fill a. small hall.
In these cases it is 0ften found
that the conventional arrangement employing two stages of
transformer - coupled !mY-frequency amplification does not
give suftlcieritly loud signals. To
add . another stage, utilising a
similar method of coupling, will,
except in rare cases, cause
violent distortion and probably
low-frequency howling of a
severe nature. Three stages are,
in general, only successful in the
hands of an expert, o•r where a
complete design has been arrived
at after n1uch careful experimenting in the arrangement of parts
and in the choice of transformers.

l.T

e

~

Fig. 1.-A circuit suitable for use within 15 miles of the local station, where great volume is required,
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I would recommend the enthusiast to experiment with a corn. bination of choke-capacity and
transformer coupling on the lines
of the circuit shown in Fig. r.
The aerial tuning system can be
any convenient method, and that
sho·wn is the popular arrangement of a plug-in coil tuned by a
.0005 .nF variable condenser connected in parallel.
Valve Impedances

The position of the choke Z
may be queried.
I suggest

July
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Valves to Use
about 30,000 ohms, and taking
into consideration all types of
In the various figures I have
general purpose valves, it may be specified certain types of valves,
said that the value will be, in and it should be noted that this
general, between 16,ooo and indicates that any make of valve
40,000 ohms, depending upon the with a similar characteristic to
particular type us.ed. Since the that mentioned will be perfectly
detector valve in most cases will satisfactory.
For
maximum
belong to this class it .will sim- amplification J would suggest
plify matters if we use the choke first-class transformers with a
in the first stage and trans- fairly high ratio. Quality may
formers in the second and third in some cases be improved by
stages where low - impedance . the addition of a . 5 megohm leak
valves are used. If then we em- across one or both of the
windings.
Lower
ploy a choke having a value of secondary
between 6o and 100 henries good values will tend to improve
quality still further, but volume
reproduction should result.
Values of Components

Fig. 2.-Showing the simplest
method of connecting the loudspeaker to its plug.

using it in the first stage in preference to a transformer on
account of the relatively greater
ease of obtaining pure reproduction by this method. In· Wireless Weekly, Vol. 6, No. r, I
pointed out that for distortionless amplification it was necessary for the primary winding of a
low-fr.equency transformer to be
designed with a high impedance,
especially when following a valve
of the " R " or similar type.
An average value for the impedance of an '' R '' valve is

Ther·e are at present on the
market a number of good chokes,
and those who have in their possession a spare transformer may
find that the secondary winding
is quite effective as such.
A
small by-pass condenser C3 of
4.-Here the insertion of the
between .ooor and .ooos ,uF . Fig.
plug introduces a filter in conshould be shunted across the junction with the loud-speaker.
choke if reaction is employed. Its
value should be no larger than will be correspondingly dethat required for adequate reac- creased. The valve in the last
tion control.
The value of the stage should be one of a class
. coupling condens•er c4 is· not designed to deal with large incritical, and a value as small as puts, since the grid swing may
.oo6 ,uF can be used; .25 ,uF,
be very considerable. An L. S. 5
however, is a good value. The type, used with an anode voltage
grid-leak R6 may have a value in the neighbourhood of 2oo and
of between ·5 and .25 megohm,
the proper grid bias, would be
the lower one being safer. For suitable.
Although
separate
the second and third stages H.T. tappings are shown in the
transformers should be employed figure, a common voltage of 120
in conjunction with low - im- could be employed for V 2 and
pedance valves of rthe small
V 3, ,,·ith a common negative
power type.
grid bias of 6 volts.
These

e
Fig. 3.-Very loud results may be expected from a circuit of.this type. A high-ratio transformer can
be used for the first stage of amplification, owing to the comparatively low impedance of the crystal,
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values, however, should in all
cases be adjusted in accordance
with the manufacturers' instructions for operating the particular
valve chosen.
Loud-Speaker Connections

The plug and jack method of
switching is convenient when

used, followed by a high-ratio
L.F. transformer. Owing to the
comparatively low impedance of
the crystal, good reproduction is
often possible with a ratio as
high as 8-r. The chokes may
be of the same type as that
specified in Fig. I, although if
low-impedance valves are used

Eliminating Interference

The L.S.s typeof valve requires
with an anode voltage of 200 a
grid bias of I 2 volts negative.
It will be seen that a loosecoupled circuit is shown, but, of
course, any convenient method of
aerial tuning ·would give satis-

1£

II?OV

-®

A
.L.
c6..,..

ZpF:

-----: H.T
----------e

I

Fig. 5.-Exceptional purity of reproduction is obtainable with this circuit arrangement.

transformer coupling- is used,
and the separate diagrams indicate how the loud-speaker
should be connected to the plug,
in one case directly and in the
other in conjunction with a filter
circuit.
For very loud results at a distance of S-Io miles from a main
station, the circuit shown in
Fig. 3, which is a combination
of choke and transformer coupling as before, may be tried. In
this case a crystal rectifier is

throughout their impedance may
be slightly lower. The remaining values may be as given in
the figure.
\Vith a common
mwde voltage of I 20 applied to
V I and V 2, a common grid bias
of 6 volts would be suitable, but
with an " R " valve in the first
stag·e \vith the same anode
voltage, 3 volts negative bias
would be a good value, a second
tapping then being used for
V 2 with 6 volts grid bias as
before.

factory results. A loose-coupled
tuner,. with a coil-holder permitting really weak coupling, will,
however, be found a great advantage in the elimination of interference. Whether the extra skill
entailed in manipulation is compensated for by the increased
selectivity is a matter for the
individual to decide. Some districts are singularly free from
interference when receiving the
local station, in which cases
direct coupling is adequate.

60-IDDY.

H.T

Fig. 6.-A circuit in which selectivity is studied, while ample volume and excellent quality are ensured
by the three stages of resistance-capacity coupling.
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Resistance-Capacity Coupling

Turning- now to resistancecapacity coupling, as I pointed
out in my previous article, in a
well-designed resistance amplifier
there should be no distortion,
since the impedance of a pure
resistance is the same for ~tll frequencies. In Figs. 5 and 6 are
shown two circuits employing·
this method of coupling, a crystal
rectifier being used in one case
and a valve detector with reaction
in the other.
Resistance coupling does not
give the same amplification, valve
for valve as transformer coupling, and the volume will therefore not be so great as that obtainable with the combination of
chokes and transformers alreadv
described.
The quality, ho\\;_
ever, may be better, and in cases
where the maximum output per
valve is not required, I should
prefer resistance coupling·.
Anode Voltages

In constructing 'a resistance
amplifier two things must be remembered. First, it is essential
to use a good anode resistance
designed to carry the steady
plate current without variation.
Secondly, in determining the
anode voltage, the voltage drop
across the. anode resistance must
be taken into consideration.
With valves of the D. E. sB.
type an H.T. voltage of I20-ISO
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good insulation throughout, and
volts with a g-rid bias o1 I. 5 volts
\Yil! give excellent results; but i1T · at the same time keeping the
bulk within reasonable limits;
cases where other tvpes arc used,
and the second, that of winding
in order to operat~ the valve at
on the wire non-inductively.
its proptrr working point, it may
These difficulties, I am glad to
be necessary to double this
say, have been overcome bv a
voltage, the g-rid-bias in the~e
number of mariufacturers, ·and
cases being· determined by the
reallv
reliabfe resistatl£es are now
effecti••e anode voltage-that is,
obtainable.
the H. T. voltag·e minus the drop
across the anode resistance. In
Improved Quality
general, better results will be obIn all t;1c rirntits given it will
tained bv the use o·f those valves
be noted that a fixed condenser
intendecl for resistance amplificais sh0\n1 dotted across the loudtion, since, apart from the quesspeaker. This condenser serves
tion o.f anode voltage, the
the purpose of a tone control and
theoretical amplification per valve
will be greater than that obtain- no definite value can be stated.
It is advisable to trv several
able with those of the " R "
preferably of the clip-in type,
type-the M factor of the former
having· values bet,,·een .004 and
being in the neighbourhood of 20
.or ,uF, until the desired tone is
as compared "·ith 8-IO for the
obtained. As the value is mordinary general-purpose valve.
creased, a loss in certaii1 o.f the
higher frequencies will be obWire- Wound Resistances
served, the resulting effect being·
For silent working it is neces- a tendency to render music more
sary that the anode resistances
mellow, t;ntil, as the value is inshould be constant, O\Ying to the creased still further, both speech
fact that any small variations
and music will become muffled.
in their valu~ may cause a disSome loud-speakers will not retressing " backgr-ound " in the
quire any condenser at all, \\hile
loud-speaker, in some cases com- on the other hand others may
pletely spoiling· reception. A repossibly require one even larger
sistance of the wire-wound type
than .or ,uF if the best results
would seem to be the solution,
are to be obtained.
but here we are faced 'With two
I have recently been using the
difficulties. The first is that of circuit given in Fig-. 7· It \Yill
winding a
resistance to a
( Collcluded on page 48o)
sufficiently high value, preserving
/20V
70-BOV
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Fig. 7.-By this method of OJH!rating two loud-speakers together
often possible.
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THE FOUR-VALVE T.A.T.
RECEIVER INS. AFRICA
Sm,-Having recently constructed
the Four-ValveT.A.T., as described
by Mr. John Scott-Taggart in
the December issue of Modern
Wireless, I thought you might care
to know of the results obtained here
in South Africa.
My station is
about 220 miles from J B (J ohannesburg Broadcasting Station, 450
metres), about 350 miles from
Durban (400 metres), and Cape
Town (3 75 metres), I ,07 5 to I, wo
miles.
WeJI, I can get JB and
Durban every evening at loud-

Durban Broadcasting -Station, and
the speech was recei,·ed '' word
perfect." I have made seYeral sets
before, aJI from Modem Tl'ireless.

microphonic noises when the valves
are jarred.
vVishing you every success.Yours. faithfully,

R.

HAWTIN.

Broughton, Manchester.
A READER'S TWO SETS
SrR,-I enclose you a photograph
of two sets I hm·e made to the
directions of Mr. Percv W. Harris.
The tor set is the on~-valvc set as
described in the December, 1924,
issue of your exceJlent monthly,
The Wireless Constructor, and the

Two sets built by Mr. Potier from
Mr. Harris' designs.

The Four-Valve T.A.T. tops the list
for reception of distant stations.
The set is as published in Modern
Wireless, plus a master rheostat
as an on-and-off switch, and the
method of cutting out the H .F.
valves as used in the Sevcn-Vah·e
T.A.T. (January, I925, by l\Ir. John
Scott-Taggart).
Thanking you for the circuit and
wishing 5·ourself and staff every
success.-Yours faithfu llv
b.,VIES.
Pilgrim's Rest, Transvaal,
South Africa.

S.-

Mr. Hawtin's STIOO is of attractive
appearance.

speaker strength, Cape Town at
good 'phQne strength, using two
pairs of headphones, when atmospherics are not too bad. We have a
special brand out here; \V hen they
are on they are on, and no mistake
about it:
I heard the Prince of
i\Vales's speech on June 3, I925, relayed from the Marine Hotel by the

ENVELOPE No. 1
Sm;-Enclosed I am sending
photograrhs of my home-constructed
STwo,
enclosed
complete
in
mahogany cabinet.
All batterv leads are at the back
edj:!e of the panel' and are connected
by taper plugs and sockets.
The earth and aerial connections
are at the back and the loud-speaker
plug on the left-hand side.
The G.B. and H.T. switches can
be plainly seen in front, and there
is a master H.T. on and off switch,
together with a IS ohms L.T.
master rheostat outside the cabinet
on the right-hand side.
The cabinet under the panel is
lined on .the bottom and four sides
with sheet glass, and the panel rests
upon crepe rubber strips for the
elimination of any tendency to
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The lower part of the cabinet ol
Mr. Hawtin's receiver accommo~
dates the batteries and the H.T.
and grid-bias tapping switches.

lower set is the Four-Valve Family
Set (Envelope No. 2, by Percy W.
Harris).
You will notice I have
added an amplifier to the one-valve
set. Both sets work admirably, and
I think it would be difficult to find
better.-Yours faithfully,
C. CuFFORD PonER.
Peacehaven, Sussex.
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THE" TWIN-VALVE" LOUDSPEAKER RECEIVER
Sm,-It may interest you to
know that, having had great success with the '' -All Concert "
(Modern Wireless, September, 1923,
by Percy W. Harris) and " Family
'Four-Valve " Receivers (Envelope
No. 2, by Percy W. Harris), I
decided to " hook up " the above
receivet· for trial purposes.
The results with onlv two valves
have exceeded all expectations, as
with the components mounted on a
piece of old ebonite and with unsoldered joints and roughly constructed, I ha,·e had Leeds, Bradford, Manchester, Newcastle and
Bournemouth
at
loud-speaket·
strength, enough to work a large
Dragon type wooden Amplion.
My aerial is 7oft. long, 3oft.
high, and on the 'phones I have
logged all the B.B.C. stations, one
French station, Hamburg, and
another German station in addition, within an hour of commencing
testing it on my aerial. The signals of the distant stations, Aberdeen, Birmingham, Bournemouth,
Glasgow and the foreign stations
were as loud as on anv three-valve
straight circuit set, and I am extremely pleased with my results at
first attempt with a roughly wired
receiver, and intend to stick to the
circuit.
I have also received
KDKA, WGY, WBZ at exceptionally good 'phone strength, the
receiver
displaying
remarkable
staJbility.
I have also had PetitParisien, Madrid
and
German
stations (two) which as yet I have
not identified. The B.B.C. stations
(main) with a note magnifier all
come in at good strength on a large
Amplion.
The set is extremely selective. ;I

live within 3~ miles of the Bradford
relay station, and I can cut it out
in 2 degrees on eithet· condenser.
Speech and music are perfect and
free from distortion. The volume
without reaction was not sufficient
for the loud-speaker, but, of course.,
I am 40 miles from Manchester
and Bradford is onlv a 2oo-watt
relav station.
·
I -trust that this report may be of
some assistance to you and readers
of \"Out· three journals, Modern
Wireless, Wireless Weekly and
The Wireless Constructor, and may
I again thank you and also expres"s
my great appreciation of your
journals and the excellence of the
matter served Lip in each.-Yours
faithfullv,
·MAURICE

H.

\VrLKINSON.

(Radio 2AVX.)
Shipley, Yorks.
THE ANGLO-AMERICAN SIX
Sm,-Early in January I constructed the Anglo-Amerkan Six
Receiver (The Wireless Constructor,
January, 1925, by Percy W. Harris).
I have found the set very good and
considerably more powerful than the
Transatlantic Five" which I had pre,·iously owned. The volume, however, was insufficient for mv
present needs, so I added another
stage of resistance-coupled L.F.
The set is used in a large room
with an Amplion A.R.23 loudspeaker.
Headphones are never
used, but tuning can easily be
accomplished without howling, provided reasonable care is taken.
I can get all the main and most
of the B.B.C. relay .stations. The
German stations, Munster especially, come in well.
Radio~Paris is
considerably louder than Chelms-

The control room of the Australian Broadcasting Station, 3LO, at
Melbourne. The operator is adjusting the controls of the speech
input amplifier and the telephone line switchboard.
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ford, but the modulation, in my
opinion, is not so good. Zurich,
Oslo and Rome are received well,
as
are .the Spanish
stations.
American stations do not appeal to
me and I have never tried to get
any. The wave .trap helps a little
in cutting out Morse interference,
:which is sometimes terrible in this
locality.
Whilst the Anglo-American Six is
the finest set I have tried, I should
like something with more stages df
H.F. amplification. I value purity
far more than volume, but the combination of the two is desirahle if
the reproduction is to be entirely
realistic.
Vah·es used : H.F.-Cossor or·
Fellows H.F. valves, Det.-D.E.sb,
L.F.-t\vo D.E.sb and one B4.
On the Transatlantic V I found
that the use of D.E.s valves in the
H.F. stages increased the power
considerablv, but I have not tried
these vah·e·s in the Anglo-American
Six.
Thanking you for the design of
such excellent
receivers.-Yours
faithfully,
R. H. CAREW (Major).
Waterford, Ireland.
EXPERIENCES OF A JUNIOR
READER
SJR,-1 am writing to you with
great pleasure to let you know some
of the results I have obtained with
the " Midg-et One-Valve" re~:;eiver,
descr~bed
bv A. S. Clarl-: in
the Mav is~ue of The Wireless
Constructor.
I am using an
Edis\van R valvre with 6o volts
on the plate, Nos. 35, so honeycomb
coils (of my own make), and the following are some of m'' results : Birmingh:un Cs miles) comes in at
faint loud-speaker strength, with
Bournemouth and Manchester quite
plain on the phones.
I also get
London, Aberdeen, Petit~Parisien
quite \\'ell any night. With aerial
coil 150 and reaction 200, I receive
Radio Paris, Chelmsford, and Eiffel
Tower. Amongst many amateurs I
get sYS, 2QO (Hereford), 2KO. I
have also received manv other
stations, :but I was unable to get ·
their call-signs owing to interference
from Birmingham. I stayed up titl
12.30 one night, and heard \\"G Y
(New York) quite respectably, and
.have received it many times since,
as well as two other foreign
stations.
Thanking you verv much for
designing sucl1 an excellent receiver,
and wishing vou and your papers
most popular support.-Yours faithfully,
V. LADRROOKE.
Hall Green, Birmingham.
ENVELOPE No. 2
Sm,-S()me time <~go I made up
your Four-Valve Family Receiver
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(Envelope No. 2, by Mr. Percy W.
Harris), and in accordance with
your invitation I am writing you a
few lines re the results I have
obtained.
I have had all the B.B.C. main
and relay stations with the exception of Plymouth, most of 'the Continental
stations,
and
several
American stations. On one occasion \VBZ was so strong on two
valves that I tried the loud-speaker.
He was plainly audible all over the
room.
Most of the B.B.C. main stations
come in on the L.S., and one or
two of the relay stations.
I have
also received amateurs as far away
as Liverpool and Woolwich.
I have made one or two slight
departures from the original design.
l have incorporated C.A.T., added
an extra H.T. terminal, and substituted choke for transformer coupling in the last L.F. stage. Results,
using transformers in both stages,
were far from satisfactory, but perhaps I am over critical, as far as
clarity is concerned.
I might add
that the distortion referred to was
only experienced on
the local
station 5 IT, which is only 18 miles
away, but the choke coupHng
undoubtedly made an improvement.
I find the switching arrangements
most
convenient.
Radio
Paris
comes in on one valve at comfortable phone strength, using aerial

reaction, which I manipulate with
the aid of an extra two-coil ho.lder.
Thanking you for this splendid
circuit and wishing continued success to your publications, to all of
which I have subscribed since they
were first published.-Yours faithfully,
A. G. WALTER.
Coventry.
H.T. FROM A.C. MAINS
Sm,-About nine or ten months
ago you published in Wireless
Weekly (Vol. 4, No. 23, Octob€r 8,
1924) an article on obtaining H.T.
supply for the anodes of valve receiving sets direct from A.C. lighting
mains.
The
apparatus
described consisted of eight small
rectifying cells containing a solution
of ammonium molybdate,
using aluminium and lead electrodes
and followed by a smoothing circuit
of chokes and large condensers.
Since then I have not noticed any
report from any of your readers, and
I thought that perhaps my experiences with the apparatus might be of
interest. ·
After about nine months' use. I
have nothin'5 but praise for the way
in which the rectifier works, so that
I have definitely said " good-bye "
to H.T. batteries.
My supply is
220 volts A.C. 50 cycles. I do not
know definitely what is the actual

voltage of the rectified supply-there
is, of course, a voltage drop due to
the internal resistance of the ce!ls
and the ncsistance of the chokesbut I should imagine that it would
be in the neighbourhood of I6o-J8o
volts. I must confess I was very
dubious about the result of applying
this voltage to the plates of detector and H.F. valves before I tried
it, but results are really excellent.
Normally I use detector followed by
one L.F. stage. Using a" Harris"
low-loss X coil and no reaction, at
12 miles from 2LO really powerful
loud-speaker results . are obtained.
An ordinary R valve for detector and
a D.E.s (or L.S.s) for the L.F.
stage are used, and the full available
voltaJ:re applied to each valve-about
8 volts negative grid bias being
used on the last valve.
For longdistance reception I use two H.F.
valves (neutrodyne coupled) in front
of this combination, and have obtained good Joud~speaker results
from most of the usual " distant "
stations, the same maximum voltage
being applied throughout to all
valves. The A.C. hum is not, in my
case, absolu~ely eliminated, but It
can only be heard by putting one's
car right inside the trumpet of the
loud-speaker; it is quite negligible
when compared with the strong hum
in zLO's carrier wave. It may b€
that by applying this large voltage
to all valves one does not get them
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working under ideal conditions, but
for the average man who wants his
set for listening to broadcast programmes this method of H.T. supply
would, I think, be hard to beat.
For convenience and economy it has
the H.T. battery and the H.T.
aocumulator
absolutelv
beaten.
I should be glad to he~ar of other
readers' experiences, especially as
regards the effect of excessive plate
voltage on detector and H.F. valves.
!'-Yours fai1thfully,
A. W. Scon.
Carshalton, Surrey.
CHANGE OF WAVELENGTH
SrR,-Would y<>u -kindly give the
following notice publicity in the
correspondence columns of your
valuable journal?
Will all amateur transmitting stations who have worked 6DD either
on c.w. or 'rhone, please take this
as an intimation that in future that
station will not operate uron the
150-2oo metre band as a general
rule, but will work upon shorter
waves as follows : - 'Phone -go
metres; C.W.--go, 45, 23 and 8
metres. As in the past, I shall be
only too glad to co-operate with any
amateurs for experimental purposes,
but it is ,requested that any station
calling should listen on go metres
for a reply.-Yours faithfully,
Brockley.
6DD.

J=;:j-i.I.W.!.J..I.!.U..!..!.!..W.J.w..u..ll!l

ENVELOPE No. 4

SIR,--Some two months ago I
decided to construct the " All Concert De Luxe '' with the aid of the
Radio Press Envelope No. 4 (by
Mr. Percy Harris). I might mention that I had had the original
" All Concert Receiver " (Modern
Wireless, September, 1923, by Mr.
Percy Harris) working for nine
months with success. In response
to ·rour request for reports of re·
sults obtained with " All Concert
De Luxe," I give them here : Location, 9~ miles north-east of
Manchester; height and length of
aerial, 30 ft. and 8o ft. respectively;
number of stations, all B.B.C., and
a number of Continental, also
WGY, U.S.A.
I might say that it compares very
well with the original for ease of
tuning, but it is exceptional as
regards distance and volume; the
onlv alteration I have made is to
lea\·e out the filament switch and
series. parallel switch. I might also
add that I had never handled a valve
set before I made the original
from the description published ·in
" 12 Tested Wireless Sets '' (No.
14, by Mr. Percy Harris), and in
less than an hour I had mastered it,
thanks to the simplicity of the instructions.
With best wishes for the future
progress of your invaluable publica-

{t)ANQEN(t) lllllrllrllllllilllllllll~
~"ITMitM'f•

Pertorma•ce tbat \BSJ\res l

tions is the earnest wish of-Yours
faithfully,
Bury, Lancs.
T. Kw.
A NEW CRYSTAL-VALVE
CIRCUIT
Sm,-I recently constructed a set,
using the new crystal-valve circuit
described by Mr. J. Scott-Taggart,
F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E., in the March
issue of The Wireless Constructor.
The components were mounted on
separate panels, but despite this the
set gave extraordinarily good ·results. All the main B.B.C. stations
with the exception of Aberdeen
came in at good strength on three
pairs of 'phones. Aberdeen, un fortunately, was not ,readable.
The
others, however, were easily so,
while Birmingham, Cardiff, Bournemouth and Newcastle were reallv
loud.
Hamburg and Berlin were
also received at fair strength, the
former being the best.
Several
French stati<>ns were picked up, but
I did not iden<tifv them. I did not
find the fixed condenser across the
o-econdarv of the transformer neces·
sary, the set oscillating quite easily
without it.
I should add that I
have an excellent aerial and earth.
I wish you everv success with
your publications.-·
Yours faithfullv,
LESI.IE

HtJBBARD.

~ ''TELWAVE''
~
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Apparatus
we have l:eSl:ed
Conducted by A. D. COWPER, M.Sc., Staff Editor.

S.W.C. Jack Terminals
'A type of jack terminal marketed
by S. Wilding Cole that has some
novel features has been submitted
for our inspection.
This terminal
consists of five parts-a push-in terminal tag to be affixed to the flexible
connecting wire, a socket to be fixed
in .the paflel in the usual way, a
back-nut for. this latter purpose, a
soldering tag which fastens under
the back-nut and carries on it in
addition springs which engage with
the end of the terminal tag, and
which, therefore, give an excellent
direct, self-cleaning connection; between the wire and the internal cbnnection, and finally a coloured identification disc, red or black in colour,
which can be placed under the
shouldet· of the socket on the front

of the panel. The socket is applied
on the panel in the ordinary way,
the only point to note is that the
curved jaw and tag-piece is threaded
on the back-stud before putting on
the back-nut_ Externally, all that is
seen is the rim of the socket, the
coloured ring, and the tag itself.
On trial, the device was found to
give a secure, electrically-rerfect
connection, whilst the tag could be
easily rele::~sed. It evidently provides
possibilities of an exceedingly neat
lay-out of connections and switching
arrangements in a radio receiver.

Sterling " Lilliput '' Headphones
:Messrs. Sterling Telephone Co.,
Ltd., have submitted for trial a pair
of th;:·ir new " Lilliput " he::~d
phones of 4,000 ohms resistance.

These are a moderate priced set of
light-weight 'phones and are provided with the comfortable 'type of
fixed leather covered double headband and sliding adjustment which
is so popular amongst those who are
compelled .to wear the headphones
continuously for any considerable
period. The ear-pieces are on the
small side, but the 'phones were, on
trial. readily adjusted and unusually
comfortable, whilst in practical reception they proved to be sensitive.
A generous length of braided cord is
provided, with the · positive lead
clearly marked. \Ve <Jre glad to see
a firm of Messrs. Sterling's standing coming into line to meet the
foreign competition with a really
comfortable and reasonably priced
head set, and can recommend this

HAWK

COILS
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MINIMUM
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set with confidence, pro\·idrd that
reasonable care is taken to maintain the plate current in the last
valve at a normal figure.
"E:x;cell '' Terminal Tags
A device which is of the utmost
utility for the experimenter who has
repeatedly to make and change connections, often when the time available is very short, is the " tie-clip "
type of spring-grip terminal for
affixing to lengths of flex connecting
wires, which enable connections to
be made and broken in a second
without any fear of poor or noisy
contacts. From S. H. Collett we·
have received samples of such clip
connectors of a substantial size and
giving a strong grip, provided with a
neck which \\·ill, with a squeeze with
a pair of pliers, give a hold on .the
end of any ordinary sized cable or
flex, or on a number of wires. On
trial, these clips were found to offer
every conveni"ence in experimental
" hook-ups," for battery leads,
tappinR"s, aerial and earth connections, et.:'.
They can be strongly
recommended for this kind of service.
Fine-Control Two-Coil Holder
From Messrs. London and Provincial Radio Stores has been
received a twa-coil-holder in which

special provision had been made to
:~fford a smooth and fine adjustment
of reaction and to minimise handcapacity effects. The device has a
one-hole-fixing arrangement of unusually neat design, and is provided with a handle 6in. long projecting in the front. The fixed coil
is mounted parallel to the panel and
about rin. behind the latter; the
moving coil-holder is ph·oted, and
has a worm wheel mounted at the
eentre, which wheel engages with a
worm on the end of the spindle, a
strong spring taking up any backlash.
A very fine adjustment of
reaction coupling was found, on
trial,
to
result
from
this
mechanism, whilst the device could
handle large-sized coils wirh ease
and certaintv.
The usual small
terminal screws were provided on
the coil mounts, with an additional
pair of terminals on the frame to
facilitate the fitting of flex connections to the moving coil. The insulation resistance was found to be
excellent; the workmanship and
finish were of a satisfactory order.
An H.F. Reactor and an H.F.
Damper
From Messrs. L. McMichael,
Ltd., come samples of their
" M.H." H.F. Reactor and H.F.
Damper, for use in conjunction
with their barrel-type plug in H.F.

This vernier
Condenser
was .designed
by a practical

Wireless
Engineer
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EVERYONE knows the dis•
advantage of the usual single
plate ·vernier condenser. How im..
~ it io to -.1 the exact
dial -.ling, owU.r to the difficulty
of knowing exactly where the ver•
Bier pfate is situated. Everyone
knows too-how difficult it is to brin11
a distant station when contact to
.the m!J9ing ·spindle is made by
rubbing instead of by a permanent
sprinil. This new' Peto•Scott de
luxe s.isre-law Condenser has been
designed by a ·practical wifeless en•
gin-. It is the ideal condenserbuilt by a man who bows how
imperatift it is to use a sloW m~tion
/or all the plates and not to use a
separate vernier plate. . Its slow

movelnent is obtained by tneans of
a smooth 8 "to I rubber friction
gearinr. Only solid eboni.te is used
-no cheap substitutes. All tnetal
parts are well plated and the whole
Condenser is an excellent example of

the instrument maker"s art. Scrap
. your old-fashioned Condenser--invest in the Peto~Scott and get new
delights from long distance reception.
P.S. 3201.

transformers. The first device, for
use in circuits where there is
already enough damping to produce
stability when critically tuned, consists ·in a small solenoid reaction
unit adapted to slide right inside
the barrel of the transformer. This
has a coarse adjustment 'by sliding
on pins which replace the usual two
small screws in .the end of the
barrel, and a fine adjustment by a
screw controlled by a knob. Flex
connections are provided for the
reaction circuit.
Interchangeable
coils are supplied for the reactor to
cover the usual telephony ranges.
On practical trial in a stable H.F.
amplification circuit adequate reaction ,,·as rcadilv obtained bcith on
the short-\vave ~tations and ,SXX,
together with smooth control.
The second unit is a device for
introducing eddy-current damping
in cases where instability exists, as
the result of using light aerial
coup.ling or where two stages of
tuned H.F. amplification are in use.
'It consists in a cvlinder, covered
with metal foil, wh.ich slides inside
the H.F. transformer just as the
reactor unit does, but with a simple
sliding adjustment. On trial, this
was found to .give the necessary
stabilising effect in an othenvise
unstable circuit, and close control
over inherent reaction.

. cgAJ
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SUPPLIED BY RADIO PRESS SERVICE DEPT., LTD.
condenser and the variation of the
position of two coils. If a loudspeaker is used, we would suggest
that separate high-tension tappings
be provided for the valves so that a
power valve may be placed in the
low-frequency stage and a value of
100 to 120 volts applied, together
with a suitable value of grid bias,
in order that good loud-speaking
may be obtained. A high-frequency
amplifier followed by a detector
vah·e would n(Jt be suitable, since
a circuit of this type is not satisfactory for obtaining loud-sreaking,
although it would score on the reception of distant stations. Such an
arrangement has usually one further control, making the manipulation of the set slightly more difficult
than that of the first-I)1entioned type

Y. W. P. (SIDCUP) contemplates building a 2-valve receiver
· and asks our advice as to which
is the best type to build for allround work. He would like to
work a loud-speaker, if possible,
from the London station.
We think that our reader's needs
would best be met by constructing
a set using reaction and employing
a detector followed by one low
On a good
frequency valve.
aerial
and earth system fair
loud-speaker strength should be
obtained from 2LO and a number
of other stations received on the
telephones at satisfactory strength.
A set of this type is exceedingly
easy to handle, the only controls
necessary being that of the aerial

A. P. H. (BAGSHOT) asks {)Ur
advice on the subject of obtaining
a good earth connection. He states
that he is unable to make a connection to a water-pipe and that
as the soil is sandy and very dry in
nature, he will be unable to get
down to moist soil in order to make
the desired earth.
In such a case we think that it
is best to resort to the simple expedient of burying wires underneath
the aerial.
Ordinary 7 I 22 aerial
wire will be perfectly suitable for
the purpose, and this should be
buried directly under the aerial H
possible and to the full length of it.
In some cases several lengths
buried rarallel to those under the
aerial, and on either side of it,

RADIO VALVES
OR a valve that combines good high and
low frequency amplification with remarkably
efficient rectification and
to work successfully off
a single 2-volt accumulator or dry batteries
obtain a " COSMOS "

F

-that final adjustmentperfects distant radio reception
LU!ming lo a di8tant statim! ; recei~er
4u11ed to its highest e.fficiency; concert
ooming through fine-yet something iB
lacking; there iB need ojjU8t that final
lllljU8tment to give perfect qualit!l and
maximum signal strength,
Those radio men who favour the use
of a variable grid leak appreciate how
lt gives the llnal touch-'-clearing
reception to make it rich, pure and
round ln tonal quality.
The WATMEL Is well-known as the
~st variable grid leak which became

trhe

DULL EMITl'ER
TYPE D.E.Il VALVE.

available to the home constructor,
and Its consistent record for reilability to get ·the best out of the
detector valve is without compeer.

Send P.C. /or Descriptive Folder.

o to

'5 Megobms

..

60,000 to 100,000 Ohms

..

,•

Price

2/8

3/8

Always use a variable grid
leak 1 but see you use a

ATMEL
WIRELESS ffo.
GOSWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C.t.

WATJ'l~L
Telephon1: C!erkenwell7990
.&...,_t lor L&nCMhlre & Cheahfre
Hr. J, B. LEVEE,

sa, Hartl~:di":s~~ulme,
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may improve results.
A svm·
metrical arrangement should · be
aimed at, and it will be found
unnecessarv to burv the wires
deeply.
An arrangement of this
type usually works quite well in
practice.

V. C. (PORLOCK) is using an
Anglo-American Six Receiver and
obtains excellent results on the
300 to 500 metre broadcast band
of wavelengths. He asks our
advice as to whether ordinary
H.F. transformers will be satisfactory for the reception of 5XX
and R!ldio-Paris, or whether he
should obtain special neutrodyne
units for this wavelength range.
In reply to our correspondent, we
would advise that special neutrodvne
. units be obtained for the reception
of sX~. since although certain
types of H.F. transformers do work
well C!\1 this wavelength range,
special precautions in design are
necessary, and it is well worth while
to obt<!;in units especially designed
for a set of this type.

. A. L. C. (SKEGNESS) asks what
is meant by " self-heterodyne " or
" auto-dyne " reception.
Auto-dyne reception is a method
_ of ·receiving continuous waves by
using an oscillating valve set which
is slightly out of tune with the

KDKA

station to be received, so that beats
are formed with the incoming oscillations, thus giving rise to audible
signals in the telephones.
This
method of receiving continuous
waves does not require a local oscillator or " separate heterodyne.''

.:..........................................
.
Loud Speaker Circuits :

:

for the Local Station

:

(Concluded lrom page 472)

CALLING!
STYLE 11JNER AND FIT

MoRE:-

Signal Strength,

Selectivity.
Distance,
Volume.
. COMPRISES : -

Primary,
Reaction.

MADE IN
THREE TYPES
Broadcasting

2(){)--550 metres,
Short Wave
50-200 mettes,
UltraShortWave.

I 5-80 metres.
PRICE

~

LOW

Secondary.

10/-

Postage 6d.
Beware of imitations.

See "PRANCO"
on. the one you buy.

Ask your Dealer about it or write :-

PERANNE & CO., LID.,

:

•
•

be seen that a stage of highfrequency amplification is employed and no reaction.
The
transformer L3, L4 is aperiodic,
and for this reason the circuit is
perfectly stable, although the
actual amplification is probably
only about 6o per cent. of that
obtainable with a good tuned
stage. Two stages of resistancecapacity coupled low-frequency
amplification are used, the anode
resistances
being
of
the
" Zenite " rod type. The values
of the various components are as
given in the diagram.
Two
large loud-speakers of different
makes are connected in series,
eaclt having a suitable " tone "
condenser across its terminals.
By careful adjustment it has been

HAVE YOU EVER HEARD THIS? ? ?
IF NOT .. ScRAP YOUR OLD
:IT GIVES

.·

:

..........................................
0
0

LOSS

TUNER

found possible to obtain a blend
in tone, and the reception of local
broadcasting by this method is
infinitely better than when either
of the instruments is used singly.
Listeners ,who are endeavouring
to improve quality would be well
advised to experiment on these
lines. At a distance of 15 miles
from 2LO the results with this
circuit are all that can be desired,
,the volume being sufficient for
dance purposes in a large room,
while at the same time no distortion of any kind is apparent._
In addition to this, with the .·•
aerial disconnected, the back, ground is quite silent.

............................................
0

0

0

0
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With reference to Fig. 8 in
last week's article on this subject, it is to be understood that
the thermo-couple used iu this
circuit is of the high-resistance
il:ype. When the heater element
of the instrument is of low
resistance it is connected in series
with the circuit in which it is
desired to make a measurement.

~~scrao your H. T.~~
•
f f Uae your Electric

B0 tterleS

• •

Lighting Mains/-

The "DYNIC" D.C.
REGULATOR.
Does away with the necessity for H.T. Batteries
With their attendant. troubles. Simply plug Into
Price
aconvenlentlampholder,anda perfectlysmooth complete
H.T. supply is obtained. Variable outputa used
with
With ordinary wander plugs, like H.T. Batteries. Plug and
No breakable parts. Entirely insulated. Can be
Flex
supplied wound for special requirements--e.g.,
larger output. Impossible to burn outvalvellla.. ,,
menta even if they are inadvertently connected Postage
to the H.T. Infinitesimal running costs. For
9d
D.C. MAINS ONLY of any voltage above 50.
·
Send for Descriptive fol<kr.

so;·

JONES

&

STEWART,

59, Robertson Street,

GLASGOW, C2.

Quite as Good as New at about Half Cost
THINK WHAT WE SAVE YOU!!!
Send your Burnt Out or
Damaged Valves to us
and we will Restore
them to Function with
Original Chuacteristics

EFFICIENCY MAtNTAINED,
. REstJLTS GUARANTEED !
B.E. 416, D.E. 2V. ·3 7/6,
D.E. ·06 9/6.

Price list for Power ValvllB
on application.
We return the adwll Valve you send us, poot free, within 7 daJII.

DIAMOND WORKS, REGENT'S
ROAD, CHURCH END,
FINCHLEY, LONDON, N.3

THE NORTH LONDON VALVE CO., LID.,

Sole Manufacturers.

22!, CAZENOVE ROAD, STOKE NEWINGTON, N.l6.

PARK

··':11
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Home Pleasures.
A set that will give infinite
satisfaction to everybody in
the family can be quite
easily made at home from
descriptions given in that
most popular wireless magazin e, THE WIRELESS

CONSTRUCTOR.
Every month's issue contains several articles describing in detail how to build
the latest types of wireless
receivers. For example, take
the splendid August num-

FREE BLUE PRINT

ber, which is now on sale.
No less than four wireless
sets are described therein,
each of which fu lfils a
definite requirement. The
construction of each of them
is so clearly explained that
the building of a set will be
such that it will give the
constructor as much pleasure
to make it, as it v.'ill certainly give the family, when
it is completed and working
successfully.

WITH

EVERY

all/

I

A

*

*

*

TWO·VA.LVE DOUBLE RE·
ACTJON RECEIVER
By Stanl• y G. RnJJee, M .l .R.E.
A SINGLE VALVE SET WlTH
BUJLT- l N WAVE TRAP
By A . S. CIM k .

NOVEL GRYSTA.L • VALVE
RECEI VER
By J oAn W. 8a1b.r.
A SIMPLE GRYSTAL SET
FAUL'rS
IN
L.F.
TRANS·
FORMERS By G. P . K•~<dall, B.Sc.
TllE EDI TOR'S EXPERIENCES
IN AMERI CA
ELIMINATING HAND CAPACITY
EFFECTS IN TUNING
LOSSES tN WIRELESS cm.
CUlTS - HOW ENERGY lS
WASTED
HOW TO IMPROVE SELECTIVITY
By A. J•lon•on·Rantlall.
TUNING MADE EASY
HINTS BY OUR IRRESPONSIBLE
EXPERT.
A

COPY.

from
newsagents
and bookstalls

•
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Buy or !order
your copy
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Pe1·111anent

, Protected
Why Crystals have come Back
Constant adjustments and varying receptions were quickly driving cry;tal
detection into disfa.vour. Its rev;val is welcome because o. crysto.l is the nnest
detector in the world, could it only sustain a real degree of permanency.
Now the R.l. Permanent Detector is the solution : The General and Technical
P ress have welcomed it as something of marked interest to everyone who appreciates
a crystal, because everyone will welcome a permanent crystal.
And again "Progreu " always goe• hand in hand with R.l. This means that we
Juw1 [uf'thef' perfuted tire famous original P.M. Dctcclor, and lwve now added a
betwtifully flnislred ebonite cap which forms a complete protectioll for the spri11g
plrmger knob, tilereby securing to the detector all its peYmatJency and yet allowing
scope for the experimenkY.
That this detector has filled a long-felt want is proved by the thousands of
grateful letters we have received from every section of the public. One-hole fixinJ".
PRICE

7/6

COMPLETE.

THE NEW R.l. DUOSTAT.
The New R.l. Duostat, one-hole fixing, i8 designed for both brigh t and
dull filament valves. end permits sensitive adjustment to be made in the
filament current of both types to the highest degree, resulting in longer
life and smoother adion.
The coils of high resist& nee wire which are wound on hard insulated
brut frame with the enda of the
cylinders are damped in a
resistance winding led to milled head terminals. 1he possibility of
applying excessive current to the filement of the valve is obviated, as
the user can see at a glance which resistance is in use.

.,,id

Maximum surface for heat radiation.
Write/or R..l. Cot•'-• /rtt .., r-.st.

Price 7/6

12 HYDE ST NEW OXFORDS'!" LONDO~ W.C.I.
Contr llclors to tloa Admir11lly and ..tl Cooarnmmt o.,.ortmuts

P rinted tor the Proprl~tora, RADIO PIU88. LTD .• of Bus b llotllle. Strand, W.C.2. b)' TUI AVINOI PaUl (L. Upeoll Gill 4 Soo. Ltd.). M-67. DrarJ
t .Anr w C 2 aod Publl&htd bY the Proor1tlors. RADIO I'RrH LTD, aL Bush Uouse ~trand W.c.z. oo Wedneeda7 of eacb wee~. Addrrer Subscriptions and Editorial CommuniCIItions :-Busb Unoa• Strand London. WC. Advertll('meot Managtra r - Uun.&n ADVtafll u<o . Lro Ruh
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'Sefq~re~-yQu__b_uildJ aruiil}e~- -s et, ~ 1consult ~ 'the

special -- B·u rrulept--Cofuponents

·B

URNDEPT Components and Acces~ -, Every man v.'}to constructs sets should
sories are designed with great cate - have the new BU.rndept Components Catain a welfequiBPed ""Researc'h
!ague by hiin. It ip a handy pubj.!cation,
Laboratory, furnish~ witli all the necesand 'l:Qntains full particulars of srroe very
sary appliances for thorpugh electrical and
inter~ting Burndept products, m~luding
mechanical tests. Every stage pf manucomponen~. loud '!qJ~. batterres-and
facture is supervised, and tbe fini5\led
l>Ulfdries. The B'UJ¥dept erystal Detector,
product is rigorously tefited to make_ the Anti-Phoni.c \7'a.lye Holder ll.!;!d the
certain that it is up to a de~"t,e standard
':i5ta.r Rheostat are t'liie"e components
of efficiency. Durndept Co oqents and
described therein, which every reader of
Acce.o;sories are well packed r t s"to'ijt carWi ,.tltss W u kfy will have noticed
tons, each containing full in'stFu4tions,
arc frequently incorporated in sets deand a guarantee voucher offering free
scribed by Radio Press writers. The
replacement or repair in the event of a
features o f these Burndept Components
fault developing within twelve months of
will make an instant appeal to the conpurchase."
structor who wishes to make s uxe of good
So runs the introduction to the new
reception.
Bumdept Components Catalogue, which
The Burndept Cmtal Detector gives
_,, .............................. .
the best possible results obtainable by
crystal rectification. The cat-whisker is
controlled by a micrometer screw, working through a ball-joint. The movement
gives very fine adjustment. AIL moving
parts and the sensitive synthetic crystal
are enclosed in a glass t u be, protected from
dust. This Crystal Detector is neat in
appearance. and looks well on any panel.

I

The Anti-Pbonic Valve Bolder, which
was the first component for the elimination of micropbonic noises, is constructed
of materials which are not affected by
c limatic conditions. There is no rubber

N o. 2l5. Cryl;lal D etector, for pe.ne1
mounUng, in carton wllb screws and
drilling template, ""·
No- 216. Cry&tal Detector, for expc:rlmwtal use, as Wustralt!d, lls. 6d .

has been prepared for the convenience of
home-constructors. In a few words, it
~,.jves many facts which will lead builders
of sets to buy Burndept products wilh the
Jirm conviction that they are going t o get
full value for their money.
Burndept
Components are admittedly a little dearer
t han others ; but that extra cost is more
than justified when you have the satisfaction of getting perfect result~ with a
minimum of trouble. It is very anll()ying
to find that most of the time one has
spent in building a s et has been 'vasted
just because some cheap components were
not as efficient as they should have been.
A penny saved at Jirst may mean spending
a pound later on, and the moral is: " Buy
wisely before you start to build."

!'

'

I
!

~
~

I

I
!
~
....................................................................... ___,
No- 401. Anti ·I'bouic Valve Holder, for
pant! o r bol.~ uto uuUng, lu carto n with
5s.

stte~,

._

Catalogue

,-····-·····-·············-··············

I

I
i
!

~

i

No- :l:l:l. Dual Rheo~tat, 5•30 ol:un3, Cor
pa.n d mountiag, in carton with .acrewa ud
drl~.!.:ernp~~··_7_
•_
-

6_d_._ ______.

to perish, the valve-holder p roper bei:og
supported by four springs which absorb
mechanical shocks and vibration. The
use of Anti-Ph onic Valve Holders will not
only prevent microphonic noises, but will
also help to lengthen the life of valvea.
They are ideal for use in portable sets, and
should always be used with duJI-emitter
valves.
The construction of the AntiPbonic Valve Holder is shown in the
centre column.
The BW"Ddept Dual Rheostat enables
one to use a bnght or a dull-emitter val-.e
without altering a set in any way. The
first half of the element is woun4 to a
resistance of 25 ohms and the second half
to a resistance of 5 ohms. The whole 30
ohms resistance is used to control a dullemitter valve and the 5 ohms resistance a
bright valve.
The movement of the
brush is practically noiseless, and contact
is perfect. The windings cannot be
displaced.

Send

the

coupon to,.Jay

Send the coupon to-day for a free
copy of the Bumdept Components
Catalogue. The loca Bumdept
Agent will be pleased to show you
the actual components and give you
any special information you may
require.

r------- -cUT HERE-------l

BURNDEPT
Head Office- Aldine House, Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C.2
T elephone : Gerrard 907•

To BURNDEPT WIRELESS LTD., I
Aldine Rouae, Bedford Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2.

I
:
1

Please swd

me the si>Cdal
Bumdepl Components CaL~fogue.

I

NAME .................. . ... ...... .. ... .. . . ............. .

II

ADDRESS ... . ..... .. . ..... ....... .. . .. . ... . ... .. ·-· ..• ~

Telograna: "Burndept, \\'<StrOJld, London"

BRANCHES at Manchester, Leeds, Birmingham, Brighton, Cardiff, Newcastle,
................................................ ............ I
Glasgow, Bristol, Northampton and Nottingham.
.
I
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A.sm.t Edtar:
i'ERCY W._H.uuds,
M.l.t<.E.
Scienti/ic Adoiler :
Prof. G. W. 0. HOWE.
D.SC., M.I.E.E.

E.

StaJ1 Eililbri:
H.
C!uPi.w.,

M.A., D.Sc:.
A. D. CowPill, M.Sc:,

R. W. HALLows, M.A.

G. p. KE!CDALL, B.Sc:.
A. J.()IINS<JN. RA-w..
5-rANLEY G.
RATJ'I!E,
M.I.R.E.

J, H. REVNill, A,C.G.I~
B.SC., D.I.C.

An Unnecessary Society.
E note with regret that
the proposal to establish a separate Institution for the Radio Engineer in
this country has once again
sprung to life. It is suggested
that a new society be formed,
to be known as the British Institute of Radio Engineers, which
could act as an association purely
for professional radio engineers
and which would arrange for the
reading and pulblication of scientific papers on wireless matters,
as does the Institute of Radio
Engineers in the United States.
The qualification for admission
to the Society ~s apparently to
be solely a knowledge of wireless
technique as distinct from any
other qualification.
It is suggested that a society such as this
would give the radio engineer
in this country a definite status,
which is admittedh· a ycrv desirable object.
·
·
When this proposal was first
mooted some years ago, the
I.E.E., realising the undesirability of a duplication of societies, formed a Wireless Section,
specifically for the purpose of
dealing with such matters as
would be dealt with by an Institute of Radio Engineers.
This Section has been admirably supported. Papet·s are read
by the leading radio engineers
of the day, and the meetings,
which are frequent, are particularly well attended.
Moreover,
the Committee of the Wireless
Section is a Yery representative
and keen body of men, and
(though this is not generally

W

realised) is almost completely
autocratic. It is true that it is
nearly always the same keen body
of men, but this is, for the present, beside the point.
The present arrangement, however, suffers from the following
disadvantages :( r) The radio engineer has no
definite status.
At present any
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member of the 'I. E. E. who so desires can belong to the Wireless
Section.
(z) Some people who possess
good radio qualifications are unable to pass the A.M.I.E.E.
examination owing to the indusion of such sulbjects as languages and general.engineering
in the syllabus. This, however,

is a matter affecting all branches
of the electrical profession.
These difficulties could be
obviated in the following ways :
(r) Only duly qualified radio
engineers should be admitted to
the Radio Section.
(z) Members of. the Radio Section could be permitted to style
themselves M.I.E.E.(Rad.) or
A. M. I.E.E.(Rad.),
or to use
some similar indication of ·their
qualifications.
{3) The proceedings should be
published .separately.
(4) The syllabus for the examination should be so modified as
to admit genuine radio engineers
who, however, are not capable
of passing the present examination in its entiretv.
It is, in our opinion, imperative that the professional standing of a radio engineer should
be equal if not superior to that
of an electrical engineer entitled
to the A.M.I.E.E. We believe,
however, that many older men
or, broadly, non-students, find
stumbling
blocks
in
the
A.M.I.E.E. examination, while
being perfectly competent radio
engineers.
There are
certainly
wide
spheres of activitv in professional
wireless work \vhich, while requiring a sound knowledge of
electricity, do not require a deep
~nowledge of electrical engineermg. If the LE.E. had a special
examination paper for wireless
candidates, the radio side could
be stiffened at the expense of
other parts of the examination.
(Concluded on page 516.)
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Straight=Line Frequency Condensers
=
=
==
==

By

==

SYLVAN HARRIS.

==
==
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==

Each of these types has its
advantages and disadvantages,
and we ,will endeavour, as far as
possible, to study them in parallel order, so that the merits and
drawbacks may be recognised
easily.
Circular-pia te Condenser

==

An example of an American straight-line frequency condenser.
Note the peculiar shape of the plates,
a•'''''''''flllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll'lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilll•

ONDENSERS have ooce
again come into the limelight. It seems that their
lustre will never be dimmed.
First it was because of the enormous losses that people thought
they found in them; later it was
because of the infinitesimal losses
that people thought they found in
them; and now it is because
people have found that the shape
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DIAL SETTING
Fig. 1.-The variation of capacity
with dial setting for a circular-plate
condenser.

of the plates seriously affects
their comfort of mind and
the convenience of tuning their
radio receivers.
We will say noth:'1g here about
the losses. These have already
been treated in detail in this

journal.
We will confine ourselves here to . a study of the
effect of the shape of condenser
plates.
The plates in variable
air condensers have heretofore
generally been circular, more for
simplicity of mechanical construction ~than for any other reason.
Attempts have also been made,
from time to time, to place oo
the market sliding plate condensers. In fact, this was probably
the earliest of continuously variable air condensers. These have
not proved satisfactory until of
late, as the mechanical design has
only recently been much improved, and the need for the
straight-line type of condenser
has just begun to be felt.

The curve of capacity of the
circular-plate condenser is shown
in Fig. I. This is a straight line
throughout, excepting for the
small portion at the bottom. The
t·eason why the curve rounds off
at the bottom is apparent in
Fig. 2. The rotor plates are not
in mesh with the stator plates
over ~their whole radius until the:

~

Shape of Condenser Plates

With regard to the variation of
capacity to the setting of the
condenser dial, there are three
important shapes of condenser
plates. These shapes are such
that:(I) The variation of capacity
with dial setting is linear.
(2) The variation of wavelength of the tuned circuit
with dial setting is linealr'.
(3) The variation of frequency
of the tuned circuit with dial
setting is linear.

482

Approximate dial calibrations in
metres and in kilocycles for a cir•
cular-plate condenser.

rotor
has
been
turned
a
li.ttle, generally about IO divistons on the dial.
Even when
the plates are totally out of mesh,
as shown in Fig. 3, the capacity
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In America the number of Broadcasting Stations in a given band is
determined on a frequency basis,
and amateurs in the States are
accustomed to think in terms of
kilocycles, whilst in this country
we think in terms of wavelengths.
In this connection Mr. Sylve:n
Harris' observations on the relative
merits of staight-lirte wavelength
and straight-line frequency condensers are of particular interest.

iillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll:lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll.

between the terminals of the condenser is not zero, for there is a
certain capacity existing between
the edges of thr two sets of
plates and between the shaft and
the stator plates.
The curve can be regarded as a
straig-ht line, however, over its
major portion, and from this it
follows that equal motions of the
dial will produce equal changes
of capacity.
When the condenser is used in
a tuning circuit \Vith a fixed
inductance, however, the variation of wavelength or frequency
of the ci.rcuit with the setting of
the dial is not linear. The relation of the wavelength and frequency to the dial setting is
shown in Fig. 4, which has been
0

~

Another condenser of American manufacture. A gea!'ed movemt!nt
is employed and th#'. shape of the plates is designed to give a straightline frequency curve.
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in which A is the wavelength in
metres, f is the frequency in kilocycles, L is the inductance of the
coil in micro-henries, and C is the
capacity of the condenser at any
setting in microfarads, assuming·
ordinary values of inducta·nce and
capacity.
Overcrowding at Low Dial
Settings

A typical
of a straightline wavelength condenser in metres
and in kilocycles.

computed from the equations

>.. = r884 ~ LC and

_

f=

159·3
~Le

There is a very significant
point in- connection with these
curves.· That is, that 'vhen we
tune on the low dial settingsbelow about 40 on the dial-the
curves become very steep, and
small changes in the dial setting
cause very great changes in the
wavdength or frequency. When
the broadcasting stations are
assigned channels separated by
equal frequency intervals (10
kilocycles), it is evident that
there will be a great many stations cro\\'ded together at the
low dial settings.
The Straight-line Wavelength
Condenser

In their efforts to help relieve
this crowded situation, des.ig·ners
of condensers have turned their
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attention to condenser plates of
shapes other than semi-circular.
The first of these that became
popular was the straight-line
wav.elength type, which gives a
straight-line calibration when
dial setting is plotted against the
wavelength.
Such a curve is
shown in Fig. 5; it has been
drawn to include the wavelength
from 6oo tq zoo metres.
In

Figs. 2 and 3.-fllustrate why the
Fig. 1 curve rounds off at the
bottom.

other words, since we require a
straight line from 6oo metJres at
100 on the dial to 200 metres at
10 on the dial (remember, the
plates do not begin to mesh
properly until about 10 on the
dial is. reached), we have simply
drawn a straight line between
these two points.
Now, if the assignment of
transmission channels were made
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at equal wavelength intervals,
say 10 or 20 mehes apart, the
straight-line wavelength condenser .would solve the problem.
But the channels are not assigned
this way, since it is necessary

July
length in metres. It will be noted
that although there 1s still cmwding at the low dial settings with
this type of condenser, the crowd. ing is not as bad as it is with
the circular-plate condenser.
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straight-line calibration of frequency against dial settings, we
have simply drawn the straight
line between the limits o.f the
other curves.
The figure shows very plainly
that the straight-line wavelength
condenser is a trifle better than
the straight-line capacity condenser in a way of relieving the
crowding, but that it does not
completely solve the problem.
There will still be some crowding
at the low dial settings, while the
stations at the higher dial settings
will still be somewhat spread out.
A Solution to the Problem

The straight - line frequency
condenser, as \VC have represented it, will solve the problem
properly. The frequency varies
in proportion to the dial setting,
and the frequency differ.ence over
6/)()

loC"N'I

500

1\
~I-

300

A typical 'example of a square-law or straight line wavelength
condenser showing the shape of the moving plates,

for them to have a certain minimum frequency separation to
take care of the side-bands which
arise in modulating the carrier
wave. That is, since transmission of voice or musical sounds
requires a frequency band of at
least 10 kilocycles to prevent
interference or overlapping, if
the assignment wer·e made at
equal intervals of wavelength, at
the short wavelengths the frequency separation would be more
than sufficient, whiJ.e at the
longer wavelengths it would not
be suflicient. This is the reason
why the assignments are made in
frequencies. ,
An Improvement

To show the effect, the correfrequency curve has
been plotted in Fig. 5· This has
been obtained merely by taking
,the wavelength of points on the
curve and. dividing this into
3oo,ooo to obtain the corresponding frequency. In other words,
~ponding

300,000

I =
which I is

.\

in
the frequency in
kilocycles and >.. is the wave-
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Fig. 4.-The relation between wavelength, Frequency and dial setting
For a circular-plate condenser.

for the sake of comparison. The
straight-line frequency condenser
in Fig. 6 has been assumed to
have the same range as the other
condensers, viz., 6oo to 200
metr.es between readings of 100
and 10. We will not worry about
whether such a,. condenser is possible or not at pi'esent; this will
be discussed later on.. At any
rate, to show the desirability of
a condenser that will give a
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In Fig. 6 the frequency calibrations of the three types of condenser have been plotted together
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Fig. 5.-The frequency curve for a
square-la:v condenser is not so
steep as for a circular-plate con•
denser.

equal portions of the dial will
always be the same, no matter
whether .it is at the lower or the
higher end of the dial. The slope
of the curve is less at the low
dial settings and greater at the
high settings, indicating that at
low dial settings the crowding
will be less, and at the high settings the spreading out will be
less than in the othe·r two types.
Now let us learn how the capacity must vary with the setting
of the dial in these three types
of condenser.
Incidentally, it
.must be noted that the dials used
with the straight-line frequency
condensers must be calibrated
backward; that is, in the other
two types, when we are considering wavelength, an increase
of capacity means an increase of
wavelengthJ so that the dial is
marked 100 when the plates are
entirely in mesh.
When considering frequency, however, this
is highest when the capacity is
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least, so we must mark our dial
wo when the plates are entirely
or.tt of mesh.
Formulre Governing the Capacity
Variation

The variation of capacity with
the dial setting can be studied
from the formula
A= rss4,J Le
K ,Jc
aqd
IS9·3
K

f ~Le

=,/ c

in which the quantities are in the
same units as explained before.

Fig. 6.-These cur.ves enable us
to compare the utility of the three
types of condensers .when the number of stations in a given band is
allDtted .on a frequency basis.

We .will assume the inductance to
be constant, and do the tuning
only by varying the capacity of
the condensers. K is a constant
obtained by combining the numeP.ical parts of rt:he equations with
the constant inductance.
We then have the three laws
for the three types of condenser
which make these straight-line
condensers : (a) For the circular type,
C is proportional to D.
(b) For the straight-line wavelength type;
C is prQportional to D'.
(c) For the straight-line frequency type,
C is proportional to I/ D'.
'!rhus, if D' is substituted for C
in the equation . for A, ·we shall
have A = K'D. Likewise, if we
sub-stitute I /D 2 for C in the
equation for f, we shall have
f = K' D. Both of these resulting·
relations are linear equations. D
represents the dial setting.
Dial Calibrations

Knowing the laws expressed
by (a), (b) and (c) given above, it
is easy for us to s-tudy how the
capacity must vary with the dial
setting. We shall consider the

range of dial reading·s to extend
only from ra to wo, instead of
from zero to roo, for reasons that
have been explained before.
Th:ere is an additional reason for
doing this : if we should take
zero for the dial setting and substitute this in the n~lation C oc
I (D' (the sign oc. means " proportional to "), we shal! have C

present several very satisfactory
straight-line wavelength
condensers.

zoo

I

oc - , which is an indeterminate
0

number generally expressed as
" infinity."
To show the relative variation
of capacity in the three types of
condensers, ,we have assumed the
capacity at ro on the dial of the
straight-line capacity and wavelength condensers equal to unity.
At roo on the dial, the capacity of
the circular plate condenser will
then be IO and that of the
straight-line wavelength condenser roo. In other \Yords,
whereas the capacity ratio of the
circular condenser can satisfactorily be 10 ti:';' I, the ratio .for the
straight-line wm•elength condenser must be roo to I. That
is, if the capacity at roo on the
dial is o.ooos microfarad, the
1011

lOO 90 80 10 60 SO

*

.10 .lO 10 0

J

go~~-+~4-+-~-+rrl,
1/

0 10 20 JfJ 40 50 6IJ 70 8IJ 90 100
Fig. 7.-Curves showing the ratio
of capacity at any dial-setting
(indicated on the horizontal axis)
to the capacity at 10 on the dial.

minimum capacity will have to be
o.ooooos microfarad to preserve
the square Jaw (or the straightline calibration) over the whole
dial. There are on the market at
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calibrations
would appear for a straight-line
frequency condenser.

The reader must remember that
the curves of Fig. 7 represent
relath•e values and t1ot actual
values; thus, the capacity of the
straight.line capacity condenser
at a dial reading of so must be
five times the capacity it has at
a dial setting of ro; the straightline wavelength condenser must
have a capacity at so on the dial
of tu•enty-ji1•e times its capacity
at a dial setting of IO; this is also
true of the straight-line frequency
condenser.
It will be noted that the
straight - line frequency curve
i-ncreases as the dial setting becomes lmver. This is in accordance with our statements above
to the effect that when the plates
of this condenser are entirely out
of mesh and the capacity is least,
the frequency is highest.
To be able to 'visualise more
easily the difficulties :which attend
the design of the straight-line
frequency cO:ndenser, we have
reversed the reading of the latter
and have made it read in the
same direction as the others.
The dial readings are shown at
the top of Fig. 7· V/e have then
re-plotted the curve, giving us
the broken line curve of Fig. 7·
(The conclnding portion of this
article will be published in a subsequent issue.-En.)
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The Importance of the "Het" in the
Super-Heterodyne
By J. H. REYNER, A.C.GJ., B.Sc., D.I.C., Staff Editor.
An interesting article showing that a considerable proportion of the effectiveness of a
Super-Heterodyne receiver arises from the fact that the signal is heterodyned.

<><X><>O<><>O<:o
SUMMARY.
_ With spark or unheterodyned
telephony - transmissions- a certain high-frequency amplification
(or its equivalent) is essential
owing to the fact that the
ordinary detector is disproportionately insensitive to weak
signals.
This effect is sho•z!/n to be due
to the " square-law " characteristic of the detectors in use
to-day.
High-frequency amplifiers, however, are difficult to
construct and use.
It is further shown that this
disadvantage is overcome in the
case of reception of C. W., due
to the necessity for heterodyning, and that provided the
heterodyne is sufficiently strong,
high-frequency amplification may
be dispensed with.
The presence of the heterodyne
in the " Superhet " enables full
advantage ta be tahen of this
fact, and for that reason it ~
suggested that more attention
should be paid to the oscillator
in super-heterodyne sets.

be seen that the value of the
current obtained through the
rectifier when the voltage has the
value OB, is four times as great
as that obtained .when the
voltage has the value OA, which
is only one-half of OB. Hence
the current produced is dependent upon the square of the
voltage applied.
It w~ll be clear, therefore, that,
extendmg the square law principle downwards to very small
signals, the response of the
rectifier will fall off much more
rapidly than the signal itself.
Local interference, on the other
hand, remains the same as
before, so that as the signal
strength falls· off, that is to say
as more and more distant

sta~ions are tuned in, a point is
rap1dly reached where the ratio
of signals to interference becomes
too small for good reception.
The curve shown in Fig. I is
for . a :'alve employing anode
rectJficatwn.
In consequence
all current in, the negat1ve direc:
tion is cut off, but the same
reasoninl-;' .applies to a crystal
~haract~nstJc, as shown in Fig. 2,
m wh1ch there is a certain
current in the reverse direction.
The
resultant
uni-directional
current after passing thrmwh the
rectifier is still found to ;bey a
square-law, so that the detector
i~ more sensitive to a strong
s1gnal than to a weak signal.
The curve shown in Fig. I
applies equally well to a valve;

The design of a receiver de~
pends primarily upon the purpose for which it is intended,
and in particular on the type of
signal which is to be received.
In order to achieve long-distance
reception, either of spark signals
or telephony, •experience shows
that a certain high-frequency
amplification is nece5sary.
Square-Law Characteristics

Now it is well known that any
of the rectifiers in common use
to-day obeys a square - law
characteristic, that is to say, the
current
which
is
produced
through the rectifier, which is
effective in producing signats in
the telephones, depends upon the
square of the voltage applied.
A representative characteristic
is given in Fig. I, which illustrates this point. It will readily

One of the most attractive features of the Super-Heterodyne is its
adaptability for use as a powerful portable receiver. The one
illustrated is the eight valve receiver described by Mr. Kendall in
"~odern Wireless" for July, 1925.
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empl@ying cumulative grid rectification, the square - law still
holding good.

suits obtained ju,tify
cautions taken.

the pre-

Use of Reaction

Use of High-Frequency
Amplification

An effect equivalent to the use
of hig-h-frequency amplification
The only remedy for this unis, of course, obtained bv the use
satisfactory C.)nditionof affairs is of re:1ction, and this is· in some
to use a certain amount of hig-h- _ ways a more satisfactory solution
of the problem.
Reaction circuits are some\\·hat critical, and
unfortunately are only too prone
to cause distortion.
Probably
the best solution of the problem
in this cas-e is the employment
of a certain hig-h-frequency
amplification
combined
\dth
judicious use of reaction.
Continuous Wave Reception

0

A
____.

B
II()LTAC£

Fig. 1.-This curve .clearly sh&ws
that the current output of the
r.ectilier varies as the square of
the applied .mltage.

frequency amplification in front
of the detector. By this means
the sig·nals received on the aerial
may be amplified so that they
operate the det-ector efficiently.
From this point of view an amplification of two before the detector will _be equivalent to an
amplification of four behind the
detector, and may even result in
the reception of a signal which
is utterly inaudible without these
high-frequency stages.
Unfortunately, the provision of
efficient high-ft·equency amplification is a matter of some difficul:ty.
Owing to the high-frequency involved, coil capacities,
\•aLve capacities, and stray intercircuit capacities, become ·of considerable importance, with the
result that it is almost impossible
to obtain
a
high-frequency
amplification of more than hYO
per stage.
·- To obtain even this amount of
amplification 'requit·es
careful
Q.esign, and the ·results, particuIAtiy on and below bro(ldcast
wacvelengths, are liable to be very
disappointing unless suitable precautions ar.e observed. l t should
riot be thought, :however, that ·
high-frequency amplification is
an impracticable, or even .an undesirable, proposition, and for
straight circuits, for the reception of spark or telephony
signals (unhetetodyned) the re-

The reception of continuous
waves, on the other hand, is not
subj·ect to the same disadvantages.
In order to render the
signals audible, it is necessary
to heterodyne the incoming
oscillations ,,·ith a local oscillator, and this exercises a considerable effect on the process of
rectification.
The heterodyning
pr-ocess, as is well known, consists in introducing into the circuit a local oscillation, of a frequency nearly equal to that of
the signals. These two oscillations \Vil! alternately swing m
and out of phase and · so \vill
produce beats.
The phenomenon may be
demonstrated by considering two
men ,,-alking down the road together. Assuming that the two
men start o·ff in step, but that
one man takes slightly quicker
steps than the other, it \Yill be
obvious that the t\vo men proceed on their "·av alternately
coming in and out ·of step.
Ii1
· an exactlv similar manner the
two electrical oscillations will
come in and out of step. When
they are in step t1Je combined
amplitude of the two \vill be the
sum of the two oscillations.
\Vhen they are out of step the
amplitude will be the difference
of the two oscillations. At the
intermediate point the amplitude
will lie in between these two
extremes.
Heterodyne Modulation

_The result, therefore, of combining these two o5cillations of
~lightly different frequencies is to
produce a third oscillation, of
\Yhich the amplitude is continual!\· Yariecl.
The variations
of thi~ amplitude may be made
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to occur at ·an audible frequency,
thereby rendering the signals
audible in the telephones.
It
may be remarked, in passing,that it is still necessary to rectify
these oscillations before they can
be heard in the telephones, because the actual oscillations produced by the combination of the
two high-frequencies ar-e still at a
high-frequency.
It is only the
variations which are at a lowfrequ-ency, and so a,re audible.
Fig. 3 illustrates this effect. The
incoming signal is rept'esented by
the top line, and is shown as
comparativ-ely weak. The heterodyne, which is represented by the
second line, is .shown as several
times stronger than the incoming
signal. The ·effect of combining
these two is to produce a composite oscillation consisting o.f a
high
frequency
component,
modulated at a considerably
lower frequency. In practice, as
has been seen, this modulation is
arranged to occur at an audible
frequency.
Effect on Rectifier

The oscillations must now be
applied to the detector in order
to be rectified, and so made to
produce audible signals.
Consider the effect of applving· a
signai of the type sho"'wn~ in
Fig. 3 to an ordinary square-law
rectifier.
Reference to Fig. r will show
that, above a certain value of
applied voltage, the t·eetifier
characteristic
becomes
very
nearly a straight line, at any rate

e

0
IIPPL/£0 V()lTYIGE

Fig. 2.-This characteristic of a
crystal detector illustrates the reverse current, which is only of small
magnitude.

for small excursions about any
given point on the curve.
Now, it will be obvious that
provided the sif.,rnal strength is
large enough, it is possible for'
the oscillation to sweep right
over the square-law portion of
the characteristic, and for the
extreme positions of the voltage
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swing to lie on this " straight
line "portion of the characteristic.
If this were the case, and the
amplitude of the oscillation were
varied, the variations in current
which would result would be subject to a linear law. That is to
say, the current would vary
directly as the increase or deorease of the voltage applied.
Linear Rectification Obtained
with Heterodyned Signals

Thi's is exactly the state of
affairs .which exists with a
heterodyned signal. The comparatively large high-frequency
component of the heterodyned
oscillation sweeps over the
square-law portion of the characteristic, and reaches the straight
line portion. This point is illustrated in Fig. 4, from which it
will be seen that the low-frequency modulations, which are
super-imposed on the top of the
high-frequency portion, all take
place over a portion of ,the curve
which is practically a straight
line.
This means, therefor·e, that as
far as the modulat£ons are concerned, the rectifier obeys a linear
law. Consequently if the signals
incoming on the aerial are reduoed in strength, the response
of the rectifier is reduced in
exactly the same proportion. It
does not fall off in the dispropor-

July
Thus the stronger the heterodyne the greater will be the r·esponse of the rectifier, up to a
certain limit, which is mentioned
later.
Use of Heterodyne Doubly
Effective
It follows therefore that the

heterodyne is doubly eff·ective in
assisting the rectification of weak
signals. In the first place, the
heterodyne its·elf produces considerable amplification, and in the
second place the rectifier obeys a
linear law so far as the incoming
signal is concerned.
In order that this last condition
may apply, it is obviously essential
that the heterodyne shall be sufficiently strong ,to sweep well over
the square-law portion of the
characteristic. This,
however,
is easily arranged. It will readily
be seen, therefore, that for the
reception of continuous wave signals, high-frequency amplification may be dispensed with. Practical experienoe has indicated that
this is the case.
Most of the
long-distance amateur reception
has been carried on with litHe or
no high-frequency amplification.
Moreover, the Marconi Company
have carried out experiments,
using eight stages of high-frequency amplification and a detector, as against a detector and
eight stages of low-frequency
amplification, and the reception

" " " " A , . "fV' 1\1\1\1111 W 1111011 (\1\M/\otl.o·o'V\. Incoming
•vrv vvvv v vv v v v vvv "" -vv rv Vth'V
Signal

\0 nnwA

nn Rft Rnw 0AOM R~nnnnnnN Resullonf

U\fV VU U\1 UV Oll vV U\(V vvvV Vll VVhu Osci!lolion

Fig. 3.-The third line indicates the variation of the resultant
.
oscillations at an audible frequency.

tionately rapid manner which is
obtained with a spark or other
unheterodyned signal.

in both cases was equally effective.

Effect of Strength of Heterodyne

The use of a heterodyne for the
reception of telephony, however,
is not practicable with ordinary
drcuits, owing to the whistle
which is produced by the interaction of the heterodyne and the
carrier wave of the transmitting
station. It is certainly possible
to adjust the heterodyne so that
the carrier wave is on the zero
point, but in this· case telephony

There is a second advantage
which acerues from the use of a
heterodyne.
If the
current
.through the detector is worked
out, it is found that the low-frequency component (which is the
only part of the current capable
of affecting the telephones) is
proportional to the product of the
signal and the,heterodyne.

Reception of Telephony
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is distorted quite apart from tile
interference which is caused to
other people by such a procedure.
There is no doubt, however, that
this method does bring in stations which cannot be heard if

/'lEAN
OFH.VALUE
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A

VARIATION
'U£ TO
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V- __ll\-]~
~-~···
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APPU£0
I

VOLTAGE

I

Fig. 4.-The variation due to modu·
lation can be seen to obey fairly
closely a linear law.

the heterodyne is not present,
and this is what one would expect from the previous remarks.
Consequently, if a heterodyne
can be introduced at some point
in the receiver before rectification
occurs without causing distortion, the full advantage can be
taken of the heterodyne amplification and the increased rectification efficiency.
The Super-Heterodyne

This is ·exactly what is done in
the super-heterodyne.
In this
case
the heterodyne is so
arranged that the beat note produced is inaudible or supersonic.
No adverse effect, therefore, r·esults from the employment of
this heterodyne oscillation, while
we are still enabled to take
advantage of the heterodyne
amplification.
In the super-heterodyne system
we select the inaudible frequency, and tune our succeeding
circuits to this frequency. The
system, therefore, is the same as
before, the speech modulations
being impressed upon a new carrier wave, which is amplified and
detected in the usual manner.
Advantages of System

There are several advantages
in this procedure, such as more
efficient amplification at the intermediate frequency, greater selec(Concluded on page 493)
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The Madrid station is one of
the moat popular of the European broadcasting stations as
far as reception in this
country is concerned. and
readers will no doubt welcome
some authentic information
regarding the source of the
programmes they so frequently hear.

~tlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll'llll.

HE latest addition
to the chain of
Spanish broadcasting stations is that
of the· " UnionRadio,"
Madnid,
which, although some people may
accuse it of plagiarising the new
zLO, was nevertheless . planned
some months ago, and contains
manv dis.t:incllive features.
It· certainly trukes t11e Brit1ish
stations as a model; the transmitter proper is a Marconi "Q"
type;
the generator produces
6 kw., and storage accumulators
give up to I IO volts.
Motors
and genemtors ar'e duplicated in
case of breakd(J!wn. The station
sends out " on the air " about
1.5 kw.
The Aerial

The aerial
sausage " T
between two
I z 5 ft. high,

is of the single
" type, suspended
s:teel crattice towers
erected on the roof

King Alphonso before the microphone delivering the speech with
which he officially inaugurated the Madrid st~Jiion.

of one of Madrid's largest emporia, known as !the '' MadridParis Stores,'' situated in one of
the highest parts of the city. The
roof in question is g8t ft. above
street level. The " earth " is a
fan-shaped counterpo,ise spreading
over the roof.
T\\·o microphones a.re in use, of
the " l\1arconi-S)1kes " (magnetophone) type, one in each of the

The crowd which gathered at the Madrid-Paris stores on the occasion
of the opening ceremony,

two studios.
Between these
studios is the control room,
whenoe the studio work is observed through a window looking into whichever studio is in
use. Also by means of duplicate
equipment similar to that in the
transmission room the modulation can be checked.
The Studios

The smaller of these studios
(about IO ft. square) is used for
announcements, news and lectures. The walls are hung with
g-rey velvet serv·ing as decoration
and also as a sound-deadener.
Th~ microphone rests on i~ts
rubber-sponge bed on a sort of
pedestal, and three or four easy
chairs art> arranged around the
room. There is also a gramophone-'' in case '' !
In the
larger studio, however, there is
space for a number of musicians,
and a grand piano and a harmonium are provided, while the
microphone is mounted on its
familim· wheeled carriage, wjth
the cut-out switch on tlhe side.
This studio is about I 5 ft. by
6o ft., the walls lightly draped,
but the ceiling is leJt bare, so that
although echo is diminished the
" open
a.ir "
effec~ · is
not
evident. All the decoration and
furnishing is carried OIJit " de
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luxe "--a~most bizarre to English eyes.
The Artistes

11he entire plan of the " Untion~
Radio'' is, to .all appearances, in
parallel with that of the B. B. c,.
It is formed of various electrical
and radio companies in Sprain, and
the option is open to anyone who
may care to join, to take out
shares in the Union. Artistes,
composers and other collaborators
will receive fees (which is not thf?
case wuth other Spanis,h broadcasting stations), by whjch means
they obtain all the best s'ingers,
mus~icians and lecturers.
The station director, Sefior
U rgoiti, an exceedingly earnest
and enthusiastic young man,
pilaces great faith in the enterprise, and is anxiously awtaiting
reports from distant points, patrticularly £rom England; so anyone who hears the station is
invited to " write in " or send
applause cards.
Times of Transmission

As means of income, they have
a percentage on sal,es of the various companies forming the Union,
in the form of stamps; they also
allow advertisements to be broadoast, but these ~are s·ent out in a
very humorous form, making a
pleasant interlude to the musical
items. Another item of income is
pro¥ided by the weekly journal
of the company, entitled Ondas,
i.e., "Waves," in whic'h appear
the programmes of the station,
together with those of other
stations, when no objection to
such publication is raised.
It
is the official organ of the
"U.R.S.A."
(such are the
initials of the company's full
title), and is the means of comrr,mnication between the station
and the listener.
Broadcasting times are at
present arranged as follows : Every day, from 2.30 to 3.30
p.m.
Alternate days, f.rom 6 to 8
p.m., and 10 to 12 p.m.
(All times approximate G.M.T.
as Spain has no " summer time ,.,
this year.) ·

July

They give a time signal, some
'' tr:io '' music, a few stories and
jokes, and the theatre performooces for the day. In the evening each day has its own distinctive " shoiW "--opera, mlllsical
comedy, sketches, Spanish reg'lional folk-songs, dance music,
chamber music, the classics, etc.,
all take their turn.
Opening of the Station

The S/tation \vas officially inaugurated by King Alphonso at
mid-day on Wednesday, June 17,
being introduced to the public by
Sr. Valent!n RUJiz Senen, president (or chairman) of the UnionRadio Company, and one of
Spain's mos.t prominent buSliness
c'hiefs.
A£ter eulogising the
efforts of Spanish engineers, His
Majesty concluded with the
remark that he '' was proud to
count himself as one more radio
l1istener. ''
The speeches were
broadcast
to
large
crowds
gathered in front of the MadridParis Stores, in the parks, and,
ne,edless to add, to thousands of
others in their own homes and
offices.
Tuning Note

The call sign is EAJ7, pronounced in English " eh-ah-hotasiete," and tihe official wavelength
is 430 metres.
Transmissions
start with a tuning note in the
form of a sort Olf bugle call playing '' doh-me-soh-doh.'' The announcer then gives the call sign,
followed
by
" Union-Radio,
Madrid.''
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.............................................
The Manchester Station .
:
..:..........................................
A Recital of Sea Shanties by
Mr. Stanley Maher and his
" Crew " of four achieved a
great success at Manchester recently. Mr. Maher will appear
again in a programme of songs,
humour, and sea shanties on
Thursday, July 30. A portion of
this programme will be set apart
for a performance of Beethoven's
celebrated " Kreutzer Sonata,"
by Miss Jo. Lamb, violin, and
Mr. John ·wills, piano.

*

*

*

Operatic productions continue
to be among the most popular
features of the Manchester pro~
grammes. On Saturday, August
I, a performance of '' Cavalleria
Rusticana " will be given, the
principals being Mi5s Stiles
Alien, l\Iiss Rachel Hunt, Mr.
Edwarcl Leer, and Mr. Lee
Thistlethwaite. This opera will
be 1relayed from sXX.

*

A new production clothed in an
old title," The 7.30 Revue," will
appear again in a fifth edition at
Manchester on August 8. Popular numbers from musical comedy
and revue, humorous sketches
and interludes by the 2ZY quar·
tet, will, as before, form the principal ingredients.· For this occasion Mr. Victor Smythe, the
producer, has written a series of
humocous descriptive monologues.

Programmes

The afternoon performance consists of a short " pot-pourri " of
things appropriate to the time of
the day. · They call it " An hour
at the table," as it occurs at the
Spanisih mid-day meal hour.

A view in the transmitting room at the Madrid station, A Marconi
"Q" type transmitter is employed.
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What proportion of the total
losses in a tuned circuit is due
to the variable condenser ? In
the following article Mr. Ken clll
a
makes some interesting observations on this subject which are
the result of some tests made
with a view to answering this
question.
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0 The complete tuning unit used by Mr. Kendall in his tests. The
Important questiOn IS ansmg, ~
condensers were mounted upside down to simplify the wiring.
'"'hich may be expressed thus : u
o
what proportion does the loss in DoC:JDa:n::JLJGDGGr::JGGGGGGGGGGG8GGGGI:'JGGGGGGG8r::::!Gr::JGGDGGGGr::JG
the condenser bear to the total
densers,
the crit·ical setting
Effect of a Low-loss Condenser
loss in a tuned circuit?
(below which the high-frequency
The resultS! obtained by Mr.
It would s.eerri that in such
resistance appears to increas·e
Sylvan Harris would appear to
rapidly), be:ng in the majority of cases as this, where the highshow fa,irly conclusively that the
frequency resistance of the tuning
condensers in the neighbourhood
~igh-frequency resistance of any
coil or high-frequency transof 20 or 30 degrees UP'On the
reasonabl~y good
variable con- scale.
former swamps that of the
denser upon such wavelengths as
variable condenser, the. use of a
A Pertinent Question
those embraced in the broadcast
low-loss condenser of one of the
Now, if the H.F. res.istance of new types is to be encouraged,
a variable condenser is to be not on the ground that it w:ilil
taken as being of the order of ~ead to a ma1rked imp·rovement in
signal :strength, rbut becaus•e it
one ohm, it becomes pertinent to
ask just what effect will be pro- will probarbly stimulate one to
duced by further lowering the •re- make an attempt to improve the
rest of the circuit to such an
.
Tl HDU.U.IN
s.is.vance of that condenser to,
·BHspf YOLTftllTER
extent that the benefit of tlhe lowsay, half an ohm; in other words,
whether the s.tiH furthe•r reduc- loss condenser may be obtained
tion of condenser losses is. going to the full. Besides, of courst',
to produce any marked effect the 'latest types of low..Jos•s conupon signa1l strength or selec- densers are unquestionably imtivity. l:t is probably safe to proved condensers in every wray,
predict an answer to this ques- from whatever point of view rhey
tion vvhen many of the common may be regarded, mechanical or
types of high resistance tuning elecb·ical.
The circuit arrangement of the tuner
illustrated on this page.
coils and high-frequency transProportion of Condenser Losses
f&rmers are in use, to the effect
It i.s interesting to attempt to
band is in the neighbourhood of
that when the winding has a
one ohm, so long as the conhigh-frequency resistance which determine how far the reductJion
may be te:n or twenty times higher of losses in the tuning coil w:inddens~r is operated at the !1arger
dial readings.
This last is an than that of the va_riable con- ings must be reduced before
condenser losses will become a
•impo!'tant point, which must be denser, smaU alterations in the
really large part of tthe total, and
borne in mind if any attempt is
resistance of the latter will be
made to carry out measurements swamped as regards their effect possibly a:n account of some
:simple experiments which I have
or comparisons of vari,able con- by the total losses in the circuit.

w·
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carried out with this end in view
may be ins1tructive. It is to be
understood that I am speaking
'here of results upon wave1lengths
of the order of 300 to soo
metres, and that any remarks
w.hich I make as to the m<:tgnitude of loss.es should be qualified by this proviso as to wavelengths; what may happen upon

fair:ly low-'loss coil and a standard
condenser.
No very special
attempt was made to reduce
losses in the aerial circuit, because such an attempt as a rule
produces little effect of a noticeable nature in selectivity or
signal strength, \Vhen using a
tuner of t.his type. since it seems
that the reduction of losses

The tuner was constructed on low-loss lmes in order that any losses
clue to the condensers should be more apparent.

the very short waves is probably
another story.
My experiments were upon the
Jines of an attempt to decide
whether the losses in variable
condenser,i; were sufficiently large
to show up as variations in
signal stren~t.h wihen the condenser under cons·ideration was
used in what we may regard as a
reasonably Iow-loss circuit. Such
a test is probably very much less
sensitive than one which uses.
selectivity as the criterion of performance upon. the part of the
variable condenser, and this must
be borne in mind when considering the results.

beyond a certain point is almost
negl<igible in compari~on wj.th
s.uch factors as the earth resistance and the radiation resis.tance
of the aerial.
The ael'ial circuit, then, consisted of a Burndept S2 coil and
a small coil of ten turns of No.
22 double canton covered wi•re
wound on a piece o.f ebonite tube,
to act as the coupii.ng unit with
the seoondarv. Tihese t\vo coils
in series wer~ tuned by a para.Jiel
variable condenser of .0003 p.F
capacity.

The Low-loss Secondary

The secondary consisted of a
winding of No. 20 enamelled wire
upon one of the squirrel-cage
formers, which Messrs. Co!J.in:son
Precis·ion Screw Co. arc now
producing as a s.tandard unit, the
rods of the squirre1-cage being
threaded, .so that it is an easy
matter to wind the turns of wure
with a lateral spacing.
The
turns actual•ly run about I 6 to the
inch, and quite a good air space
i::; thereby produced between
each turn and its neighbour.
Across the secondary winding
>v·as connected a .coos p.F vari-,
able condenser, to act as a
standard for comparison pur~
poses, both this and the aerial
condenser being of the geared
type, also produced by Messrs.
Collinson Precision Screw Co.
The procedure, in testing condensers ,,,as to adjust the coupling between aerial and seconda.ry
to as weak a value as would still
g·ive a fairly large figure of s.ignal
strength, and then to sub:;.titute
by a simp.Je change-over device
the condenser under test for the
standard condenser embodied in
the unit, which is seen in the
photograph accompanying this
article.
Method of Measurement

The method of measurement
of signal strength was the
Moullin voN:meter method, the
Moullin valve being connected
across the secondary winding in
the usual manner.
A signaa•
s.trength of the order of ten units
from· 2LO's carrier wave was
obtained, and it was possible to
read the scale of the milEammeter whioh I W•as using to
an accuracv of . I of a unit. This
test'was carried out upon a great

Experimental Method

The experiment was carried
out with the aid of very loosely
coupled primary and secondary
circuits, since it is evidently Olf
littue use to attempt to es.tJimate
the effect of small losses in the
aerial circuit, 'lvhere the ·other
losses are normally already large.
I according•ly constructed a
ISiimpJ.e low-loss tuner, consisting
of a separately tuned aerial circuit very EghtJy coupled indeed
to a seconda•ry comprising a

The low-loss type of former on which the air-spaced secondary
coil is wound.
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va~iety of variable condensers,
including s.ome with ebonite end
plates, some with. metal end
plates and small ebonite bushes,
others of the la.tes,t improved
types, and so on.
The Results

In ev-ery case except one, the
differences in signal strength
produced by substituting one condt!'nser for another were not large
~~mgh to express in figures
::!~P<>n the scale mentioned.
In
::~!;)me cases just percep.tibQe d:iffer;~hces were visibJ.e in the position
i~f the milLiammeter needle, but
these differences were s.o small
that they could not be correctly
·cx,pressed i,rt figures.
The one
exception was a condenser of a
rather freak variety, which any
experimenter·of expenience would
have condemned upon. a CIUrsory
examination, and this inSitrument
gave a reading of only 9·5, as
against 10 with a condenser of
normal efficiency in circuit.
Conclusions

_.,._,

It would seem that the conclusion to \Yhich we should come
a£ter thes' eleme111tary tests is1
that in a circuit wherein the
losses have been reduced even so
far as it is believed that they are
reduced in a secondary winding
like the one \\:hich I have
described, the differences of con- •
denser efficiency are still not
la,rgc enough to produce a noticeabie effect upon signal strength.
Lest I should convey the impression of depreci~ting the vaiue of
a modern type of low~loss condenser, I should make it clear
that previous expe11ience of tests
of a generally similar charaoter
Leads me to believe that the
slig·ht differences Perceptible in
signal strength would become
much m~re considerable in a test
· based upon selectivity.
In conclusion, it seems hard to
" a"'oid t'he conVJiction that whi:J,e
low,loss condensers are in every
way to be encouraged, as should
,any improved p:iece of apparatus,
yet they do undoubtedly throw a
responsibili1ty upon us to improve further and yet (urther the
other constituents of our tuned
circuits, in order that \Ye mav
reap the full benefit of a reduC'tion in condenser losses.

.:········································
The Importance of the
" Het " in the Superheterodyne.

...........................................
(Concluded from pag• 488)

•

tivity, etc .. which have all been
discussed in previous articles.
The most important advantage
of the system, however, lies in
the use of the heterodyne, which
produces the double amplification
effect (due to the amplification
per se, and to the increased
eft"ectiveness of the rectifier) previously referred to. It is often
desirable to' provide a high-frequency valve for the purpose of
avoiding radiation from the
aerial, and also to produce a certain high-frequency selectiVlity,
but from
the consideration
of signal strength alone this is
not necessarv.
It will b~ obvious from ,the
foregoing discussion of heterodyne amplification that a strong
heterodyne is essential.
The
requirc~ents may be summarised
as follo\\·s : ( 1) The heterodyne must be
strong enough to sweep over the
square-la\v portion of the characteristic on to the linear portion.
(2) 'Vhcn this condition has
been attained, the strength of the
sign~! obtained is directly pro-

portional to the product of the incoming signal and the -hetero...
dyne.
The Limitations

There is, of course, a limit to
the" increase of the heterodyne,
because the characteristic of the
detector does not remain linear
indefinitely owing to saturation
and such-like ,effects. In practice there is a definite optimum
value of the heterodyne oscillations at which the response of the
detector .is a maximum, the actual
va-lue depending on the type of
valve and the system of rectification -adopted.
·
These points will be discussed
in a future article, and values for
some of the more common types
of valve ·will be given.
It may be observed, however,
that the optimwn heterodyne
value is of the order of 2 to 3
volts, which is quite a strong
oscillation.
An increase of streng1th of the
heterodyne will have little effect
on signals which are already
good, but \vill be distinctly beneficial in the reception of distant
stations.
The tendency is thus for all
stations to be gi about equal
strength, and -this is, of course,
one of the first points observed in
practice with a good ~.upcr-
heterodyne receiver.

The studio at the Hilversum Broadcasting Station in Holland.
micnl.~hone is similar to that used in the B.B.C. studios.
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A recent portrait of Mr. Reyner.

N connectioo with the development of our Research
Laboratories at Elstree, we
have considerable pleasure in
introducing to our readers Mr.
]. H. Reyner, who joined the
staff of Radio Press, Ltd., on
July I.
.
Mr. Reyner, although compamtively young, is possessed of
high qualifications, his career at
the City and Guilds (Engineering) College being a record of
successes·.
On entering college he went
straight into the second year,
at the end orf which time he
obtained
the
John
Samuel
Scholarship for the best student
of the year.
·' ·
At the conclusion of the third
year course he obtained :the
Associateship of the City and
Guilds Institute (A.C.G.I.), and
again headed the list of successful candidates, thereby gaining
the Unwin Scholarship. He further achieved the dis.tinction of
gaining the Henrici Medal for
the best student in Mathematics.

I

He followed this up with a
fourth year course in research
work, under Professor G. V/. 0.
Howe, on Radio Telegraphy and
Telephony, at the conclusion of
which he was awarded the
Diploma of the Imperial College (D.l.C.).
During the same year he also
obtained the B.Sc.
Honours
degree of the University of
London, the special subjects
being Electrical Engineering and
Mathematics.
P·erhaps Mr.
Reyner' s qualifications can best
be appreciated from the following extract from an ofl1cial college document : " This brilliant
record is nearly, if not quite,
unique in the annals of the
college."
Since leaving college Mr.
Reyner has been engaged with
the Post Office Engineering Department. He has been responsible £or the design of receiving equipment at the various
coast and other stations cOilltrolled by the Post Office.
He has further been respon-
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sible for the design of complete
receiving stations· which have
been erected under his supervision, including, in some measure,
the Direction Finding Service,
which is now being rapidly developed, so that he has been
able to keep well in the forefront
of developments in wireless reception.
Reyner
has
already,
Mr.
obtained considerable experience
in the preparation o.f articles of
interest to the radio public, and
has, in fact, written two books
on the subj·ect. One o.f these,
J11 odern Radz"o Communication,
is fast becoming accepted as the
standard low-priced text book on
wireless.
The second book is a very
valuable collection of data, ,which
embraces every phase of the
science, and will be published by
Radio Press, Ltd., on September 1.
Mathematics, as such, are of
little interest to the average
r·eader.
Mr. Reyner. however,
while intimately conversant with
the more technical and mathematical aspects of radio, is an
expert in the art of investigating
problems from a theoretical and
practical standpoint, and subse~
quently placing
the
results
obtained in a very simple form,
easily understood by the nontechnical public.
Our readers may, therefore,.
look forward to a series of most
helpful
articles
from
Mr.
Reyner's pen, many of which
will be the result of research
work carried out at our new
laboratories, and of which a
large proportion ;will indicat~';
from theoretical con!'>iderations,
the most fruitful lines of experi-i
ment on any given subject.
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to consider the grave situation
arising from the loss of Mr.
P:arris.
The matter was d.jsoussed from every point of view.
All kinds of theories were put forward
by
v;:trious members.
Gubbsworthy held that be had
been captured by gunmen and was
being held up to ransom. But
Poddl,ehy believed that he had
been bitten by a rattlesnake,
whilst
Admiral
W.hiskerton
CuttLe's view was that he was·
languishing in Sing Sing owing to
mistaken identity.
Many other
suggestions wer·e based upon the
perils of mad Ford cars, of sixshooter sheriffs, of bronahobusting contests, of vamps, of
earthquakes, and of runaway
trains.
None of these found
un~versal acceptance at the meeting, though it was generally
A tear splashed sploshily on to the
agreed that Mr. Parris must be
top of Poddleby's bald pate.
in a tight corner, and that someporting to be from him.
But" thing must be done, right soon,
somehow we mi:ssed in them the to help him out.
true Parris ring, and all of us
I Volunteer
came to the conclusion that they
were fakes sent across by those
When they had all done their
responsible for his disappea.rance. bit .of talking I rose gracefully to
,Jt was the Genera-l wlho suggested my feet. "As one," l said, "who
that a cable should be sent to him has
considerable
experience
at his last known address in t'he of American life gain.ed from biStates. I w:as entrusted with the weekly attendance at the movies,
necessary money and despatched may I be allowed to offer my sugto rthe post office to send it on its
ges.tion? It is obvious that poor
way.
For several days we Hercy (here a tear splashed
waited, but no rep:ly came. Memrsplosh.ily on to the top of PoddJebers asked me urgently to teLl
by's bald pate) is what over there
them what I had said in my
they oall up against it. The only
despatch. I refused, merely telling them that I had asked a ques- thing that can avail is for a real
hundred-per-cent.
tion, and that the fact that there square_-jawed
was no repJy was conclusive proof cast-iron he-man to go forthwith
to his aid. As one of these I am
that Mr. Parris was missing.
;I1he question that I had asked was prepared to journey instanter to
quite simply, " Can you lend me America and to rescue poor Hercy
fifty pounds? " Could anything even if I shed the last r!i-op of my
be inore suitable for the purpose? blood in the attem.pt. Lest, however, you should be nervous about
Theories
sending me I would remind you
On the fourth day a special that it is never necessary in the
meeting ofthe dub was convened States for a hero to empty his
Uneasiness

OR some time past we of
the Little Puddleton \Vireless Club had not been
feeling quite happy. Whenever
one member met another you
might hear him ask: " Has anything been heard of him? '' and
see him answered with a mournful
shake of the head. Heard of
whom? you inquire, reader. Wrhy,
M!!'. Hercy Parris, of course.
Since he left our shores there have
been odd messages from him, it
is true, or, rather, messages pur-

F
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veins entirely. Though he may
lose pints and pimts in the first
three reeLs he always oomes up
smiling iu. the last one.''
Poddleby to Accompany Me

When the cheer;ing had died
down it was proposed by General
Blood T'hunderby that I should be
se:nt on behalf of the Little Puddleton Wireless Club to the rescue
of Mr. Parr'is. I required, of
course, a companion, just as
Holmes would be lost without his
Watson., Swan without his Edgar,
or Mason, if compelled to face a

He had played snap with two
parsons.

cold hard world minus his Fo·rtnum. The Gene'ral said that he
was sure that anyone in the
room would be willing to volunteer, and it rested with me,
gallant fellow that I was, to pick
my man. Without a moment',s
hesitation I selected Poddleby,
who, I knew, would never fail me
in the worst crisis. Poddleby rose
and accepted the job, and we
stood with clasped hands whilst
the club .sang " For they are
joLly good fellows " in several
different keys.
Our Voyage

Thus it comes about that I am
writing these notes not in the
:seclusion of my own study in
Little Puddleton, but in one of
New York's crowded ca:ravan:serais. If you do not know what
these look like, visit the pictures
and you will soon see. Poddleby
and I crossed on that splendid
liner, the Maldemeria, which had
one of the worst passages on
record, a hurricane, with frequent

Wireless WeeklJ ·
typhoons interspersed, raging
from port to port. \Vhen I talked
<about the weather to the captain
on the hst dav he said that the
Atlantic had b~en like a millp0t11d
all the way; but you know how
sailors ·talk. If it were not a fullblown storm it felt ljke one to
Poddleby and me, in spite of Pro~
fessor Goop's Rich Red Syrup for
Pale Green Sailors, of which we
took a large supply with us·.
Poddleby in Trouble

Arriving on the other side,
Poddleby has a nasty adventu11e,
narrowly escaping a sojourn in
Ellis Island owing to his failure
to produce t.he ne-ccs6ary wad of
money. Though he had left port
well padded with not.es, he had
played ~nap w.ith two parsons
during his less pale green
moments, and these gentlemen,
who promised to• devote all
their winnings to missionary enterprise, had left him completely
skinned.
The Search Begins

As soon as we had arrived at
New York and taken our be.longings to the hotel, \ve set out with
no delay at all upon our quest.
Hailinrr a taxi we jumped in and
direct~~! the dr1ver to take us to
the underwor,Jd. The man looked
puzzled, but eventually appeared
to understand, and when the
clock had ticked up umpteen
dollars, pulled up at the portals ?f
an even larger hotel than that m
which we were s.taying. He explained that we should find the
underworld he.re.
We did not
believe this, and told him to drive
us to the Bowery.

July'

,that Mr. Parris has fallen, and
they alone can help us.''
Toughs

Our hotel porter was a most
obliging person. vVhen we asked
him if he could put us among the
toughs, he said, " Can a duck
s.wim? '' Apparently that duck
could, for we soon found, thanks
to his kind introduction's, that we
got all that we wanted and then
some. You must excuse me if
I lapse occa~.ionally from the
mothe.r tongue. This American
language is so catching. Having
been taken home three nights
running in an ambulance, and sti,JJ
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with a pencil ,.,,ith our eyes shut,
we selected Lone Camp, and duly
journeyed thither. Our first impressions of Lone Camp were distinctly favourable. It was just
the kind of place in \'.:hic.h anything might happen. When we
disembarked from the train there
were a lot of fe.!tlows lounging
about on the platform. Approaching the nearest one I asked l1im
to take our luggage to the hotel.
His reply was to pull a gtm from
his belt and to begin writing .his
name
w.ith
bullets
throug-h
Pocldleby's new suit case. Tl1is
was most promising. I at once
shook him hcart·ily by the hand
and said that we hacl been trying
to meet him for days ancl clays.
This soothed the man, ancl soon
we were like brothers. Taking
him gently by the ear I pulled its
1hairy orifice towards mv !.ips.
Found

His reply was to pull a
his belt.

gun

from
·

having no news of Mr. Parri.s, we
decided to go forth into the great
open spaces.

" Have
you
got
Hercy
Parris? " I whispered. Drawing
his gun pensively he removed
Poddleby' s hat with the first shot
amd my cigarette with the second.
" Yep," he said, just like that !
[The next episode of this thrilling drama of life and death w.iU
be screened next week. Do not
fail to see Hercy Parris, Way:f:iarer, and Poddleby leaping the
gulch on unbroken bronchos. J
WIRELESS WAYFARER.
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" Yep," he said, just like that I

A Journey to the Underworld

time-tables.
Having been removed from the train by the outlaws he would be taken to some
•small place in the hiMs where m:en
were men and might was right,
and other things of that k:ind
obtained. The difficulty was to
select a likely spot. A reference
to the Ameri'can equivalent of
Bradshaw showed that there were
quite a few railway rstations
which might be regarded as doors
to the great open spaces.

" The fellows who really . are
of the underworld.
It is into
their hands, without a doubt,

However, by opening the
volume at random and dabbing

Lone Camp
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Several times

during our drive we stopped the
taxi by beating upon the window,
because we had seen a man very
like Me Hercy Parris upon the
pavement. Mr. Parris, I should
ml:'ntion,
wears
horn-rimmed
spectacles, so that he is eas.ily
recognised. On clo-ser inspection
none of them turned out to be the
object of o-ur quest, and we drove
on after apologies. When we had
spent two or three days in this
way without result, I said to
Poddleby, " This is no use. We
must get among the toughs."
" The toughs? " sa.id Poddleby.
" Yes,'' I said, " the bad lads.
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AN ANNOUNCEMENT.
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Owing to the desire of the British
Broadcasting Company to reduce the
number of talks to he broadcast
during the oumrner holiday period,
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and to increase proportionately the
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nW..her of musical items, the Society
has decided to forego its next three
talks. It realises that during holiday
time listeners will prefer orchestral
or vocal items to lectures OD wirelesS
subjects, so, in order to keep up with
this holiday spirit, the Society willingly
foregoes the valued privilege of broad•
casting these talks during the next
five weeks. The talks will he resumed
on the 19th September. Suggestions
for suitable talks on wireless matters
are always welcomed." and obould be
addressed to the Secretary, The Radio
Society of Creat Britain, 53, Victoria
Street, London, S. W.l, when every
endeavour will he made to comply
with the reqnests so made.
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Some Useful Tuning Charts
The tuning charts given below should prove of particular value in view of the fact
that the approximate inductance values of some typical commercial plug-in coils
are indicated along the inductance scale.

ESE charts are deSome typical standard coils on
signed to faci'litate the market have therefore been
the rapid des<ign of. inserted in their appropriate posituning drcuits or to tions.
enable the WJaveThe capacities are expressed in
length of any circuit :micro-microfarads (,u,uF), this
to be determined with a minimum being a convenient unit for very
of trouble.
small capacities.
If the inductance and capacity
One ,u,uF is I/ I,ooo,ooo ,uF, so
are known, the wavelength of the that to convert a capacity in ,uF
circuit can be obta,ined and vice- to ,u,uF it is simply necess,ary to
versa.
multiply by I ,ooo,ooo.
'I:he inductance is expressed in
E.g.,
.ooos
,uF = .ooos X
microhenries (,uH).
In many I ,ooo,ooo ,u,uF = soo ,u,uF.
cas.es, however, plug~i,n coils, of
A table orf some of t:he more
which the inductaillce may not be common values of capacity is
known, are· used.
tappended.
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Method of Operation

The method of operation is as
follows :-The value of the inductance is noted on the horizontal
.scale and the value of the capacity
on the vert>ical scale. The point
where these two lines intersect
wiJ:l give the wavelengtJh, which
may be read off by reference to
the diagonal lines.
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Examples

sl'andard plug-in coil which can
be used to tune with this condenser in the middle of the scale?
vhe capacity in the middle of
the scale with an ordinary 'semicircular p~late condenser wil.l be
.ooo25 ttF=2SOJ-!J-!F.
Look along the cap.acity line at
250 ttttF untiJ 365 metres is obtained. Here a certain interpolatJon is necessary.
The 250 ttttF Line cuts the 300metre line at wo J-!H, and the
400-metre line at .about I 70
pH.
The inductance required wil,l be
approximately midway between
the two, and a reference to the
inductance scale will show that the
nearest standard coils are : Burndept S3, Igranic so, Gambrell Br.

This point \vill be made clear by
means of a few examples.
Example 1.
A coil having an inductance of
I so microhenries (ttH) is tun,ed
'vith a co111denser of .0003 ttF.
What will be the wavelength of
the circuit?
.ooo3 ttF = 300 ttttF
Referring now to the chart, it
will be seen that t'he I so· ttH line
and the 300 ttttF line intersect on
the diagonal1ine marked 400.
Hence the wavekng·,th of this
c.ircuit will be 400 metres.
Example 2.
A circuit is required to tune to
365 metres.
A variable · condenser of .ooos ttF (max.) is
available. V\-'hat is the nearest
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Example 3·
A Gambrell B coil is to be
tuned with a soo ttf!F condens,er.
vV'hat Wliul be the wavelength
range?
Looking- along the inductance
line for the B coil (zoo 11H) it will
be s,een that this interseots the
500 f1J-!F Jine at 6oo metres.
The minimum value of the
oapacity depends upon the condenser employed, the stray oircuit capacities and the coil
capacity.
This is not likely to be less
than about 6o or 70 ttttF, which
gives zoo metres approximately
for the minimum.
The wavelength range is thus
zoo to 6oo metres.
(Concluded on• page 499)
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HE retirement from
business of Mr.
Guy Burn e y,
founder and managing director of
the Sterling Telephone and Electric Co., Ltd.,
has recently been announced.
Mr. Burney, \Yho is a member of the Postmaster-General's
Advisory Committee on Broadcasting, is a well-known figure
in 1the wir·eless world, as the
founder and first chairman of
both the Telephone Manufacturers' Association and of• the
National Association of Radio
ManufaCturers.
As early as rgoo, in collaboration with the Company's engineers, he introduced, amongst
other instruments, the " Era "
Automatic Telephone, which was
the. first commercial multiple
automatic interphone to be placed
on the world's market. It was
this instrument which brought
the Company into prominence.
Mr. Burney was one of the first
to exploit the commercial possibilities of wireless on a large
scale, and he holds the opinion
that the time is not far distant
when wireless ,yjll be as .necessary in every modern home as
water and electric light.

We understand that a ·wellknown Fret1ch amateur who uses
ss-watts. on a 33•metre wavelength received messages on Sunday, June 7, at 4.50 p.m., from
an amateur 2AE in New Zealand.
Experiments in short wave transmission continue, and it is report·ed that N auen, t•ransmitti:ng
on a 72-metre i\Vavelength to New
Guinea, chronicled good results
over the 6,250 miles between
Germapy and New Guinea.

*

*

*

*

*

*

That the Postmaster-General
does not propose to reduce the
wireless licence fee pending the
report of the committee which
the Government are about to
appoint to examine the arrangements, -financial and otherwise,
for the maintenance of broadcasting services, was stated ·by Viscount \Volmer, Parliamentary
Secretarv to the Post Office, in
reply to ·a question raised in Parliament.
British listeners will be interested to hear that the B.B.C.
will carry out some important experiments in September with a
view to arriving at a practical
scheme for relaying, on an exchange basis, not only Continental, but also American, pro-

Weekly

grammes.
Subsequent developments of the service will probably
depend on the success of these
tests.

*

*

*

In connection with the Macmillan Arctic Expedition, the
U.S.A. Naval Secretary, Mr.
Wilbur, recently threatened to
withdraw from the venture the
naval hydroplanes which are
taking part in it unless the
standard naval high-wavelength
apparatus was carried, in addition to the low-wavelength transmitters and receivers used by the
expedition. We gather that the
misunderstanding has now been
adjusted, and that rthe expedition
will employ both types of apparatus.

Short-Wave Chart

The second chart is a special
short wave chart, w!hich is
operated on exactly the 15ame
principle but extends to smaHer
values of inductance and capacity.
In all calculations the capacity
must be the total capacity in the
ci,rcuit, due allowance being made
for stray and coil oapacities,
which are best ·estimated as being
about so to 70 I'JlF for iwrmal
circuits.
Use with Aerial Circuits

\V,hen using the chart with
aerial circuits the equivalent
aerial capacity should be employed.
Assuming the capacity of the
aerial itself to be 250 p.p.F (an
average figure), the equivalent
capacity may be obtained as
below.
With the tuning condenser in parallel
with tlhe coil,
C equivalent=zso+C condenser p.uF.
With the tuning condenser in series
with the coil,
.
zso XC condenser
C eqmvalent=zso+C condenser p.p.F.

The main generator room at KGO, the General Electric Company's
&oadcasfing Station at -Oaklands, California.

49q

With C.A.T. (with a .ooor p.F series
condenser).
C equivalent=70 x C condenser
70-t-C condenser
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By PERCY W. HARRJS,
In this highly informa
readers of " Wireless
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to NKF (Raclib Res1
United States Navy, ,
(Westinghouse.·Manufa,
burgh, Pa.), and WG~
SchenectadyJ
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ing to the most distant points oP
the earth; yet a few hours later,
when daylight conditions prevail,
it would appear to be difficult to
hear them one hunch·ed miles
A fleet of cars equipped for short-wave work. The first car carries
a 23-metre telephony transmitter. (Courtesy A. H. Grebe Co.)

W

HATEVER else it may
have done-and its list of
achievements is already
surprisingly high-the amateur
radio movement has at least
demonstrated to the world at
large the practicability and, indeed, the remarkable efficiency of
short-wave transmission and reception.
These short wavelengths-and as " short " is but
a relative term, it is well to define them as wavelengths below
100 metres-can be looked upon
without any great stretch of
imagination as the waves of the
future, for the possibility of an
almost infinite number of simultaneous transmissions . is to the
commercial radio eng-ineer one of
the most alluring of short-wave
charms.
Big Firms at Work

It is not surprising, therefore,
to find that the big commercial
radio companies and Government
Departments engaged in the art
have already done much to exploit
short - wave
working.
Within a few days of arriving in
New York I made a point of calling upon Mr. Taylor, chief engineer of the Radio Corporation

~IMJQX

of America, for the purpose of
discussing the use of short waves
with him. The Radio Corporation of America is, as most
readers of Wireless Weekly
know, a great radio organ-isation
merging the wireless interests of
the old Marconi Wireless Company of Ame-rica, the Westinghousc
Electric
Company,
Western -Electric Company, and
several others. On Long Island
the Radio Corporation operates
the high-power station, " Radio
Central," which until recently has
been working on some of the
longest wavelengths used in radio
communication.
Now, although
they are still using waveleng·ths
of the order of Ig,ooo metres or
more, the Corporation has also
installed apparatus to work below
100 metres, and regular experimental work is being conducted
on wavelengths around 20 to 30
and go metres.
Short Waves in Daytime

One of the big problems in
short-wave work is to effect reliable communication both day
and night.
Some short waves
have the most remarkable tJenetrating power after dark, reach-

soo
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The base of the aerial frorri"wlai
transmissions are sent out. J
beneath the loading coil~ TJa,
from the station building.
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away, even with the finest receiving apparatus now available.
Much recent work has been
carried out for the purpose of
finding which short wavelengths
The research buildings at NKF (near Washington). The NKF shortwave transmissions radiate from the vertical pipe aerial on the roof
of the building on the right. A counterpoise of horizontal pipes
is used here.

w.ill " carry " the best in daylight.
All the authorities with
whom I have discussed the
matter ag,ree that so far wavelengths of about 20 to 25 metres
appear to be the most successful.
Dr. Taylor and the Iron Pipe

.eh

t~e

well-known KDKA short-wave

~otice the tilted aerial ammeter just

is meter is read with field glas8es
• (Courtesy Wedina-houfle Co.)

Some of the finest experimental
wmk on short wavelengths has
been carried out by the United
States Navy at their Research
Laboratory at Bellevue, a suburb
of Washington, the national
capital. This laboratory is excellently equipped, and the buildings are shown in one of our
illustrations. The laboratory is
under the direction of Dr. A.
Hoyt Taylor, a scientist of international reputation, who has devoted practically his entire attention for many months past to
short-wave transmission and reception.
British experimenters
who are well acquainted with the
loud and steady signals from station NKF on various wavelengths
below 100 metres will be astonished •to hear that these signals
are sent out from an antenna consisting of nothing more than a
rusty iron pipe perched on the

SOI

roof of one of the buildings (I
have indicated it in the photo'"
graph), other rusty pipes being
spread around as a counterpoise.
I naturally expressed surprise
to Dr. Taylor that in such wonderfully equipped laboratories an
aerial of this kind should be used,
as a rusty iron pipe did not
appear to me to be the highest
expression of electrical efficiency
on short waves !
From Start to Finish

Dr. Taylor smiled. " There is
no need to worry about the conductivity of the antenna," he
said, " ,when you consider .that on
these short waves practically all
the resistance is radiation resistance.
If we were to make
the antenna of' high conductivity
copper, there would be such a
slight increase of efficiency that
it would not be worth while to
do so! "
The NKF laboratories differ
from others l visited in that not
only is experimental work conducted there, but the first models
of all naval receivers are built
and finished complete, in exactly
the form in which they will be
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used in the various naval stations.
This means that workshop equipment has to be provided to finish everything down
to the finest detail, so that when,
for example, a new short-wave
receiver is finally approved and
the first model has been made, it
is only necessary to hand the

[uly
Laboratories. One was guaranteed accurate to within onehundredth of one per oent. !
Great accuracy in the calibration
of all the American naval apparatus is now being attained by what
are kno11·n as " crystal-controlled " circuits. By utilising certain properti.es of quartz crystals

actual model to a manufacturing
firm, such as the Westinghouse
or \Yes tern Electric Co.'s, for
copying, without any further designing work being needed.
Those readers who appreciate the
differ·ence in efficiency between
preliminary bench " hook-ups "
and finished factory-built designs
will l'ealise the wisdom of the
policy adopted.
Experimenters
who
think
themselves lucky if their wavemeters are accurate to within a
metre or two would certainly be
interested to see some of the
wave-meters that Dr. Taylor
showed me at the Bellevue

it is possible to obtain wonderful constancy, and it is the intention of the Naval Department
ultimately to have every transmitter under its control fitted
with this special quartz crystal
arrangement to maintain a constant frequency.
Crystal Oscillators

I cannot in this article give
you any particulars of these
" crystal - controlled "
wavemeters, receivers, or ,transmitters,
as space is limited. The leading radio laboratories in the
United States are nearly all in502
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vestigating and making use of
the phenomena.
Nor have I space here to describe in detail the highly inter·esting short-wave receiver designed by Dr. Taylor for the
naval short-wave working. This
goes down to about IO metres,
and is somewhat smaller than the
Grebe short-wave rec-eiver which
I recently desc-ribed in these
pages. It differs from the Grebe
receiver in its reaction control
method, the Grebe receiver having condenser control of the reaCtion, '':hile the naval reoeiver
is resistance-controlled.
All the
Navy receivers are fitted in
special aluminium cases with a
mugh black surface similar to
that used on many German optical instruments, such as microscopes.
All have spring clip
connections for batteries, so that
when the panel is withdrawn
there are no wires to disconnect.
East

A group of short-wave aerials at KDKA (East Pittsburgh). The
small aerial and platform is IUed for experiments on waves of
fifteen metres or so.
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Pittsbuq~h

KDKA is naturally the Mecca
of every short-wave enthusiast
visiting the United States, and by
the kindness of the Westinghouse Company I was given full
facilities to inspect all the ,shortwave plant at this famous station. Thousands of British experimenters who have listened to
the short-wave signals broadcast
from KDKA will be interested
in the photographs, which sho11·
the station and a close-up
view
of
the actual
aerial
used, which consists of a rigid
copper pipe, in the middle of
which is the loading coil. Immediately beneath this is placed the
aerial ammeter, which is purposely tilted so that its dial mav
be observ·ed from the operating
room by means of a pair of fieldglasses !
The aerial ammeter
has to be placed at the point of
maximum current, and in this
aerial the point of maximum current is near the centre.
The Feed-In Method

The " feed~~n " method is parL
ticularly interesting. The short;_
wave transmitter is situated
close to the window immediately
adjacent to the pole, and a lead
is !taken from a single tapping on
the inductance of the main oscillating circuit.
This goes to a
fixed capacity air condenser and
thence by a copper rod to the
base (}f the copper tube.

Wireless W eelily
Wavelength Changes

The air condenser is situated
just outside the ,window and con:sists of two circular plates separated about an inch. By using
such arrangements the aerial
oscillatory current does not enter
the station, and as the feed is to
a high potential point, very little
current flows in the feeder line.
The short-wave transmitter circuit is constantly changed, and
not only the \Yavelength but even
the degree of distortion is frequently altered in the course of
experiments. \Vhen I was in the
station the wavelength used was
63 metres, although previously it
had been in the neighbourhood of
68 and 70 metres.

that readers of this article Jook at
a map of the United States (the
bigger the scale the better), when
they will see that Pittsburgh is a
very cons,iderahle distance from
the Atlantic coast.
South Schenectady

As a matter of fact, the \Vestinghouse station KDKA is not
actually at Pittsburgh atself, but

1engths of 38 met!'es, 1 og metres,.
and I ,66o metres. The 38-metres
se-t utilises a '' pus•h-pull '' masrter
oscillator, and push-pu!J amplifier
with an aeroial energy of about zf
kilowatts. This, by the way, is
considerably -less than is ofteri
used at KDKA, where powe,r up
to I2 or IS kilowatts is sometimes
put into the s1hort-wave transmitter aerial.

Distortion

The distortion of KDKA's
short-wave signals, due ,to high-_
speed fading, \\·as one of the
many technical points I discussed
with experts in the United States.
Dr. Taylor told me that it was
prominently noticeable even in
Washington, but that the effect
could be minimised considerably
J:ly arrang-ing several antennre at
a distance of half a wavelength
apart and combining the resultant
signals, as the fading· on two
nearby aerials is by no means
synchronous.
This point was confirmed by
the engineers at KDKA, who also
told me of ano,ther most interesting point. The short-wave signals ar-e so frequently received in
Australia at good strength that
special programmes hav-e been
sent for the benefit of that continent. A large number of letters
from Australian listeners prove
that in Australia there is very
little high-speed fading, and
KDKA has been rebmadcast in
Australia so satisfactorily that
every word could be understood.
For some reason or other the distortion due to high-speed fading, so notic-eable in England,
is almost absent in Australia.
Although the \Vestinghouse
Company's
experimen~s
at
I~DKA are so weJ-1 known, very
J1ttle seems to have been heard in
this country of the excellent work
being done by the General
Eiectric Company at their new
experimental station at South
Schenectady. By the way, it is
nat: easy for EngJish readers to
reali,se the distances between the
varaous stations, and I suggest

Four steel towers at S<HJth Schenectady. These are used for longwave experiments. The short-wave work is done in the ·same
field, modulated current being provided from the WGY studio by
land-line. For short-wave work the call 2XK is used.

some thi,rty miles to the east of it
at a place called East Pittsburgh.
Schenectady, one of the prettiest
ht,tle tOW<llS I visited un the United
St,ates, [sin New York State, but
several hours' journey from the
city.
\VGY itself is at the
Generol
Electric
Company's
works, al!tihough -rhe short wave
experiments are ca,r;ried out at
South Schenectady, fifteen or
twenty miles away. The shortwave
equipmen,t
at
South
Schenectady is particularly fine,
and transmissions are takjng
place with fair regul,arity on wave-
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Transmitting Wavelengths

At South Schenectadv there are
a number of separate. buildings
housing the different transmitters,
and in a main building there are
three valve-rectifiers, each of
which can deliver IOO kilowatts
of rectified energy. By means of
a roof bus-bar WJiring system
power can be delivered to any or
all of the sets in this building,
while modulated high-tension current carrying the WGY programme can be delivered to any
or all of the separate bujJdings.
On the 38-metres set an aerial of
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similar dimensions to that us~d by
KDKA is in opemtion, althoug-:h I
noticed that the loading coil was
sp·lit and the aer:ial ammeter
pbced centrally, which \vould
appear to be prefe,rable to the
method at KDKA, where the
ammeter
is
placed
below
the loading coil.
As is ·the
case with KDKA, there is
no counterpoise, the antenna resembling the original Hertz
:aJrrangement. The f.eed-i111 method
is s:lightly different from that used
at KDKA. At the base of the
aerial ·is placed an os.cillating c[,rcuit, from one point of which a
connection is made to :the bottom
of the copper tube. This oscillatory
circuit is fed by a power tine from
the transmitter withu•n the building, w that, again, the aerial
cunrent does not enter the
building.
The rog-metres set is situated in
its own building. Th.is has three
'· T '' aerials, one end of the top
of each '' T '' being joined to a
central insul.ator. The tops thus
radiate from a central point,
and the three down-leads are .
brought together to a lead-in
insulator on the top of the roof.
Experimenters should l.isten for
these s.ignal'i, which I fancy will
be heard at excellent strength
here. I ''ms informed that they
are usually sent out on the three
waveleng-ths of 38, Iog, and I ,66o
metres, between 6.45 al'ld r I tp.m.
American Eastern Standard Time
(this is five hours ear.lier than
Greenwich mean time or six hours
earlie·r than Summer Time).

July
I was rather surprised to find
that transmissions were also
being carri·ed out on I ,66o
metres.
I discovered that the
General Electric Company were
anxious to find the degree of
fading and the proportion of

l
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A "cloae-up" of the KDKA
short-wave aerial.

22,
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atmospheric interference on the
various wavelengths. The I ,66ometre wave is being <tried for
long-distance transmission.
At NKF, KDKA and WGY(ot·,
rather, 2XK, the short-wave call
of vVGY), the short-wave trans-.
mitting inductances were invariably made of copper strip wound
Of.l cylindrical skeLeton formers of
icry wOQd.
Such materials as
t bonite, bakelite, etc., prove useless· on these short wavelengths,
panticularly when powers of the
oPder of one kilowatt or more are
being used.
Pyrex glass is
utilised to a considerable deg-ree
for insulating various parts of
the apparatus.
So far as
1·eceivers are concerned, I notice
that neither the Grebe nor the
Navy receiver for short \Yaves
use valves from which the bases
have been removed, and I am
inclined to think that the recommendation so often made to remove the tube base is not quite
stJ important as some people
think. I discussed this question
with Dr. Taylor at NKF, and he
told me that very little difference
will be noticed above about 40
or so metres, although be!O'\\'
this there is some advantag-e in
r:emoving the base. It should be
remembered that American as
well as some of the British valve
manufacturing- firms have now
abandoned the metal base-cap,
which no doubt caused much
trouble in the earlier short-wave
experiments.
On commercial
and Government receivers the
rapid interchangeability of valve::
made possible by adhering- il:o the
conventional base possibly outweighs the advantages of a slight
increase in efliciency by removing
it. Below ten metres, of course,
the whole problem of set design
must be reconsidered, ·and
remarks do not apply to these
ultra-short wavelengths.
A number of anti-vibratory
valve sockets are now available
in America, and the Navy departments have now evolved a special
type of base which, I understand,· ·
wiil be· standard for all wireless
apparatus in the American servioes. This will take a size of
valve different from that sold to
amateurs. The Navy department, by the way, seems· to
favour a valve which corresponds
in its electrical characteristics to
the Western Electric Peanut
available here.

my

KDKA station and the aerial (on right) from which the ahort-wa11e
transmis11iona m·e •.ent out
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By An Amateur Transmitter.
A short article giving some hints on how amateur two-way working may be facilitated
and confusion in the exchange of signals avoided.

Q, CQ, CQ, CQ, and so on
for twenty, thirty or more
times ! Listening on the
amat·eur bands almost any night
will result in the above string of
letters being heard, and it is truly
remarkable the number of stations there are who follow this
extraordinary procedure.
Their
one idea seems to be : make as
much noise for as long a time as
possible, and someone is sure to
answer out of the many who will
inevitably hear.
Such crass
stupidity results in exactly opposite effects, and many a good
long-distance communication has
been missed by reason of " sitting on the key." The author,
on several occasions, has been
hunting around for some station
to connect with, only to hear .this
interminable CQ call, with the
station's call-sign, if not omitted
altogether, left out for such a
time that the listening station
operator tunes away, disgusted,
to find a more sensible operator.
The same remarks apply to the
use of the ".Test " signal, many
stations continuing to send it for
a seemingly endless period of
time, and not dreaming of signing or " changing over."

C

Another annoying fellow is the
one who will repeat everything,
even when you have, in reply to
his QRK?, said QSA! Surely, if
his signals are strong, there is no
need for each word to be
repeated.
A Suggestion by the A.R.R.L-

The traffic department of the
American Radio Relay League
is ·endeavouring to improve the
whole position, and has suggested that every operator knows
that he is QSA everywhere when
working on the very short waves,
and this obviates the necessity for
QRK? and so on. This would
appear to be an excellent thing,
if operators would adopt it, and
will, in ,the case of ARRL members in America and Canada,
simplify the handling of traffic.
British operators o.£ experimental stations should read their
lioences, as issued by the General
Post Office, for an indication of
how many times to call TEST

or another station. For example, 2ZYX wishes to connect
\vith a station for purposes of
experiments, and he proceeds as
follows:TESJ.',
TEST, TEST
de
2ZYX, 2ZYX, 2ZYX.
This is
as laid down in his licence, and is
to be follorwed by a period of
listening.
Useless Repetition

The point I wish to emphasise here is, don't send TEST
twenty times and your own call
once, or, alternatively, don't send
TEST twenty times and your
orwn call as many; stations get
tired of listening to this kind of
stuff, and are far less likely to
reply if such procedure is followed.
Another interesting clause in
the transmitting licence states
.that listening shall in all cases
be performed' on the wave it is
intended to use, before transm:ission starts, In order to prevent

Transatlantic Working

Again, it is the rule, rather
than the exception, to find stations calling ARRL, for, figuratively, hours on end, and then,
strange to relate, never dreaming
of listening for a reply from one
of our American brothers. The
writer has personally heard this
kind o.f thing so many times that
it has become a matter for
wonder that the Americans
trouble to reply at all !
Imagine the feelings of a U
station operator, say, when, after
having replied to a ten-minute
ARRL call (by no mean~ unusual), he in return receives no
reply, neither does he do so to
a subsequent call.

Mr. Maclurgan, a leading Sydney ~xperimenter, at his station 2CM.

~e has been successful in establishing two-way daylight communica-

tion, on a wavelength of 20 metres, with Mr. E. J. Simmonds (20D) of
Gerrards Cross.

sos
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interference being caused \Yith
any other station. This trouble
is not so prevalent on the short
waves as on 1the I so-zoo metre
band, where stations work telephony. lt is a hard thing to
say, but the writer is convinced
that this regulation is, in the
main, disregarded, as stations
often start up, usually with large
power, right on top of a weak
transmission which one is trying
to read. The wavelength of the
interfering station may not be
exactly the same as lthat of the
weak station, but the side-bands
make up for that !
Importance of Correct Spacing

R,eturning to the question of
operating, it is essential for' successful long-distance communication that the calling station shall
send his station call-sign· slowly,
deliberately, and with good
spacing between the end of one
sign and the beginning of the
next, in order that he may be
correctly copied by the receiving
operator.
Cases have come to the
writer's notice in which a callsign ABC sent several times
could easily :have been read as
CAB or BCA, thus upsetting
things as far as that station's
distance record was concerned.
Always give a call-sign in such
a way that there is no possibility of its being misread, and
you will find the stations coming
back as soon as you have said
K. From the point of view of
the receiving station, it is always
advisable for the operator to be
on the watch for errors due to
bad spacing, it being frequently
the case that a receiv,ed KE was
intended for C, while the same
letter may be badly sent so as to
read TR. MA altered to Q may
make an otherwise senseless
jumble into an inte11igible word,
whilst it is not by any means
unusual for one to receive 5
where H was intended ; in the
same manner V may be wrongly
sent and read as 4· Many other
possible sources of error will be
apparent to the reader, and
should be borne in mind when
rthe received message appears
incorrect.

not be ful!y appreciated by those
who have not learned them. At
the end of a communication, for
instance, one hears one station
say to another, '' CUL 73's
OM," and that certainly ap_pears
meaningless if you don't know
what it's all about. CUL is an
abbreviation
for
" see
you
later," and is often varied to
" CU agn," the meaninl?· of
which is obvious. 73's IS a
term meaning '' kind regards,''
or words tto that effect, and
originated, \Ve are told, in oldtime land-line procedure. OM is
a contraction of.'' old man,'' and,
naturally, is used in a friendly
sense.
Minimising Interference
~ea-going

operators
have,
possibly, the greatest difficulty of
any in establishing communication with another station, on
acoount of interference, and it is
common to precede a call to, say,
Cape Race (VCE) with several
V's in this ·way :-vvvv, VCE,
VCE, VCE de XYZ, XYZ,
XYZ, K.
If no reply is forthcoming from
the station <::aUed, the calling
station does not repeat for 15
minutes, in which time other
traffic is handled. This would
appear to be worthy of adoption
by the amateur, and would certainly save a lot of wasted power
and QRM, thus also not raising
so much indignation from those
suffering from your flat tuning
or wavering note.
A Worthy Example

With regard to the use of
abbreviations and other signals,

hO'W much time is wasted in unnecessary repetition ! One often
hears a station, upon receipt of
a message, say R, or OK, for
ten or a dozen times without
stopping. Quite unnece~sary, as
far as we can see. L1stcn to
GNF working ships for a lesson
on operating proeedure; see how
upon receipt of, say, ten messages GNF comes back with
" R " without even a call-sign
at times. vVhat a change from
the " ham " who says OK for
twenty minutes!
Did that man send a \\·ord incorrectlv or is that an automatic
station • working?
The erase
sign cqnsists of eight dots, but
most
amateurs
send nearer
eighteen before they repeat the
word sent incorrectly.
In cases where messages have
been incorrectly received, or received with the exception of a
word here and there, the receiving station comes back with : " ABC, ABC, ABC DE XYZ
IMI (repeat), WA (word after)
...... (last word correctly received)
WA ...... WA ...... K."
This may need some explaining for the benefit of the
uninitiated. ABC is the call of
the station transmitting the message, ·and XYZ is that of the
receiving station: The abbreviation IMI means repeat, and the
whole thing then reads, after the
calls, " repeat word after ..... .
word after . . . . . . and word after
.: .... Carrv on."
Such abbreviations sav~ considerable time, but
do not carry their us,e too far, or
confusion is sure to result.

The Use of Abbreviations

For the benefit of those new
to t:,e game, it may be observed
that there are several abbreviations in constant use which may

The members of the Crewe and District Radio Society assembled in
the grounds at Crewe Hall on the occasion of their field day.

so6
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SOME NOTES FOR THE AMATEUR
TRANSMITTER
By C. P. ALLINSON (6 YF).
A short article dealing with
some points of interest to
beginners in transmission.

HE question of
H.T.
supply is
usually a rather
important one to
the amateur who
is starting to take
up transmitting, and in many
cases requires very careful consideration.
When a D.C. supply of 240
volts or thereabouts is available
the problem is greatly simplified,
for, by using a transmitting
valve with a low impedance, the
usual power of ·ten watts can
easily be drawn by the valve.
Further, the use of this source of
.ffi
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Fig. 1.-This simple filter circuit is
usually adequate when power is
taken from D.C. mains.

H.T. generally does away with
the need for smoothing or filter
circuits, even when telephony is
being used, as the supply is
already very s.teady and smooth.
Should any ripple or hum be
present, a very simple smoothing
circuit such as that shown in
Fig. I will do.
The values of
the· components are : LI (the ironcore choke) 20 henries, while the
two fixed condensers CI and C2
should be 2 or 4 microfarads
each.
H.F. Chokes

\Vhen H. T. is being taken
from D.C. mains, it is usually
advisable to employ shunt feed,
as in most cases the negative
main is earthed. There is then
no need to risk getting a shock
from touching the transmitting
helix or tuning condenser, which

A 20-watt hand generator suitable for use with a low-powered
transmitter. The windings are so arranged that power is delivered
for both the anode and the filament supply.
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would otherwise be at high
po·tential if series feed were employed. It is important also that
the H.F. choke in the positive
H. T. lead be really efficient, or
else H. F. power may be lost;
200 or 300 turns of d.c.c. copper
wire on a 2~-in. or 3-in. former
will generally be sufficient when
working on I so to 200 metres.
Similarly if a small choke of so
or 6o turns is placed in the
H. T. negative lead an improve-

•••••••••••

in the earth lead, so as •to prevent
the H. T. circuit being completed
via the earth. This should have a
value. of not less than .oor ,uF
capacity.
The complete circuit
may tl1en be similar to that
shown in Fig. 2, in which the
need for a blocking condenser is
done away with by the method of
keying shown. If, howev.er, the
positive main is earthed it ,will
be necessary to include it.
Filters for Generator Supply

If..

- E
Fig. 2. - A typical transmitting
circuit. The method of keying helps
tC1 prevent key clicks.

ment may result. If a directcoupled circuit is used with a
water pipe or buried earth, and
not a counterpoise, a blocking
condenser may need to be placed

5°7

Another means of obtaining a
supply of H. T. for a valve transmiHcr is the use of a small generato•r, which may be either hand
or motor driven.
In this case
the use of a smo01thing circuit is
nearly always necessary, and this
may be similar to that shown in
Fig. I, but using two chokes
and three condensers as shown
in Fig. 3 at A, OT may b(l
arranged as at B, the values
being as follows :-In A, Lx and
L2 are 20 henries each; Cr, C2
and C3 are 4 microfarads each;
in B, LI and L2 may be 10
henries each, Cr and C2 having
the values previously given. lt
should be borne in mind that if
ripple or hum is still present it
is not nearly so effective merelY,
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to add more capacity as it is to
add both capacity and inductance
by making a chain of filters.
;\Vhenever filter circuits are used
it is advisabie to place a fuse in
one of the H. T. leads, in case
one of the condensers breaks
down and shorts the H.T. supply.
A typical I-1. T. generator of the
hand-driven type is shown in the
accompanying photograph. With
many generators, of which the
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able to give the heavy discharge
necessary to run a transmitter
for any length of time. As the
average current tak·en may be in
the r·egion of 20 or 30 milliamperes, it will be seen that this
form of H. T. battery needs to' be
exceedingly robust if long service
Secondary
is rto be obtained.
batteries or accumulators are a
much more practical method to
employ than the preceding, except, of course, in cases where it
is not possible to get them recharged ; they will supply the
required current without strain,
and will probably give about so
hours' working, reckoning their
capacity as being 1 ,ooo milEampere hours. When such accumulators are used it is necessary
to see that all the usual attention
is given them, such as keeping
up the level of the electrolyte, etc.

~

Methods of Keying

~
~
~
h

There are various methods of
keying a low-power transmitter,
and some ar·e .shown in Fig. 5·
The var:ious positions at which
the key may be inserted are
indicated v;;ith a cross, the circuit
shown being the Meissner. The
least desirable is placing the key
in the H. T. positive lead, as a
shock may be receiv·ed if the key
is •touched, but this disadvantage
does not apply when the key is in
the H. T. negative J.ead. Placingthe key in the position marked A
is a very useful method, as it
helps greatly to eliminate key
click, while a very popular
method of keying is that shown
at B, where the key is placed in

t:

-

~

E1"g. 3.-Alternafl"ve methods of improving the Fig.1 filter circuit.

speed varies with the load, it will
be necessary to use a '' back
Ioad '' in order <to keep the speed
of the gene,rator constant.
If
th.is is not done <the motor will
swing or " hunt" as the key is
pressed and released, and the
output voltage will thus vary,
causing the emitted wave •to
swing. This back load consists
of a resistance which draws the
same curr.ent as the valve, and it
is connected across the H. T.
terminals when the key is up.
This keeps the load on the motor,
and rtherefore its speed, constant.
The scheme of connections is
shown in Fig. 4· It is necessary, of course, that this resistance be able to carry the requisite current without heating up.

e
Fig. 4.-The essential connections
when using a "back-load" to keep
the motor speed constant.

H.T. from Batteries

High-tension current may also
be supplied by primary or
secondary batteries. If primary
batteries are used they are generally of the dry-cell type, and need
to' be constructed _of very large
cells! otherwise they will· rrof- be

series with the grid-teak. When
the key is up, a large negative
chaa-ge rapidly builds up on the
grid owing to the charging-up of
the grid condenser due to the
high emission of the valve ; this
rs large enough practically to

soB

stop 'ahy plate curren.t -flowing,
and is a very efficient method of
keying. In both these posi,tions
it may be found an advantage
to shunt the key contacts with a
.002 ,uF fixed condenser.
In · practice, when using. the
" B " method, the grid-leak with
the key in series is connected
straight from grid to filament,
and not as shown in Fig. 5,
which is drawn to make the
theory of the method clearer.
Keeping the Grid Negative

Actually the use of a grid condenset' and leak is not alwavs
necessary, and as the function ~f
these components is to keep the
grid at a certain negative potential a grid battery may be used
instead, while if the p01wer used
is very small possibly no advantage will be derived from using
either method. Frequently, how-

Fig. 5.-A form of the Meistmer
circuit. The key may be inserted at
any of the places marked X.

ever, the use of one of these
methods will result in a reduced
plate current without any reduc•tion, and sometimes a decided.
rise, in aerial current.
When working with an amateur who is only a short distance
away it is good practice to reduce power, thus reducing any
chances of interfer·ence wirth
amateurs near by who are
attempting long-distance work.
When batteries.are being used
as an H. T. supply this is a simple
matter, as it is only necessary to
lf:ap off a lower voltag.e. With
D.C. mains a high resistance
may be placed in the positive
lead to reduce the plate current.
If a generator is used its speed
may be reduced, so lowering the
output voltage. If driven by an
accumulator a resistance in series
with this will generally be found
satisfactory ·•
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ENVELOPE No. 2
Sm,-Since wilcele~s telephony has
become so interesting, in iny few
spare moments I have tried to study
the most elementary details of this
most marvellous science, but the
more my slow working brain under·
stands some of the minor details,
the more I am astounded at my
ignorance.
But thanks to Wireless Weekly,
Modern Wireless and, lastly, The
Wireless Constructor, I have been
able to gather a few crumbs from
the Editor's table, and herewith give
a few items, showing the progress,
a growing (older) boy---<born October 3, r8ss-has made in this sublime science, also photographs of the
instrument.
You will note in the first place
that the circuit is yours, namely,
that of the " Family Four-Valve
Receiver " (Envelope No. 2, by
Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E.), but
the panel was kept upright instead

The "Family Four-valve" Receiver
made by Mr. Friend.

of horizontal, as in the " Family
Four " as originally made.
Note also that the first switching
arrangement has been omitted in
order to simplify matters, but I
have introduced separate H.T. leads
for the third and fourth valves, also
separate grid-bias tappings for the
above valves and .25 megohm leaks
across the secondary windings of
the two " Eureka " transformers,
which amply repays for extra pains
and expense taken.
The set is a first-class instrument,
and I can thoroughly recommend it
for ease of management and quality
of tone.
I am looking forward to getting
something good on Mr. Harris'
return from America, but one of
ou·r customers-who has lived in

Amedca-tells me that he likes the
English receivers the best.
Wishing you every success.Yours faithfully,
ALFRED FRIEND.

Ilfracombe.

ALL-CONCERT DE LUXE
Sm,-May I take the liberty of
testifying as to the excellence of
this ·receiver? (Envelope No. 4, by
Percy W. Harris.)
I have tried a
considerable number of the sets so
aptly described by ML Percy Harris
and Mr. ]. Scott-Taggart, but
always return to the tuned anode
method employed in the All Concert.
The
list
of
stations
received at loud-speaker strength
is rather formidable, and an excellent testimony to the sensitivity
of the circuit. My receiving aerial
-70 ft. long, 30 ft. high-is none
too good owing to unfavourable and
limited surroundings, yet the following stations have been received at
full strength on an Amplion A. R. rgtype loud-speaker with an additional
stage of L.F. amplification :-All
the B.B.C. main stations. Relays:
Swansea, Liverpool, Sheffield, Hull,
Nottingham,
Edinburgh,
Leeds,
Bradford; Chelmsford,
Radiola,
S.F., Konigswusterhausen, Madrid,
Rome, Hilversum, The Hague,
Brussels, Frankfort-am-Main, Hamburg, Oslo, Leipzic, Petit Parisien,
Posts
and
Telegraphs,
Berlin, Munster. On the phones :
WBZ four times, WGT twice,
KDKA once, out of only eight
attempts to cross " the pond."
These stations at times would have
worked a loud-speaker, but failed
badly.
Also between 6o and 70
amateurs on 90 metres to 400
metres.
:1 find the circuit exceptionally
stable and the tone materially
increased by the inclusion of a .oo6
J.LF condenser across the loudspeaker terminals, and, of course,
r Mfd. across the H.T. battery. A
.001
I'F condenser across the
primaries of the L.F. transformers
does not appear to make any
material difference.
I might add
that I at present write a weekly
wireless article for the Yorkshire
Observer, and have repeatedly
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recommended this set for general
use, as I ain confident of its
excellen~e.

May I add my appreciation of
your excellent publication Wireless,
Constructor, . which is the best
sixpennyworth in wireless ·literature
and the most useful compendium of
wireless data for the amateur, published at such a reasonable price; in
fact, it is a worthy " competitor '' of
Modern Wireless, where the pocket
will not allow the purchase of both.
Perhaps you would register my
call sign, 2AVX, in your next list
of amateur stations, and if at any
time I may send you a photograph
of my station and descriptive data I
should be glad to do so.-Yours
faithfully,
M. H. \VJL!{!KSONo
Shipley, Yorks.

A back-of-panel view of MroFriend's
"Family Four-valve" Receiver.

INFORMATION REQUIRED

Sm,-1 shall be very · much
obliged if any of your readers can
help me in regard to getting infor·
mation concerning the best kind of
wireless set to take out to India.
I am thinking of taking out a
three or four-valve set, as I shall
have to be able to get both Calcutta
and Bombay, which are 1,200 and
8oo miles respectively from wi1ere I
shall be stationed. I should also
like to be able to pick up London
if that is at all possible without too
much expense.
As I have had no experience with
wireless, I am anxious to get information from anyone who has had
experience, and particularly from
any who may be in this country and
who know something about wireless
in India. .I may say that I shall be
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stationed south-west of Madras in
the South of India. ,
ii am also informed that it is
necessary to get a special licence
from Simla in order to import the
set.
I should like to hm·e some
information upon that from anyone
who can give it to me.
I shall be very grateful if you can
publish this letter in the next issue
of your valuable journal so that
your ,readers may help me.-Yours
faithfully,

H. A.

PoPLEY.

Addiscombe, Croydon.
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sets and -hope you will find a use
for it.
Wishing
Wireless
Weekly,
Modern H'ireless and The Wireless
Constructor the very best success in
the future.-Yours faithfully,

w. S. PALMER.
B. N. REA V ELL.

Bishop's Stortford.
THE

''TWIN-VALVE"
RECEIVER
Sm,-Having made up the TwinValve Set as described by Mr. John
Scott-Taggart in the January issue

A "MIDGET" SINGLE-VALVE
RECEIVER
Sm,-I have recentlv tbuilt the
" Midget "
single-valve receiver
described in an article bv A. S.
Clark in the May edition" of The

Wireless Constru<tor.
'In the enclosed photogt·aph ~·ou
wm see that I have used a sloping
ranel.
The " Midget " is all that the
author claims, Chelmsford, Radio ..
Paris and one other long-wave
station not yet identified (German
or French testing) coming in very
strongly without interfering with
each other.
London,
Bournemouth,
PetitParisien and several other stations,
whose call signs I have not yet
heard, have also been received.
Other constructors of the " Midget " may not have had such good
results as myself, but I have the
advantage of an extremely good
aerial. On this aerial I have received 2LO on a condenser-tuned
crystal set loud enough t!) hear
speech.-Yours faithfully,
G. E. RIDLEY.
Eastbom·ne.
AN IMPROVED TWO-VALVE
RECEIVER
Sm,-\Ve are writing to tell you
of our great success with the
" Improved Two-Valve Receiver "
as described by Mr. Stanley G.
Rattee, M.I.R.E., in the January
number of Modern Wirelsss.
Four of us who have used the
circuit have had very good results.
On a verv small indoor aerial 8ft.
high and- 12ft. long five B.B.C.
stations have been .received. As we
are only 30 miles from London on
the north side we get 2LO and sXX
at loud-speaker strength. The other
stations were Birmingham, Bournemouth and Nottingham, not to mention various others of which we did
not get the call-signs. \-Vithout an
earth \\"e find we can get very good
results; this has simplified matters
for us, as we have portable sets.
On an outdoor aerial we ha\·e had
manv German stations, RadioParis and all the B. B.C. stations
ven· w-ell.
We enclose a photograph of the

The neat "Midget, Single-valve
Receiver made by Mr. Ridley.

-of The Tfireless Constructor, I wish
to congratulate you on evolving
such a fine circuit, as the results-obtainable are ·remarkable. I have
-followed your design to the letter,
_the only alteration being an R.I.
,transformer in place of the Success,
the primary and secondarv connections· f01: which I find the same.
Results obtained may interest you.
The set was completed just a few

Four portable receivers constructed
by readers at Bishop's Stortfordc

minutes before 2LO closed down,
and the volume obtainable from this
station was tremendous. Using an
Ultra loud-speaker, music could be
heard all m·cr the house. Madrid
was the next station received, and
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was comfortablr audible in a large
room on the loud-speaker.
The next llrly I received Belfast,
this being the only B. B. C. station
working in the afternoon, also sNO.
The same night at 1.30 a.m. J
tuned in \VGY, which station was
received at about R.6 on 'phones
and audible 6ft. from the loudspeaker. Subsequently I received
KDKA on :p6 metres. One other
station, 5AF, on 425 metres, has
been heard, but so far I have not
been able to identifv where this
transmission came from, although
the announcer spoke English.
My aerial is 75ft. high at one end
and soft. at the lead-in point, and
consists of electron wire.
Thanking you once again for this
valuable circuit, by far the hest of
many I ha\"C tried.-Yours faithfully,
J- H. Ross
Isleworth, ~Iiddlesex.
THE ANGLO-AMERICAN SIX
Sm,-I am now in a position to
send a full report on the working
of this excellent recei\·er (described
in
The
Wireless
Constructor,
Januat·y, 1925, by Percy W. Har~is).
The set was completed at the end
of March, and six weeks' seriouo;
testing has been gi\·en subsequently.
With a position only seven miles
S.E. of siT and using a P.:\LG.
aerial 30 ft. high, unscreened, and
counterpoise earth roft. from the
ground, the results obtained arc as
follows : 2LO, full 'phone strength with
crystal clarity and no interfE>rence;
6BM, ditto; 2ZY, ditto; sNO,
ditto. In loud-speaker reception of
above using first and second note
magnifiers with
a home-made
pleated diaphragm loud-speaker,
good volume with remarkable purity
is obtained.
Glasgow, Aberdeen and Belfast
equally pure on 'phones, but interference from local station.
Continental stations, including
Hamburg,
Petit-Parisien,
Ecole
Superieure, Zurich (and others
unidentified) come in with remarkable purity and volume; indeed, the
strength of
most
Continental
main stations equals that of 2LO,
which, in the writer's opinion,
approaches perfection in reception,
the only difference being in the
slight interference from ship signals
and other traffic sometimes noticeable.
Rome was received recentlv at
1 r p.m. with clarify at moderate
·'phone strength. Madrid, of course,
is quite good strength, although
since the set was finished this
station seems to be falling off, pe,-hars owing to summer conditions.
The Western
Electric
Co.'s
station at New England was pickedup at 1.30 a.m. early in April and
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held for three hours without fading.
Reception of speech and music compared with that of the local station
on crystal for purity and strength.
Atmospherics were negligible on
this occasion.
Other American
stations were picked up.
The
writer has not since tried for
transatlantic reception, but was
much ·impressed with the purity
obtained.
With suitable aerial coil and neutrodyne units sXX and Radio-Paris
come through on the loud-sreaker
with great volume and purity using
first and third high-frequency valves
onlv, the second valve and second
neutrodyne condenser being cut out.
Reception from Radio·Paris at
12.45 on Sunday mornings is the
finest loud-speaker reproduction of
distant stations programmes the
writer has heard.
The crystal claritv of distant
station ·reception claimed by Mr.
Harris is fully justified, and
although summer conditions are
with us, the quality of reception
to-day is excellent.
Valves used are Mar·coni V.24's
in the H.F. stages with valve-pin
adapters, D.E.3 as detector, Marconi D.E. sB first stage and L.S.s
second stage for power amplification. I have also used A.R. dull
emitters with success in the H.F.
stages.

I trust these notes will be of interest to others, especially those
who, with the writer, are concerned
with faithful and pure undistorted
reproduction of the items as transmitted.
The Anglo-American Six

found, these adjustments are easy,,
enough to Wbulate for future reference.
The set is highly selective, and in
the present case works better with
series tuning for distant stations,
although parallel tuning seems preferable
for local station and
Chelmsford high power. -Yours
faithfully,

L. A.

A READER'S APPRECIATION

The handsome receiver built by Mr.
Reynolds, with the help of 11 Modern
Wireless."

will give one this, even on the
more distant stations, with a certainty which is delightful once the
set has become familiar.
However, it is not a set for the
beginner, as results depend to a
large degree on critical adjustment
of filament, anode voltages and
neutrodyne settings and the correct
balance between all three, but once

Sm,-I am sending you herewith
a photograph of my latest set, which
I have designed and made myself.
I have been a Modern Wireless
enthusiast since its first number,
and I have every month's issue
carefully kept, for: the re-reading of
the old ones is quite interesting
and instructive.
The enclosed represents my advancement by degrees from the
Coherer stage, thanks to Modern
TVireless.
The set consists of
2H.F., D. and 1L.F. transformer,
IL.F. choke.
I have received
WBZ on the loud-speaker at the
volume and dearness with which I
•receive the local station.
I get
other American stations, but I have
got past the stage when, because it
was a distant station, one used to
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EVERYONE knows the disadvantage of the usual single
plate vernier condenser. !-low impossible it is to record the exact
dial reading, owing to the difficulty
-of lmowing exactly where the vernier plate is situated. Everyone
knows, too, how difficult it is to bring
a distant station when contact to
the moving spindle is made by
rubbing instead of by a pennanent
spring. . This new Peto~Scott de
luxe Square-law Condenser has been
designed by a practical wireless en ..
gineer. It is the ideal condenserbuilt by a man who knows how im•
perative it is to use a slow motion
/or all the plates and not to use a
separate vernier plate. Its slow
movement is obtained by means of
a smooth 8 to I rubber friction
gearing. Only solid ebonite is used
-no cheap substitutes. All metal
parts are well plated and the whole
Condenser is an excellent example of
the instrument maker's art. Scrap
your old-fashioned Condenser--inVest in the Peto-Scott and get new
delia-btslromlong-distancereception,
P.S. 3223.
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sit and listen to any old noise just to
catch the announcing of the station.
I can enjoy the broadcasting from
any of our B.B.C. stations with one
or two exceptions.
My chief
trouble is locaJ oscillators; one continuous howl !
I might add that the local club of
which I am a member voted it the
best set for reproduction that any
member possessed or had heard.Yom-s faithfully,
A.

REY!\OLDS.

Birmingham.
INTERFERENCE FROM A.C.
MAINS
Sm,~With reference to the query
on the above subject from D. G. H.
(·Wandsworth) which appears in the
Information Department columns of
your issue of the 8th inst., the following may be of inierest.
I recently encountered trouble
from this cause to such an extent
that the loud-speaker emitted a roar
which could be heard all over the
house and completely drowned out
any but the very loudest signals.
While trying to devise some expedient for getting rid of the
nuisance I noticed that the inter-·
ference increased slightly as I
moved away from the set and also
that, when working the set, it was
considerably lessened if I stood up

instead of sitting down.
This
caused me to investigate a lamp
which is fixed to the wall just above
the table on which the set stands,
and I found that on bringing my
hand near the lamp the noise was
considerably diminished, and on
touching the lampholder or any
part of the metal bracket with my
finger it disappeared entirely.
I
ran a wire from the bracket to the
earth terminal of the set, and have
had no. more troubie since. As far
as I can see the explanation is that
such fittings as 'wall brackets are,
as far as the low-frequency lighting
current is concerned, verv well insulated from earth, and- therefore
capable of receiving by induction a
consideraible charge from the A.C.
wires passing through or near them,
and it is the varying field set up
by this charge in the neighbourhood of the set which causes the
trouble. D. G. H. mav be able to
overcome bis difficulty ·in the same
way.-Yours faithfully,
G. M. RooKER.
Barcelona.
ENVELOPE No. 5

Sm,--A
few notes
on
the
" Omni " receiver. This has been a
most pleasant companion during
convalescence from an Wness, and
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this is perhaps the chief reason for
my writing. As aerial, of course, 'I
used only a frame (normally used
for my super het.), and had, therefore, to confine myself to peculiar
circuits. I have a paste-up book
in which I have collected most of
the circuits so far published. But
'I could not find anything very suitable. Charging difficulties prohibit
more than a couple of valves.
Could we have more Omni circuits,
pfease, and could they be puhlished
with notes as in Wireless Weekly in
a collected form and in a comprehensive ,range?
It is the experimental side--the variations and so
on-that are so interesting.
For
instance, I got hold of a diagram of
a Flewelling circuit and haw just
tried it; well, it worked with razor
sharp tuning and appalling hand
capacity effects-one would have
liked to know how to deal with all
this.
Finally, there has gone around· a
rumour of an STroo with preceding
H.F. amplifying valve. Could you
let us have this for the Om.ni?
The STroo with increased rangewhat a combination !
With every appreciation of T!'ireless Weekly, particularly the more
critical articles on coil types, wire,
sizes, etc., etc.-Yours faithfully,

ST. IARY*S ROAD,
SURBITOI, SURREY.

::..
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from temperature changes and consequent
dielectric loss. And its case of ebonite with
Its polished contacts adds as greatly to the
appearance of any set l'io8 the construction
does to its efllciency. In every detail you
will admire the Watmel, Construction
Appearance, and Ef'H.ctency-it sets a new
sta.nda.rd in ft.xed condenser design. Better
stilt, you will like the price. This con-
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All goods of our manufacture bear this
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Apparatus
we have teSl:ed
Conducted by A. D. COWPER, M.Sc., Staff Editor.
A Microphone Relay
Messrs. Economic Electric, Ltd.,
have sent for test samples of their
" Detectorvox " microrhone attachment, for use particularly with
crystal receiving sets. This is in
the form of a narrow circular case,
2~ in. in· diameter·, with a circular
aperture on one side covered with
perforated metal, behind which is
the diaphragm of the microphone
proper, apparently of the ordinary
ca11bon granule type. This case is
to be clamped on the ear-piece of
the ordinary 'phone, a rubber ring
making an effective joint between
the two.
The makers specify a
three-volt dry battery with a telephone receiver, loud-speaker or
'phone-transfonner:
primary
ot

·around ro ohms resistance, to corn·
plete tne equipment of the relay.
On rractical trial of the micro·
phone unit, it was found to be surprisingfy sensitive when coupled up
as indicated with a single ro ohm
receiver and a battery, the very
faintest scratch or vibration, or
speech at several feet from the
microphone, being reproduced as a
loud noise in the receiver, with the
case either on edge or lying face
downwards. It was hard, in fact,
to get a support sufficiently iree
from vibration to give a moderately
silent background.
With three
volts (two large dry cells) applied,
and with the single microphone and
a 10 ohm receiver, the resulting
cunrent appeared somewhat to over-

load the microphone, so that there
were continuous noises of an irre·
gular nature; with two microphones
in series, or with one microphone
and but 1.5 volts (one large dry
cell), this effect largely vanished.
Tried as a microphone relay, with
the one microphone fastened on the
face of a single 2,ooo or 4,ooo ohm
receiver connected to an efficient
set tuned to the loca~ station, and
therefore ·already giving good signals, with three '(Olts applied in the
single microphone circuit the intens·ity of :the relay signals in the
ro ohm receiver was considerable,
so that they were audible at some
distance away from the receiver,
and evidently could operate to some
effect a loud-speaker of suitable

ltADIO

SPECIAL SUMMER OFFER I
A complete set of parts for buUd-

inll an efficient Broadcast Receiver.

GUARANTEED to aive results

equal to any ezpensive Crystal Set.
Parts for Handsome Glass-covered
Crystal Detector now supplied in
place of those shown.
Complete Set of Parto, as shown
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PROOF of ITS GREAT POPULARITY!
The "Tangent" Type ''D" under ordinaTY conditions will genuinely operate
a loud speaker up to 100 miles from the new Paventry Station-a bold
daim perhaps-but one we can substantiate.
The use of this Type "P" does not bind you to any particular wave bandit will operate over ALL WAVELENGTHS.
Potential purchasers-may we impress upon you to hear a •• Tangent" Type
.. D. •• you will hear a performance which will inspire you.
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,impedance. The familiar expedient
'in
the programme,
etc.
The
of an improvised loud-speaker made
makers suggest also the possibility
of a deep bowl and the single
of connecting two microphones in
cascade. Some authorities consider
receiver gave ,intelligible speech
that future progress in domestic
across the room, though, of course,
broadcast reception lies in the
a long way away from full loudspeaker
strength.
Using
two
development of the eiiicient loudmicrophones ,in series with the
speaking \·alveless relay, and this
10 ohm receiver and three-volt batlittle instrument is an interesting
tery, and placing each microphone
attempt in that direction.
on one ear-piece of an ordinary
Dex;traudion Valve
4,ooo ohm telephone head-set, there
was a considerable impro\·ement in
A dull-emitter valve of the .o6
qualitv of reproduction, though the
class, but of similar build to the
signals appeared to be no louder;
well-known Extraudion bright--emitbut the background \\·as much
ter and the I-volt Dextraudion, has
quieter.
However,
it will be •· been submitted for test bv Messrs.
Economic Electric, Ltd.,- and has
obvious that the ordinarv limitations
of the carbon microphone are necesbeen given extensive triafs. 'It is a
sarily present in any such arrangesmall valve, with tubular bulb, and
ment, so that
the best effect
has the rectangula1- open-box-shaped
obtainable was comparable to the
anode and wire grid familiar in the
reproduction obtained on an ordinary
Extraudion valve.
The filament
telephone trunk line distant call.
rating is from 2.5 to 3 volts-not to
Actually, in spite of the amplificaexceed 3 volts-and .o6 amperes. On
tion attained, speech was sometimes
trial, the specimen was found to demore [ntelligible when fainter, but
mand, when new, about .055
undistorted, without the use of the
amperes at 3 volts; this fell off in
relay. There are obvious possibiliuse to about .os amperes. The trials
ties in 'this simple device, where
were made with full 3 volts on the
intensity rather than flawless reprofilament, when the maximum emisduction is required, as in " callingsion obtained in use with high anode
up " devices, and for operating a
potential and positive grid bias was
loud-speaker to gi\·e audible warnjust under ~~ milliamperes.
[ng, without requiring close attenThe characteristics were detertion, of the commencement or
mined for 30, so and 70 volts H.T.,_
termination of some particular item
the makers' rating being from 45 to

"SONORA"
LOUD SPEAKER
"CLEAR AS A BELL"

" It-

~peaks

for Itself"

Price £7 : 7 : 0

75 volts, or somewhat higher for
L.F. amplification with grid bias;
practical tests were also made with
100 volts H.T., and there were no
signs of distress at this voltage.
With 75 volts H.T. the optimum
grid bias for good loud-speaking was
around 10 volts; on 100 \'Oits over
13 volts negative bias was demanded, with improved results on
powerful signals. For detection less
than 40 volts appeared best ; the
valve did not oscillate verv freelv,
but microphonic effects were slight.
From the characteristics it is easy
to see why heavy grid bias was advisable, as saturation (at this filament heat) s.et in quite early. A
straight characteristic
of good
length was shown by the so-volt
curve, with about 4~ volts grid bias
to find the middle point fo1· L.F.
amplification; the 30-volt cun·e indicated favourable detection and H.F.
amplification. The amplifying factor was not high, being about 5 ;
the A.C. impedance came out at the
ordinarv value for a G. P. valve of
36,500 ·ohms.
In general, this interesting addition to the Extraudion family appears to be a useful, economical
valve, verv free from the micro-phonic effects so common in the .o6
class, and able to handle a fair
amount of energy with suitable grid
bias and ample H.T.

ADVERTISERS
The season when the demand for radio
components will be at its maximum,
looms ahead.
The old maxim that" the early bird-",
is indeed, very applicable to your
future advertising. Are you ready to
give the buying public details of your
product when the rush is at its height.
There ·will be more and more radio
enthusiasts next season, all eager to
buy quality components. The greater
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Wireless," "Wireless Weekly," and
"The Wireless Constructor."
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ensuring maximum returns.
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R. G. F. (BOURNEMOUTH) is
constructing a set consisting of a
detector and two transformer·
coupled stages of low-frequency
amplification for loud-speaker work
on the local station, and wishes to
use a system of plugs and jacks in
order to obtain one, two or three
valves as desired. He wishes to
know what jacks to order and
where useful information is available on the necessary connections.

required are lit, it will be necessary
to obtain two " double-filament "
jacks and one '' single-filament"
jack. If our correspondent consults the article by Stanley G.
Rattee, M.I.R.E., in the March,
1925, issue of The Wireless Constructor we· do not think he will find
any difficulty in working out the
desired connections, or alternatively
a complete design is given in
Wireless Weekly for March 4• 1925.
by the same author.

In rerly to our correspondent, we
would advise that if he does not
wish to switch the filament by
means of the jacks, two " singleclosed " and one of " single-open"
type will be necessary. If, however, it is desired to switch all the
filaments, so that only the valves

R .. E. (BIRCHINGTON) states
that he has not used his set for a
month, and now, when he switches
on, signals are spoilt by crackling
noises, and both signals and noises
are quite strong on first switching
on but fade away almost to nothing

in a few minutes, the process being
capable of repetition after a few
minutes' rest. He asks us what is
the trouble.
The trouble with our correspondent's set is diagnosed as being
a case of the batteries having run
down. When serious crackling is
heard and this still continues when
the aerial and earth are removed,
the trouble is usually located in the
high-tension battery, which should
be renewed. When signals gradualf.y fade away but return to normal
strength after the set has been
switched off for some time, the lowtension battery is usually the
offender. If a dry battery is used
for filament heating this should be
renewed, but if an accumulator, -the
remedy is to have it recharged.
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Receiver . .
..
..
By HERBERT K. SIMPSON.
How to Build an Emcient SingleValve Sat
•.
By HERBERT K. SIMPSON.
Tile Twin-Vain Loud-speaker ReOeinr
.•
••
.•
.•
By JOHN 8COTT-TAGGART,
F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.
An Adaptable Crystal eat . .
.•
ByPERCYW. HARRIS,M.I.R.E.

WAY
Post
Free
1/9
2/9
2/9

2/8

2/1

2/8

2/9

1/8

1/9

1/8

1/9

1/8

1/9

1/8

1/9

2/8

2/9

1/8

1/9

OF

ACHIEVING

HE Radio Press system of Envelopes has
proved a boon to all set constructors. It
Is practically impossible to go wrong when
building a set to the specifications they contain.
It is indeed the safest, cheapest, and quickest
way to build your set. Tha two latest additions
are of Interest to both valva and crystal usen.

T

The "Twin-Valva "
Loud-Speaker Racaivar,
by John Scott-Taggart, F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.,
described in Radio Press Envelope No. 10, is the
ideal set for the man who lives perhaps 25 miles
away. It will easily work a loud-speaker at
this distance. A unique feature of this set is
that although it Is a reflex circuit no crystal is
employed, thus ensuring perfect stability of adjustment. The Envelope contains the customary
fuii instructions for building.
Price 2/8. Post free 2/9.
To the crystal set builder, Radio Press Ennlope
No. 11, will make an appeal. It is called "An
Adaptable Crystal let." and is described fully
by Percy W. Harris, )I.I.R.E., and Editor of
"The Wireless Constructor." By means of a
~pecially designed tapped inductance this set can
be adjusted to suit any aerial in a few mmuents.
Those enthusiasts who have experienced difficulty
in varying earth and aerial conditions when using
auto-coupled circuits, will appreciate this refinement.
Price 1/8. Post free 1/9.

1Rabio
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SUCCESS

Radio Press Panel Cards
How to Mako tha W1 Receiver
By HERBERT K. SIMPSON.

. . 1.'•

1/3

Radio Press Panel Transfers
Large packet of 80 Labels

u

.•

•• &d.

Bd.

Modern Wireless" Coil Table

for Aerial, Anode and Reaction Coils .. &d.

Sd.

Simplex Wiring Charts
For 2-Valve Set
2 For 3-Valva eat
3 For 4- Valva Set

1/1/1/-

1/3
1/3
1/3

All the above can be obtained from
Wireless dealers, booksellers, bookstalls, or
direct from Dept. 5., Radio Press, Ltd.

1Ltb.

BUSH HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C2
Barclays All.
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Even if not used, accumulators
should be charged fairly regularly if
they are to be kept in good condition, and we would suggest that
they be charged once a month,
whether used or not. \Vhen in use
their voltage should never be
allowed to drop below 5·4 volts for a
6-volt accumulator or 1.S volts per
single cell. This voltage should be
read wit.h a suitable voltmeter when
the cells are actuaHy delivering
theit· normal load.
Evaporation
should be noted, and if the electrolyte beC'Omes low through this cause,
it should be made up with distilled
water to just above the level of the
top of the plates. Distilled water
should alwavs be used, and under
no conditions should tap water. be
substituted, as the impurities which
it oftPn contains will tend to ruin
the plaLPs. \Vhere the electrolyte
itself is spilt it should be replaced
with acid made up to the correct
uensitv.
The accumulator should
be kept in a cool but not too cold
place.

.::•••o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••:
.:
Unnecessary Society .
.. An(Concludc.d
.
from page 481)
~

~

······················································
\Ve certainlv think the wireless
papers should- bP published separatelv, and that the Council of the
I.E.E. be strengthened by the addi-

tion of adequate radio representatives, i.e., those who are not general
electrical engineers or scientists and
wireless men, but those _whose life
work is connected purely with wireless. In .brief, the Council of the
1l.E.E. should enhance the status of
the wireless section.
.
In ·earlier days, most of the radio
engineers were general electrical
engineers, but now there are many
_entering the profession through
other channels.
Physicists, for.
example, have taken up the art of
wireless, and manv leading radio
engineers, especially in the Services,
have never been in the I.E.E., and
many would certainly not be able
to pass the A.M.I.E.E. examination because of certain of its features. The I.E.E. should therefore
take a broa-d Yiew without rin the
slightest 1·educing thei1· essentially
high standard.
Finally, we venture to say, that
the proposal for a British I. R. E.
should, if evet·, come from a quarter more represBntative of prominent
radio engineers in this country. The
proposal appears to emanate largely
from Mr. G. Y. P. Evans, who
apparently feels left out in the cold,
not being an A.M.I.E.E., and feeling that no existing institute quite
fits him. It will be recalled that he
launched a British radio ·relay
league "·hich we opposed to the

22,
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full, predicting an early demise,
which very shortly afterwards took
place, the members being absorbed
by the R.S.G.B. This zeal of his
for initiating new radio societies,
while bound, in our opinion, to be
abortive again, is curious, but
nevertheless he 'is doing good work
in dra\ving attention to existing.
shortcomings.
•We advise Mr. Nelson, M.I.E.E.,
and
Mr. E\·ans to dr'op their
scheme, which will not be ~up
parted by !calling rauio engineers.
We ha\·e a similar p:wallel in the
amusing action of the Radio Association in establishing a Fellowship
by examination. Unless the support of those prominent in the profession is obtained, then self-confident enthusiasts will merely waste
their time.
Nevertheless, the Council of the
J.E.E. and its wireless section
should attach due importance to the
suggestion as showing to some extent the feeling in professional
wireless circles. We intend to oppose to the full a separate institute,
but we are equally anxious to see
the \Vireless section show more inderendence and the Council of the
I.E. E. more appreciation of a· new
profession.

The .Book for the Beginner.
~---------~

If you are a no'lice in set building you will no iloubt be
puzzled as to what sets to build and what order to follow
to ensure the maximum of useful experience : " Six
Simple Sets," by Stanley A. Rattee, M.i.R.E., will
solve this problem.
The enthusiast is helped over the many obstacles which
the absolute tyro encounters by explicit instructions, selfexplanatory illustrations, and many wiring diagrams.
You are guided, step by step, until you can buad and
operate multi-valve sets and obtain results which you
have hitherto thought beyond your scope and abilities.
This wonderful book enables you in a few weeks to
accomplish what many months of ordinary experience
would fail to achieve.

I

CONTENTS.

I

built

I

1 Chap. II.-A Single-Valve

1

1

(
(

I Chap. I.-An Easily
1 Crystal Set.

I
(
Component Set.
1
Chap. 111.-A Universal 1
I Two-Valve Receiver.
I Chap. IV.-A Two-Valve!I
I Power Ampli£er.
·
I Chap. V.-ASimple Three- I

1

L

Valve Receiver.
Chap. VI.-A Four-Valve
_!roadca~Rece~r.:._ _

-f

You can obtain ., Six Simple Set• , from
any book.tall, newsagent, your local
Wireless Dealer, or direct from Dept. S.

1Rabio
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LISSENIUM

il n
for those distant stations!
ANY listeners would lil<·e
their local station to
close down so that they might
search for distant stations
without interference.
That is, of course, quite out of
the question-and certainly
most unnecessary, too.

M

LISSENAGON
"X" COILS
No. 50 ................ 6/No. 60 ................ 6/4
No. 75 ................ 6/4
No. 250 ............ 9/9
LISSENAGON "X" COH.S

are interchangeable with the standard
LISSENAGON aad other standard
coils and although the tappings make
them suitable for special purposes,
they are in other respects similar to,
and can be used as, standard coils.

WITH LISSENAGON " X " COILS, distant stations can be tuned in without the slightest
sign of interference, just as though the local station
had actually closed down, in facL
Readers of this magazine who wish to make their
receivers highly selective should write for interesting leaflet describing the many uses of LISSENAGON "X •• COILS. In many cases no alteration is necessary to a receiver, in others the alteration to wiring is a matter of a moment. Those
interested in Neutrodyne and Reinartz circuits,
wavetraps, etc., should also have a copy of these
particulars of LISSENAGON "X" 'COILS.

A TEXT BOOK OF LISSEN PARTS will

also be sent free on request. It contains a fund
of useful information which will be of interest
to all readers of this magazine.
In all cases where Standard Coils are required, Experimenters who are only
satisfied with the most efficient-

USE LISSENAGON COILS-the coils which intensify tuning.

ILll M llT IEID> ~
Lissenium Works, 30-32, Friars Lane, RICHMOND, SURREY.
'PHONE :-Richmo>Ul 2285 (4 lines).

L/SSEN PARTS-WELL
AN AovERTI3EMENT IN "

\VIRELESS VVEEKLY "

'GRAMS:-" Lissenium, London."

THOUGHT OUT,
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THEN WELL MADE
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His accumulator now lasts
six weeks instead of oneHE point is just this: Can
T
you afford not to use Wuncell
Dull Emitters.

Wuncell
Dull
, Emitters
Made in two series : Types
W.l and W.2 for 2-volt
accumulators.· Types
W.R.l and W.R.2 with
additional· resistance m..
corpora ted within the base
so that valves can be used

with either 2-, 4- or 6-volt
accumulators.
W.l and W.R.l areforuse
as Detectors· or L. F.
Amplifiers. W.2andW.R.2
(with red tops rare specially
designed for high frequenCJ'
amplification.

Technical Data :
Filament voltage, 1·6 to 1•8.
Fii. consumption, ·3 amps.
Plate voltage,
20 to 80

W.ll4/W.2 14/•

W.R.116/W.R.2 16/-

Or, let us put it in another way.
You own, perhaps, a 3-Valve Set.
Now the average bright emitter
valve consumes about ·7 amP..
Three of them, therefore, will
consume 2·1 amps. If your
accumulator is rated at 6 volts 30
amp. hours (that is a good average size) you will therefore obtain
rather less than 15 hours' use
from it on a charge.
The cost for this may be anything up to 2/-. Eight shillings
for a. month's broadcastingpractically £5 per year.
Now let us see what you would
be paying if you used Wuncells.
First of all you would reconnect
your accumulator to give 2 volts
by connecting all the ;:cells in
parallel instead of series. This
will triple its capacity and give
you 2 volts 90 amp. hours, but
the charging cost won't be any
higher.

Wunc;ell valves function best at
1.8 volts and consume .3 of an
amp. ; your 3-valve Set, therefore,
will consume . 9 amp. and your
accumulator will last six weeks
on one charge.
In other words, you get 5 weeks'
broadcasting for nothing every
time you get your accumulator
chargedifyouareusingWuncells,
And they will save their cost in a
couple of months or so.
But in addition to economy with
the Wuncell you get a greatly
increased life. Owing to its
special filament, quite unlike that
in any other valve, it functions at
an incredibly low temperature.
No wonder, after extensive tests,
Amateur Wireless reported
that the filament of the Wuncell
"is practically unbreakable."
So you'll readily admit that not
only do you save quite a consider·
able amount in runnin~ costs, but
you get a valve that 1s likely to
last at least three times as long
as the ordinary bright emitter.
Surely this is real economy.

Have you a
Loud Speaker?
-here is the Valve
you should use.
In'order to get the best
results from a Loud
Speaker you require ample
power without. the necessity of working your valves
to their limit. This means
that you need a proper
Loud Speaker Valve
designed for the job. The
new Cossor W3 has been
specially built for power
work with only _a moderate
high tension voltage, Use
it in place of your ordinary
L.F. Valve and you'll be
amazed! at the tremendous
increase in volume.

Technical Data :
Filament voltage, 1·s to 2
Fil. consumption, ·S amps.
Plate voltage, 50 to 150

Cossor WJ

18/6

cossor wunce11
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<8R> FIXED CONDENSERS
0.0001 f'F to 0.001 f'F
1/9 each
·0.002 1<F to 0.01 p.F
2/3 ,
(fwo clips are supplied with each co~denser.)

FIXED CONDENSERS

Mounted on ebonite base, with terminals, any value.
0.0001 ,u.F to 0.001 !iF
•.• 2/9 each
0.002 1<F to 0.01 1<F
• • 3/3 ..

ARE

1. Of the permanent capacity engraved thereon.
2. Instantly interchangeable.
3. Of everlasting and unfailing service.

$> GRID LEAKS
Grid Leak, all V!llues
.-. (040) 2/- each
(Each supplied with two clips.)
Mounted on ebonite :base with terminals • •
3/- each

GRID LEAKS AND
ANODE RESISTANCES

$) ANODE RESISTANCES

Possess similar characteristics.

Anode Resistance, all values
• • (041) 2/6 each
(Each supplied with two clips.)
Mounted on ebonite base with terminals..
• . 3/6 each

In common with all .<9BJ Components they are of
original design, constructed by skilled workmen, of the ,
best materials, with hut one aim and object, i.e., the

COMBINED GRID LEAK
AND CONDENSER 4/ .. each

Highest Efficiency to give you Superlative
Results.

WEXHAM

~~~~~~SLOUGH L~MrMJ~GUiil:~

Plione :

SLOUGH

{}feacf OfFice:-

199

.

.

. .

ManuFacturers oF W1reless and Sc•entlflc Apparatus

Concfon SBowrODms :-

179 . STRAND , W.C.
0 /ione: CENTRAL 6988

HASTINGS HOUSE: NORFOLK STREET:STRAND:LONDON:W.C. 2.
IN "

WIRELEss 'VVEEKLY ''

P.h'one:CENTRAL.8272'3

. CABLE ADDRESS: RADIETHER , LONDON.

.TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS: RADIETHER, ESTRAND, LONDON
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PROFIT BY THE
EXPERIENCE OF
THOSE WHO KNOW
CHOOSE YOUR
DULL EMITTER VALVES
FROM THIS RANGE
- 14/- 18/8
- 27/8
• 16/6
• 16/6

The valve was one of the range backed
by the names MARCONI and OSRAM
and was the first Dull Emitter to be

• 22/6

used for long-distance communication.

- 22/6
• 22/6

This record again proves the efficiency and economy of this compre ·
hensive range of Dull Emitter valves.

FOR. 4-VOLT BATTERIES:

D.E.Q. Detector D.E.3.
General Purpose
D.E.3.B. L.F. Amplifier (For resistance capacity)

D.E+

L.F. Amplifier -

FOR 6-VOLT BATTERIES:

D.E.s.
L.F. Amplifier •
D.E.s.B. L.F. Amplifier (For resistance capacity)

M

R. W. K. ALFORD (G2.DX), the wellknown radio amateur, has established
a new wireless record by communicating
with Sydney, N.S.W., using a low-power
Dull Emitter valve for transmission.

FOR 2-VOLT BATTERIES:

D.E.R. · General Purpose
D.E.6.
L.F. Amplifier -

ona /
Dull Emitle1·.

Buy the Valves backed . by the names

Sold

RCONI&OS

b:y

Wireless

and Electrical Vealers,

Stores,

Etc.

AN.NOUNCEMENT OF THE M.O. VALVE CO., LTD,
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.he,
20 lJears aqo
JT is twent.r years since the first T.C.C. Condenser
merited the approval of the electrical industry.
When Wireless loomed ahead-we, as the largest
condenser-building specialists in this country-were
quick to realise its immense possibilities.
New plant was laid down-factories were extended
-but still the demand for the familiar Green
Condenser exceeded the available supply. Under
such circumstances, any other firm might have been
tempted to relax some of the restrictions which
govern the quality in an elfort to speed up production,

'-that a lot
of distot•tion oc~u••s
smooth it away with

this-.
IGRANIC
Variable
Grid-Leak.

But twenty years of manufacturing experience have
proved the wisdom of keeping faith with the public.
A condenser for wireless use-nine times out of ten
-is bought on the reputation of the maker, We
are proud to think, therefore, that within three years
many hundreds of thousands of T.C.C. Condensers
have been chosen for the most strategical points of
the Receiving Set,

A fixed grid-leak cannot be expected to overcome it
when the set is required to work under fluctuating
conditions with varying anode voltages. You must
have a variable grid-leak and a good one too!
The Igranic Variable Grid-Leak is such. It has a resistance range of from zero to five megohms which, as you
probably know, is the range most suited for obtaining
good rectification with maximum signal strength .

Made in all values

from .ooor tlldfs, to
.a mfdl.

A special feature which will readily be appreciated is that the
rubbing contact is driven through an ebonite stem and all the
electrical parts are well spaced from the surface of the panel.
By this means the leak can be connected in any part of the
circuit without risk of detrimental effects being produced when
the hand is brought near the surface of the panel in the process
of tuning.
·
The dial is of unique design, and consists of a clearly marked
ivorine scale revolving behind a moulded cover.
All f'eputable dealers carry stocks.
IGRANIC
RADIO
DEVICES
include
Honeycomb Duolateral CoilS, Variable Condensers, Fixed Condensers, Filament Rheostats Intervalve Transformers, Variometers, Vario·Couplers,
Coil Holders, P~tentiometers, Vernier Tuning Devices, Switches, etc., etc.

All carry the IGRANIC g11arantee.
WRITE I' OR....-,:;;;.-,:=-"""

Branches,
Manchester.

Branches:
:Birmingham.
I,eeds.
Cardiff.

~el~aph Coi:ld!tQ.~t ~Co.: Ltd~

Moi:-d.ake Road,

149,

KeJV"~

Glasgow.

Newcastle.

Queen Victoria

Street,

Works: BEDFORD,

London;

Gtlblrl Ad. 3230.
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Imagine an analytical chemist
without his scientific balances or
an engineer
w i t:h 0 u t h i s
micrometer I
Similarly, you
·will never tune a
receiver with a
direct drive condenser once
having experiencedtheaccurate
tuning of the
Colvern Selector
Low Loss Precision Condenser.

GOOD news travels apace-and it is not
surprising, therefore, to find that wireless enthusiasts are gladly paying the few
shillings extra for Radion Panels. Already
they have realised that at a very small extra
cost they can insure against surface leakage and
all the deadly ills to which cheap ebonite is prone.

Obtaining

Hair breadth

f]

Tuning

ReeeJvers and the ahoJ't..."W&ve dages of SuPer
Heterodyne Receivers, require hatrbre&dth
tuning, obtainable only by such ~echan!cal
means as the Colvem Selector provides.
Tile. dial of the Colvem 8eJectol' .ts diVided
over the fUll circle, &D.ti pro?fdes $60 degreet
value for each rot&t!on o1 tba: tndexa ThJs
enables l/20th of a degree to be actually

loc•ted: AND ANY PREDETERMINED
CALIBRATION CAN BE BE-LOCATED
TO TIDB ACCURACY AT WILL.
The Colvem Selector Low LoseBeodlllgto 1/3,6QI)tho1 capacity
C.poc!t)' .0006 lllfd. •.•
.. £1
"
.0003 mtd. ..
.. u
Type F, without gear attachm.entCapactty .OOOt'i mfd.

RADION

American Hard Rubber Company (Britain) Ltd.
HeaiJ 0/fke: I3a Fore Street,

1
0
Hi

•.•

Radian is available in 2 r different si.res in
black and mahoganite. Radicm can also be
S"UPPlw in any special sire. Black zll. per
rquateincll,lltaiwganite zj,ll. p,r square_in&IG

London, E. C.

:1

Depots:

Gill>ert Ad.

0

If
.0003 mtd. • •
••
14 0
One hole fixing. Other ca.pa.citfes if required.
DesCriptive Folder upon request.

is essential if long distance reception is desired.
Tlie use of a grid leak containing
carbon is bound to produce a
noisy background.
In a variable grfd leak, especi·
ally the resistance material used
must be.constant when in use.
Such a variable grid l~k is the

From gr1ur .Dealer

COUJNSON PRECISION SCREW CO. LTD.

" BRETWOOD "

Provost Works, Macdonald Road, Waltbamstow, E.l1.
Telephone: Wa.lthamatow 632,

A<l.

228.

A Silent = = . t
Background

LOW'

Barclay

Wellington Street, Glasgow.
n6 Snow Hill, Birmingham.
8 Corporation Street, Belfast

120

Irish Agents:

'-Tr------!.!.

GRID LEAK

Succeufully uoed and recommeDded e...,..ywhere.

As Changeable as the Weathercock
is a well-known expression. It is peculiarly applicable to the
carbon compression type of variable grid leak.
A carbon leak examined under a powerful microscope shoW9'
minute arcing between adjacent particles when a test current is
flowing. Thus, slowly, portions of the leak may be consumed.

while its use is bound to result in noisy operation of the
receiver, and atmospheric conditions change its effective
resistance.
·

The only rJariable t~Tid leak which is so constant in action
as to admit of its being actually calibrated is the
Bretwood.,.
The substance v.seJ is silent in tJction and constant
when in use. For bt!tter reception fit a: "Bretwood.u

u

PRICE

3/-

POSTAGE 3d.

BRETWOOD LIMITED
12-18, LONDON MEWS,
MAPLE ST., LONDON, W.
Barclays All.
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can be-heard best on

B.T.H. RADIO
Apparatus
F you want to hear Daventry as well as it
can be heard, buy B.T.H. Radio Apparatus.
Your local dealer will be glad to demon·
strate that any one of the receivers, or com•
binations of apparatus, scheduled below will
do what we claim for it. He will also give
you details of prices, which range from 35/for the" Bijou" Crystal Set to£ 137 10s. Od.
for the Six-Valve Super-Heterodyne Cabinet.

I

A plus K

up to
100 miles

A plus I plus J
Bplus K
{ B plus I piu1 J
D piua J

up to
200 miles

Cplus K
C plus I plus J
D plus K
{
D plus I plua J

1

over

200 miles

~-plus K

E plus F
H

See illustrations at foot for key to letters.

Insist on B. T.H.-the {Best of all.

." . ...... .
.... ~
~ .. .;.,"':. . < _;(.
.
~···· ~ .'. . ~f~
,.. . ,_...~ .........,.._,. ."J~~-·"L. l,q·.~L-:~~~ .
t

.

.

•

• ..,

~~

A(_t: .... __
----:----.

I

f

\

, _,
•11111111
2362

/- ...

Bijou

~~_:::;

Model A

~....

~·

V•lve (rysl•l

~Se~rysui.Set .... ~:t

•A .....
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B
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Portable
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PortabloAIIIplifitr&

3 Valve

Loud Speal\cr
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Wireless WeekiU Small Advertisements.
educated, IDtellfgent youths leavW ELL
ing scbaol, required for test room

of leading Radio M'anafacturers.-Apply
by letter, Box A24, Arka PUbUclty Ltd.,
76, Chancery Lane, Loadon, W.C.2.

ELEPHONE· RECEIVERS and Loud
SpeQkers Rewound, 2,000 ohms, 3/6.
-A. Roherts & Co., 42, Bedford HiU,.
Balham, S.W.ll.

T

2 VALVE Amplifier, 35/-, use one

or two
valves; also 1 Valve Amplifier, 20/-•
botb perfect as new. 3 good Valves, 5f6
each. 3 tlairs smart 20/- Headphones, as
new, 8f6 each, 25/- the lot. New 4-volt
Aceumulator, celluloid case, 13/·· New
Dura 60-volt H.T. Battery, ~uaranteed,
6f-.
2-Valve All-Station Set, works
speaker, £4. App....-1 willingly.- w.
TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road, Stockwell,
London.
REPAIRS, H EADPHONE
remagnetised, readjusted,

Rewound,
Lowest
prices quoted on receipt of telephones.
Delivery three days.
Est. 26 years.Varley Magnet Co,, London, S.E.l8.

REPAIRS

·-~

~
\t!!Y

TO HEADPHONES
TO LOUD SPEAKERS
-..;;;..,... TO COILS
Rewound to any Resistance and
made equal to new. Price
quoted on receipt of instruments.
Prompt Delivery.

The VARLEY MAGNET

Company

WOOLWICH, S.E.lB.

'Phone: Woolwich 888.

I"'""D E:CKO "'"''
DlllL INIUCATORS
$1MPLV DAit..\.- ON[ t40U A.ftO f"tX AT A.NV

POINT Of' OIM..8tA.Unf"ll[l TH'[ PAHU.•

OBTAINA6\.[ FROM At..L THE BEST DEALERS.

NP.

t

PO.

Prtc.P9- Per Po•r

~f ·!~~~~~!~~eo
CHANCERY LANE. E.C.4.

•

SEND A SUBSCRIPTION
for your favourite wireless journals.
Promptly delivered.
Post free.

MODERN WffiELESS
Tw•lve months ...
...
Six months

......

...

...

...
...

'·
15/7/6

WffiELESS. WEEKLY
Twelve months . ..
...
Six months

...
...

...

...

...

.. .

32/6
16/3

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
... ... ... 8/6
Twelve months ...
...
... ... .. . 4/3
Six months
NOTICE TO THE TRADE.

PEED, and yet more speed, clamours the user~Of.the
railways. And so Science and Industry work hand in
hand to evolve a locomotive capable of delivering t~t
extra power which means more miles added to the daily run.

S

WIRELESS DEALER.
THE
Issue No. 1 ready Sept. 12th

Volume and yet more volume is the insistent demand of the wireless
enthusiast. First a sufficiency of sound to fill a small room. TheQ
a fullness that could be heard through closed doors. And now to-day
everyone wants a mighty volume of sound, readily controllable!
suitable even for outdoor recreation.
·
Of all the transformers on the market, there is none enjoying a
greater reputation for volume and clarity of tone than the Eureka.
Its colossal sales testify to its correct design and sterling workman•
ship. When you choose the Eureka you are endorsing the choice o(
Britain's leading technical experts.

Twelve months Subscription rate :
10/• (Abroad)
7/6 (U.K.)
,
RADIO PRESS, LTD.,
Buoh

House,

(Dept. S.)
Strand, London,

W.C.2.

RADIO PRESS INfORMATION DEPT.

2/6
WmELESS

QUERY
COUPON
WEEXLt'.

Vol. 6. No. 16; July 22, 1925.
(This coupon must be accompanied by
a, ;poj!tal ru:de.t of 2/6 for each. qnestiopf ..
and a stamped a'dd ressed envelope. ' · ·
Gilbert Ad.
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"J""!:!E components illustrated above are small but important•
.1 -!~~y are the highly specialised products of a notable firm-

Mica Condenser. Type 600
(Also Type 600A for vertical
panel moUnting)..

mfd ... 2'6
o.oor -o.oo6 mfd .... 3/Mica Condenser. Type 610
O.OOOI-0.000:}

one which, among other things, was responsible for the
introduction of Mica Condensers. Further, these components
are characterised by the now well-known Dubilier standards of
neatness and finish in construction and reliability in operation.
There is the Type 600 Dubilier Mica Condenser, for example:a fixed condenser whose capacity is guaranteed by us to be accurate
within close limits that are not often met with elsewhere.
A new Dubilier Grid-Leak Attachment is sold for use with it, and
is illustrated above. It enables a Grid Leak to be inserted direct
between the Grid and L.T .leads simply by dipping in, making use
of one of the condenser clips and the clip on the attachment.
The Dubilier Anode Resistance, again, designed for extreme
stability in operation, is tested during manufacture to 200 volts,
and is absolutely reliable.
The new Dubilier Type 610 Mica Condenser is also shown. It
was dealt with in a previous advertisement of this series" Little Things that Matter." It is suitable for use everywhere
in receiving circuits, and is provided with screw tertninals and
detachable Grid Leak Clips.
For specialised products such as these, it is alway.s easier and
better to specify·

(with Grid Leak clips)
(Also Type 620 for panel
mounting).

mfd .... 3/mfd .... 3/6
...
... 4/o.or mfd.
o.ou- 0.015 mfd. . .. 4. 6
Grid Leak Attachment, &d.
0.0001-0.000J
0.00l -o.oo9

(for use with Type 600).

Anode Resistance
complete with holder

:zo,ooo-Ioo,ooo ohms 5/6
Grid Leak
0.5, I, 2, 3, 4 & 5
megohms. 2/6

ADVERTISEMENT OF THE DUBILIER CONDENSER CO., LTD .. DU CON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, NORTH ACTON, LONDON, W.3.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

PULLING POWER
As a bllfliness man you naturally expeot complete
value for any expenditure made on advertising.
As your sales proposition is connected with radio, you
get it when you use the Radio Press publications.
They can be relied upon to ~ull good and profitable
results-not spasmodically, but consistently.
Why
they do so is simply explained.

There exists between the Radio Press publications
and their readers a spirit of fellowship in the common
enjoyment of a wonderful hobby. This, together with
a keen editorial interest in radio progress, gives the
Radio Press publications a spirited reader-interest
such as no other mediums possess.
There are three publications in the Radio Press Group :
MODERN WIRELESS, THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR, and WIRELESS WEEKLY. Each is a
live medium that is read from cover to cover by enthusiastic radio men, who are always on the look-out
for something that is new, or better, in radio instruments,
and they ha.ve the money to buy them.
To this already successful group of radio magazines
comes "THE WIRELESS DEALER." This new
monthly trade publication of the Radio Press is of the
utmost importance to every manufacturer and dealer
·in Wireless.
A very fine opportunity for effective,
yet cheap, trade publicity is given on the opposite page.
R!!>_dio advertisers should essentially place the Radio
Press publications first for their 440,000 readers cannot
be reached so effectively through any other method
of appeal.

ALL ORDERS, INSTRUCTIONS, COPY
AND BLOCKS SHOULD BE FORWARDED
TO THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGERS
WITHIN THE NEXT TEN DAYS.

ADVERTISEMENT

MANAGERS

BAR.CLAYS ADVERTISING LTD.
BUSH HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.
AN AnvERns.EimNT IN " WIRELEss WEEKLY "

Is .'\. GuARANTEE

OF SATISFACTION TO BuYERS.

ADVERTISEMENTS

WIRELESS WEEKLY

1_ULY 22ND 1 1925

The

WIRELESS DEALER
AND

MANUFACTURER

EDITED BY
JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F./nst.P., A.M.I.E.E.

HE First Number of this new trade periodical will be issued on
September 12th and the Publishers, Messrs. Radio Press Ltd.,
have been pleased to appoint Messrs. Barclays Advertising, Ltd., as
Advertisement Managers.

T

We wish to announce that the following exceptionally generous offer
is made to all those firms whose advertisements appear in No. 1 issue of
THE WIRELESS DEALER, viz.:HALF RATES FOR THE FIRST THREE ISSUES
Those who place contracts commencing with No. I issue are guaranteed against
any rise in rates during the period of the contract.

ADDITIONAL

FULL PAGES ARE
SUBJECT
SPECIAL 20% REDUCTION

TO

A

To all advertisers contracting for full pages we offer additional pages at
scale rates less zo%. The proprietors reserve the right to withhold this concession in the case of advertisers whose announcements do not appear in No. r.

ADVERTISEMENT RATES
Number of
Insertions

12
6
1

Page

Half

Quarter

Third

Sixth

1 in. sfc.

Eighth

18 0
£1111 0 £610 6 £4 10. 0 £4 2 6 £217 6 £212 6
3 3 0 217 6
710 6
5 5 0 410 6
19 0
1313 0
310 6
6 6 0 5 5 0
3 3 0 £1 1 0
8 8 0
1515 0
The insertions, to derive the benefit of the series rates, must appear in consecutive

iss~1es.

·

NOTE.- The type area of a full page advertisement is 10 in. deep by 7i in. wide.

TRADE AND MISCELLANEOUS prepaid paragraph advertisements.
Three shillings for first twelve words and threepence /or every additional word.

SITUATIONS VACANT AND WANTED.

Two shillings /or first twelve words and
one penny /or every additional word.

ALL

COMMUNICATIONS TO BE
ADDRESSED
ADVERTISEMENT MANAGERS

Bare lays Advertising,

TO

Ltd.

BUSH HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2
AN AnvERTISEMENT IN " WIRELEss WEEKLY "
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A
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Volume
without
Valves

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE

1YTHEN purity of

fYY ::tone is the goal at
which you are aimin8
usea:tSrownMicrophone
Amplifier instead of two
stages of low frequency
amplification. Alul besides getting infinitely
more life-like reproduction you'll save money.
There are no Valves to
buy-no accumulators to
be recharged-no expen·
sive L.F. Transformers to
p_urchase-yet you'll get
the volume just the same.
TWO
TYPES AVAILABLE:
Type C. {or use with any
Crystal Set to operate a
large number of pairs of
Headphones. Ideal for
Hospitals, etc. ; will also
operate a Loud Speaker
if signals are fairly
strong in the first place.
Type V. {or use with a
1-valve Set to operaM a
Loud Speaker.
Type C.
4000 ohms input £ 6 • O• O
2000 ohms output
• •

Type V.

•o

120 ohms input £5 "5
120 ohms output
•. •
2000 ohms input £S • 8 • 6
120 ohms output
· ·
2000 ohms input £ 5 . 13 •6
2000 ohms output · •

In most cases the enthusiast must depend
on books for his radio knowledge.
Judicious selection is all-important if
maximum efficiency is sought.
That is why the average wireless man and
constructor insists on Radio Press
publications, when in search of instruction
and advice.
He knows they contain a wealth of
experience written by experts in the field
of radio.
This knowledge is written
in a manner easily assimilated and
remembered, yet at the same time
preserving ·technical accuracy.
In short, he knows that Radio Press Books
and publications ensure perfect satisfaction.

RADIO PRESS BOOKS.
Pos'
PritM Free

No.
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By P. D. T11er1.
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14 12 Tested Wireless Sets
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By Percy W. Barris, M.I.R.E.
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18 Tuning Coils and How to Wind Them
21 Six Simple Sets
By S«anley G. RaUee, M.I.R.E.
~2

Switches in Wireless Circuits
By 01Wtdd J, Rankin.

2/6

By John Beoll·TIJilfarl, F.holl.P., A.M.I.E.E.

2/8

24 Wireless Faults and Bow W Find Them
By R. W. HaUows, M.A.

2/8

11

2,'6

By John Scolt·Taggart, F.lnst.P., A.M.I.E.E.

16 Home .. Built Wirelesa Componen\:8 ••
By E. Redpalh.

8 Wireless Valves Simply Ezplained • •
• • 2/8
·By John BcoU..TtlfltiMI, F.Insl.P., A •.M.I.E.E.

10 Practical Wirelees Valve Circulta

By G.P.Kendall, B.Sc., tmtlA'. Redpath.

By G. P. Kendatl, B.Sc.

7 Bow to Make a "Unit" Wireless Receiver
8 Pictorial Wireless Circulta

13 500 Wireless Questions Answered

1/2

By B. Mtuell, .A..M.I.E.B.

1/6

2/8

15 More Practical Valve Circuits

5 The Construction of Wirelesa Receiving Apparatus 1/8 1/8

..

Poll
Fr..

2/6

12 RadioValvesandHowtoUseThem .•

By John ScoU-Taggart, F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.

By JoAn ScoU·Taggart, F.Insi.P., A.M,/.E.E.

C How to Erect Your Wireless Aerial ••

hico

l!io.

Elementary Terl·Book on Wireleas Vacuum Tubes 10/· 10/8
By John ScOU·Tagqart, .F.lnii.P., A.M.I.E.E.

S. G. BROWN LIMITED
Victoria Road, N. Acton, W.3
Showr()()JlU:

19 MORTIMER STREET, W.l
15 MOORE'IELDS, LIVERPOOL
67 HIGH ST., SOUTHAMPTON

All the above can be obtained
from Wireless dealers, booksellers,
bookstalls, or direct from Dept. S.

1Ra~io ~ress, 1t~.

Wireless Apparatus

BUSH HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.
Barclays All.
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Vacancy for
DEPUTY CHIEF ENGINEER
£1,700 per annum (minimum)

R

ADIO PRESS LIMITED desire to announce that there
is a further vacancy on their new research staff for
a Deputy Chief Engineer. A minimum salary of £I,'JOO is
offered (which is exclusive of certain remunerations which
may increase the amount t o nearer [2,250). An agreement covering five years would be entered into.
The Engineer shall rank next to the Chief Engineer, the
vacancy for which post was recently advertised, and must
fulfil the following requirements :Possess a degree not lower than M.Sc.
Have had not less than 1:0 years' experience of
research work in radio reception and transmission.
Must have held for not less than five years an
executive position involving the originating of radio
inventions and their development to a final practical
stage.
Must possess extensive engineering experience and
a thorough knowledge of the mechanical and
electrical design of radio instruments.
.M:ust be intimately familiar with all modl!rn radio
developments and must at present be engaged
commercially or in one of the services on work
similar to that to be carried out at the Elstree
Laboratories of Radio Press, Limited.
Applications (which will be t reated in the strictest confidence)
should be addressed to :
JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.I nst.P., A.l\U.E.E.,
Technical and Managing Director,
RADIO PRESS, LIMITED,

Bush House, Strand, London, W.C.2.

Radio Press. Ltd.,

jULY 22ND , 19 2 5
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UT into the countrys1cte and the joys of the fields.
T ake Sterling Radio with you and the day's pleasure
is compte e. Music, song and interest at your fi nger tips
all the hours that broadcasting is on. For perfect outdoor radio, there must be power and selectivity. Results
worth having cannot be obtained any other way. Comparative tests will prove that radio does not possess a
more definitely successful combination than-

O

ASterlinq BabyloudSpeaker
and a

8'..1....'1$-RI,JNG

4VALVE
STERLING 4 - VALVE
Receiver.

£ 2 8 : IS
PRICE

for loud speaker Opt"r-

ation.
AccUJOne.l onJ TOI/oiiJI utra.

Announctmmr o/ STERLING
21~21 2.

TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.. LTD .. Manu/acturm

TOITENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.l.

ST ER LI NG .. BABY "
LOUD SPEAKER

The ideal Iona ranee set

The most popular of all junior loud
speakers.

In bla:k enamel or

brown-tinted fonish.

PRIC£

50/

-

of Telet>ltonc• &- RaJro At>t>ararrn, etc.

Worka: DAGENHAM. ESSEX

Pn.oted for UM Proptl~ton, lhoro Puu, Lro., of Buh UOGM. t;uaod, \\ .C.2, 01 Tu ~' .-ua t'lau (L. upcon Olll & Soo, LW.), ss-67, llnrt)'
Lane W o.a, aod Pabliahod bJ tb~ Proprldon R.w1o Puss. Lro., at Buah llouae ~traod W.O.t, oa w..uae.c~a,. o1 ucb wee~.
Addrfw Subeerlptloas and Editorial Communlcatloot :-baeb Ronar Str&Dd. Londoa, W.c. Ad••n...e~Mn~ Maoacera •-But·u,. AoYiatloo•o Lu Ruh
Hou.~ lilrauu
• uuduu \\ l..~ lt~IP&W.r«< u -' ntwapapcr and for tra namlaalon b7 C&oadrao M•IP•une
Su!Mterlptlon rates :-J:Il6 per
a nnum, 16/~ for ellt months, 1)08t free. Bole Ac~nh for Australasia :-G oaooN .t Ootca (Autralt.6ra ) LTo.
Por Cauda :- l•trnuL ?\nu. LTD.
For t;outb Afnca ,. CI Nt UL N .... AOI!CCY, Lro Por la pan r-8u. "' Pauu. L•o
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The BurndePt
Anti-Phonic

Valve Holder
- eliminates microphonic
noises
- absorbs all shocks
- is free from perishable
rubber
AVE you fitted Burndept Anti-Phonic Valve Holders to your set, or are
your valves still unprotected ? If you still have rigid valve-holders, your
valves are suhjected to mechanicaLshocks which not only cause microJ
phonic noises in dull-em itter valves, but shorten the life of any type of valve.
By fitting Burndept Anti-Phonic Valve Holders your valves are protected from
shocks, and microphonic noises are completely elimi nated.

H

The Anti-Phonic Valve Holder which is made of solid bakel ite, consists of the
valve holder proper with the usual four sockets and an outer insulated shell which
carries the soldering tags. The inner portion " floats " on four speciaL springs
by which it is connected to the outer shell. The diameter of the flanged base
is 2g in. and the overall height just over 1 in. The construction of the AntiPhonic Valve Holder is clearly shown in the above illustration. It will be
noticed that there £s no rubber to perish. Burndept Anti-Phonic Valve Holders
have proved themselves " ideal " for use in portable wireless sets.
No. 401. Anti-Phonic Valve H older, for panel or base mounti ng
Ss.
with screws in carton

r--- ---,

BURNDEPT

I

I

1
1

I
I

HEAD OFFICE : Aldine House, Bedford Street, II
Strand, London, W.C.2.
:
BRANCHES at .llallclltsln. Luds, Birmingltam, Glasgow, Bl'ighton,
l Jristul, Cardiff, .\ orthampton, Nerccaslle mul Nottingham.

Tltis illustration
shows how the
t ulve •'floats" in
t/11 Anti-Ph011ic
Valve
Holder.
Tile sockets for
th1 vnlu pins Ol'll
cou,.vl'sunk to
obviate tl1e dan8" of accidental
shol't • cil'cuiting.

I

I

1
1

I
I

I
1
:

1------- -'

.A..i.t.nt 'EtlliM:

SraD • £ditoTJ:
H.
CmpMAH,
M.A., D.Sc.
A D. CoWPER, M.Sc.
~- W. HAu.ows, MA
G. P. !<nmALL, B.Sc.
A. }OIINSOM - RANo.W..

l'laCY W. Rum,

E.

M.I.R.E,
Scim~ Ad.-:
Prof. G. W. 0. Han.

PSc., M.LE.E.

STANU:v

G.

M.l.R.E.

J, H.

RAnu.

B.Sc ..
A.C.G.I.. D.I.C.
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Metres or Kilocycles?
PON another page of this
that the time has arrived when
issue will be found an
some effort should be made to
article from the pen of
adopt to an increasing degree the
Mr. J. H. Reyner, which draws
more scientific system of reckonattention to a problem which has
ing.
been gradually becoming more
We have therefore decided that
acute of recent months.
in future the wavelengths given
The increase in the number of
in lrireless Weekly will be
broadcasting stations audible at
any given position has necessitated the formation of an International body to regulate the
allocation of wavelengths. with a
CONTENTS.
view to minimising interference
troubles, and it will be apprePace
Are "Wavelengths " Played Out 518
ciated that such a body must
ChOosing a CondetUer for a
work in terms of kilocycles,
Wavemeter . .
..
. . 522
when we remember that the
D•mping Losses in Valve Rectiseparation between wavelengths
524
fying Circuits
of any two stations must be such
Jottings by the Way
. . 528
that a certain definite band of
The ()agar S:atioa
538
frequencies is provided for their
Wireless News in Brief . .
532
carrier wa,·es.
Selecting Components for Short•
wave
Reception
533
In America we have seen how
What I Saw at American Re·
such a situation may develop
search Laboratories . .
536
until the final state of affairs is
Strai11ht-line Frequency Con•
. densen
540
a wavelength band of a certain
Faults in Tranoformer•coupled
breadth completely filled with
Note Mqoifi.ers
. . 542
stations with a definite kilocycle
Correspondence. .
545
separation, the one adopted in
Apparatus We Have Tested
549
the United States being the usual
Information Dept.
551
figure of ten kilocycles. Such a
situation compels us to think in
terms of kilocycles. and indeed it
is most natural to do so in this
accompanied by the kiloCI·cle
and in many other connections.
equivalent in order that .our
We belie~e that anyone who
will approach the question with . readers may accustom themselves· to this method of indicaan open mind and will consider
tion, and it will be found that
the points raised in the article to
we are giving this week a table
which we have referred, cannot
which shows the equivalent in
fail to come to the conclusion

U

kilocycles of the wavelengths of
the main .and relay B.B.C. stations, and also a ~umber of the
foreign stations. Tnere will also
be found a table for conversion
from one system of re~koning to
the other, which will .be found
useful ~n .acquiring familiarity
with the kilocycle method.
A considerable number of developments and modifications in
our methods are Iikelv to f.oiiow
upon the increasing ;_ise of the
kilocycle system. For example,
we have recent!\· seen the development of the .square-law variable condenser, which is intended
to give a straight line charac·
teristic when regarded from the
wavelength point Of view; if
stations are to be arranged upon
the broadcast band with a separation worked out in kilocvcles.
the more recent!\· introduced
type of variable co~denser which
gives a straight-line frequency re·
lation will' become the more
logical ~nstrument, and is likely
to be widely adopted.- In such
condensers the increase of capacity corresponding to.. a gtven
an.gular rotation of the dial is
very much more ·rapid than in
the case of a straight-line wavelength condenser, and in a properly designed instrument the
rate of ··increase is such that
stations separated by an equal
m~mber of kilocvcles. wilt- also be
separated by an· equal number of
graduations upon the dial.

Wireless

WeelilJ

Art®
W ©lw®ll®rm~~}Th~
IPll©ly®cdl 0\\ll~ 1
By J. H.REYNER, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.I., D.I.C.,
Staff Editor.
It is fast becoming recognised that the use of frequency rather than wavelength is both more
scientific and more convenient in the majority of
cases. In this article the author discusses the pros
and cons of the matter.

is of considerable importance.
Further, in es,tablishing the simi.Jarity between light waves and
the invisible wireless waves,
Hertz carr.ied out 'experiments in
reflection and such-like phenomena, which, as we. have seen,
are dependent on the length of
the wave.
A Marconi type of wavemeter intended for u•e
on the _broadcast wavelengths for the calibration
of transmitters or receivers.

T is a curious fact
that in almost every
science there is a
·large
number
of
terms
which
are
accepted for everyday use, and yet are unscientifi<::
or inadequate, and the science of
radio is by no means free from
this defect. Such terms COiltinue
to be used by both the engineer
and the " man in the street," and
wren the unsuitability or inaccuracy of any particular term is
questioned, everyone !>hrugs his
shoulders, either agrees or not, as
the case may be, and there the
matter rests.
Even when the existing practice is wholly unsuitable or even
inconvenient, any change for the
better is difficult to encompass.
A particular instance of this point
i,s the practice of referring to the
" wavelength '' of a circuit or a
transmission in wireless telegraphy or telephony.
This is, in general, an unscientific and inconvenient practice,
and has little except use to
recommend it.

Early Use of Wavelength Perhaps
Justified

The Discovery of Ether Waves

The use of wavelength in questions of wirele'Ss technique . is
somewhat natural when the development of the art is reviewed.
The original ether waves, as
produced by Hertz and others,
were of a very short ·wavelength,
of the order of one or two metres
only.
Clerk Maxwell had predicted
that such waves could be produced, and that they \vould be
found to obey laws similar to
those which governed
light
waves.
Now light waves, as is well
known, are of an exceedingly
short wavelength (red J,ight has a
wavelength of only o.ooo8 mm.,
the other colours being shorter
still). Moreover, a great deal of
the properties of light such as
reflection and refraction, interference, etc., are dependent upon
the dimensions of the surrounding objects relative to the wavelength of the light ray under
consideration.
Hence it will be seen that in
the case of J,ight, the wavelength

SI8

It was natural, therefore, that
the various radiations which
could be produced should be
classified in terms of the wavelength of the disturbance produced in the ether, and while the
waves remained shoct and the
science was in its- iufancy there
was no partjcular reason to speak
in terms of frequency.
In those days it was often
possible to measure the actual
wave-length with a foot rule.
Apparatus was constructep consisting of a wire which was excited by the ether waves, and
the actual distance between the
nodal points was measured
directly.
Later Developments

As the science developed, however, the use of wavelength became more and more unsuitable.
Longer and longer wavelengths
were employed, until the Wlavelength itself ceased to have any
real significance, and became
merely a means of distinguishing
different transmissions.
Such a process has many disadvantages.
In the first place,
to talk of tuning a circuit to a
given " \Vavelength " is fundamentally unsound. If a circuit is
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set .in oscillation the current set up
therein will produce certain radiations of a definite wavelength.
These disturbances will travel
outwards, and will affect a second
circuit placed in their path, producing in this second circuit a
ser.ies of pulses of voltage following one another at a certain
frequency (the same as that of the
currents in the original circuit).
If this second circuit is to
respond adequately, it must be
tuned so that its frequency js the
same as that of the transmitting
circuit; it is thus the frequencies
of the circuits which are brought
in.to tune and not the wavelengths.
·

frequency of the circuit which is
being measured.
Radio an Exact Science

Electrical eng;ineering as a
whole is one of the most exact
sciences in existence, it being possihlf' to desig·n apparatus with an

quency band of the particular
transmission.
For example, a
teleg,raphy channel requires a frequency band of roo to 200 cycles,
depending on the speed of W!Orking, while a telephony station
requires s,ooo to 10,000 cycles,

!:•==========================~-.

A Wavemeter Really a Frequency
Meter

Tuning formul~ and charts
have been drawn. up giving the
wavelength of a circuit in terms
of the inductance and capacity
employed. Such data, ho\\'ever,
is only derived from the expression for the frequency of the
oscillations, this being the fundamental phenomenon.
A suit<Jble circuit may be made
to oscillate at •a frequency of so
cycles or less.
Such a system
would not produce any appreciable radiation, and it would be
.ludicrous to talk of the wavelength in such a case.
Even that very common and
useful instrument, the sQ>-Called
" wavemeter ·' is in reality a frequency meter, being tuned to the

Call
Sign.

Station.

...

Sheffield
Stoke-on-Trent
Bradford
...
Liverpool
...
Nottingham
Edinburgh ...
Dundee
...
Hull
Plymouth
...
Leeds
Cardiff
...
London
...
Manchester ...
Bournemouth
Newcastle
Glasgow
Belfast
Birmingham
Swansea
Aberdeen
Brussels

...
...
...

...
...
...
...

...
...

...

...
...

...

...

...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...

...
...
...
...
...

...

...
...
...

...

...
...
.. .
.. .
.. .
...
...
...
...
...
..···-.
...
...
...

.. .

...

...
...
...

6FL
6ST
2LS
6LV
5NG
2EH
2DE
6KH
5PY
2LS
5WA
2LO
2ZY
6BM
5NO
5SC
2BE
5IT
58X
2BD
.SBR

One of the earliest types of wave meter, the Cy mometer, invented by
Prof. J. A. Fleming, M.A.,D.Sc.,F.R.S. The small wavemeter seen
in the foreground is a modern instrument.

accuracy not approached in many
other branches of engineering,
and the art of radio-communication is fast coming- into line wit,JI
its parrnt science in this respect.
With the growth of exact
knowledge, the need for the use
of frequency becomes even more
imperative.
Consider a fe\Y
rxamples only. A modem selective receiver is designed to
amplify over a certain frequency
band only, and to-produce a sharp
" cut off " on either side of this
band.
vVhat determines the
·width of this band? The freFre"\Vave- quency.
length. Key.
301
306
310
315
326
328
331
335
338
346
353
365
378
386
403
422
439
479
482
495
265

996
980
967
952
920
914
906
895
887
867
849.
821
793
777
744
711
683
626
622
606
1131

according to whether s,peech OIIly
is required or whether music also
has to be transmitted.
T'hese bands of freqD.ency ~re
required irres-pective of the mean
frequency, which may equally
\YeU be roo,ooo or I ,ooo,ooo.
But Io,ooo cycles in Ioo,ooo 1is
·1 o .per cent., ,,·hereas in I ,ooo,ooo
cycles it is only r per cent., so
that there would be a consi-derable difference in the s.electivity
required. To say, however, that
a band width of ro,ooo ~ycles is
required on a wavelength of 300
metres conveys nothing.

.

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
.-·-..
...

--·

--·
··-----------

...
Petit Parisien
..
Madrid
...
Rome
... ...
...
Stockholm ...
...
Leipzig
...
Eco)e Superieure ..
...
...
Berlin
Prague
... ...
...
La.usanne ...
...
Hilversum ...
The Hague
-··
...
Geneva
...
Konigs:wu..<tterhausen
...
Chelmsford
...
Radio Paris
Amsterdam

.

Eiffel Towe-r
East Pittsburgh
Scheneotar:ly

FreWave- quency.
length. Key.

Call
Sign.

Station.

--·
·-·

......

---

-

345
392
425
427
454
PTT
458
! 505
PRG
555
HB2
850
HDO
1060
PctlG 1070
HB1
1100
LP
1300
5A.""X ! 1600
1780
SFR
PCFF 1955
2200
FL
2650
68
KDKA.
309
WGY{ 380
EAJ7
IRO
SASA

{

869
765
705
702
660
655
594
540
353
283
280
273
231
187
168
153
136
U3
4409
970
789
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Frequency Spacing of Adjacent
Stations

Another point not unconnected
with the previous one is that of
the spacing of adjacent stations.
vVith the very larg-e increase in
the number of stations desiring
to work simultaneously, it is
necessary to have the various
transmissions as close as possible
without causing interference.
In order that there shall be no
heterodyning (usmg C. W. or
telephony), the frequencies employed must be between Io,ooo
and 2o,ooo cycles· apart. If we
assume a 2o,ooo cycle spacing,
to be on the safe side, then at a
mean frequency of 1 ,ooo,ooo the

spacing is only 2 per cent. The
wavelength separation would
then be 6 metres (2 per cent. of
300 metres).
·
If, however, the mean frequency is Ioo,ooo cycles, the
~acing is 20 per cent., which
gives a wavelength spacing of
6oo metres.
The wavelength
spacing thus depends to an enormous extent on the actual value
of the mean wavelength, whereas
on a frequency basis the spacing
is always the same, viz., 2o,ooo
cycles, and any confusion is
avoided.
The Super-Heterodyne

The Americans have arranged

their stations on a frequ_encyspaced basis, and this cons,tJtutes
the only satisfactory arrangement.
To take one more example of
the convenience of the frequency
basis, consider the trouble involved in designing a superheterodyne.
The frequency of
the orig;inal wave and of the intermediate wavelength must be
worked out.
The frequency of
the oscillator must then be determined to produce the desired
wavelength for the intermediate
ampJ,ification, and this frequency
must then be reconverted back
into waveleng-th in order to
design the oscillator.

KILOCYCLES TO METRES, OR METRES TO KILOCYCLES.
Metres Kilocycles
10
20
'30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
HiO

170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470'
480
490
500
510

620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
4100
4110
620
630

640
G50
860
G70
680
G90
700
710

720

29982
14991
999-l
7496
5996
4997
4283
3748
3331
2998
2726
2499
2306
2142
1999
1874
1764
1666
1578
1499
1428
1363
1304
1249
1199
1153
1110
1071
1034
999.4
967.2
936.9
908.5
881.8
856.6
832.8
810.3
789.0
768.8
749.6
731.3
713.9
697.3
681.4
666.3
651.8
637.9
624.6
611.9
599.6
587.9
576.6
565.7
555.2
545.1
535.4
526.0
516.9
508.2
499.7
491.5
483.6
475.9
468.5
461.3
454.3
447.5
440.9
434.5
428.3
422.3
416.4

~Ietres

730
740
7i'>O
760
770
780
790
800
810
820
830
840
850
860
870
8SO

890
900
910
920
930
940
950
960
970
980
990
1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
Hi 50
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440

Kilocycles
410.7
405.2
399.8
394.5
389.4
384.4
379.5
374.8
370.1
365.6
361.2
356.9
352.7
348.6
344.6
340.7
336.9
333.1
329.5
325.9
322.4
319.0
315.6
312.3
309.1
305.9
302.8
299.8
296.9
293.9
291.1
288.3
285.5
282.8
280.2
277.6
275.1
272.6
270.1
267.7
265.3
263.0
260.7
258.5
256.3
254.1
251.9
249.9
247.8
245.8
243.8
241.8
239.9
238.0
236.1
234.2
232.4
230.6
228.9
227.1
225.4
223.7
222.1
220.5
218.8
217.3
215.7
214.2
212.6
211.1
209.7
208.2

Metres Kilocycles
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
. 1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
. 1940
1950
1960
.1970
1980
1990
2000
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2080
2090
2100
. 2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160

206.8
205.4
204.0
202.6.
201.2
199.9
198.6
197.3
196.0
194.7
193.4
. 192.2
191.0
189.8
188.6
187.4
186.2
185.1
183.9
182.8
181.7
180.6
179.5
178.5
177.4
176.4
175.3
174.3
173.3
172.3
171.3
170.4
169.4
168.4
167.5
166.6
165.6
164.7
163.8
162.9
162.1
161.2
160.3
159.5
158.6
157.8
157.0
156.2
155.3
154.5
153.8
153.0
152.2
151.4
150.7
149.9
149.2
148.4
147.7
147.0
146.3.
145.5
144.8
144.1
143.5
142.8
142.1
141.4
140.8
140.1
139:5
138.8

Metres Kilocycles
2170
2180
2190
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250
2260
2270
2280
2290
2300
2310
2320
2330
2340
2350
2360
2370
2380
2390
2400
2410
2420
2430
2440
2450
2460
2470
2480
2490
2500
2510
2520
2530
2540
2550
2560
2570
2580
2590
2600
2610
2620
2630
2640
2650
.2660
2670
2680
2690
2700
2710
2720
2730
2740
2750
2760
2770
2780
2790
2800
2810
2820
2830
2840
2850
2860
2870
2880

138.2
137.5
136.9
136.3
135.7
135.1
134.4
133.8
133.3
132.7
132.1
131.5
130.9
130.4
129.8
129.2
128.7
128.1
127.6
127.0
126.5
126.0
125.4
124.9
124.4
123.9
123.4
122.9
122.4
121.9
121.4
120.9
120.4
119.9
119.5
119.0
118.5
118.0
117.6
117.1
116.7
116.2
115.8
115.3
114.9
114.4
114.0
113.6
113.1
112.7
112.3
111.9
111.5
111.0
110.6
110.2
109.8
109.4
109.0
108.6
108.2
107:8
107.5
107.1
106.7
106.3
105.9
105.6
105.2
104.8
104.5
104.1
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l\Ietres Kilocycles
2890
2900
2910
2920
2930
2940
2950
2960
2970
2980
2990
3000
3020
3040
3060
3080
3100
3120
3140
3160
3180
3200
3220
3240
3260
3280
3300
3320
3340
3360
3380
3400
3420
3440
3460
3480
3500
3520
3540
3560
3580
3600
3620
3640
3660
3680
3700
3720
3740
3760
3780
3800
3820
3840
3869
3880
3900
3920
3940
3960
3980
4000
4020
4040
4060
4080
4100
4120
4140
4160
4180
420Q,

103.7
103.4
103.0
102.7
102.3
102.0
101.6
101.3
100.9
100.6
100.3
99.94
99.28
98.62
97.98
97.34
96.72
96.10
95.48
94.88
94.28
93.69
93.11
92.54
91.97
91.41
90.85
90.31
89.77
89.23
88.70
88.18
87.67
87.16
86.65
86.16
85.66
85.18
84.69
84.22
83.75
83.28
82.82
82.37
81.92
81.47
81.03
80.60
80.17
79.74
79.32
78.90
78.49
78.08
77.67
77.27
76.88
76.48
76.10
75.71
75.33
74.96
74.58
74.21
73.85
73.49
73.13
72.77
72.42
72.07
71.73
71.39

Metres Kilocyr les
4220
. 4240
4260
4280
4300
4320
4340
4360
4380
4400
4420
4440
4460
4480
4500
4520
4540
4560
4580
4600
4620
4640
4660
46EO
4700
4720
4740
4760
4780
4800
4820
4840
48C,O
4880
~900

40~0

4940
4960
4980
5000
5050
5100
5150
5200
5250
5300
5350
5400
5450
5500
5550
5600
5650
5700
5750
5800
5850
5900
5950
6000
6050
6100
6150
6200
6250
6300
6350
6400
6450
6500
6550
6600

71.05
70.71
70.38
70.05
69.73
(i!J.40
60.08
68.77
68.45

68.14
67.83
67.53
(i7 .22
66.92
li6.63
66.33
66.04
65.75
65.46
65.18
G4.90
64.62
04.34
64.06
63.79
63.52
G3.25
()2.90

ti2.72
02.46
62.20
61.95
61.69
61.44
01.19
U0.94
f>0.69
60.45

uo.2o

59.96
59.37
58.79

&8.22

57.66
57.11
5tl.57
56.04
55.52
55.01
54.51
54.02
53.54
53.07
52.60
52.14
51.69
51.25
50.82
50.39
49.97
49.56
49.15
48.75
48.36
47.97
47.51)
47.22
46.85
46.48
46.13
45.77
45.43

Metres Kilocycles
6650
6700
6750
6800
6850
6900
6950
7000
7050
7100
7150
7200
7250
7300
7350
• 7400
7450
7500
7550
7600
7650
7700
7750
7800
7850
7900
7950
8000
8050
8100
8150
8200
8250
8300
8350
8400
8450
8500
8550
8600
8650
8700
8750
8800
8850
890.0
8950
9000
9050
9100
9150
9200
9250
9300
9350
9400
9450
9500
9550
9600
9650
9700
9750
9800
9850
9900
9950
10000

45.09
44.75
44.42
44.09
43.77
43.45
43.14
42.83
42.53
42.23
41.93
41.64
41.35
41.07
40.79
40.52
40.24
39.98
39.71
39.45
3!J.19
38.94
38.69
38.44
38.19
37.95
37.71
37.48
37.24
37.01
36.70
36.56
36.34
36.12
35.!Jl
35.69
35.48
35.27
:~5.07

34.86
34.66
34.46
34.27
34.07
33.88
33.69
33.50
3:3.31
:33.13
32.95
32.77
32.50
:32.41
32.24
32.07
31.90
31.73
31.56
31.39
31.23
31.07
30.91
:30.75
:10.59
:30.44
30.28
30.13
29.98

Again, the · wavelength must
be taken into consideration in
any system involving the use of
" spaced " aerials, in which the
High and Low Frequency
aer·ials are spaoed a definite fracAnother most important point tion of a wavelength apart in
concerns the receiver itself. From
order to obtain certain balancing
effects.
This last point is particularly
relevant owing to the return to
shoct waves, where, as was seen
at the beginning, reflection
effects are pronounced, so that
there is a certain justification for
viewing the phenomena from a
• wavelength standpoint.
What a buS-iness, when, '"·idi
a frequency basis, simple subtraction rs all that is required!

Use of Frequency More Scientific

A commercial form
of wavemeter using
a plug-in coil.

the aerial to the detector yalve
we deal in wavelengths. In the
detector and subsequent stages
we are concerned with frequencies!
.
Owino- to the use of contmuous
waves fhe design of "·ireless circuits has ·become merely a special
branch of alternating· current
theory.
The sole difference is
one of frequency, and when
viewed from this aspect many
problems in tuner design become
almost ludicrously simple.
\¥hy then complicate matters
again by turning ev~ryt?ing ur-·
side down and workmg m wavelength?
.
If a frequency of r ,ooo,ooo IS
referred to as a wavelength of
300 metres, 'then, to be logical,
one should say, " I want a
vacuum cleaner to work off my
electric lighting mains. The supply is 240 volts, 6 million
metres ''!
Wavelength Required on Occasions

These are just a few of the
many possible examples of the
convenience of the frequency
basis.
There are, of course,
occasions when it is essential to
know the actual wavelength.
One such case is in connection
with aerial design.
The aeriai
should, in the majority of cases,
have a natural wavelength of the
order of one-half to one-third of
the wavelength at which it is to
be used, and, in any case, the
ratio of working wavelength to
natural wavelength is of importa nee.

These points, however, are
minor as compared ,with the advantages which have been cited,
and it is rapidly becoming
accepted that the use of the frequency standpoint is much to be
preferred.
The arrangement is quite as
convenient as the existing system
if the frequencies are expressed
in kilo-cycles (one kilo-cycle =
1 ,ooo
;::ycles), and a chart
has been prepared giving the frequencies, to the nearest whole
number, of the principal broadcasting stations in this country
and on the Continent. It will be
seen that these figures are just as
convenient to work with as the
wavelength.
The frequency may be obtained
from the inductance and capacity
values from the expression·

1

=

,J rsg. 3 kilo-cycles

300,000

kilo-

Frequency= Wavelength cycles,
the wavelength being expressed
in metres.
The figure 3oo,ooo is nearly
correct, but not quite so. The
reason for this and the correct
figure are given in the appendix
at the end of this article.
A chart is also appended which
gives the frequency for a variety
of wavelengths from 10 up to
Io,ooo metres, which should
prove of considerable value. It
may be remarked that. t~e important part of the chart 1s that
from 1 ,ooo to Io,ooo cycles, and
this portion may be used to interpolate values in the lower wavelength ranges.
. .
E.g., if it is desired to obtam
the frequency conesponding to
162 metres, this is not shQWO on
,ihe chart; 3,620 metres, however, is shown to be 82.82 kilocycles. Since 360 metres is 832.8
kilo-cycles, 362 metres must be
828.2 kilo-cycles.
The abbreviation kc may conveniently be tised for kilo-cycles,
and there is little doubt that before long 2LO will be spoken of
as working on 821 kc instead of
365 metres, as a matter of
course.
APPENDIX
Relation Between Frequency and
Wavelength

Each oscillation in the tram;mitting aerial circuit produces a
(Continued on page 53 r.)

LC
where L is ,the inductance in ,u.H,
C -----<:apacity in ,u.F.
Conversion of Wavelength to
Frequency

The conversion of \vavelength
to frequency is comparatively
simple, and may be obtained
from the expression

'

M. Ulysses Lappas, the famous Greek tenor, who scored such
Femttrkable successes at Covent Garden, recently broadcast From
the London station.
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CHOOSING ACONDENSER FOR AWAVEMETER
By A. JOHNSON-RANDALL, Staff Editor.
Some notes on the selection for
a wavemeter of the component
on which the ultimate efficiency
of the complete instrument is
likely to depend to a large
extent.
O<XXXX><>O=<><X><><><><><D

ERHAPS one of the most
difficult problems to the experimenter is that of constructing an accurate wavemeter
suitable for precision work.
It
is very desirable to have an inl>trumcnt which will enable one
to tune the receiver or transmitter to a given wavelength,
but it is at the same time not
very consoling to discover that,
after a short period of use, the
wavemeter1 calibrated possibly
at some trouble to its owner, has
become inaccurate, and for all
,practical purposes v.scless.

P

Constant Calibration

The facts to be borne in mind
in constructing a wavet'neter,
whether of the buzzer or heterodyne type, are that it must be
capable of being calibrated over
the required range of wavelengths, and that once calibrated
it must remain constant at all
times.
One of the chief factors in the
construction of a good instrument is the type of variable condenser employed, and I propose
to give a few hints upon the
choice of this essential component.
Possible Types of Condensers

The constructor is faced with a
choice of .three types, viz., the
straight - line
capacity,
the
straight - line \vavelength or
square-law, and, to a lesser
degree in this country, the
straight-line frequency.
In regard to the latter it may be safely
said that those at present procurable arc in most cases of American manufacture.
The question then arises, what
are the advantages of the various
types? T0: begin with, the straightline capacity condenser is simply
the type so popular until quite
recently, the standard pattern

~

A laboratory standard type of variable condenser, suitable
for use in wavemeters.

with semi-circular vanes. Equal equally spaced throughout the
variations in dial setting give complete range of dial settings.
equal changes in capacity-in Then, knowing two or three
other words, the curve of capa- points how easy it would be by
city plotted against dial setting interpolation to fix the remaining
is very nearly a str~ight line. l
points, and so determine any
say very nearly, because readers wavelengths within the limits of
who studied Mr. Sylvan Harris's a given inductance.
But, the
article in the last issue of this reader will say, surely I can do
journal will remember that a all this by using a straight-line
curve was given showing that. at wavelength type of condenser in
the very bottom of . the scale it parallel with a suitable coil to
was no longer linear, but ove1· cover the required waveband.
the remainder of the range a
Yes, quite true, with a suitable
straight line was obtained. This coil, but, unfortunately, not 'with
is all very welJ so far, but the any coil.
trouble commences directly we .
Square-Law Type
connect an inductance in parallel
Straight-line wavelength or
with
the
condenser.
Our
straight
line is no longer square-law condensers are destraight, but becomes a curve signed to give, within limits,
in the more generally accepted approximately a straight . line
sense, and we find that if when joined in parallel with a
we plot wavelength against certain type of coil, usually a
dial readings, as we rotate the popular type, which the makers
dial the wavelengths are crowded of the condenser believe to be
together on the lower readings used by the majority of amateurs.
In ninety-nine cases out of a
and widely separated on the
higher range. There is no great hundred the curve will not be
harm in this, except for the fact linear when the condenser is used
•that it would be far more desir- in conjunction with the wavemeter
able to have the wavelengths
inductance, but, on the . other
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hand, there \vill be one advantage
-the wavelengths will be fairly
evenly distributed over the available range of dial settings, except on very short waves.
Straight-Line Frequency

Turning now to the last type of
condenser, viz., the straightline frequency, I would refer
readers to Mr. Sylvan Harris's
illuminating article given in the
last issue of J,f'ireless Weekly.
While, no doubt, in the future
we in this country will think in
terms of frequency, at the
present time we have not yet become accustomed to this method
of reckoning, and in consequence
the majority of amateurs will
require their instruments to be
calibrated on the wavelength
basis.
Mechanical Efficiency

To sum up then, given condensers of equal efficiency, it
would seem preferable to use -the
straight-.line types for general
use, and to have the wavemeter
properly calibrated over the complete range desired.
\Vhat, then, are the desirable
qualities we must look for in our
\\·avemeter condenser. \:V ell, the
one point to keep fixed in one's
mind is constancy. A cOtldenser
may be ~lectrically efficient, but,
at the same time, its mechanical 9
construction may be poor. Look
for a well-made robust instrument,
preferably
of
t h e
" grounded rotor " type, with
metal end-plates. Ebonite and
composition end-plates maywarp,
and by so doing alter the calibra~
tion. See that the vanes are of
a hard metal, well and accurately
spaced, and secured in such a
manner that there is no possibility of them loosening. Reject
any condenser .which shows the
slightest suspicion of shake in
the bearings, and choose one with
a straight spindle. of generous
cross-section. Note whether the
dial is accurately engraved, and
also whether the extreme divisions ·are really r8o deg. apart.
Is any arrangement incorporated \vhereby the dial can be locked
on to the spindle? What method
·is employed for securing the condenser to the panel? Choose one
!With three-point suspension in
preference to the type which may
possibly rotate when in use.
Examine the bearing surfaces and

notice particularly whether wear
is likely to take place, with its
2ttendan.t evil " shake " and loss
of accuracy develop~ng in consequence, after a short period of
use. Make sure that the contact
to the mov.ing vanes is of a reliable nature. ·
If you have the choice of a
standard type condenser embodying these points, and one
of the square-law type with a
lower
mechanical
efficiency,
choose the focmer. The square
law may be preferable, but if its
mechanical design js not absolutely sound it is useless.
Low Losses

The reader will now say, but
what about the electrical efficiency? Are low losses essential?
The answer is no; low losses are
desirable, certainly, but not essen-

tial. It is always a wise plan to
keep the losses as low as possiblet
but it shQIUld be remembered that .
the amount a:f available energy
in this particular case is large,
and also that ·in most cases the·
coil losses will entirely S\\\atnp
those due to the condenser.
Admittedly, the smaller the
total Losses the less the damping
and the sharper will be the
tuning.
Combine low losses
with mechanical perf.ection and ·
you have the ideal, but, failing
this, put mechanical perfection
first, endeavour,ing at the same
time to secure a reasonable degree
of electrical efficiency.
Do this, and you have completed the fir.st step to.\\~ards the
successful construction of that
.indispensable instrument,
the
wave.meter.

Members of the Golders Green and Herulon Radio Seciety e7ecting
a mast at the control •tation durinll their recent field-day.
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Damping Losses in Valve Rectifying Circuits
By A. D. COWPER, M.Sc.,Staff Editor.
Mr. Cowper has spent a great deal of time in studying the question of selectivity and the elimination
of harmful losses, and has evolved many practical selective circuits familiar to readers of "Wireless
Weekly." In this preliminary article he deals with a rather neglected source of loss, namely, that due to
the grid damping of the detector valve circuit and its bearing on selectivity.
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attention of the
radio experimenter
is being concentrated
art
the
vanous
alleged
sources of '' losses '' in his receiver, and various attempts are
being made to minimis.e ce•rtain
of these by improved 9es1ign of ·
components; a suggestive list of
'these is given by Mr. G. P.
Kendall, B.Sc., in an article in
The Wireless Constructor, Vol.
1, No. 10, p. 885.
A source of
\vhat turns out to be a very heavy
damping loss, bwt which has
largely been neg:lected in tlhe
past-even though tihere does not
appear to be any readily avai·lable
paJl.iative for it when brought into
the lime-lig<ht-is tihat of the
grid-damping of the detectorvalve, operating as usual with a
grid-condenser and gnid-leak.
That this will produce some
appreciable damping is selfeVTident, for positive grid-bias (as
~iven here by 1Jhe usual 1-4

megohm grid-leak to the L. T.
plus) has been used exten~ively to
damp down too exuberant multistage H.F. am:p1Efiers so as to
prevent self-oscillation; this positive bias is applied generally by
means of a potentiometer across
t'he L. T. battery connected directly to the lower end of t<he
grid-inductance. But tJhe magnitude of this effect in an ordinary
detector-valve and also the vary,ing influence of different loads in
the anode-oircuit of the detector,
have rarely received mention in
popular radio J,iterature.
~easurernents Needed
11hat a valve imposes an
appreciable load on the grid circuit, when functioning as a highfrequency amplifier or detector,
has long been a commonplace of
electrical theory; this effect has
received some mention in theoretical discussion in the past,
but the magnitude of the
effect is little known to wireless experimenters in general. It

appeared to be of intere~t. therefore, to determine in an approximate experimental manner 1Jhe
magnitude of this damping effect
of a rectifying valve, when inserted in an oscillating circuit
such as the aeria.!, or s.econdary
(and intervalve H.F.) circuit in
a broadcast receiver, and to
measure the change in vhe damping produced when varying loads
were imposed on the anode
circuit.
In this way it might be possible
to determine whether tihere was
really much room for improvement in the matter of elimination
of unwanted damping effects in
The relasuch tuned circuits.
tively very small improvement
observed (when once the extremely high known los.ses in
muhi-layer thin-wire compact
tuning inductance5 have been
eLiminated by the adoption of
-modern s,ingle-layer spaced coils
of a reasonable gauge of wire),
when every possible effort !has
been made to minimise the H.F.

Low Res1stance
Vt;~riometer

~

MEASVRII'IG~
bEYJC£.
.~;;)

DAMPING LOAD

Nec/l!j-ing Yalve

~

~

~ccumula/'or

' '11. T.Botle/Y

Fig. 1.-The circuit used by Mr. Cowper for measuring the damping due to various arrangements
of the detector valve. The measurements are based on observations of the reaction demands of a
detector valve when the load circuit is shunted across the grid circuit,
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resistance "by a special des,ign of
tuning~coiJ, ove.r the results given
by a coil of much more mediocre
design, might pos.s.ib!y receive
some explanation in this way. If
there be actually present an in~
evitable high damping effect due
to the rectifying valve itself, but
little further improvement will
be possible, wi.tJh the best of
" low-loss " coils and " low~
loss " tuning-condensers (to say
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ro .50·ootiHI1J
5{111[:;
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unit. The maximum capacity of
the actual 3-plate reaction-condenser used (of uncertain origin)
was about 33 p..p..F, with a low
In the alt-ernative
minimum.
position, with a .0001 p..F J.B.
standard
reaction - oondens.er
below the reacti<>n-variometer,
the scale was about o. 7 ohms per
degree, and again closely linear.
The grid-ai.rcuit of the rect,ifying
valve, whose resistance-damping
effect it was so-ught to determine,
could be connected by means of a
switch so as to load the grid-circuit of the valve in the measuring
deV1ice; and tJhe former valve
could be loaded in various ways at
will, by means of the requisite
switches and accessories inserted
in its plate circuit, etc.
Precautions to Ensure Accuracy

Fig. 2.-The damping effect of this
detector valve circuit is equivalent
to a series H.F. resistance in the
grid circuit of 50 to 60 ohms.

net,hing of " low-loss "
sockets).

valve-

Measuring Circuits Used

The method of investigation
used (which is available to any
serious experimenter with a
fairly well - stocked apparatus
cupboard) is an obvjous eJ~Ctension
of the method of -relative measure~
ment of H.F. resi.stances in
tuning inductances given by the
writer in Wireless Weekly, VoL
6, No. 4, developed from a device
deso•ihed by him for control.Jing
tuned anodes in Vol. 4, No. 10.
The circuit used principally her'e
corresponds mo-re clos,ely to Fig.
1 of the latter article : this differs
from tl1e measuring device of
Fig. 2 in Vol. 6, No. 4, p. IIg,
by plaoing the reaction-control
condenser C (by which the quantitative measurements ar·e made
possible) di,rectly next to the
anode, with the reaction variometer between this and H. T.
plus, instead of the other way
round.
This gives a larger
range for measurement of damping resistances, but, of course, a
closer scale (Ftig. r).
\Vinh the particular R valve
and conditions of experiment, the
effective scale corresponded to
approximately 2.7 ohms per
degree of the 3-pJ.ate reaction~
condenser setting, and was very
closely linear; this was subsequently determi-ned by direct cal,ibration with an H.F. resistor-

ln order to ensure uniformity,
the valve under test was operated
from a separate H.T. battery, in
the form of a large tapped .H. T.
accumulator battery (supplied by
Messrs.. Grafton Electric Co.),
and a large 6-volt L. T. battery
was used for both valves. The
H.T. supply for the o!)her
(measuring) valve was from a
small tapped H. T. unjt, with fine
control
by
a
potentiometer
(Ediswan)
across
the
L. T.
battery ; a shunted W-eston
Galvanometer (as a midiliammeter)
in the plate-circuit of the latter,
together with a voltmeter across
its filament, insured reproducible conditions for quantitative
·o~z t~F

N. F.
liY-PASS,

measurement of the degree of
accuracy sought here.
H.F. Resistor- Unit

The
latter
approximately
quantitative results were obtained
with the aid of an H.F. resistorunit, made up of No. 38 Eureka
resistance \Mire (Economic E.!ectric Co.) arranged 2!ig-zag fashion
in order to give a non-inductive
effect and well~s:paced on an open
frame.
Such fine wire has
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approximately the· same reStist~
ance at a fi-equency of 3 to 4
million as for D. C., i.f wel-l
isolated; no scns,jbJe difference in
resistanoe per foot could be
observed., on trial, between this
frame-mounted w1ire and a short
straight isolated port,ion. As this
wire has nearly exactly 8 ohms
resistance per foot, quite accurate
enough resistors can be made up

Fig. 4.- T.he large increase in the
equiualent resistance is due here to
the anode resistance.

,dth a frame 1 foot in length, and
rated at 8 ohms per unit length ;
actually the resistors used here
were calibrated on the usual
D.C. Wheatstone bridge before
use. An adjustment must ahvays
be made for t:he distributed
capacity of such a resistor-frame
unit to earth, when sw.itohed into
oircuit; the inductance value is
negligible.
Method of Procedure

Wuth the measuring valve and
circuit adjusted to standard conditions, the reaction condenser
setting which just determined
self-oscillation of this valve with
no added load, and with critical
tuning of grid and anode on a
waveleng.t,h ofaround 370 metres,
was obs,erved. The precise wavelength of the local station should
be a\."oided, as the latter may produce serious errors even at a distance of a dozen miles or more
with an isolated circuit such
as this. The reaction condenser
scale :was calibrated by switching
various 8-ohm resistor units into
circuit in .senies with the gridtuning inductance, slightly retuning if necessary, and re-determining the reaction condenser
setting necessary for oscillation.
This was repeated frequently,
and a mean value obtained from
the bunoh of calibration ourves,
which lay nry olose.
Then the grid oircuit of the
detector valve, whose damping
effect was to be determined. wa3
switched in across the tuning
inductance, and (a(ter a small
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adjustment for the additional
tuning capacity thus introduced)
the absence of any appreciable
load due to a valve with cold
filament was confirmed by finding
a reaction condenser setting
w1hich was identical with the first.
Then the effect of a heated filament, grid-leak, H. T. connection,
anode load, etc., was studied by
repeating the observation of the
critical reaction condenser setting
in each set of circumstances, repeatedly checking up the uniformity of test conditions by redetermining the no-load setting
(with switch open).

cuit consisting of a wo,ooo ohm
IDubilier) anode resjstance, and
with 7o,ooo ohms (same make),
the load produced was so heavy
that the measuring- valve could
not be made to osciiJ.ate at all with
the reaction condenser at I So
degrees.
With a .oo2 ,uF bypass condenser across this anode
resistance, the load was lightened
so that oscillation occurred at 94
degrees; with a .oooi ftF by-pass

nected, the same; and'· w:th 6o
volts H. T. in an unloaded anode
circuit there was no detectable
change; also with a No. 3S coil in
this circuit.
A No. 40 coil
lowered the reaction reading to 40
degrees ; a No. so to 36; a No.
6o to 34; a No. 7S to 2S, and a
No. IOO almost wiped out the
whole of the damping load, with
a setting of 9 degrees;
The
greatly decreased damping in

Results

In the first series of observations, the setting for the unloaded
measuring valve was 54 degrees,
and was the same w,ith the brightemitter R " damping " valve
switched
in,
after retuning
slightly-wit1h co.Jd filament. No
change was noticed with a gridleak to the L. T. minus when t1he
filament was cold.
With hot
filament, and I. 5 megohm gridleak (an average value) to L. T.
minus, the reading increased to
s8 or 59 degrees, showing an
appreciable damping; wa'th leak
to L. T. plus, go degrees were required on the reaction condenser,
indicating a heavy damp.ing ,Joad,
c>ven in the absence of a plate
current.
With the plate connected to L. T. minus, the reaction setting rose to 108
degrees; to L. T. plus gave a

Fig. 6.-The more sensitive measuring circuit used in measurements
on low-loss inductances (Vol. 6, No. 4) and referred to in this article.

at I I2 degrees, and with .ooos ,uF
at gS degrees. This shows the
immense relief of the H.F. load
afforded by even the smallest bypass capacity (and incidentally
illustrating the fallacy of attempt·ing H.F. amplification by resistance-capacity on the - shorter
waves with ordinary valves).
With the plate circuit broken,
but with a .002 or .oooi 11F condenser between this and earth,
the setting was I02 degrees, or
sti~.,,..,,tly higher than with isolated
plate.
Even a short flex lead
connected to the anode terminal
rais.ed the damping effect by some
degrees, with anode othenVIise
isolated.
Inductive Loads

ADDITIONAL
0/1/'fPINC
£{111/VAL[NT
T(J 64 ON/'13

Fig. 5 .-Illustrates the method used to
determine the effective " impedence "
of the rectifying valve.

setting of 92 degrees (i.e., rather
less severe damping) ; w.itfi 30
volts H.T., but no impedance
load in t~e · anode circuit, 93
rlegrees, With ~o volts H. T., 93
degrees, and with go volts H.T.
100 degrees were recorded; a
plate current of about 4 ma. was
recorded in the last case.
Anode Resistance

With anode loading in the
" damping '' detector va1ve c1r-

Trying- now inductive loa.ds in
the anode circuit : A No. 35 coil
of fairli loi.v resistance gave a
se!Jting of 93 degrees; a No. 40
of 94; No. so, Ss; No. 6o, 77;
No. 7.5, 6I, and No. 100 (after
s.light retuning) 28 only, as
against 54 for the (cold) valve
alone at the s.tart.
So that- the
'' tuned-anode '' reaction effect
had already made itself sufficiently felt on our " damping "
valve, with a No. 7S anode coil,
to wipe out most of the valve
damping.
Negative Bias

In a seoond series, with gridleak to L. T. minus, the setting
for the valve alone was now 42
degrees ; with grid-leak con-
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this non-rectifying (or " H.F.
amplifying ") circuit is notice:
able, and suggests the much improved possibilities for selectivity and sharp tuning in an
H.F. filter or coupling circuit,
non-rectifying, if otheL damping
can be avoided without losing
stability.
A 70,ooo-ohm anode
resistance loaded the cirouit up to
a point whichcalledforS7 degrees
of reaction; a IOo,ooo-ohm resistance to the SS degree point;
a .oooi ,u.F by-pass lowered this
to 49, a ..ooo4 ,uF to 4S; and a
.002 ,uF by-pass to 44 degrees.
Grid-Filament " Impedance "

In order to find practically what
the effective " impedance " of the
rectifying valve amounts to,
measured in ohms as a parallel
load across the tuning inductanc~,
the damping effect of
vanous high res.istances was
measured, when connected across
the measuring device w.ith the
filament o.f the " damping "·
valve cold. Thus the cold valve
alone required 4S degrees in this
seri.es of measurements; Ioo,ooo
ohms in parallel raised this to go
degrees; 70,000 ohms to 94
degrees.
In another series, where theJ
cold valve required 40 degrees;
70,000 ohms in parallel called for
So, and 10o,ooo for 7S degrees;
with thes•e two in parallel, the
damping was so severe that the
measuring valve would not oscil"'
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late; with the two in se~i.es
( 17o,ooo ohms total) 55 deg~ees
was the reading; whilst a gridleak of 2 megohms, and one of
1.5
megohms
(approximate
measured value) requir·ed an increase of about 2 degrees; a 1 j 2

Valve circuit.

point corresponding to 76 degrees; a .002 to So; a .0005 to
go; a .0002 to 128; .and a .0001
to 175 degPees. It .is clear that a
very moderate-sized by-<paSs condenser suffices to re.Jieve the
anode H.F. load.

I

Effective equivalent series H.F.
resistance-Ohms.

0
R valve, with grid-condenser, filament cold
Ditto, filament hot, no grid-leak or plate current
7-9
Il
Ditto, no grid-leak, but 6o volts H.T.
Ditto, grid-leak 1.5 megohms to L.T. plus no plate current
s6
Ditto, with grid-leak as before, and 6o volts H.T., no anode
load
53
Detector R valve, 4,ooo ohm 'phones in anode circuit
72
Ditto, .002 ,.F by-pass condenser
40
Over IJO
Ditto, IOo,ooo ohm anode resistance
Ditto, ditto; .oo2 ,.F by-pass condenser
32
Over IJO
Ditto, with radio-choke in anode circuit
Ditto, ditto ; .002 pF by-pass condenser
40
Ditto, ditto; .ooox ,.F by-pass condenser
72
R valve, 1.5 megohm, grid-leak to L.T. minus 6o volts H.T.,I
8-I4
no anode load
'
8
Ditto, 4,ooo ohm 'phones and .002 ILF by-pass condenser
R valve, negative grid-bias of I ·4 volts through I ·5 megohm
Under 4
grid-leak; 6o volts H.T., no anode load
R valve, 1.5 megohm grid-leak to L.T. minus 6o volts H.T.;
Under 4
No. 35 coil in plate circuit
Nearly zero
Ditto, with No. 6o coil
0
Ditto, with No. 75 coil
R valve, 1.5 megohm grid-leak to potentiometer across 6V
8 ohms..:.. 56 ohms
L.T. battery
DE 5 B, 90 volts H.T., 5 volts L.T.; 1.5 megohm grid-leak
to L.T. plus; unloaded anode
Ditto, 'phones and .002 !LF by-pass
P.V. 5 D.E., similar conditions; unloaded
Ditto, 'phones and .002 ,.F
Mullard bright-emitter ·L.F. valve, similar conditions,
'phones and by-pass
Another R valve, 6o volts H.T.

megohm leak required the reaction to be raised some 4
degrees, showing the minute
damping effects of such large resistances. Since .the detector-valve
in normal, unloaded operatiot1
calls for a r·eaction increase of
some 40 degrees, it is evident that
its
effective
" impedance "
on a 370 metres wavelength
(measuring thus by the damping
effect) is actuaLly of the order of
Ioo,ooo ohms, and far from the
I/4 megohm or so often quoted.

Large Inductance Load

A further series. of measurements with large anode inductance-load C()(lfir:med the previous

·figures.
With positive grid
rectification in operation, the
valv·e alone requir:ed 54 degrees of
.reaction; with the plate current
oorr~~ponding to 6o volts H. T.
hut no anode load, 102 degrees;
a No. 35 lo·wered this to g); a
No. 100 tl:o 31 (i.e., reaction
effect .in operation); a No. 150
gave first a critical setting at 12
degrees and then a gr:id-leak
howl; Nos. 200, 250 and upwards
completdy stopped self-oscillation, acting as good radio-chokes
therefore;
whilst
the
same
phenomenon was observed with a
No. 1so in series with, but not
coupled del·iberately with a coil
larger than No. roo; with below
No. 100 cr.t gave a grid-leak ho\\·L
This sug1gests a reliable met,hod
of testing radio-choke coils.
Quantitative Measurements

In order to obtain actual (approxi!_llately) quant.irtative figures
for the magnitude of .the damping resistance experienced, by the
switching gear indicated in- the
figure tapped H.F. resistorelements could be introduced
dii,rectly into the circuit nnmediately
after
making
a
measurement, and the value of
·the resistance required to reproduce the same damping effect as
crndicated by the reaction-requirement determined thus directly
under the particular set of cond~
rtions, as well as by rough calculation fro~ the mean scale rewi'ing.
For the smaller effects
observed with grid-leaks to L. T.
(Continued on page 547·)

Effect of Radio-Chokes

In another series, with 6o. volts
H.T. and an R v,llve, With 4
megohm grid-leak to L.T. plus,
the cold valve required 52
degrees; with hot filament and
a-.o anode load or current, 94
degrees ; with plate current but
no anode load, 102 degrees; and
with a good radio-choke in the
rplate-circuit, r8o degrees reaction would not produce 'selfoscillation.
A .or pF by-pass
condenser relieved this load to the

The pri;se-winning portable station in a competition held by
the Golders Green and Hendon Radio Society on their
recent field-day:
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ot.t.ings

. _____
by .the
The Heroes

TRUST that you are
truly
grateful
to
Po<idleby and myself
for having restored
Mr. Hercy Parris safe
and sound to you
after our hair-raising adventures,
especially at Lone Camp, in
search of him. vV e are both of
us back in Litt1e Puddleton now,
and I must admit that we have
grown an inch or two, whilst
each of us requires hats several

•

• The gunmen were keeping
him bound hand and foot •

•

sizes larger than he used to. I am
sorry to say that Gubbs.worthy
and Bumpleby Brown, wtho are
nasty suspicious creatures, flatly
refus~ to believe that we ever got
further than Liverpool-Bumpleby Brown says Liverpool Streetin our quest. They merely raise
their eyebrows,
shrug their
shoulders, and laugh rudely if
they come upon us telling for the
hundredth time the story of our
great adventure with the gunmen
at Lone Camp, who had captured
Mr. Parris and were keep•ing him
bound hand and foot in a cave
until a ransom amounting to
several mill·ion dollars should
arrive from Bus1h House.
See for Yourself

But you, reader, are, I am
sure, a more charitable person,
and you know at any rate that
such a ~an as your Wayfarer
cannot he to you. I am afraid

that I cannot tell you now the
whole story of our desperate time
at Lone Camp. The fact is that I
really forget the version of it trhat
I gave to General Blood Thunderby, and as he makes a point
of reading these notes eac:h week
it \vould be a catastrophe if I now
wrote
an
entirely
different
account. That is the sort of thing
that Gubbsworthy and Snaggsby
simply love to get hold of. You
see my point, do.you not? I w1ill
therefore pass over this thrilling
episode, thoug·h if you really want
to know the kind of thing that
we had to go through, you have
only to v·isit yom local picture
house the next time a :w.ild and
woolly western film is being
shown. Just waSih out of your
mind's eye the features of Mr.
Douglas F:airbanks and replace
them wit<h mine; change Poddleby fm Mr. Mix and there you are.
A Changed Man

l\Ir. Parris has altered cons.iderably as the result of his stay in
the great dry land. I told you, if
you remember, that a gradual and
progressive change in his raiment
took place for some time before,
like Columbus, he set sail to discover America.
We thought
when he departed that his attire
was a little odd; but you should
see him now. The horn-rimmed
g'las.scs whicih rest upon the
bridge of his Apollo-like nose are
so large that when the sun is
shining upon them you feel as if
you were meeting the most powerful kind of motor headlights upon
a dark night. His hat, which is
soft and round and has a narrow
curling b11im and a ribbon WJith
stripes sloping like valve curves,
is balanced upon the very top of
his noble head. To look at his
should~rs you would imagine that
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he measured at least seventy-five
round the ohest. Has unmentionab1es are of such ample dimensions that thev make Oxford
trous.ers seem like tights, whi.lst
so knobby are the toes of his
shoes that he is continually falling
over himself and ·'over everything
and everybody else. He arrives at
the ollice chewing a green cigar,
whioh he moves w.ith alarming
,suddenness from one side of has
mouth to t.he other. The neat
attache case which he used to

" Wayfarer Fairbanks "
and "Poddleby Mix"

carry !Jas now been discarded in
favour of a g-enuine " grip."
And as to his ties. .
I am
afra·icl that here words entirely
fail me. I wi,JJ merely say that
on the first occas·ion upon which
he crossed the Strand wearing
one of them, three motor-buses
fainted, whilst the hands of the
Law Courts clock went backwards, and the statues on Bush
House wilted. Sculptors are now
engaged in removing the pained
expression
which
remained
stamped upon t.he faces of the
sta·tues.
A Warning

I am afraid that you \vill find
that a great chang-e has crept
over Mr. Parris's literary style.
Lest you s1hould be taken unawares I am issuing this warning, so t!Jat you may come to it
quite gradually.
I happened,
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whilst loodring over his shoulder
the other day, to observe the
heading and the first few lines of
an article upon wthich he was
ehgaged. This is what I saw :
" A THREE-TUBE FLIVVER IN A
GRIP.''

" Say, you wireless fans, this
i,s sure some set.
Portable?
Well, I s•hould ·worry. Next time
you go hiking just carry this
1Jhree~tuber with you, and if you
don't find it a real dandy to hump
just take it around to the nearest
cooksihop, have it made into a
pie, send it to me, and J'J,J eat it.
Understand me right now. I'm
not giving you ihot air; I'm telling you real rock~bottom hotfeSitto-goodnes.s facts about the cutest
little set thaJt ever was. The components required to make this
dandy set are three tube sockets,
a No. so coil for the primary, and
a No. 7 5 for tickler. . . . "

./

we must look to our .laurels, and
we are tlhinkiing of putting our
11eads togetl:her to obtain ins;pira·llions. Mr..Parnis, I under~tand,
!has all kirids of nove:l,!Jies upon tihe
:stocks. In fact, he is so busy at
the present t1me in wielding the
sol-derJng iron that he is suffering

with a certain amount of justice
as being responsible for most of
the· interference from which we
now suffer. ln Mr. Parris's new
sets the reaction coil will be disca-rded entirely, tJhe tickler bein-gused in its stead. This w.ill mean
that in future one W1i-ll laugh
~nstead of weep w:hen one's neighbour is engaged in tuning in.
The Wonderful Future

You w:ill s-ee, then, that the
future is -distincrt,ly rosy. W-e may
as well begin now sorapping- our
old sets with the coke hammer,
the hatahet and the monkey
He arrives at the oHice
wrenoh, so as to be prepared for
chewin~ a green cigar
the great new deve:lopments that·
from a bad attack of wireless~ will shortly be with us. Sera~
ping sets is, I know, rather a
man's~nn upon the thumb, foreproblem to the average "·ireles<S
finger and palm of the dgihthand.
Every day dray after dray Joaded man. In the first place he s:imply
wi:th W:ire and square rod drives cannot br~ng himself to be-gin the
up to his private res,idooce and a hornid task, and, secondly, wihen
I<arge staff of porters is employed he does, he sets about it in a
Mr. Parris's Six-Shooter
tO' superintend tJhe unloading and fashion that I can .describe only
a-s fin111icky.
He actually uses ~
11his is as far as I was able to storing of this mateniaJ.
soldering iron to unstick connecread bdore Mr. Parr.is turned
tions that he made so carefully a
Special Features
r.ound and pulled the gun whidh
few weeks ago. This in the case
he now wears habituai!Iy strapped
It i.s a peculiar characteristic of
round his waist.
I gather-ed, all the new sets which Mr. Parnis of most amateurs is quite unneceshowever, from his conversation is engaged in designung that not sary, since connections if inthat you will find in the article one of them contains a single spected carefully will be found to
quite a lot about binding posts, vanve ; a·ll of them employ tubes. have unstuck themselves without
the .antenna, the ground connec- Again, accumulators are con- any extraneous help. If, however,
tion, " B " batter.ies, pig.tails, spicuOus by t'heir absence, being any Wli.re soldered to a terminal i.s
and other thing-s of that k.ind. In replaced by tihe far more efficient disiCover·ed to be reallv fixed in
order that readers shall be able "A" battery. No aenial or eartlh position, there is not' the least
need to use the soldering iron to
to follow Mr. Parris's valuable
is required for any of tlhe new ungum it, -w1hich is a consideraarticles during the next f.ew :sets, an antenna and ground
months Ul1'bil he returns once more being used in their stead. This tion on these hot days. Personto his old self, I am engaged at last improv~·ent marks an enor- a!lly I always make use of a pair
the moment upon an AngJo- mous advance in the efficiency of of Goliat!h p,J,iers, made by the
Gee-Wrhizz Company, of MuleAmerican dictionary which should wireless receiving :sets.
It wiH
(and I hope wiH) have an enor- also effeot a- g-reat improvement sear, Pa. w,itlh the help of these
mous sale. I propose also to in the appear'anoe of our gardens; and the exercise of a little
strength no true he-man can be
place upon t!he market gramodefied for more than a few
phone records of 1·ittle sam'P'Ie .
'seconds by any soldered connecspeeches made by Mr. P•anis in
tion. Sometimes, of course, t:he
the dialect that he is at present
termi,nal comes a\vay wi-th a porusing, together w.ith translations
tion of the panel· adhening to i:t,
into Eng.l,ish and Esperan-to.
but the hole so. made merely g-oes
These should be of the gr-eatest
to im,prove the insul<at:Jion and to
assis-tance to interVIiewers and
reduce capacity effeots. PersoncaJ.Iers.
Mr. Parris pulled a &"Un
ally, I must confess tihat I am in
New Sets
favour of caveman methods when
From the above excer-pt from what could be more unsightly than the demoLi1tion of an old set is
one of Mr. Parnis's articles you an aerial? what more beautiful jn hand. For this reason I have
will gather that we are to expect than an antenna? To dig a pit installed a P,Ower hammer in my
si!:artLing tJhings in the way of new for the earth plate is s.heer dis- workshop which I find most useIts rated energy is one
sets. Hitlherto all t!he real novel- gusting toil ; but t:Jhe express.ion ful.
ties published by the Riad.io Press '' rigging: up a ground '' has a m~power, and it is worked by
have beenc produced by Professor spaciousness about it that posi- ·Poddleby when I can inveigle
Goop and myself; others have tively invites-one to take off ooe's him round to do something
merely foHowed where we :oo. coat. Reaction, or rather the mis- useful.
~he Professor' and' I now feel that
use of t'eaction, has been blamed
WIRELESS WAYFARER.
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A short description of the Marconi Station at Ongar to which
the members of the R.S.G.B.
paid a visit recently.
This
station is exclusively engaged
in trans-ocean commun·ication.

lllllillllllllllll!lllllll!lllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllflllll·!i

These three masts at the Marconi "B" station at 0:1gar are 300 feet
high and carry a six-wire cage aerial.

the occasion of the
annual outing of the Radio
Society of Great Britain,
which took place on Friday,
July I 7, the members had the
pleasillre of v2siting and inspecting the \Vireless Transmitting

O

N

Centre of Marcon.i:s Wireless
Telegraph Ch., Ltd., at Ongar,
Essex.
The trip was made in motor·
t;oaches, commencing from the
Atdwych
entrance
of
Bush
House at 2. I 5 p.m., arriving at

On~ar at about 3·45 p.m., where
the party was met by officials of
the company.
Every facility was placed at
the disposal of members, who
were divided into four groups,
each being . directed by guides
supplied by the Company.
Great interest was shown in
the
transmlttmg
apparatus.
There are four transmitters, and
these are housed in threP. separate buildings.
Perhaps the
most interesting of these was the
split-wave transmitter, by means
of which two separate messages,
sent out on different \vavelengt·hs,
can be transmitted from cne
aerial simultaneously,

The six receivers shown here, installed at the recewrng station at Brentwood, are·
operated simultaneously from one aerial system. From here the signals are transferred to
land lines, and operate automatic receivers and printers in Marconi's central telegraph oRice
in London.
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The aerial masts appear, from
a distance, to take the shape )£
a semi-circle, and are the supports of three separate systems.
One is struck, on approaching,
by the immense height of these
acria,\ masts. On some days the
wires at the top are completely
invisible.
The power house, which supplies OO·th direct and altemating
cui-rent, is a s·eparate building,
which several of the party found
it difficult to leave, despite the
terrific noise created by the roand 15-lqv. motor generators.
As is 'customarv, the transmitters are operate'd from a distant point, in this case Radio
House, London.
Sixty members of the Society
attended and spent a thoroug·hly
enjoyable clay, thanks to the
great courtesy of the officials of
Messrs. Marconi's Wire1ess Telegraph Co., Ltd.

Members of the R.S.G.B. inspecting the panel of the transmitter
used for working with Continental stations.

•··························································································
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ARE " WAVELENGTHS " PLAYED OUT?
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(Concluded from page 521)

disturbance or pulse .in the ether,
which travels outwards in all
directions.
The velocity with which it
travels is the diSit:ance travelled

in one second. No,,· if there are
oscillations i11 the aerial in one
second, there \Yill be f pulses pro-·
duced in the ether, and since they
are being produced continuously

f

they will_ follow one another at
regular intervals.
The clis,tance between successive pulses is called the wavelength of the disturbance. If c
is :the distance travelled by the
first pulse in one second, and
there have been f pulses produced
in that second, the distance between each pulse must he c/f.
Hence we have ,\. =· cff and

f =

cl,\

f is, of course, the number of

oscillations per second in the
aerial, i.e., tihe frequency. c is
the velocitv with "vhich the disturbances £ravel, and is the same
as the velocity of light, being approximately 3oo,ooo,ooo metres
per second.
The latest measured value is
{2·9986 ± ·ooos} x 1:0 8 metres per
sec.
The theoretical value in accordance with Maxwell's theory of
electromagnetic waves is
{2"9979 ± .0003} X ro 8 metres per

sec.
The American Bureau of
Standards has taken an average
figure of 2.9982 x ro' metres per
second, and tl1e conversion tables
given in this article are worked
out on this basis.
For all ordinary work, however, the figure of 3 X 101 is
satisfactory.
Hence if A is in metres,
3 x ro•
·
f =
A
cycles.
A part of the main transmitter panel. This photograph will wive th!
reader some indiCGtion of the size of the valves used.
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3 x xo•
A

300,000

A.

k.c.
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ORD GAINFORD, Chairman of the British Broadcasting Company, in his
speech at the second Ordinary
General meeting of the company,
said that rthe total receipts from
the Postmaster - General for
licences in 21 years to the end of
March, 1925, were£666,ooo. The
total expenditure of the B.B.C.
on programmes for the same
period was £612,ooo. The total
receipts for the financial year
ending March 3 I' 1925, were
£538,528. The excess of revenue
over expenditure for the same
period
was
approximately
£79,000 after deducting dividend. Of this expenditure, 85.37
per cent. was incurred on programmes, 6.38 per cent. on administration, and 8.25 per cent:
on depreciation.
The dividend
charge under the statutory 7t per
cent. absorbed £5,172.
'fhe
whole of the profits apart from
this had been invested in necessary addition to plant.

L

*

*

*

The Cunard Company has been
refused permission to erect at
Liverpool a short-wave wireless
telegraphy station for the purpose of communicating with
Cunard liners at sea.
The Post Office refused to
grant a licence on the ground
that this, the first such applicatio.n, would be followed by more
from other shipping companies,
and that there would be insufficient room in the ether to aUow

separate \Yaveleng·ths
such station.

to

each

*

A scheme has been adopted
under which England and ·wales
are divided into 14 areas, and
branches of the League situated
in those areas have been invited
to form '' Area Committees.''
These committees will elect representatives to the general council,
which will be the governing
body of the league.

In connection with the experiments to be carried out in September, as reported in our last
issue, the British Broadcasting
Company have sent a message to
America through Mr. David
Sarnoff, vice-president and gene*
*
ral manager of the Radio Corporation, in which they state that,
After deliberation and consulin order to explore further the tation with the local Governpossibility of an international ex- ments, the Government of India
change of programmes, they have taken important steps in
have made plans to establish a
the direction of co-ordinating
central receiving s t a t i o n,
and developing- the
use of
equipped with all the latest dewireless in that country as
vices for receiving the world's
a means of entertainment and
most powerful broadcasting sta- ooucation. The existing 'stations
belonging to the radio clubs are
tions, and, by this means, it is
hoped during the next winter very small, and can do little more
season to be able to re-transmit · than serve the cities in which
tram.atlantic programmes with they are situated.
It is now announced that applieven greater success than heretofore.
cations for permission to establish a wireless
broadcasting
* *
company in India will be received
The administration and control
by the Director-General of Posts
of. the Wireless League has now
and
Telegraphs,
\Vireless
been handed over to a committee,
Branch, Simla, up to August 31,
of which Sir Ar:thur Stanley is the
Chairman and 'Sir Lawrence together with applications for a
5eparate company for Burma.
Weaver the Vice-Chairman.
A licence will be granted for a
period of 10 years, and during the
.first five years the company will
enjoy a monopoly of broadcasting.

*

*

*

*

*

•

Under the terms of a special
Act passed last month, which
also confers powers in connection
with wireless telephony, the name
of the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of Canada,
Limited, has been changed to
that of the Canadian Marconi
Company.

*

Mr. Mitchell Hedges, who is well known to listeners, recently broadcast
a talk from the London Station.
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The Edinburgh station has
now transferred to new and
more commodious premises, and,
to inaugurate the opening of the
new studio, a special programme
has been arranged for the evening of Friday, July 31.
We
understand that it will be relayed
to the Glasgow and Aberdeen
stations.;
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Selecting Components for Short-Wave Reception

®
~

A high standard of efficiency is required
in components employed in short-wave
reception. These notes may be of interest and auistance by indicating aome
of the features which merit attention in
choosing components for short-wave
receivers.
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HE component parts
®
of a wireless set
®
®
the reception of sig·nals, whether telephony oc morse,·below about roo
metres, need to be selected with
even greater care than those
which are to be used in a broadcast receiver. Good material is
of great importance for the
satisfactory
construction
and
operation of any receiver, but the
higher the frequency of the
waves which it is desired to
receive, the more electrically
and mechanically efficient must
the components be.
Apparatus
which is satisfactory for a
broadcast receiver may prove
quite unsuitable for use on roo
rnetres,. and absolutely useless

~~~:r~ ~;~;~m=~~s a~~~~~~ed~ilt~~

the high fr·equencies involved in
such experiments, insulation, for
instance, must receive most
car.eful attention, and any masses

i

®
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By A. V. D. HORT, B.A.
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A typical low-loss condenser of ,;.odern design.
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have been described in these
pages; the question of the· best
type of tuning coil to use is
therefore left to be decided by
the individual.
In Fig. r is shown a diagram
of a commonly used short-wave
receiving circuit.
~e coupling is provided between the
aerial and grid circuit coils, and
the reaction control is of the type
attributed to Reinartz, the cril
tical control over oscillation
being obtained by adjustment of
the condenser C2.
The first components which
merit consideration here are the
two variable condensers.
Cr
· m~y have a maximum value of
.0003 ,uF, while C2 may be .0002
"'=" E
Fig. 1.-A circuit arrangement commonly used, with possible modi,uF, thes·e values being suitable
fications, for short-wave reception. Air core choke coils may be
· for use from 100 down to about
inserted at either of the points X, X.
20 metres.
Larg;er maximum
of metal or other conductive mate- for this class of work. On the capacities than these will render
rial must be reduced to a minisubject of low-loss coils, . how- tuning a more difficult matter'
since given changes .of capacity
mum in order to avoid the losses ever, much has already been
written, and many good types on this wavelength band will
occasioned by their presence.
Variable Condensers

In these notes it is proposed to
indicate the general features to
study in choosing· components
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produce bigg·er frequency differences than similar changes of
capacity on longea- wavelP'1gths·.
Apart from low-loss features in
the design, such as good insulation between the plates without
th.e introduction of either large
masses
of
non-conducting
material or the use of insulating
bushes of too smal! a size, the
mechanical construction of the
condensers should be carefully
examined. The.re should be no
'' shake '' in any of the \vorking

condenser, and there should be no
cracklings or other noises when
the condens.er dials arc rotated.
·Fixed Condensers

\Ve next come .to the grid condenser c3 and the by-pass condenser C4 across the telephones.
These should preferably have a
mica dielectric in each case.
Experiments may be tried with a
smaller value o.f grid condenser
than the normal, a value of
.ooo2 ,uF or .ooors ,uF being

control of oscillation. The exact
valtH: will dcpcnd largely on the
type of valve in use as the detector, so that a 'variable grid-leak
may be of advantage. If, however, simplicity is aimed at, and
it is not desired to have this type
of variable control at this point,
an alternative method of obtaining- different values of this comp~nent is to mount a pair of clips
in an accessible position in the
receiver,
and insert various
values of fixed leaks as required;
this method, however, has the
obvious disadvantage that critical
control of the resistance value is
not so readily obtainable as by
the use of a good type of continuously variable leak.
Choke Coils

This type of choke coil shown is intended for inclusion in the filament
battery leads, and may be found to improve the operation ol a receiver
on ultra-short waves.

parts, and a smooth contact to
the moving plates is essential.
Any slight unevenness in this
contact, apparent
when
the
spindle is rotated, may give rise
'to noises in the telephones ; such"
noises wiii tend to become more
and more prominent as the
wavelength
of
reception
is
lowered, so that what would be
on 400 metres a faint hiss may
become a violent crackling on 40
metres,
sufliciently
loud
to
obliterate completely any signals
on this wavelength.
Eliminating Noises

A silent background is one of
the most important things to aim
at in constructing a shor.t-wave
receiver. When no signals are
coming in there should be only
the very faintest hissing sound, if
anything at all, audible in the
telephones, when the set is just
oscillating and so in its most
sensitive condition ; this condition should be obtainable at any
. setting of the grid circuit tuning

The function .of the air-core
choke coil L3 is to choke back
the H.F. currents present in the
anode circuit of the detector
valve, and prevent them leaking
away via the transformer and the
batteries back to the filament.
This coil must therefore be of
low self-capacity, since otherwise
the H. F. currents will find a
ready path across it, and the circuit will not function properly.
For reception around roo metres
a No. r oo or r so pi ug-in coil of
good standard make may be used
here.
If reception is attempted below
about 20 metres, it will be prefer-

/r

sometimes found to 6 tve better
results than
the
cu!>tomary
.ooo3 ,uF.
C4 may have the
lbonile
usual value of .002 ,uF, or may
Blocks
be omitted altogether if no improvement is brought about by
its inclusion.
The two condensers across· the batteries may
be of .the Mansbridge pattern,
\Cut
J•
•
Hereoff
values of at least r ,uF, or even
~~t~l
PLAN.
2 ,uF, being employed.
lt will
~
~
be noted that these are shown
connected between L. T. negative
and the two H. T. positive tappings ; it is advisable to connect
fLCVATION.
them in this way, including the
L. T. battery, since this gives Fig. 2.-A method used by the author
part of the H. T. voltage in the in constructing a low-loss valve
circuit shown, and the condensers socket. Sockets of various types
.will assist in smoothing out any resembling this can now be purchased
slight irregularities in the anode
able to wind a low-capacity coil
current discharge.
The grid-leak R3 may be of for the purpose ; a plain 40- or
so-turn sofenoid coil of 28
the usual cartridge .pattern, with
a value of 2 megohms; but for 'S.W.G. d.c.c. copper :wire on a
I~ foa-mer may be found satisfacthe reception of weak signals a
- higher value will usually g.ive tory, while a basket-weave coil of
better results, with also a possi- similar· gauge wire and number of
bJ,e improvement in the smooth turns is to be preferred, as in this

~
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case no former need be used to
support the coil.
Oscillation Difficulties

At these very high frequencies
it will probably be found easier to
induce the valve to oscillate if
air-core chokes: are connected in
the leads to the filament battery
also. These may be inserted,
one in each lead, at either of the
points marked X, X, on the
diagrat?, the best P?sition being
deterrnmed by expenment.
Suitable basket-weave coils for
this purpose are illustrated on
a previous page, bdng made as
described in the article, '' Experimenting with 5 Metres" (Wireless Weekly, Vol. s, No. II);
those shown are wound to a
diameter of t in. on 7 pegs in a
board, with 30 turns of 28
·s.W.G. d.c.c. wire each. Before
the pegs are removed the coils
are tied tightly with fine cotton
at each point where the· turns
cross one another. This method
of winding produces a coil which
is quite rigid \vithout the application of wax or varnish.
Valve Holders

If valves ·of the tubular anticapacity type are used, the valveholders call for no special comment, except that the ebonite
used for supporting the contact.
clips may with advantage be
reduced to the smallest dimensions consistent .with mechanical
rigidity.
Four-pin valves can
also be satisfactorily employed at
high £requencies, as shown by
Mr. A. D. Cowper, M. Se., and
Stanley G. Rattee, M.I.R.E., in
Wireless Weekly, Vol. 6, No. 8,
and No. I I, respectively.
If
the cap of the valve is removed,
then ordinary holders are, of
course, out of the question. But
if the valve i£ used in the ordinary way the .valve-holder
should be of the low-loss type
and be capable of absorbing
mechanical vibration.

free ends of these wires are then
soldered to bolts on small ebonite
blocks mount·ed on ·the baseboard
of the set, as shown in the diagram. The insertion of the valve
aligns the sockets correctly, and
the lepgth of the connecting
wires provides the right amount
of spring-iness to insulate the
valve from mechanical shocks.
Amplification

\Vhen a stage of L.F. amplification is used, as shown in Fig. 1,
the L.F. transformer should be
carefully cho~en, silent operation
of the amplifier being even more
important than high amplification. If telephony is the main
objective of reception, then the
transformer may be of ;the ordinary first-stage medium ratio
type. If, on the other hand, the
reception of only Morse signals is
desired, this transformer should
be chosen for maximum amplification, and the avoidance of distortion need not be so carefully
considered.
Valves

Those who use low-capacity
valves wili need no guidance in
their choice; but if ordinary fourpin valves are used,· though most
bright or dull-emitter valves are

likely to prove fairly satisfactory,
one Olf the many available types
of small power valves is to be
preferred for use as detector, as
well as for the stage of L. F.
amplification. In general, such
valves are likely to be more silent
in operation than the standard
bright .emitter, while they tend to
oscillate more readily and '""ith
less reaction demands at high
frequencies.
Batterles

Finally, in order to ensure the
essential silent background for
signals, the batteries must be in
good condition.
An accumulator sh(l(lld, if possible, be provided for the filament
supply, even if dull emitters are
used, as being more likely to give
a steady output than dry cells,
and it should not be brought into
use immediately after charging,
as the gassing of the plates may
cause undesirable noises in the
set.
The H. T. battery should
also be in good condition, as it,
too, if partially exhausted, is
capable of giving rise to annoying
cracklings in the telephones, and
an uneven rate of discharge
which may interfere with the
corr.ect
functioning
of
the
receiver.

A Suggestion

The
writer
has
successfully used a simple method
o.f reducing the ill-effects of
both vibration and self-capacity in the valve mounting:
this is indicated in Fig. 2.
From four standard brass valve
sockets the threaded portion is
cut off and a I-in. length of I6
s.
bare copper wire is soldered to the base of each. The

w.d.

Part of the short-wave equipment in use at KDKA. Note_ the connection to the ·6ase of the vertical copper-rod aeraal.
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WHAT I SAW AT AMERICAN
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By PERCY W. HARRIS, 11
In this article Mr. Harris c1
the latest work ·in some of
research laboratories.~in th
description of c.r:Ysm.I:Ol
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Jenkin's laboratory in Chicago;
the research laboratories of the
General Electric Company at
Schenectady ; and several others
conducted by commercial firms or
private individuals.
The Buildings

Thf experimental building of
the
Radio
Corporation
of
America, illustnited on the cover
design of this :ssue, is an impo·sing-looking building, which has
only been open a few months,
and, indeed, is not yet operating
at its full efficiency. Van Cortlandt Park is a .large public park
within easy reach of the city by
the elevated railway. The Radio
Corporation Building is thus
situated in a district where there
are comparatively few houses,
and the surroundings are for the
most part open country.
The

The feed-in arrangements and counterpoise support of the 309
metre transmitter at KDKA. Notice the box for the aerial ammeter,
below the loading coil.

HE casual student
of wireless whose
contact with the
art is confined to
the manipulation
of a finished wireless receiver is not likely to
realise the immense amount of
careful and expensive research
work which has to be conducted
in order .that satisfactory instruments may be evolved. Duringmy visit to the United States I
made a partieular point of visiting as many research laboratories

~p&!Qt

as possible, and, by the courtesy
of the various organisations concerned, I was able to visit the
experim"ental laboratory of ·the
Radio Corporation of America at
Van Cortlandt Park (a suburb
ten miles north of the business
centre of New York); the radio
laboratories of the United States
Navy at Bellevue, Washington;
the Bureau of Standards at
\N' ashington ; the experimental
station of the vVestingbouse Electric and Manufacturing Company
at Pittsburgh;
Mr. J. E.lliott

One of the special experimental
This contains the three 100 Kr6;
article[,
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building is used exclusively for
the investigation of broadcasting
problems, and is under the charge
of Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, who
has made many important contributions to the art, and who is,
incidentally, Editor of the " Proceedings of the Institute of Radio
Engineers.''
Dr. Goldsmith.
spared no pains to make my visit
a pleasant and interesting one.

,,

,i

I

1
J

The Staff

He holds the position of Chief
Broadcasting Engineer of the
Radio Corporation, and has
\vorking under him a staff of
some fifty engineers in twentytwo separate laboratories in the
main building. At present the
laboratory seems almost ideally
situated, but New York is growing so rapidly that I do not think
it will be many years before the

The Radio Corporation technical buildi'ng at Van Cortlandt Park,
New York. The masts support a single u:ire aerial.

ou11dings at South Schenectady.
~tiliers mentioned in Mr. Harris'
~week.

city has rc<~chcd out beyond Van
Cortlanrlt Park. The Radio Corpo·ration
have already been
offered eleven times as much as
they paid for the land !
The otlicial title is the " Radio
Corporation
Technical
Building," and I noticed during my
visit that in addition to research
work there appeared to be a good
deal of routine testing, such as
I generally associate· with fac-

to~y
test departments. Thus
quite an appreciable ·portion of
the building was given over to
valve
,testing.
Batches
of
valves from the various factories
undergo '' life tests '' and other
forms of testing necessary to preserve the output of the factories
at a high level of quality: In
passing, l may say that I do not
consider that the American valves
are so uniform in quality as our

:X aJ gx
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own. I mentioned this to Dr.
Goldsmith, \\·ho admitted that a
year or so ago the valves sold
varied a good deal, but stated
that at the present time the
valves sold were very uniform.
Valve Tests

To prove this he shO\Yed me test
charts of a number of batches
nf valves that had gone through
the test within a few days of my
visit. I must say that the charts

dyne utilises six U. V. 199 valves
(the valve corresponding with
our ,o6 ampere type). There are
but four contmls-two for tuning
(one for the oscillator and the
other for the frame aerial tuning), the remaining two being
that of volume control and filament control.
This last is of
course essential, as the set is
designed to work from dry cells,
the voltag·e of which steadily
drops during their life.
The

I
A group of American wireleaa .amdetira ·during a winter viait to

KDKA,

&., Pittaburgh.

showed a very high level of
uniformity, and I trust this will
be maintained, but the fact remains that in -travelling I frequently came across very· bad
specimens of valves, both in
their performance and in. the
placing of the elements within
the bll'lb. PossiJ:>ly these ·examples were survivals of last
year's stock.
Commercial Sets

The Radio Corporation is doing
a very large business in their
well - known Radiola Superheterodyne. This is a six-valve
instrument working on the second
harmonic principle. During my
trip I used two or three of these
instruments, which are built up
complete with loud-speaker and
frame aerial for portability.
They are exceedingly easy to
operate, but the selectivity is not
so high as· that of some other
super-hetenx:Jynes I have usecl.
The, quality of reproduction, hmvever, is quite §!-Ood, although I
was not greatly impressed with
the sensitivity.
The
Radiola
Super-hetero-.

1

volume control is merely an additional filament resistance operating on one of the valves of the
intermediate frequency amplifier.
It will thus be seen that the
strength is controlled simply by
varying the emission of one of
the intermediate frequency valves
-a scheme which is considerably
different from the usual method
of potentiometer control.
1-t appears to me that most of
the energies of the laboratory
were being concentrated upon
developments of the super-.
heterodvne in fo~ms which could
be
placed
m
gramophone
cabinets.
Loud-Speaker Research

Loud-speaker research
also
occupied an appreciable space,
and special rooms were being
equipped for acoustic experiments.
In other departments
attention was being given to
portable amplifiers for use in
connection with outside broad>casting, these amplifiers being
used for connection to the telephone lines linking the micro-
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phones with the broadcasting
station.
A pacrticularly neat and efficient frame, similar in size ta
the small tdephone switchboards
used in offices, had been evolved,
and ,was undergoing final tests.
This equipment is easily portable, and can be brought into,
say, a concert hall, connected up
and put in operation in a very
few minutes.
Reception of Chelmsford

In his private office Dr.
Goldsmith showed me a combined gramophone and superheterodyne, the frame aerial for
the latter being hinged on the
side of the gramophone cabinet
so that it' could be swung
through any angle.
He then
played to me a gramophone
record which had been taken
from the Chelmsford signals of
the Savoy Havana Band during
the last Transatlantic tests.
I
noticed in this ~the particular
long-distance distortion which
seems to kill the finer tones of all
the music received across the
Atlantic.
I had a most interesting discussion with Dr. Goldsmith on
the whole question of selectivity
- a question which I shall gointo in detail in a subsequent
article.
'
My impression was that it will
be some time before the work at
the Radio Corporation's Laboratory will be fully under way.
The Naval Laboratories

In Washington I spent a most
interesting day at the Naval:
Research
Laboratories
at
Bellevue. These laboratories, asmentioned in last week's issue,
are under the supervision of Dr.
A. Hoyt Taylor. The buildings
of the laboratories are shown- in
one of the accompanying photographs.
· t.
In one of the bui-ldings, wh.ieht
carries a pair of lattice t()W'ef!S,:
the general experimental work is
done.
It is particularly· well
equipped with power supply, for
in an outer building are placed
machines capable of delivering
power, both D.C. and A.C., at
almost any frequency, vol-tage
and amperage.
Supply lines
come from this building to each
of the small laborator-ies in the
building, an ingenious distribution board in each room enabling·
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the research engineer to obtain
the supply he wants. One room
is specially devoted to accumulators, both high- and low-tension. A I ,coo-vo·lt dirc('t current
supply is always available from
high-tension accumulatoi~s. This
accumulator room provides a
training ground for naval ratings
who are- attached to the equipment department of the Navy,
and who "·ill specialise on accumulators and their maintenance.
Standardising of Valves

In the last twelve months or
so the Navy has given considerable attention to tf1e questio:1 of
valves.
For some time they
have been using a valve corresponding in its electrical characteristics to the peanut valve on
sale here, but recentlv all of the
Government Sen·ices in the
States have · got together and
agreed to standardise on a valve
with similar characteristics, but
an entirelv new base. of insulating mate1:ial, about the size of
our base, and with a good, souncl
wiping contact in the socket and
the
conventional
·American
bayonet catch.
The valve will
operate with a 2-volt filament,
taking one quarter of an ampere
with 40 or so volts on the anode.
The service tubes will thus be
different in their bases from the
ordinary valves sold.
The Naval Short-Wave Receiver

In
my
notes
last
week
referring to the Navy shortwave receiver, I mentioned that
'this goes down to about IO
metres.
Since writing I have
been looking into my notes more
fully and find that the wavelength range of the Navy
t;eceiver is from I 7 to I so
metres.
Hand capacity effects
have been completely el.iminated,
and various wavelength ranges
are obtainable by using interchangeable coils made of fairly
heavy wire with practically no
solid dielectric in the field.
All Navy coils are treated with
aeroplane dope, which Dr. Taylor
tells me is the best substance
they have found for the purpose,
being far superior to shellac or
wax, and showing no appreciable
losses.
Calibration Transmitter

The transmitter from which
the calibrated waves are sent
out is situated in the build-

ing under the lattice masts.
Another large building (that
on
which
is
situated · the
pipe aerial for short waves) is
used as the high-po\ver research
building. In this are built and
tested high-power Naval. transmitters of various types. Here I
saw two machines, each delivering IO,ooo volts direct current.
0I1e gives IO kilowatts, and the
other I 5 kilowatts. Here, too,
I saw the main short~wave set
which can handle about r 7 kilow-atts on 7r ·3S metres.
This

and suitable potentials are applied to the valve, a point will
be found in tuning the anode circuit when self-oscillation will be
set up.
A grid-leak in series
with a radio-frequency choke is
usually connected between the
grid and the filament of the
valve.
A given quartz crystal
connected in this way will always
give the same frequency, this
frequency depending upon the
physical dimensions
of
the
crystal, so that the only way to
alter the frequency is to gri~d

The Naval Laboratories at .Be,llevue, on the Potomac river at Washington,
D.C. In the left foreground is the chief radio research building.

power is not often used, and, as
a matter of fact, is frequently
changed. Three different wavelengths are used on this transmitter-71.35, 41.7 and 20.8
metres.
The Call Sign
The call-sign_ is NKF, and
when the station is working
it can be heard at great strength
in this country.
These wavelengths are guaranteed accurate,
so that. any reader hearing sigr,als can safely calibrate his
receiver from them.
Frequency Control

The quartz crystal method of
controlling frequency is that
adopted at the Naval laboratories. It would require a whole
article to explain in detail the
great possibilities of this method,
but at present it can be briefly
described as follows : If from a quartz crystal we
cut a section at a certain
angle and grind it suitably, it
can be connected (when suitably mounted) to the grid and
filament of a valve.
If now
we place in the anode circuit of
the valve an inductance and condenser fo;·ming a tuned circuit,
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down the crystal, or substitute
another for i,t. l may say that
the connections I have described
are not necessarily those in use
at the moment, but they illustrate
how a quartz crystal can be used
in an oscillatory circuit. If now
we use a quartz crystal, in some
way similar to that described, as
a master oscillator, it is possible
to build a transmitter the wavelength of which can be maintained perfectly constant. Similarly in a receiver a circuit can
be arrang·ed, even with very
short waves, to produce oscillations of a given frequency, which
will give a definite and constant
beat-note with the signals from a
crystal-controlled transmitter.
"fIn our next issue Mr. Harris
will give an account of his observations and experiences at the
Bureau of Standards, Washington. J
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Straight=Line ..Frequency Condensers
By SYLVAN HARRIS.
This concluding portion of Mr. Sylvan Harris's article, of which the first part was given in
our last issue merits s~rious consideration in the light of Mr. Reyner•s observations in an
earlier article on the wavelength versus frequency question.

T will be noted that
the straight-line fr~
quency curve m
Fig. 7 increases as
the dial setting becomes lower. This
is in accordance with our previous
statements to the effect that
when the plates of this condenser
are entirely out of mesh and the

.
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Design of Plates

To consider one of the practical
problems that arise in designing
these straight-line wavelength
condensers, suppose we take a

Plates of Straight-Line Wavelength Condenser

I

I

i'
~~t:"/

I

A Steep Curve

It will be noted that below
about 70 on the dial the
ratio of capacity of the condenser- at any setting to the
capacity at 10 on the dial
is much less thim in either the
straight-line capacity or straightline wavelength types.
This
means that the plates at the low
dial settings (remember, we have
temporarily reversed the dial)
must be cut away considerably .
After about 7<:!. on the dial, however, the capacity must increase
at an enormous rate.
This is
shown by the steepness of the
curve, and the abruptness with
which it turns upward. This is
what makes it a difficult matter
to construct straight-line frequency condensers so as to have
the usual capacities and' yet not to
occupy too much space in the
radio receiver.
This will be
brought out more clearly as we
proceed.

-

- r-.t:

10 10 Jfl 40 50 10 70 60 90 lOll

Fig. 7.-curves showing the ratio
ol capacity at any dial-setting
(indicated on the horizontal axis)
to the capacity at 10 on the dial.

capacity is least, the frequency
is highest.
To be able to visualise more
easily the difficulties which
attend the design of the straightline frequency condenser, \Ve
have reversed the reading of
the latter and have made it read
in the same direction as the
others. The dial readings are
shown at the top of Fig. 7· We
have then re-plotted the curve,
giving us the broken line curve
of Fig. 7·

40

so

60

Fig. B.-The familiar "square-law,.
type of plate, which gives a straightline wavelength curve.

circular plate as in the ordinary
condenser, and cut out the
straight-line wavelength shape
from it. We have to keep the
maximum radius the same, or
else we should have to build ou.r
condenser larger.
This also
means that the plates will be
mounted eccentrically.
Obviously, it will require a
gr·eater number of plates in the

Everyone is familiar with the
circular shape of the straight-line
capacity plates.
The shape of
the plates of

the

straight-line

wavelength condens·er is shown
in Fig. 8. This, as is the shape
of the plates of the straight-line
frequency condenser, is a mathematical curve, the equation for
which is
r

=

J

;~-aD

in which r is the radius, or the
distance of the plate edg.e from
the centre, D is the dial setting,
and a is a constant, which depends on the units we use in
making the computations. This is
just the simple plate shape, without considering the cut-out secti<'>n where the ro·tor shaft passes
through.
If this is taken into
account, the formula becomes
2
r = J 4aD + r 2
where r, is the radius of the cutout.
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Fig. 8 (a).- Two sets of square plates
arranged to interleave as above wiH
give a straight - line wavelength
curve in conjunction with a suitable
inducta'nce.
. ,.

straight-line wavelength condenser to give the same capacity
as we have in the circular con~
denser, assuming that we keep
the same spacing between the
plates. Otherwise, we shall have
to be satisfied with condensers of
smaller capacity.
Formulre for Shapes of Plates·

The straight-line wavelength
law also applies to condensers of

Wireless
square plates, as slm\vn in Fig. 8
(a). The overlapping area of the
plates, and hence the capacity of
the condenser, is proportional to
the square of the distance x,
through which the movable plates
are moved.
This follows from
the geometric law that the area
of a square (abed) is proportional
to the square of the diagonal (x).
The same situation is true of
the straight-line frequency condenser.
The formula for the
shape of the plates 1s
r =

J

However, if we \vanted to use
this plate we could do so, and it
would give us a straight-line frequency curve if we had the necessary minimum capacity.
We
should, however, have to squeeze
in ou1· dial calibration, so that,
instead of reading from 100 to 20

4a

Da

if we neglect the cut-out sectioH.
If we take this into consideration,
the formula becomes
r =

J

i;a -+

rJ~

where rz is the cut-out radius.
This formula is very interesting
for several reasons. Suppose we
give a certain value to rz, the
cut - out radius, say ~ in.,
and then
try
to calculate
the radius.
\Ve shall have to
start calculating from wo on the
dial, because, as we have said
before, when we use zero for' the
dial setting, \VC get an indeterminate number. Furthermore, as
we decrease the dial setting D,
the value of r, the radius, will
increase indefinitely; in fact, it
increases enormously. This has
been indicated in the curves of
Fig. 9, which the writer has
calculated.

Fig. 9.-A set of curves plotted from
calculations made by the author to
indicate the shape of the plates for
straight-line frequency condensers
for various radii at a reading of
100 degrees on the dial.

on the dial, as indicated in
Fig. 9, the complete rotation of
the plate will be from 100 to zero
on the dial. This will have no
effect on thestraight-line characteristic of the condenser.
Straight-Line Frequency with
Square Plates

It is also possible to build a
condenser of square or rectangular plates which will give a
straight-line frequency calibration.
The shape of the plates

Practical Difficulties

In all these curves a cut-out
radius of
~
in. has
been
ao,sumed, and three different radii
have been assumed at 100 on the
dial, viz., ~' t, and jlr; in.
The difficulties attending the design of straight-line frequency
condensers are instantly apparent. \Ve can obtain a straightline shape easily enough by using
any portion of these curves that
we fancy, as is illustrated by the
heavy lines drawn in Fig. 9· But
the trouble is that if we wish to
keep the radius of the plates
wi-thin the usual limits, we shall
have to use a great many plates.
For instance, in the plate shape
indicated by the shading in
Fig. 9, the maximum radius
is 2t inches, which would
make a pretty large condenser,
and yet the area of the plate is
only about one-half the area of
a semi-circular plate It inches in
radius.

Weekl~

in which y is the height of the
curve from the line o-o, x is the
distance along o-o and a and y,
are constants. The curve may be
duplicated on either side of o-o as
has been done in Fig. w, if we so
desire, to enable us to reduce the
number of plates.
But this particular shape of
straight-line condenser does not
solve the problem any more than
does the shape shown in Fig. 9·
It is open to the same objections;
the plates must be so cut away at
the small ends, and the area must
increase at such a rapid rate toward the large end that to obtain
this rapid increase, and 'at · ~the
same time obtain the required
maximum capacity of the condenser, the dimensions of the
condenser must become inordinately Jarge.
Conclusions

Up to the present time no one
has written of any way in which
to overcome these inherent difficulties in the design of straightline frequency condensers.
For the present it seems that
we shall have to be content with
straight-line frequency condensers
of small capacity, say o.ooo2
microfarad, if ,we wish them to
have low minimum capacities.
Or, if we wish maximum capa-cities as high as, say, o.ooos
microfarad, we shall have to be
content with high minimum
capacities.
The straight - line frequency
condenser has to be designed to
have a certain minimum capacity,

in order that the inverse-square
law which must apply in straightline frequency condensers may be
obtained.

0

*:;::~~=~~~
WORK what do yoa do? Do
-,oa lmow how to trace .the
defect systematically a n d
rapidly ? If 1011 have any
clifficaity. buy

Fig. 10.-A further possible shape
of the plates for a · straight - line
frequency condenser.

required in ,this type of condenser
is shOIW'Il in Fig. 10 and the equa~
ltion of the curve with respect to
the line o-o is
3«
1 ·= -+ :Yo

x·
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A general survey of the faults which
may occur in badly designed or
~ incorrectly ope!'ated tr~nsformer0. S.
~ coupled
amplrliers, wrth
some
I O.P. r=--~
helpful notes on the most el1ective
~
remedies.
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LTHOUGH the low-frey
quency po11tion of m06t
I
multi-valve sets is usually 3
I
fairly simple in nature. it by no
•--f-~.~-----~----~----f-4---::-.,...--~---+---:-+~-• =
means follows that trouble will
R2
B, - ~
4
not be experienced with the noteC.B.-1 81
mag,nifiers,
and
undoubtedly
C.B.-2 - ~
much of the very poor reproduc~------------~~~~~
tion often heard is due to faults
Fig. l.-A typical two-valve transformer-coupled ~ircuit for L.F.
in the part of the circuit followin which provision is made for applying suitable
ing the detector valve. The ob- = amplification,
anode and grid voltages to the valves independently.
served symptoms may range
from a complete cessation of Dllllllllllllriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:•IIIIIIIIIIIO
signals ()r howling and distortion
is, the two leads to lP and OP
down to less serious things, such highest step-up in signal strength
per valve, is that in which low- respectively should be changed
as impure signals on loud pasfrequency transformers are em- over.
Where the howl is not
sag-es of a received item.
The Fig. r Circuit particularly pronounced this proIt is proposed in .the course of ployed.
cedure will often completely cure
this short article to deal simply shows two valves coupled in this
with the more usual troubles, so manner. From practical experi- it. In other cases, more drastic
ence I would not advise the ·treatment is called for, and a
amateur to use more .than two resistance should be connected in
transformer-coupled stages, since parallel with the secondary windwhen more than this number is ing of the second transformer.
employed trouble due to lOIW-fre- Where a leak of t-megohm is
quency oscillation is usually ex- available, it should be placed
peri.enced.
Great care in the across the points XY in Fig. 1.
choice of transformers is necesIn a bad case howling may ~till
sary when two stages are used,
persist in spite of the t-megohm
OUTPUT
and if a further one is added the
leak, and one of lower resistance
problem becomes much more should be substituted; a variable
difficult, and a considerable anode resistance of roo,ooo ohms
z
amount of practical experiment is· maximum usually proves suitable.
required to obtain satisfactory A t-megohm leak connected
working. This brings us at once acros:; the secondary of the first
-=- E
to one of the most prevalent
L.F. transformer will also improve quality. A certain amount
Fig. 2.-The" output., terminals of troubles with amplifiers of this
type.
of volume is thus sacrificed, but
this crystal circuit are for connection
to the terminals marked " input ., in
this may be compensated by the
Low-Frequency Oscillation
Fig .. l.
improvement in the reproduction.
This is low-frequency oscilAnother experiment to try is
that the experimenter may know lation.
\Vhere the quality is
the effect of earthing the cores,
what to do should the note mag- good when employing one stage,
that is the iron stampings of tl}e
nifiers not function co:rectly.
and the switching into circuit of transformers, either to L. T.
Faults with the most common
a further valve result~: in a loud
negative as sho\vn dotted in the
form of coupling, namely, trans- howl, high-pitched whistle, or case of the first transformer, or
fonner, will be discussed in very poor quality, oscillation at
to H. T. positive as with the
low frequency is usually respon- second.
detail this week.
sible.
With certain makes these conTransformer Coupling.
The first remedy to try is that nections may be made to a bolt
The most common system of of reversing ~he primary leads •to passing through the laminations,
coupling, and one that gives the the second L.F. transformer, that whilst with some others a tag is
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provided for this specific purpose. In one or two types the
core is appropriately connected
•to a winding internally for
stabilising purposes.
In extreme cases it may even
be necessary to replace one of
the transformers wit'h another of
more suitable type.
Effect of Wiring and Layout

The way 'in which the wiring is
carried out and the disposition of
the transformers has often a
very considd'abte bearing on the
functioning of the amplifier, and
rewiring, keeping the grid and
plate leads short and well spaced
may be well worth while where
interaction effects are ser.ious ..
The transformers
should, if
possible, be arranged with their
axes at right angles.
Instability when Connected to a
Crystal Set

A two - valve transformercoupLed amplifier may work perfectly satisfactory when connected to a valve set-such, for
example, as is shom1 in Fig. 3but loud howling results when

amplifier, and practically ·always
gives stable working.
A Peculiar Fault

A somewhat peculiar trouble is
often experienced when a. set of
the Fig. 3 type is followed by
the amplifier of Fig. I, and
switching is incorporated so that
one, two, three or four valves
may be used. The symptoms are
generally that the set works
satisfactorily ·when the high frequency, the detector and one lowfrequency stage are used; when,
however, all four valves are employed loud hov,:ling is at once
experienced. The fault in this
case can usually be traced :to the
potentiometer winding having
broken in a certain manner. A
simple experiment will definitely
show whether this component is
actually responsible. The two
leads to the respective e1'lds of
the potentiometer winding 'should
be disconnected and ther\ that
from the slider should be 'joined
to L. T. positive, that is, to the
point· 3 in the diagrams.' This
will result in working the: highfrequency valve with the full positiv.e potential of the low-tension

nection will, of course, give the
most sensitive working position,
but on some aerials instability
will be experienced and the
positive connection should be
made.
Distortion

Very pronounced distortion
may often be obtained unaccompanied by the phenomenon of
howling or whistling. This may
be due to low-frequency oscillation above audible frequency or
to other causes which will be discussed later. If bad quality results only when very strong signals are received, and quality is
of normal purity when, the set is
dctunecl slightly, it is probably
due to " amplitude distortion,"
for \Yhich the choice of unsuitable
valves or too low a high-tension
voltw;c is responsible. In such
case" the remedies given for lo\\·frcquency o-scillation troubles \vill
not prove effective. " Amplitude
distortion " is caused by the
Pmployment of valv'es which are
unsuited, either by their design
or by the fact that they are not
worked with appropriate anode
voltage and grid bias for the
position in which they are used,
and the latter points should first
receive attention.
Very Loud Signals

Fig. 3.-A circuit consisting of an H.F. valve, with tuned-anode
coupling to the detector va1ve, in which the four terminals on the
right correspond with the input terminals of Fig. 1.

used with a crystal set (Fig. 2).
The normal connections for the
amplifier to follow the. crystal set
are " Output " of crystal set to
" Input '' of the amplifier, that
is I to I and 2 to 2 respectively.
.When, however, loud howling
results, the low-tension negative
of the amplifier battery should be
joined to the earth terminal of
the crystal set. This is effected
by joining terminal 2 of the
crystal set to terminal 4 of .the

battery applied to the grid, so
that no instability due to the
high-frequency stage should be
experienced.
If
with
this
arrangement the howling ceases,
it is definitely established that the
potentiometer is the offender .
This. latter component should
either be
replaced
or
the
set worked with the earthed
end of the aerial coil connected to either L. T. positive or negative. The latter con543

To deal effectively with lo·ud
signals it is essen~ial that
the valves should have a long
straight portion of their characteristic curve
situated
to
the negative side of the . zero
grid volts axi5.
The hightension voltage should, therefore,
be
increased
to the
maximum permissible, as given
by the makers, and a suitable
value of grid bias should be
employed. Where even this does
not permit the valve to handle
the signal input, it should be replaced by one with .a greater permissible gricl swing.
Valves to Use

For
ordinary. loud-speaker
work in rooms 111 the average
house a general purpose ' R "type valve will prove perfectly
satisfactory for V r (Fig. I), with
an anode voltage of 8o or go and
I~ vo.JtS' grid bias.
V 2 should
preferably be a small power valve
of the B4 type, and have an
applied anode voltage of 100 to
I 20, and grid bias of 4! or 6
volts. Where very great volume
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is required the reader is advised pos1tJon It 1s possible that slight
to use valves capable of dealing · clicks may be heard in the telewith a greater input, and should phones, but if an effective transformer has already been tested
refer to Wireless Weekly, Vol.
no difficulty should be experi6, No. Is, in .which issue Mr.
Johnson-Randall has dealt with enced in determrning whether the
transformer \Yindings are concircuits capable of giving· very
tinuous or not.
loud signals without distortion.
Breakdown in Transformer
Windings

A by no means uncommon fault
in a circuit employing L. F. transformers is the occurrence of a
complete break in a winding.
This is often erroneously referred
to as a •; burn out.'' In actual
use no ordinary L.F. transformr:r
will ever have· to carry sufficient
current to cause the wire actually
to fuse. Failures of this type are
due to the fluctuating current m
the primary winding giving rise
to corresponding fluctuation in
the magnetic field round the
windings, which, reacting upon
the turns themselves, may· cause
suflicient mechanical vibration to
break the wire. Where this
occurs in the primary winding the
result may be complete absence
of signals or only very faint
ones.
Jn the secondary the
eff.ect of a break will be either
weaker signals, distortion, or, in
some cases, very little diff~rence
may be
noticed,
depending
entirely on where the break is
located.
The Telephones and Dry Cell
Test

A very simple test will definitely show whether a transformer winding is continuous.
One tag- of a pair of telephones
should be connected to one side
of a small dry battery, such as is
used in a pocket flash lamp, and
the free side of the battery to
one terminal of a winding, for
example OP, whilst lP should be
tapped 'vith the free telephone
tag. If the winding is unbroken,
loud " plonks " will be heard in
the telephones. Before carrying
out such a test it is advisable that
some preliminary idea of the
loudness of the plonks should be
obtained by experimenting with
a transformer which is known to
be working effectively.
T'he
secondary winding should be _
similarly t~st.ed, and in this case
the plonks should not be quite so
loud as those obtained across the
primary· \\'inding. Where the
winding is broken in a certain

Insulation Tests

When crackling noises arc
heard and the high-tension battery does not last as long as it
sl~ould do, faul·ty insulation between transformer windings may
be responsible. The 'phones and
dry cell test should be applied
between the two windings \d1erc
trouble of -this type is suspected.
A slight click does not indicate
that the transformer is defective,
but if a strong one is obtained
between a terminaL of the primary
and one of the secondary winding, the insulation is most certainly defective, and the instrument should be changed.
The
loudness of the click may vary
according· to the position of the
leak and the primary and secondary terminals between "vhich the
test is carried out.
Tests between the various terminals will, however, soon confirm whether the insulation is
poor.
Windings and Iron Core

Except in one or two special
·cases, such as previou.sly mentioned, it is intended that the in-

sulation between windings and
f,rame should be of a very high
order, and if this is poor it may
account for an actual fault.
Tests should, therefore, be made
between each winding and the
core of the transformer, which
should be cleaned in order to
make satisfactory contact. Except in the case of the few transformers in which definite internal connections are made with a
view to increasing stability,. a
loud '' plonk " indicates that the
insulation is unsatisfactory, and
the
component
should
be·
changed.
Broken Connections

Breaks m the transformer
winding·s arc not necessarily
located in the actual wire forming the t\vo coils, but often a-re
found where the stout wire which
makes connections to the terminals externally is soldered to
the finer wire with \Yhich the
transformer is wound. If the insulating cloth or other material
placed outside the winding can be
readily removed a break of this
kind can generally be seen and
easily repaired with a hot soldering iron, but corrosive flux should
on no account be used if the joint
is to be permanent. It is difficult, if not impracticable, to repair internal clisconnections, and
transformers with faults of this
type should be returned to the
makers.

The motor generator room in the high-power station at Pennant
Hills, Sydney, in A~&&tralia, which will form one of the links in the
Imperial wirele11 chain.

<:
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Corre
AN ATTEMPT TO SOLVE A
The statement that the Radio . Row, W.C.1, would be glad to
GRAVE PROBLEM
receive confidential information
Association asked for ·names of
abou.t oscillation offenders."
suspected oscillators was widely
From Lieut.-Col. C. L'Estrange
We might ha\·e emphasised in
notified to the public by the general
Malone, F.R.Ae.S., Chairman of
our original leader otir view that
Press, but we· confirmed the facts
the Radio Association.
the Executive of the Radio AssOfrom a responsible officer· of the
Sm,-1 shall be greatly obliged
ciation shou!d avoid schemes of the
Radio Association. Moreover, we
if you will correct an error which
wild cat varietv, which, while
saw no contradictions by the Radio
appears in your May 27, 1925, issue.
gaining the Association momentary
Association of the published stateIn referring to the anti-oscillapublicity, merely bring it into
ment.
The following note aption campaign which is now being
ridicule.-EDITOR.]
carried on by the Radio Associa- · peared in the Daily Mail of
May 13, 1925 : tion, you state that the Association
THE GOLDERS GREEN AND
has asked for names and addresses
"RADIO HOWLERS.
HENDON RADIO SOCIETY
of o·scillators. This is not the case.
"To BE HmnED DowN AND
The Association has merely reSm,-The following report of a
PROSECUTED.
quested persons who suffer from
field day held by the above Society
oscillation to inform them, so that
" At a meeting of the Radio
may be of interest to vour !'eaders.
we may be in a position to help
Association at the House
of
Members of the Society spent a
them to discover the offender.
Commons yesterday it was stated
very instructive and most enjoyNaturallv the Association would not that owing to the increase of oscilable field day on Sund;;~y, July 19,
countenance
anything
which
lation the Post Office had under
at Mill Hill. Four small portable
savours of encouraging espionage.
view drastic steps with regard to
transmitting sets with receivers
-Yours faithfully,
the use of reaction in wireless sets.
combined, wired up to different cirCECIL L'EsTRANGE MALONE.
" Motor cars, fitted up with
cuits, were situated at each corner
Sentir1el House, W.J.
direction-finding sets, would shm·tly
of a field and controlled bv a main
travel about London. in order to
station. The transmitting circuits
[While we appreciate the spirit
locate houses where sets are <being
employed
were:
(1)
Colpitts;
prompting the last sentence of the
badly handled and causing oscilla(2) Hartley with choke control;
above letter, we cannot see that the
tion and interference with the
(3) ordinary feed ...back; (4) master
letter itself helps the rosition of the
enjoyment of other listeners, and
Radio Association. If it merely
oscillator, and the sets were conas soon as definite evidence is
requires the names of people who
structed by the following members
obtained the Association intended
respectively :
Messrs.
L.
A.
suffer from oscillation, the Radio
bringing test prosecutions against
Association should make use of
Richardson, Frost, Donaldson and
Post Office or Kelly's Directories;
the offenders.
C. L. Thompson.
the number is in the neighbourhood
" The Secretary of the AssociaIntercommunication between the
tion, Sentinel House, Southampton
stations was established, and the
of ~wo million.

A lielcl day was held recently by the Golclers Green and Hendon Radio Society, for which
portable transmitters and receivers were taken out. Members of the society are seen here
at the main control station.
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sets worked admirably on a short
aerial 25 ft. long on a wavelength
of 175 metres, both on spee<:h and

c.w.

The valves used on the ·transmitters were of the L.S.s type,
kindlv lent bv the Marconi Osram
Valve Co., Ltd., while the H.T. supply consisted of accumulators loaned
by C. A. Vandervell & Co., Ltd.
Prizes of wireless apparatus were
k·indly rresented by various manufacturers, including L. McMichael,
Ltd. ; Peranne & Co., Ltd. ; · The
Dubilier Condenser Co., Ltd.; H.
Ctarke & Co., Ltd.; and Portable
Utilities Co., Ltd.
The prizes will be presented to
the Yarious winners at the next
general meeting of the Society on
September 23, while the remaining
prizes not yet awarded will bt>
competed .for at a future date.y ours faithfully,
CYRIL L. THOMPSON,
Assistant Secretary.
Golders Green, N.W.11.

July 29, rg25
the past six weeks: siT, 2ZY,
2LO, 6BM, sNO, 2BD; sSC, a.BE,
2LS, 6LV, 6KH, sNG, 6FL, 6ST,
sXX, FL, FPTT, SFR, and
Brussels.
Night-time .reception at full loudspeaker strength includes the following: 2DE, sWA, 2EH, sPY,
sSX, Petit Parisien, Radio Tou·
louse, Radio Lyon, Cassel, Dresden,
Nuremburg, Breslau, Vox Haus,
Munster,
Bremen,
Hamburg,
Munich,
Frankfort,
Leipzig,
Konigsberg, Stuttgart, LP, Radio
Wien, Rome IRO, Oslo, EAJ6,
Radio Catalana, Sl\SC.
;I ha\·e logged j& amateurs,
British and French, also CNRA and
WGY.
.
I .received my " baptism " .in
wireless in March, 1924, when I
constructed the STwo from the
Radio Press Envelope No. r,
by John Scott-Taggart, F.Inst.P.,
A.M.I.E.E., since then the " ThreeValve Dual " (Modern Wireless,
April, 1924, by J. Scott-Taggart,

Members of the liounsl~ ad Diatr.iet Wireless Society on the
occasion of their recent " River Day " outing.

THE ANGLO-AMERICAN SIX
Sm,-I think it would be of interest to you and your readers to
know of results I have had from
the " Anglo-American Six " described by Percy W. Harris,
M.I.R,E., in the January and
February issues of The lt'ireless
Constructor.
I foilowed out instructions practically to the letter, and also added
an extra stage of resistance-coupled
L.F .. amplification.
My aerial is Ssft. of 7/22 S.W.G.·
35ft. high, valves are three Marconi
D.E.R's., one B.T.H. B3, one Ediswan A.R.D.E., one B.T.H. B4 and
one L.S.5. The H.T. supply is obtained from 220-volt D.C. mains,
with a tapped wire resistance and
smoothing unit, and the loudspeaker is an Amplion A.R.27.
Daylight reception at full loudspeaker strength has been obtained
from the following stations during

F.Inst.P., A.M.l.E.E.), All-Concert
(Modern
Wireless,
September,
1923, by Percy W. Harris), Transatlantic Five (June, 1924, Modern
Wireless, by Percy W. Harris) have
all been tried.
I find that the
" Anglo.-American Six " is the best,
but the Transatlantic Five is an exceeding!~· good second to it.
Last
winter I s_uccessfulh· redeived 11
American broadcasting stations.
Wishing Radio Press publications
every success.-Yours faithfully,
J. K. JOHNSON.
Heywood, Lancs.

THE HOUNSLOW AND
DISTRICT WIRELESS SOCIETY

SIR,--The encl'osed photogrnph
was taken on the occasion of the
" River Dav " held bv the above
Society on Sunday, July rg. .I sin-
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cerely believe that rt will be of
great interest to many of your
readers, as this is the first River
Day ewr held by a Radio Society.Yours faithfully,
::
JoHN C. READ, Hon. Sec.
Hounslow.

A " CHOKE-COUPLED THREE·
VALVE RECEIVER .,
Sm,-I have constructed th~
" Choke-courled Three-valve Re,
ceiver " described by John W,~
Barber in Wireless Weekly f()f
May 27 (Vol. 6, No. 8), and have
found it excellent as a means of
musical .reproduction. I have constructed many Radio Press sets
and have not yet found one where
its possibilities have been overrated.
I am very keen on the
P'ur:ifiex, and have constructed
one, using a choke-coupling for the
last stage, and this has improved
the volume without any detriment
to the musical reproduction ...:..
Yours faithfully,
- ARTHUR VICKERS.
Blackheath, S.E.3.

AN UNNECESSARY SOCIETY.
' SIR,-Your Editorial in Vol. 6,
No. 16, has been brought to my
notice, and I am very sorry that it
has heen necessary to take up so
much of your valuable space in
order to advertise the proposed
B.LR.E., and to give your personal
views of myself in such derogatory
terms.
Your suggestions regarding how
the Wireless Section of the I. E. E.
should cater for the radio engineer
(a term which you do not define)
are very interesting, and } hope the
I.E. E. will soon modify their existing standards.
You state that physicists and
others are taking up wireless, but
that many would certainly not ~
able to pass the A. M. I. E. E. Examtnation. How perfectry true this is
should be fully realised by a few
who are already enjoying an Associate Membership.
Your final paragraph I prefer not
to comment upon, as .J am reminded
that incivility may not be a vice,
but is often the result of other
vices such as vanity, and conter;npt
for others.
To sum up your Editorial, one
may assume that '' Success is sold
in the open market if one can bid
high enough, and woe betide the
individual without funds and a
University education who dares t<Y
look at the palatial :building of tlle
:Institute of Electrical Engineers
wrtb the idea of becoming associated."
Fortunately, this is not my view,
and I hope it never will be, and

Wireless Weei.Uy
that the day is not far distant when
the I.E.E. will hold out a helping
hand to th(•Se who wish to take up
its interests seriously.-Yours faithfully,

Y.

w.

EVANS.

Manchester.
[We have pleasure in publishing
this letter, though we feel that it
was written in both heat and haste
immediately after reading our Editorial. We are taking identically
the same stand that we took on the
occasion when Mr. Evans launched
his British Wireless Relay League
...:....namely, that a strongly supported
existing society should be improved
rather than that a rival organisation
should be formed.
We have no knowledge whatever
atbout the technical abilities of Mr.
Evans except his own admission
that he fits nowhere, which in itself means nothing, because we
agree there are many very able wireless men who could not readilv become members of the I.E.E. - He
has no reason for supposing our remarks are in any way derogatory to
himself, although, without offence
to him, we 'Cannot help feeling
that the proposals might have car·ried more weight if left in the hands
of Mr. Nelson, M.I.E.E., who is
essentially a reasonable advocate of
some good proposals. A professional

......~~:~~:~·~::~:~·~:······~

society cannot however be launched
in the same wav as an amateur
one, and the precipitate way in
which matters have been dealt with
has, to say the least, been unfortunate.
Mr. Evans is, in our opinion, an
enthusiastic worker who has done a
great deal for the amateur, and in
<JUr former criticisms of his activities \Ye have made it quite clear
that while manv of his ideas are
thoroughly sound his final objective
is wrong. He is an extremist, and
as such is invaluable, because he
helps to put things right even
though his
proposed
extreme
measures are ill-advised.
\Ve are, ourseh·es, concerned
simply with the principles involved,
and Mr. Evans flatters himself if
he imagines anything else. Many
<Jf our views as expressed in our
leader a-re identical with his own,
but we oppose and intend· tG continue to oppose a separate society
provided the Wireless Section of the
I.E.E. is fully representative of the
profession. The profession at present is very small, as regards rea\ly
qualified radio engineers. If, in the
future, the number of radio engineers increases greatly, the whole
subject may come under review
again, but at present we have no
doubts as to which is the right
attitude to take.--EDITOR.]

Valve-Rectifying Circuits E
(Concluded from page 527)

E

.........................................
minus, etc., the more sensitive
0

arrangemento.f Fig. 2 in Wireless
JVeekly, Vol. 6, No. 4, was used,
with similar direct calibration.
The table gives the results obtained. It will be observed that
with the ordinary value of gridleak, and with adequate bypass condensers in the anO<le
circuit across any large H.F .
impedances
present
therein,
a detector valve in normal operation offers an average damping
effect in the grid circuit equivalent to a series H.F. res,is•!Jance of
some so"6o ohms in the same
oircuit, which does not vary much
even wi.th high-ratio valves such
as the D. E. sB (M= 2o); or with
small power-valves of low impedance. Either a good radio choke
or a higJJ anode resistance in th~
plate circuit raises this damping
effect to a figure corresponding to
over 1 30 ohms series resistance;
this is almost completely relieved
by a small· by~pas,s condenser
which is already present (in th~

The

famous

MAX-AMP
in three models:
E:q.erlmenters imow that to get the best
results from their Sets . they need components.epecJally built for the job. For two
years the Ma.:z:-.Amp ha.8 been recognised
as on~ of ~e b~ " All-purpoeea .. L.F.
Tra.nsformera.
Now, however, eo many
enthueiasta appreciate the necessity of
special ratioe for special purpoaes we bave
7:1-deslgnd the Max-.Amp in three dlstla~t
'kodels: (a) Red Band for Reflex l18e :
CAIJ Blue Band for general me and also as
A first stage ; (c) Black Band for second
irlage following a. Blue Band Max-Amp.
All these fine quaJtty trans:tormera a.r.
aupplied in handaom.e metaJ'"Ihrou.ded euea

Please Note !

OF ADDRESS

~d .::~rt:_arantoed.

From August Ist the whole of our
factory, warehouse and offices will
be moved to a modern four-floored
building at

95, 96, 97 & 98, WHITE LION ST.,
LONDON, N.l
We shall here have three times the
floor space, and your dealer will
have no difficulty in the coming season
in obtaining immediate delivery of

Super-Het Builders

H.F.

You need this--

Transformers

Retore building your Super·
Het be sure to send 2d. for
a copy of our latest Folder :
•• The
Keystone
Super·
Heterodyne and how to build
it!'
All Keystone SuperHet parts are British made
of the highest qua.lity and
specially matched for
· with Drittlih Valves.

CATALOGUE:

E xperlmentere
should always keep
a copy of Peto Bcott'a
Catalogue.
48 pages fully illustrated.
You save
money by buying
from Peto-Scott's.

COMPONENTS

3d

•

19/6

A Trnnafonner of the hJgheat
grade. Very selective, with a.
high amplification fa.ctor.
The&e transformers can be
supplied matched for two or
three stages of hlgh-fre..
quency amplification without
extra charge.
8.

d.

No. 1. 200-600 .. 10 0
No. 2. 50~-900 .. 10 0
No. 3. 900-lMO .. 10 0
No. 4, 1200-2300 .. 10 0
No. 6. 22')()-7000 , , 10 0
These wavelength&
are
reached
with a va.rlable
condenser of the value of
.0003 mid.

PETO-SCOTT CO., Ltd.

~~~te:~~~~~!~o~r::~~

GOSWELL ENGINEERING Co. Ltd.

'1'1. City Road. 'London, E.C.l

Brancheo :-LONDON-82, High Holborn, W.C.l.
PLYIIOIJTH-4, Ballk ol Enliand Place.
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form of distributed capacity in the
double flex leads) in ordinary
telephones. A negative grid bias
recluce5 the damping effect to an
insignificant figure, \vhilst the regenerative effect of a small inductive Load in the plate circuit is
apparent.
Bearing on Selectivity

T,he significance of this extremely large and yet inevitable
damp,ing load of the detector
va1ve in connection with the
design of grid tuning circuits,
and particularly in relation to
.selectivity, scarcely needs emphasising here. The order of the
effect is we.Jl substantiated by an
experiment in which H. F. resistor
units were introduced (a) into
the aerial circuit, (b)· i-nto the
secondary gr:id circuit of a detector valve operating as a Moullin
voltmeter, without reaction, in
broadcast reception on a large,
high, carefully-erected aerial with
excellent earth connection. The
pt<imary consisted of 31 turns of
No. 20 d.c.c. on a 3 in. dry cardboard for:mer; the secondary was
one of the author's ultra-low-loss
coils of spaced No. 18 on a large
sk,e1eton former.

tuned to the loca.I broadcast wave,
fell off almost proporl:iionalil•y to
the turns included in the secondary grid circuit, other things
be·ing kept as constant as possible; whilst tapping the tuning
condenser across only part of the
grid inductance, unlike the corresponding case of a crystal
receiver, neither dtcreased nor increased the signal voltage appreciably for some rs turns in a ssturns inductance.
A combination of valve with
negatively-biased g-rid and a
crystal rectifier in the anode cirReducing the Damping
cuit would appear to be indicated
'
:fior a really s·elective rectifying
An obvious sugg~stion to
circuit, though this immediately
reduce to some extent the evil
,introduces complications through
eff·ects of this damping is to
follow the anadogous case of the the (la·rgely uncontrollable) reaction or ne,gative damping effect
crySital detector, the outp·ut from
which can often be improv·ed by produced by the inductive anode
putting it across only part of the 1oad. Of course, in normal vaJve
the damping is
recti,fication
tun~ng inductance.
Simple trial
•showed, however, that this did largely eliminated by the judicious
not hold in practice wi•th the much ·use of reaction in some form, but
.lower degree of damping- offered this effect is not so beneficial as
by the de<tector valve; the avail- a pure sharpening of the resonable signal voltage, as deter- ance peak by lowering the inmined by a carefully-calibrated herent H.F. resistance in the
Moulilin voLtmeter arrangement circuit.
In order to halve the signal
vol:tage registered (with optimum
tuning and coupling}, no less than
I 22 ohms had to be· introduced
into the primary circuit, oorresponding roughly to a total effective aerial-earth resis,bance of this
order; whilst 6o ohms introduced
into the seconda.ry, with unloaded
primary,
halved
the
signal
Sltrength. The last figure agrees
~n a mos·t convincing and satusfactory manner with the order of
the dainping effects recorded
previously.

HAWK

COILS

MAXIMUM

MINIMUM

Efficlencv

capacltu
Damping Effects
Resistance

Strength
WATERPROOF
CoD
18
25
80
35
40
50
75
100
150
200
250
300
400

Tel. 832 Kingston.

Wave Length using "001 Variable Condenser In Parallel
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

-190

895

2(0

485
615
680
835
1250
1828
2800
8100
3750
4500
4950

1180
870
485
600
815

960

1870
2200
2300
2500

DISPEL FA LTS & TROUBLES
Fit the New Watmel Condenser

PRICE.

~·

~/4

1/8
1/8

31-

1/4
3/10

4/8
1/4

tt~·
8/8

LOW LOSS -

WGH GRADE

ANY of the faults and. troubles in radio
receptiop. are due to faulty Condensers.

M

The Watmel Research Department have pro·
dnced a perfect condenser-,perfeet in that it over·
comes the faults common to its predecessors.
Designed to meet the present day radio enthusiasts'
requirements in the matter of capacity, symmetrical
desilm, freedom from no.ise and absolute minimulll
of ''edge loss ...
Further there is no wax used in the construction of
the Watmel which renders it inunune frolll temperature changes and consequent dilectric loss.
Therefore if you Wish to incorporate the perfect
condenser in your set, you can do no better than
to fit a Watlllel.

Sold by all Wireless Dealen
LTD..

ST. MARY'S ROAD,
SORBITOl, SURREY.

Grid

Con.

Standard
Fixed
Condensers.
·oo2, ·oor 2/6 each
·oo25, ·oo63/6 eaclt
Combined
Gricl
Leak and Condenser is 3/- each.

Watmel Wireless Co.
332a, GOSWEU. RD.

Sole M anujacturers r

Coli CO .,
The Hawk
.

Capacities for Stan
dard

densers.
·oooo5 to ·ooos
2/6 each.

LONDON, E.C.t.
Rspresenflltive fur

Mr.

LancGBhire anti Cheshire-

J. B. Ln'EE, Z3, Hartley Street. Levenshulme, MANCHESTER.
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Apparatus·
we have l:eSl:ed
Condr,tcted by A. D.
" Stradio '' High-Frequency
Transformers
Messrs. Stirlings, Ltd., have submitted a series of barrel-type plug·
in H.F. transformers, in matched
pairs, and also some provided with
a variable core, for our inspection
and test.
These are of familiar
type and dimensions, wound in
alternate slots ~n an ebonite barrel
on the usual four-pin base; the
makers' instructions should be carefullv followed as to the direction of
connections here.
The pair of
nominally 300 to 6oo·metre wavelength range gave this wi:h adequate
overlap with a .0003 I'F tuning condenser across the primary., They
proved to be very closely matched
and operated satisfactorily in a two-

COW~ER,

M.Sc., Staff Editor.

stage H. F. amplifier with simul- ·
taneous tuning by a double condenser,
with potentiometer: control, giving ,
about the expeCted amount of amplification under these circumstances,
but not a very noticeable degree of
selectivity.
The (nominal) I,wo~
3,ooo-metre pair showed a range 9f
approximately I, I 50-2,500 metres
with a -.0003 I'F (actual) tuning condenser, and gave similar satisfactory
service on trial. The instruments
with variable core were provided
with a split bush which slipped into
the open end of the barrel, and
through which worked a screwed
brass rod fitted with an insulating
handle.
As this conducting rod
was lowered into the coil, eddycurrent effects · were introduced,

affecting the tuning by progressively
lowering the inductance value and
simultaneously bringing into play an
increasing damping effect.
On
trial, it was found possible to match
the two transformers of the same
nominal range so closely that a
heterodyne note could be reproduced
without change in pitch when the
transformers were changed, and on
trial in a two-stage simultaneously
tuned H.F. amplification circuit excellent matching was obtained, the
effect on the short-wave instruments
(3oo-6oo-metre) being more marked
than with the loQger-wave pair.
The latter showed a range of I ,20~
2,500 metres under these circumstances (.ooo3 I'F tuning condenser).
The damping effect \vhen two

~
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"ACTON"
ACCUMULATORS

A new range ~f low tension radio and
general purpose cells composed of

Daventry

separate 2-volt units.

Loud
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2

6o
8o

11/13/6
16/18/6

40 amp ....

lOO

volts.

4 volts.

22/27/6
32/37/8

Write for Catalogues of C.A.V. Accumulators,
Loud Speakers, Transformers and Radio ~rystal.

-

ELEGANT NEW MODEL-22/6!
This superb addition to our range of NON-IIETALLIO
HOB.RS la at once as pleasing to the eye as the ea.r.
While still malnta.ining the high degree of faithful nonresonant reproduction which haa marked the wonderful
success of our NON-ME!ALLIO BOUB ; this model
has been deaigned on orlgin.a.l lines a.nd forma a 'fei'J'
attractive piece of furniture.
Tlie speaker base, being suspended entirely through
the medium of the 11011-IIIETALLIO COIIIPOSmOX
STAHD is free from a.ll shock and vibration.
Finish-an attractive Old Bronze,
Appro:s:, helgh~2l) i.ns.
Diameter of Fla.re-12 lDs·
PRICE . • • • 22/8.
Poot crate, etc., ~.
PRICE, complew with e11lclent adjustable BI>eaket
Bate, forming a complete Loudspeaker • • • • .... 46/-.

The " Tangent " Type " D "
Radiomatic 2-Valve Receiver.
,Undet ordinary conditions it

1\AM~llc:ll•f:.-•-·
~-TQN_VAL_E~LONooN.":'· 3

will successfully operate a Loud Speaker

up to 100 miles from the New Station. This is a hold claim-but we
can substantiate it. Again-you are not bound to one particular waveband,

it will operate over ALL WAVELENGTHS.

May we impress upon you to hear a •• Tangent" Type '"D '' ~ You will be
charmed with its performance.
Le._aflet 5 W and name of nearest dealer on request.

Post crate, etc., 2s.
For tA6 other modeZ. of ••

GENT & (0., LTD.,;:~:~Wks.,LEICESTER.

8rimt~" NON~MEP.J.LLIO

HORNS, •" pret~fow a4wrtl.

TRADB IIIQUlliiES DIVITED.

reU~!t!.~wa,,t.';!d!!'I.B1 .~!PH!~

London: 25, Victoria Street, S.\V.I.
Newcastle/Tyne:" Tangent House," Blackett St.

Br&Dehea: 80, Newington Cauaeway, S.E.l.; 7,8t. Qeorp'a
C1rcus, B.E.l.; 16,Manette St., Charing Croe8 Rd., W.l.; 207,
Edgware Rd., W.2; SL Church Rd., Upper Norwood,8.B.28.
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stages of H. F. amplification are in
use assists in their control; with
one stage a fine control 0\·er 111'action is obtained when the aerial
coupling is light by manipulating
this \"ariable core.
For use in a
simtiltaneoush··tuned
many-stage
H.. F. amplif]er this de\·ice offers
decided ·.adYantages.
The instruments are sturdily
made, thougk some tendency \\"as
noticed towards ·working loose of
the pins, with resulting bad contacts; the insulation resistance bet\Yeen windings was adequate.
" Polar " Micrometer Condenser
Messr5. Radio Communication
Co., Ltd., haYe sent for our trial
and comment a sample of their
" N " type micrometer condenser.
This is adapted for single-hole panel
mounting by the customary screwed
bush de\·ice, and has a long insu'
lated handle to an~id hand-capacity
effects.
The condenser has two
small semi-cylindrical plates, \\"ith
narrow clearance, and both longitudinal adjustment (controlling the
o\"erlap of the plates) and rotational
adjustme-nt are possible, whilst a
loc-king-ring is pro\·ided by means
of \Yhich any adjustment can be
retained, as, for example, that of a
permanently
neutrodyned
H.F.
amplifieL The instrument occupies
\·ery little space on the panel, and a
depth of about 2~ in. when fully ex-

teuded.
On measurement, the
minimum capacity came out at a
little un·der 1~ p.p.F, the maximum
being 12.5 1•,uF, a yery com·enient
range both for fine adjustments of
tuning and for neutrodyne wor);;:. On
practical trial, in each of these services the de\·ice gave· excellent results.
The insulation -resistance
proved exce1lent, and the finish and
workmanship offered a favouraoble
impression. The instrument can be
recommended for the purposes
indicated.
.
" Guiterphone '' Anti-Capacity
Valve Holder
A four-pin valve holder of unusually low capacity between sockets
has been sent for our test bv
Messrs. S. Guiterman & Co., Ltd.
In this the sockets (two of \vhich
are made shorter than the others
as a mea.sure of precaution against
accidental
short
circuits)
are
mounted- on a comparativelY. thin
disc of ebonite, and small terminal
screws are arranged round the
outer rim of this disc for alternath·e
connections.
The holder can be
mounted on the panel or underneath
\vith the sockets projecting through.
A central hole and two alternative
holes near the periphery are provided for fixing screws, hut the
latter should be avoided, of course,
for high-frequency work. The connecting \vires can be passed into

~icher Music, Safe Valve~

RADIO COMPONENTS

mvm and so
makes this hol.cler· ideal for
short wave .reception.
•• Antipong " is
designed
for
universal fitting-it can be
used in any type of receiver.
The springs are attached to
a Bake!ite Ring that will
~ melt under the soldering

(MARTIN- COPE LAND

-~~ANTIPONG

Valve Holder

"Telwave" Switch-Plug and Jack.

The" Rolls Royce "of the Radio World.
Our New Illustrated Catalogue will. interest you.

''

TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED. .

"(1'!-... !l'rll. 2't40lS/24.)

Obtainable :r.-. aW roeEJ
or dir«t from

PRODUCTS)

IT OR.

"Antipong " will improve reception with Dull or Bright
Emitters. Order it to-day
-fmm your dealer. Fit it in
all your sets.

The Bowyer ~ Lowe

,~&al<!fs

1

"B.E.N." Midget Spanner
A very neat little adjustable
spanner suitable for use in radio
work, the " B.E.N." Midget, has
been sent for our comment by
Messrs. The B. E. N. Patents, Ltd.
This measures only 2~in. overall;
the jaws are £in. deep and open to
a maximum of g/ 16in. Since the
jaws are just under Mn. thick, it is
evident that this tiny spanner will
'be of use in many positions \vhere
a larger tool would be useless, as,
for example, in tightening lock-nuts
on control spindles or on an i'laccessible No. 4 B.A. back-stud. The .
spanner is made of blu.ed steel, and
appeared to be of good quality and
finish. It should be a useful addition to the tool chest or for the
waistcoat pocket of the experimenter.

~ "T~~!~>VE"

No Microphonic Noises.

Improve valve
reception
in
three ways at
the cost of
three shillings.
You w i I I
lengthen the
life of your
valves,gain si1J"nal purity and strength, and
prevent all
microphonic
noises when you fit them in
"Antipong" Valve Hokkrs.
Valve legs supported on Phosphor Bronze springs save your
valves from accidental strains
ani! make Dull Emitters nonmicr()Jihonic. Air msulation
reduces all 16sses to ·a mini-

the ends of the sockets and held
by the side screws acting as setscrews, can be soldered in position,
or can be secured under the washers
on the side screws outside the disc,
giving in the last case an arrangement of exceedingly low casual
capacity.
On measurement, the
capacity between grid and filall)ent
sockets, and betv.reen plate and grid
sockets,
after
eliminating
the
capacity effects of the leads, came
out at below one-half micromicrofarad in each case; the insulation resistance was excellent.

3/
.

•

Bowyer-Lowe Co.,
Ltd., Let<hworth.

THE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT &
CARBON CO., Ltd.,
'

/

109/111, New Oxford St., London, W.C.l
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J. 0. H. (NAAS) is at present
using a 4-valve receiver- constructed from Radio Press Simplex
Radio Chart No. 3. He wishes
to use a power valve in the last
stage, and asks our advice as to
how this may be done whilst still
retaining the simple switching arrangement at present incorporated.
Owing to the simple switching
nrrangement ~ncorporated in the
Four-Valve Receiver of Simplex
Chart No. 3, it is necessary that a
separate extra high-tension battery
be used when a power valve is
placed in the last socket of this set
and it is desired to apply a special
value -of H.T. to this valve. The
value of this extra high-tension battery is such that, added to the

~~scrap

your

•
B a tterleS

value previously employed, the resultant voltage on the last valve is
that advised by the makel;S, usually
from 100 to 120 volts.
If at
present 6o volts are used on all four
valves and 120 are required for the
power valve, it will be necessary
that the value of the extra hghtension battery be 6o volts.
A
slight alteration in the wiring must
be carried out, and the procedure to
follow is to remove the lead between the plate of the last valve,
namely, 8, and stud 48; 8 should
be connected to a further terminal
which becomes the extra hightension plus terminal, whilst 48 is
joined to a further: terminal which
becomes H.T. minus for the same
battery.
The extra high-tension
battery is co!1nected between these

H. T.~~

1 f

• •

two terminals. When a high value
of H. T. is used it is advisable to
provide for grid bias so that the
valve may be worked on the best
part of its curve for pure reproduc·
tion and minimum current taken
from the high-tension battery. To
insert a grid-biasing battery the
lead from the point 43 to 38, that
is, L.T. negative, should be removed; 43 should be brought out to
a further terminal which becomes
griu. bt.as .negative. Grid-bias positive will be coincident with L.T.
negative; s6 should still be left
joinetl to 38. An appropriate gridbias battery, the voltage of which"
must be determined by the type of
power valve and the value of H.T.
applied to it, should be connected
to the two G.B. terminals. This

THE

L U X S.~

Use your Electric
Lighting Mainsi-

The " DYNIC" D.C.
REGULATOR.
Does away with the necessity for H.T. Batteries
with their attendant troubles. Simply plug iuto

Price
aconvenientlampholder, an~ a perfectly smooth
H.T. supply is obtained. Variable outputs used complete
with
with ordinary wander plugs/like H.T. Batteries. Plug
and
No breakable parts. Entire yinsulated. Can be
Flex.
supplied wound for special requirements-e.g.,
larger output. Impossible to burn out valve filaments ev.en if they are Inadvertently connected
to the H.T. Infinitesimal running costs. For Postage
9d.
D.C. MAINS ONLY of any voltage above 50.
Send ffYI Ducripti~• folder.
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&

STEWART,
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ECAUSE Radion has been universally selected
the leading wireless experts of this country
and America, it must possess sterling qualities
other than that of appearance.

Quite as Good as New at about Half Cost
THINK WHAT WE _SAVE YOU!!-!

The man who is aiming for 1 oo % efficiency will
do well to follow the lead given by experts who
have the cream of the world's ebonite at their
disposal-and choose Radion.

Send your Burnt Out or
Damaged Valves to us
and we will Restore
them to Function with
Original Characteristics

f]J

EFFICIENCY MAINTAINED,
RESULTS GUARANTEED!

Radian is available in 2 r different sises in
black and mahoganite. Radian can aZ.o be
supplied in any special size. Black rd. Pet
square inch, mahoganite r;ld. per square incll;

RADION

B.E. 4/6, D.E. 2V. ·3 7/S,
D.E. -06 9/6.

P..ice list for Power Valvu
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arrangement allows of the extra
high tension being applied to the
last ,·ah·e only, whilst the simplicity
of switching is retained.

T.W. (PENZANCE) has constructed a Transatlantic 5--val ve
receiver, but up to now has been
unable to get the B.F. side to work
properly. He states that using
matched transformers, which have
been tested in another set of the
same type and found to wor\t
correctly, the set has a very pronounced tendency towards selfoseillation, and the . least movement of the potentiometer causes
howling. A station on a wavelength of the order of 400 metres
can be reeeived only when the dual
condenseT vanes are full out and
no station below this can be
obtained. n. however, the filament
of the second H.F. valve is tumed
out, stations lower in wavelength
come through fairly well and the
dual condenser seems to tune.
Tuming on the second valve, however, reduces signal strength to
about one. half, and in some eases.
"completely eliminates the signals.
The general symptoms. are that the
set seems to work fairly well with
either H.F. valve alone, but they
will not work well together. The

as that described ·in the May issue of
Modern TFil'eless, is that in the
former, one \·alve is made to act
both as the '' oscillation generator ''
and as the " first detector," whilst
in the latter separate valves are used
for these two functions. \Vhich is:
to be preferred is largely to be decided by individual requirements,
but if our correspondent has had no
previous experience \vith sets of this
type we would advise him first to
build a set using a separate oscillator
before proceeding with the other
arrangement mentioned.

wiring has been .carefully checked
and agrees in eyery detail with that
in the blue prints and photographs
shown in " Modem Wireless." Our
correspondent asks us whether we
can suggest a cause of the trouble.
It has been the experience of this
Department that troubles of this
type are usually due to a wrongly
designed dual condenser in which
the two sets of plates are placed too
near each other. No mention of
the type of dual condenser used was
made in our correspondent's letter,
and if this is not .of the type used
in the original design, we would
suggest that the first step to be
taken is tq, change this for one such
as those used in various zH.F.
designs in any of our publications,
when we think the trouble will
rrobably disappear.

l. H. A. (ST. LEONARDS-ON- ""'~'"~4,
SEA) has constructed a single!··
.\~~
valve Flewelling Receiver, from
··
which he obtains excellent results
on a large number of British and
Continental stations. Be asks our
advice on adding stages of lowfrequency amplification in order to
work a loud-speaker.

N. 0. (IPSWICH) is desirous
of building .a Supersonic-heterodyne Receiver and asks us what is
the essential difference between a
Tropadyne arrangement of which
he has heard, and the more usual
circuit used in this country which
has a separate oscillator.

The Flewelling circuit, \\·hich our
correspondent is using, is essentially
a one-vah-e ·super circuit, and we
do not advise the addition of
stages of low-frequency amplification
to such a set. In certain cases the
addition may be made, but generally
speaking, results are not satisfactory
unless much experimental work is
done, and we therefore do not advise
this proceeding.

The essential difference between
the Tropadyne arrangement and the
ordinan· separate oscillator type of
Supersonic-heterodyne recei,·e,-, such

Don't be disappointed
Be certain of always securing your copies of RADIO
PRESS PuBLICATIONS. Order through your news;..
agent or write DEPT. S, RADIO PRESS, LTD.,·
BusH HousE, STRAND, LoNDoN, W.C.2.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.

"Modem
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The HALE-PARKER Universal

TRI- COIL- HOLDER
THE LAST WORD IN COIL ROWERS.
Fits inside T'ertical\)allel type seta.
The operating rods pass tlttongh the panel.
The
reaction control is exceedingly :One but the coils can be rapidly moved to any position.
Capaclty losses are reduced to a minimum.
Best G.P.O. "A., quality ebonite only is
used in the coil motDits at1d termina.l bushes.
The ftex leads wUJ. not fracture and will
remain wide apart. &nbstantfa.l terminals are fitted. A:ll wood-work is flnished semimatt-black and all parts are interchangeable.
With one complete revolution of the actu·
a.ting knobs the two moving coii:B p8.88 through a perleotly smooth rotary movement from
a. position of maUmum to (for any wireless purpose) ~um coupling.
·
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ADVERTISEMENTS

' VIRE!. ES<; WE EKI.V

PRESTIGE
C

O~IN'L'ED

salisfaolion of I he
radio public'!! <l11mnml~ ha.<;
onrnod the Rudio Prc,.,il u prostigo
Aurpassod by no other radio publishing
flmts t hroughouL Lilo work!.
~ Thu~ hat-d. work and 1111 onLim~iaRtic
liking for the servicE'.~ they rcndet· h tlll
b rought its rowanl. Haclto IJress, Lld ..
however, do not inlentllo rOHl on l ht•it•
laurelil. In the future even gn•alor
offorts will be made to ell!>e tho wQ\·
of the beginner ami help the sorio u·~
experimenter.

' The appointment o£ :\Iajor Jamw
Robinson, D .Sc., Pb.D .. F. Tnst.P., to
the position of Chief En~inoc•r 11111.1
Director of Rec;E'arch of thu Radto
Pres~. Ltd., at a min·mwu salan• of
£2,500 ]Wr annum bear.; ou~ 'thi!!
statement. Still further in the inter~t~
of enthusiasts is the current aclvcrti~<'·
rnent for a Deputy Chit>£ Engineer at a
minimum salary of £1,700 per annum.
~

;\fr. Harris, :\f.I.R.E., the Editor
of "The Wireless Constructor," ho..-;
just returned from a lour of tlttl l.:mtod
8tatoH and Canada, the solo object
of which was to obtain information
exclusively to benofit the rendor•s of
Hadio Press pub lication.~. All thilj
helps to place Ratlill PrE~f;s, Lld., in
an enviable po;:~iLion, t.he lilll"ivt:~llotl
position of being both radio t<•oh·
nioians and publisher'll.
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\ Vrite for leafl et
'' Better Valve
Protection"
free on application.

The R.I. Duostat, specially designed for both
bright and dull filament valves, permits sensitive
adjustment to be made in the filament . . current of
both types to the highest degree, giving as a result
longer life and smoother action. The Duostat is
secured to the panel by a one-bole 6xio~, which is
absolutely independent of the brush contact so that
""hen the clampin_g nut is tightened the perfect
si lky action of the Duostat remains the same.
The coils of high resistance wire, which are wound
on hard insulated cylinders of larger radiating area
than any other similar type of rheostat, are clamped
in a solid brass frame with the ends of the resistance winding led to milled head terminals.
A large black circular scale enables the user to see
at a glance which resistance is in use thereby
affording a safeguard against excessive current
being applied to the filament of the valve.
The sterling qualities of the RJ .
Transfo rmer are p roved by t he fact
that il is u&ed by over half-a-million
wi re less cnt hu~aasts. ln the la t est
pattern t h e coil bobbin, which is bu ilt
of special insulating material,is divided
into six main sections. the primary
being wound outside the secondary
instead of inside as in the original

pattern.

This patent(d m(t/ood oj constnuta()lt
has enabled thl self-caf!acitv to be reduced from 63 micro-macroforads to 18,
ensurln~
perfect tonal beauty,
coupled with maximum ampUficatlon witho ut distortion.
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